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New
Publishers
Once again SPD welcomes a prodigious
number of exceptional new independent
presses to the SPD family. This catalog
introduces the books of nineteen new
publishers from six states and one
commonwealth.
A BARNACLE BOOK/ WEST HOLLYWOOD,
CALIFORNIA
Joseph Mattson, Empty the Sun w/ CD
Oriana Small, Girlvert: A Porno Memoir
BROWSER BOOKS PUBLISHING/ SAN
FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Stephen Damon, & on the Eighth Day: On Retreat
in the Redwoods
Stephen Damon, Exile and Return: Passover
Haggadah
Penelope Duckworth, A Common Glory
Claudia Jensen Dudley, Waters of the Afternoon
David Lee Garrison, Sweeping the Cemetery
Taigen Dan Leighton, Songs for the True Dharma
Eye: Verse Comments on Dogen’s Shobogenzo
Bob Scher, As if the Sky Were Open: Selected
Poems
Bob Scher, Lightning: The Nature of Leadership
Bob Scher, There’s a Hole in Your Sky: Limericks
You Can Tell to Anyone
Myrna Stone, How Else to Love the World
CINELIT PUBLISHING/ DENVER, COLORADO
Carol S. Altman, Childhood...Literary and
Cinematic Inspiration
DOROTHY, A PUBLISHING PROJECT/
URBANA, ILLINOIS
Barbara Comyns, Who Was Changed and Who
Was Dead
Renee Gladman, Event Factory

MONKEY PUZZLE PRESS/ BOULDER,
COLORADO
Brandon Arthur, expired Rx
Travis Cebula, Some Exits
Jack Collom, Cold Instant
Get in the car, Helen, The Aftermath, etc.
Nate Jordon, Editor, Monkey Puzzle #9
Nicholas B. Morris, Tapeworm
Adam Perry, Fotographs of Bones
Nancy Stohlman, Searching for Suzi
PASSAGER BOOKS/ BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
Mary Azrael and Kendra Kopelke, Editors, Keeping
Time: 150 Years of Journal Writing
Shirley J. Brewer, A Little Breast Music
Larnell Custis Butler, Improvise in the Amen
Corner
Norma Chapman, Perris, California
Jean L. Connor, A Cartography of Peace
Jean L. Connor, A Hinge of Joy
Bart Galle, Everything Is True at Once

RAW ART PRESS/ PITTSBURG, CALIFORNIA
Grace Marie Grafton, Other Clues
Marc Elihu Hofstadter, Rising at 5 AM
Janell Moon, Salt and Paper: 65 Candles
RUST BUCKLE BOOKS/ BROOKLYN, NEW
YORK
John Coletti, Mum Halo
SAND PAPER PRESS/ KEY WEST, FLORIDA
Arlo Haskell, Joker
Stuart Krimko, The Sweetness of Herbert
Harry Mathews, The New Tourism
Shawn Vandor, Fire at the End of the Rainbow
STANDING STONE BOOKS/ SYRACUSE,
NEW YORK
Peter Weltner, News from the World at My Birth:
A History

FAST FORWARD PRESS/ EVERGREEN,
COLORADO
K. Scott Forman, Kona Morris & Nancy Stohlman,
Editors, Fast Forward: The Mix Tape: A Collection
of Flash Fiction, Volume Three

THEENK BOOKS/ PALMYRA, NEW YORK
Stephen Ellis, Opulence
Steven Farmer, glowball
John Roche, Road Ghosts
Steve Tills, Rugh Stuff

FURNITURE PRESS BOOKS/ TOWSON,
MARYLAND
Emily Carr, Directions for Flying: 36 Fits: A Young
Wife’s Almanac: Right Side Lower Arms Raise
Arms Bend Knees Repeat on Left
Chris McCreary, Undone: A Fakebook

WHAT BOOKS PRESS/ TOPANGA,
CALIFORNIA
Molly Bendall and Gail Wronsky, Bling & Fringe
(The L.A. Poems)
Francois Camoin, April, May, and So On
Kevin Cantwell, One of Those Russian Novels
Ramon Garcia, Other Countries
Gronk, A Giant Claw
Katharine Haake, The Origin of Stars and Other
Stories
Karen Kevorkian, Lizard Dream
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WRIT LARGE PRESS/ LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA
Kim Calder, Who’s to Say What’s Home
Aaron Henne, You Already Know: A Playwright’s
Guide to Trusting Yourself; Practical Exercises
to Open the Channel

PENMANSHIP BOOKS/ BROOKLYN,
NEW YORK
D. Blair, Moonwalking
Mahogany L. Browne, Swag
Eboni, Grits

FACTORY HOLLOW PRESS/ AMHERST,
MASSACHUSETTS
Alex Phillips, Crash Dome

INK./ BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA
Pam Benjamin, The Pigeon Chronicles or Bike
Messenger Assassins
m. g. martin, One for None

Chuck Rosenthal, Are We Not There Yet?: Travels in
Nepal, North India, and Bhutan
Chuck Rosenthal, Coyote O’Donohughe’s History
of Texas
Gail Wronsky, So Quick Bright Things
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A LETTER FROM SPD’S
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Are You a
Harrison or
a Balfour?
Gentle Reader of the SPD Catalog… In
lieu of our regular introduction, I submit
for your reading pleasure a selection of
choice excerpts from The Pleasures of
Reading: An Address Delivered at St.
Andrews University, December 10, 1887 by
Arthur James Balfour, Lord Rector. I’m
afraid I can’t tell you exactly who “Mr.
Harrison” is, but I’m happy that former
British Prime Minister Balfour can again
here have the opportunity to object to
them for your reading pleasure.
Enjoy!

Jeffrey Lependorf, Executive Director
…Yet I am convinced that, for most
persons, the views thus laid down
by Mr Harrison are wrong, and
that what he describes, with
characteristic vigour, as “an
impotent voracity for desultory
information,” is in reality a most
desirable and a not too common
form of mental appetite. I have no
sympathy whatever to the horror
he expresses at the “incessant
accumulation of fresh books,” I am
never tempted to regret that
Gutenberg was born into the
world. I care not at all though the
“cataract of printed stuff,” as Mr
Harrison calls it, should flow and
still flow on until the catalogues of
our libraries should make libraries
themselves.
…
I have often heard of the individual
whose excellent natural gifts have
been so overloaded with huge
masses of undigested and
indigestible learning, that they
have had no chance of healthy
development. But though I have
often heard of this personage,

I have never met him, and I believe
him to be mythical. It is true, no
doubt, that many learned people
are dull; but there is no indication
that they are dull because they are
learned. True dullness is seldom
acquired; it is a natural grace, the
manifestations of which, however
modified by education, remain in
substance the same.
…
I would further point out to you
that, while there is no ground in
experience for supposing that a
keen interest in those facts which
Mr Harrison describes as “merely
curious” as any stupefying effect
upon the mind, or has any
tendency to render it insensible to
the higher things of literature and
art, there is positive evidence that
many of those who have most
deeply felt the charm of those
higher things have been consumed
by that omnivorous appetite for
knowledge which excites Mr
Harrison’s especial indignation.
…
Consider the case of Lord
Macaulay. Lord Macaulay did
everything Mr Harrison says he
ought not to have done. From youth
to age he was continuously
occupied in “gorging and
enfeebling” his intellect by the
unlimited consumption of every
species of literature, from the

I have no sympathy
whatever to the
horror he expresses
at the “incessant
accumulation of
fresh books”
masterpieces of the age of Pericles
to the latest rubbish from the
circulating library. It is not told of
him that his intellect suffered by
the process; and though it will
hardly be claimed for him that he
was a great critic, none will deny
that he possessed the keenest
susceptibilities for literary

ARTHUR JAMES BALFOUR

excellence in many languages and
in every form.
…
Contemporary poetry, for instance,
on which Mr Harrison bestows a
good deal of hard language, has,
and must have for the generation
which produces it, certain qualities
not likely to be possessed by any
other.
…
But it will naturally be asked,
“How are we to select from among
the infinite number of things which
may be known, those which it is
best worth while for us to know?”
We are constantly being told to
concern ourselves with learning
what it important, and not to waste
our energies upon what is
insignificant? A precise and
complete answer to this question
which shall be true for all men
cannot be given.
…
All this [reading] is ours for the
asking. All this we shall ask for, if
only it be our happy fortune to love
for its own sake the beauty and the
knowledge to be gathered from
books. And if this be our fortune,
the world may be kind or unkind—
it may seem to us to be hastening
on the wings of enlightenment and
progress to an imminent
millennium, or it may weigh us
down with the sense of insoluble
difficulty and irremediable wrong;
but whatever else it be, so long as
we have good health and a good
library, it can hardly be dull.
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COMPLETE SET AVAILABLE NOW!

TH E G R A N D PI A NO
AN EXPERIMENT IN COLLECTIVE AUTOBIOGRAPHY
SAN FRANCISCO, 1975– 1980

Ted Pearson
Bob Perelman
Kit Robinson
Lyn Hejinian
Carla Harryman
Steve Benson
Rae Armantrout
Ron Silliman
Tom Mandel
Barrett Watten
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MODE

A


The Grand Piano is itself a veering off
and an investigation and a playing or
experimenting with the materials of
language, history, textuality, and
temporality, the personal and political,
poetry and community . . . .
—Robin Tremblay-McGaw, How2

Individual volumes of THE GRAND PIANO: $12.95 each.
Part 1 (ISBN 978-0-9790198-0-7, 2nd printing), 80 pp.; part 2 (ISBN 9780-9790198-1-4), 96 pp.; part 3 (ISBN 978-0-9790198-2-1), 128 pp.; part 4
(ISBN 978-0-9790198-3-8), 160 pp; part 5 (ISBN 978-0-9790198-4-5), 144
pp.; part 6 (ISBN 978-0-9790198-5-2), 160 pp.; part 7 (ISBN 978-0-9790198-6-9), 208 pp.; part 8 (ISBN 978-0-9790198-7-6), 208 pp.; part 9 (ISBN



978-0-9790198-8-3), 224 pp.; part X (ISBN 978-0-9790198-9-0), 272 pp.

Special price for compete set of THE GRAND PIANO: $100.00.

Designed and published by Barrett Watten, Mode A/ This Press
(Detroit). For further information and online archive of digital
resources, see our web site: www.thegrandpiano.org.
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NE W F ROM F UTU R EPO EM B O O KS

Late in the
Antenna Fields
Alan Gilbert

The Source
Noah Eli Gordon

Sherwood Forest
Camille Roy

“By applying a hypertextual model to paperbound books in a library, Gordon turns the
electronic equation on its ear, making us
realize that our engagement with every kind
of media—analog and digital—has forever
been altered. ”
—Kenneth Goldsmith

“Camille Roy rides the catch between poetry
and prose like a girl who grew up riding
horses. . . feels like the rational mind on a
weekend holiday with fantasy and lust bridled
only by the limitation that it sound good and
Sherwood Forest absolutely does.”
—Eileen Myles

$16.00 | Poetry, Paper | 978-0-9822798-4-7

$16.00 | Poetry/Prose, Paper | 978-0-9822798-5-4

Delinquent
Mina Pam Dick

Poems of the Black Object
Ronaldo Wilson

Traffic & Weather
Marcella Durand

Official Selection, AIGA 50 BOOKS/50 COVERS

Winner, ASIAN AMERICAN LIT. AWARD - POETRY
Winner, THOM GUNN AWARD FOR GAY POETRY

“Alan Gilbert is the tough-love chronicler of
our immense dystopia. . . tight, vivid, kinetic,
and elegant. . . An enormous achievement.”
—Anne Waldman
$16.00 | Poetry, Paper | 978-0-9822798-3-0

R E CE N T F UTURE PO EM T I T L ES

“Flips through personae and assertions with
madcap glee, culminating in a veritable Q.E.D.
of heretical subjectivity.”
—Pamela Lu

“[A] warning to anyone tempted to believe
that in objectification lies freedom.”
—Claudia Keelan

“This multiple, seething, singing confluence
rises up out of the city of life to join the
enigmatic sky and clouds. . . It’s a stunning
achievement.”
—John Ashbery

$15.00 | Poetry/Fiction, Paper | 978-0-9822798-1-6

$15.00 | Poetry, Paper | 978-0-9822798-0-9

$15.00 | Poetry/Prose, Paper | 978-0-9716800-9-8
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New from Tupelo

Press

Poor-Mouth Jubilee

Dogged Hearts

Michael Chitwood

Ellen Doré Watson

Rebecca Dunham

“The Spirit that endows this poetry is
evidence of inspiration.”
— Mark Jarman 978-1-932195-89-7, $16.95

“The poems are wild, delirious … a powerful
and wise book.” — Gerald Stern

“… an enormously compelling reading
experience.” — Sherod Santos

978-1-932195-85-9, $16.95
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Frank Adams
Mother Speaks Her Name
978-0-9841304-6-7, $10, paper, 52 pp.

Cynthia Arrieu-King
People Are Tiny in Paintings of China
978-0-9801938-5-5, $12, paper, 124 pp.

WILD OCEAN PRESS 2010

OCTOPUS BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “MOTHER SPEAKS HER NAME is classic in theme,
operatic in structure, beautiful, fundamental...the very
heart of a man’s life and vision—all the gender myths
and hells of the eons. Frank Adams writes from the
shadows, from the darkness, a survivor’s tale in verse.
MOTHER SPEAKS HER NAME is powerful poetry, poetry
asking to be heard”—Sharon Doubiago.

Poetry. “I can’t remember when a book of poems has
invited such an attentive reading as Cindy King’s
marvelous first volume, PEOPLE ARE TINY IN PAINTINGS
OF CHINA. Each poem, a descent through shifting strata
of syntax and history, requires a sustained renegotiation
of one’s balance in language and the world. As I read I
had the feeling of launching myself from an opening line
and falling past gorgeous and complex surfaces, an
intricate landscape of experience, until landing on the
solid earth of the final lines of these extraordinary
poems. PEOPLE ARE TINY IN PAINTINGS OF CHINA is a
work of uncommon talent”—Lynn Emanuel.

Kelli Russell Agodon
Letters from the Emily Dickinson Room
978-1-935210-15-3, $16, paper, 96 pp.
WHITE PINE PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Agodon’s book is a bright, funny, touching
meditation on loss, love, and the power of words. Her
genius is in the interweaving of God and Vodka, bees
and bras, astronomy and astrology, quotes from Einstein
and Dickinson, a world in which gossip rags in checkout
lines and Neruda hum in the writer’s mind with equal
intensity”—Jeannine Hall Gailey.
Demosthenes Agrafiotis
Chinese Notebook
978-1-933254-68-5, $17, paper, 148 pp.
UGLY DUCKLING PRESSE 2010

Poetry. Translated from the Greek by John Sakkis and
Angelos Sakkis. Composed in a red-and-black notebook
that was made in China, Demosthenes Agrafiotis’s
CHINESE NOTEBOOK addresses the act of
(mis)communication in a world held sway to consumer
capitalism and globalization. The conceits of abstraction,
fragmentation and disjunction are employed here as a
means to an end, as the language of corporate legalese
begins to build, through accretion and overlap, into a
personal metaphysics. Within these short, spare poems,
Agrafiotis demonstrates the ways that language can
formulate network—or, in his words, “ensembles of
meaning interacting with the flow of things.”
Francisco X. Alarcón
Ce Uno One: Poemas para el Nuevo Sol/Poems
for the New Sun
978-1-930454-26-2, $12.95, paper, 50 pp.
SWAN SCYTHE PRESS 2010

Poetry. Latino/Latina Studies. These multilingual poems,
by a highly honored Chicano poet and children’s author,
celebrate our unity as human beings and announce the
coming of the New Sun—which the Maya believe arrives
in 2012—and Alarcón identifies as the era of the “Flower
Sun” when the World’s biggest concerns would be “the
colors / and the scents / of flowers // sprouting / from
nowhere / everywhere....”

Brandon Arthur
expired Rx
978-0-9826646-4-3, $15, paper, 70 pp.
MONKEY PUZZLE PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Brandon Arthur has the uncanny gift to be both
Personist (see Frank O’Hara) and Archetypal (see Robert
Duncan) in his works. Looking OUT at the phenomenal,
looking IN at the possibly even more phenomenal (but
not immediately accessible to others), his poems truly
‘own’ their sound/vision/intelligence. EXPIRED RX is a
book unlikely to expire in the coming millennia (given,
of course, the survival of writing)”—Anselm Hollo.
Devreaux Baker
Red Willow People
978-0-9841304-4-3, $14, paper, 101 pp.
WILD OCEAN PRESS 2010

Poetry. Native American Studies. RED WILLOW PEOPLE is
like sacred text from the great spirit, great mother earth,
wisdom beyond knowing, Holy Writ. As Cynthia Hogue,
author of The Incognito Body and Or Consequence, writes:
“One enters Devreaux Baker’s haunting new collection,
RED WILLOW PEOPLE, as one would sacred terrain. These
poems are spare, tactile and textured, but they hover
between worlds: ‘I do not know why the ghost of the
woman from the pueblo / visits me,’ one speaker
confesses. This visitation is a gift, but it carries with it
the task of journeying to that ‘core place / where bone
meets spirit,’ ‘the other side of air,’ through time and
‘beyond knowing.’ RED WILLOW PEOPLE is a book of
visionary medicine, for though Baker walks through
‘the thin field / of grief,’ she does so to instruct and heal,
walking in a rare beauty and in magic to write these
gorgeously wise poems.”
Jonathan Ball
Clockfire
978-1-55245-236-3, $14.95, paper, 104 pp.
COACH HOUSE BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Jonathan Ball’s CLOCKFIRE is a suite of poetic
blueprints for imaginary plays that would be impossible
to produce—plays in which, for example, the director
burns out the sun, actors murder their audience or the
laws of physics are defiled. The poems in a sense replace
the need for drama, and are predicated on the idea that
modern theater lacks both “clocks” and “fire” and thus
fails to offer its audiences immediate, violent
engagement. They sometimes resemble the scores for
Fluxus “happenings,” but replace the casual aesthetic
and DIY simplicity of Fluxus art with something more
akin to the brutality of Artaud’s theater of cruelty. .
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María Baranda
Ficticia
978-1-84861-123-8, $15, paper, 80 pp.

Claire Becker
Where We Think It Should Go
978-0-9801938-4-8, $12, paper, 75 pp.

SHEARSMAN BOOKS 2010

OCTOPUS BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Latino/Latina Studies. Translated from the
Spanish by Joshua Edwards. FICTICIA was first published
in Mexico in 2006. The book is a trilogy of long poems:
an initial sequence bearing the overall title, a series of
“Letters to Robinson,” and a “Sky Cycle.” While these
series are distinct poems, they are all interconnected and
intended to amplify each other and make a greater
whole. The first sequence has a narrative voice and
addresses an unidentified “you”; the second, the Letters,
is addressed to Robinson, a witness to the events that
unfold; the third returns to the narrative voice.

“Poems should go to where we think, which means that
they often end up in the loneliest, most impossible
places. (California’ll do, but there are others.) Once, when
I was a little kid, I burned my hand with our car’s
cigarette lighter while my mom was busy paying for the
gas she’d just pumped. I remember the meaty stench,
the little crop circle in my palm, but mostly I remember
wanting badly to know a thing, a thing that sped off as
quickly as it came, maybe quicker. Claire Becker’s poems
seem both driven by that impulse and in love with that
result. They’ve got a throb at which it’s hard not to
wonder and, like more than one of us, an aching oddball
soul”—Graham Foust.

Anthony Barnett
Citations followed on
978-0-907954-38-5, $19, paper, 36 pp.
ALLARYCE BOOK 2010

Fiction. Poetry. CITATIONS FOLLOWED ON comprises
citations from translated novels followed by related, or
unrelated, prose pieces, including a little poetry and a
separate prose piece entitled “Next to Nothing.”

Gary Barwin
The Porcupinity of the Stars
978-1-55245-235-6, $14.95, paper, 96 pp.
COACH HOUSE BOOKS 2010

Poetry. In this much-anticipated new collection, poet
and musician Gary Barwin both continues and extends
the alchemical collision of language, imaginative flight
and quiet beauty that have made him unique among
contemporary poets. As the Utne Reader has noted, what
makes this work so compelling is “Barwin’s balance of
melancholy with wide-eyed wonder.” THE PORCUPINITY
OF THE STARS sees the always bemused and wistful poet
reaching into new and deeper territory, addressing the
joys and vagaries of perception in poems touching on
family, loss, wonder and the shifting, often perplexing
nature of consciousness.
Claire Bateman
Coronology
978-0-9819687-5-9, $17.95, paper, 72 pp.
ETRUSCAN PRESS 2010

Poetry. CORONOLOGY explores the odd toomuchness/not-enoughness of imaginative experience—
is this the neighborhood we signed up for? What was
The Book That Consumed Everything seeking as it
gobbled up all the other books? If the sky were to fall to
earth, what would the recovery process involve?
“Nakedly beautiful, the book shimmers with insight,
even as it creates an entirely other world, one I wish I
could stay in for days, weeks, years. A one of a kind
book—wistfully sweet and delicately wrought, brilliant
and irresistible”—Nin Andrews.
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Caroline Bergvall
Meddle English: New and Selected Texts
978-0-9822645-8-4, $14.95, paper, 128 pp.
NIGHTBOAT BOOKS 2010

Poetry. This book gathers a decade of Caroline Bergvall’s
innovative pieces, from her long out-of-print
performance text Goan Atom, inspired by the graphic
contortions of Hans Bellmer’s Doll and violent love
fantasies of other radical body-inspired artists, The
Shorter Chaucer, a series of contemporary tales exploring
social mores in a feisty mix of languages, and the hybrid
and visual prose pieces Cropper, Cat in the Throat, and
Middling English. This volume—rich, multi-layered,
acerbic, humorous—creates a strong case for how new
literature can provide speculative and performative
excursions into post-urban lives and idoms and explore
renewed visions for languages.
Jim Beschta
North from Yaounde
978-0-9822495-6-7, $18, paper, 27 pp.
ADASTRA PRESS 2010

Poetry. African American Studies. These ten poems
collect experiences from the author’s visit to Cameroon,
where his daughter was working at a chimpanzee rescue
center: “a world so remote that polio was as rampant as
AIDS” (from the author’s Preface). Beschta’s language is
narrative, descriptive, and powerful.
Hakim Bey
Black Fez Manifesto
978-1-57027-187-8, $12.95, paper, 128 pp.
AUTONOMEDIA 2008

Poetry. New poetic rants and prose poems from the
pseudonymous author of TAZ and MILLENNIUM and coeditor of ORGIES OF THE HEMP EATERS, among many
other influential, incendiary texts. BLACK FEZ
MANIFESTO is the emblem of our intransigent disgust
with the lukewarm necromantic vacuum of
dephlogisticated corpse breath that passes nowadays for
Empire and organic death.

Janée J. Baugher
Coördinates of Yes
978-0-9812744-3-0, $16.50, paper, 92 pp.

Sallie Bingham
If in Darkness
978-1-893670-43-3, $15, paper, 70 pp.

AHADADA BOOKS 2010

TEBOT BACH 2010

Poetry. Written during a six-week trip through Europe,
COÖRDINATES OF YES marries nuances of travel
(loneliness, restlessness, adventure, reverie, risk,
discovery) with ekphrasis (poems inspired by the visual
arts). This collection of poems addresses different ways
of seeing: The experience of travel and art-viewing can
enlighten as well as confuse, while the literal eye that
travels is undifferentiated from the eye of the
imagination. At the core of COÖRDINATES OF YES lies
dualism: “Coördinates” refers to place and transience of
travel, and “Yes” suggests the mind-set required of both
traveler and viewer of art.

Poetry. “Sallie Bingham’s poems forge the light and
darkness to shape a body of work that engages and
shines. The past and the present, the inner and the outer,
are all drawn precisely with small wisdom lines
throughout. The poetry leaves us with ‘the serene best
our lives can offer’ and ‘the small whir of your lively
heart.’ A fine distillation from a life well savored”—Joan
Logghe, President of New Mexico Literary Arts.
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Star Black
Velleity’s Shade
978-0-9818591-7-0, $16, paper, 80 pp.

Shirley J. Brewer
A Little Breast Music
978-0-9631385-9-0, $9, paper, 52 pp.

SATURNALIA BOOKS 2010

PASSAGER BOOKS 2008

Poetry. Art. Illustrated by Bill Knott. Reversing their roles
in 2006’s STIGMATA ERRATA ETCETERA, Star Black serves
as poet, and Bill Knott takes on the role of artist. Bill
Knott’s colorful, mischievous, semi-abstract paintings
complement Star Black’s meditations on love and
relationships, as well as the divide between what time
holds captive and what eludes time. In VELLEITY’S
SHADE the temporal collides with the imagined and the
passing years become a confluence of queries, shifting
views, odd inventories, and light-hearted challenges as if
time were a rocking-chair on a flying carpet and
turbulence was nothing to fret about.

Poetry. “Shirley J. Brewer’s poems are so alert to the
reverberant specifics of life, so alive with sensory energy,
that I lose myself (a benefit!) in the lost worlds they
evoke. A LITTLE BREAST MUSIC sings!”—Thomas Lux.

D. Blair
Moonwalking
978-0-9841513-8-7, $16, paper, 80 pp.
PENMANSHIP BOOKS 2010

Poetry. African American Studies. For the last five years,
Detroit poet and national slam champ Blair has been
examining the life, career, and influences of Michael
Jackson, the King of Pop. Jackson is a peculiarly
American icon. To discuss M.J. is to discuss issues of race,
gender, sexuality, stardom, poverty, wealth, self-abuse,
child abuse, and justice. This book is for anyone
interested in the aforementioned subjects. This book is
about America.

Susan Briante
Utopia Minus
978-1-934103-19-7, $17.50, paper, 104 pp.
AHSAHTA PRESS 2011

Poetry. From the Confederacy, to Ground Zero, to the
ruins of urban sprawl, this book is a monument to
collapse—itself a terrible art: “Gen. Sherman painted
landscapes.” Sometimes, in the breakage of the human,
nature returns: a loving catalog of trees and birds as well
as shuttered franchise restaurants. Sometimes, when
human relations break down, they create terrible
yearning. Each type of war, in public space and private
interaction, is given a new, evidentiary lament: “O
Sunglass Hut, we hardly knew you!”
Antoinette Brim
Psalm of the Sunflower
978-0-9819208-6-3, $14.95, paper, 76 pp.
AQUARIUS PRESS/WILLOW BOOKS 2010

Barbara Blatner
The Still Position: a verse memoir of my mother’s
death
978-1-935520-23-8, $14.95, paper, 120 pp.
NYQ BOOKS 2010

Poetry. THE STILL POSITION chronicles the last days of
life of the poet’s difficult but cherished mother. Set in
upstate New York among deer and hawks under a stonescarred mountain, these poems reveal the death of the
body and the heart’s passage through loss and grief,
anger and confusion, forgiveness and devotion. These
poems are very up-close, chiseled, and go against
sentimentality by staying with details and particulars.
Although the end is known from the beginning, readers
will be affected by such an honest and suspenseful
journey.
Marie Borel
Wolftrot
978-1-934200-03-2, $14, paper, 111 pp.
FENCE BOOKS/LA PRESSE 2006

Poetry. Translated from the French by Sarah Riggs and
Omar Barrada. In WOLFTROT, Marie Borel turns the
eternal metaphor of the sea voyage on its ear: here, the
fleet is literal, and they’re literally (and literarily) lost.
Aficionado of pun and double entendre, Borel
interweaves vignettes and character sketches with
extended lyric dérèglements de tous les sens.

Poetry. African American Studies. “These revelatory
stanzas—deftly and lovingly crafted by a fierce poet at
the peak of her powers—are both defiant and threaded
with homespun wisdom. Here you’ll find tales of family,
chronicles of triumph and heartbreak, even an elusive
mysticism touching down in unexpected places, as
lyrical and soothing as psalms”—Patricia Smith.
Louis Daniel Brodsky
At Water’s Edge: Poems of Lake Nebagamon,
Volume One
978-1-56809-126-6, $15.95, paper, 122 pp.
TIME BEING BOOKS 2010

Poetry. In the small town of Lake Nebagamon,
Wisconsin, Brodsky finds a full sense of love for the
outdoors. He finds himself “Taking time to look and
listen, see and hear.” Poem after poem shares one man’s
alerted words for the American north country and for
our journeying moods of mind and body, in this everchanging natural world. AT WATER’S EDGE introduces us
to Brodsky’s own corner of nature and leaves us
anticipating future visits, in the subsequent volumes of
POEMS OF LAKE NEBAGAMON.
Louis Daniel Brodsky
Rabbi Auschwitz: Poems of the Shoah
978-1-56809-132-7, $15.95, paper, 80 pp.
TIME BEING BOOKS 2010

J. R. Brady
The Space Between
978-0-9825066-6-0, $9, paper, 38 pp.
BEATITUDE PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Ms. Brady’s THE SPACE BETWEEN deftly reveals
scenes that range from the generational aspects in ‘The
Empress’ to the almost mythological ‘An Applicant
Contemplates Louise Brooks’ and on toward the mythmaking tale of ‘Loch Ness.’ This collection offers us visions
of particular experience and universal patterns
suggesting realms of inward connection and outward
recognitions engaging lives sustained beyond easy
solution”—Vince Storti, North Coast Literary Review.

Poetry. Jewish Studies. “RABBI AUSCHWITZ is not so
much a book about the historical Shoah as it is about the
psyche of ‘a Jew who died fifty years too soon’ and who
now considers his pen ‘an oracular divining rod’ that may
or may not ‘stave off spiritual asphyxia.’ ‘It’s all about the
darkness of the mantra/Which takes him away from
himself,’ and as we listen to the best poems here and
observe ‘toxic psychosis’ that still desires a reason for
being, we are appalled, complicit, nauseated, and
gratefully ambivalent as we, by way of Brodsky’s
pounding and insistent voice, ‘survive forgetting’ to
remember”—William Heyen.
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Lewis DeForest Brown
Debris
978-0-9793390-7-3, $15, paper, 116 pp.

Larnell Custis Butler
Improvise in the Amen Corner
978-0-9631385-1-4, $14.95, paper, 108 pp.

ITHURIEL’S SPEAR 2010

PASSAGER BOOKS 2007

Poetry. “Lewis Brown writes playful religious poetry, a
poetry of delight. His work relishes the freedom of
surrealist associations and wit without indulging in
surrealist mystifications. His poems take great pleasure
in language, including a child’s delight in teasing it (‘It’s
not all smirky whoop’). What Brown would seem to love
most in poetry, however, is ‘the precious murmur that
spells itself’”—Peter Weltner.

Poetry. Art. African American Studies. Visionary artist and
poet Larnell Custis Butler writes: “To make my drawings, I
sit still and get very quiet. Then, a name will come into
my mind, and then a face, and then that person’s story
will begin to come through me, and I write it down.”
IMPROVISE IN THE AMEN CORNER is a stunning
collection of 48 portraits and poems that testify to
African American lives of deep vexation and amazing
grace.

Lily Brown
Rust or Go Missing
978-1-880834-91-6, $15.95, paper, 72 pp.
CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY POETRY CENTER 2010

Poetry. The poems in Lily Brown’s RUST OR GO MISSING
exist in the liminal space between the literal and the
imagined, the rational and the irrational, the abstract
and the representational. They think themselves into
being, and in so doing, become not just reflections on
lived and imagined experience, but experiences in
themselves.
Mahogany L. Browne
Swag
978-0-9841513-7-0, $18, paper, 88 pp.
PENMANSHIP BOOKS 2010

Poetry. African American Studies. “The SWAG bus took a
left on Empire Blvd. and landed in the kitchen of slick
talk. What makes this collection remarkable is that while
the title evokes the buck-buck braggadocio of Kings
County, the poems navigate the quiet spaces that
inhabit the schizophrenic scenery of Browne’s beloved
Brooklyn. Throughout the struggles, the pains and the
triumphs, the poet finds a place where ‘the joy the mess/
the body/ is most forgiving.’ This is the swaggerful
collision of craft and charisma. Boom”—Michael Cirelli.
Franco Buffoni
Wings: Selected Poems 2000-2005
978-0-9725271-5-6, $20, paper, 135 pp.
CHELSEA EDITIONS 2008

Poetry. Bilingual Edition. Translated from the Italian by
Emmanuel Pasquale. The deeply subtle, psychological
poems of Buffoni are best quoted: “Once upon a nontime/ I lacked patience with lying children:/
transparency and loyalty fed/ unconditional love/
otherwise no way/ and I restarted from scrap./ Now I
save my words I don’t waste a glance/ I carefully keep
the small rubber band/ the string the clipping;/ I even
reassemble truthful puzzles of lies.”
Sara Burge
Apocalypse Ranch
978-1-936196-05-0, $14.95, paper, 100 pp.
C&R PRESS 2010

Poetry. Winner of C&R Press’s 2009 De Novo Award for a
first book of poetry. “Sara Burge’s debut volume is a real
barn-burner. In the poems of APOCALYPSE RANCH every
word is written as if the human and animal lives of her
native Missouri Ozarks depend upon it. With assiduous
attention to detail, the ‘rotting houses’ and ‘broken farms’
of small-town America are given a realistic and often
disturbing perspective. Burge’s voice is decidedly her
own—unapologetic, hard as nails, divulging the
shotgun suicides and drowned children of families who
are up to their necks in a ‘Pomona Triangle’ of rusted
engine blocks and ‘human insincerity.’ In poem after
poem, Burge pushes away the psychological barriers we
erect with self-delusion, idolatry, or neglect, and gives
voice to difficult truths about the human condition”—
Marcus Cafagna.
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Kim Calder
Who’s to Say What’s Home
978-0-9814836-1-0, $15, paper, 129 pp.
WRIT LARGE PRESS 2008

Poetry. Kim Calder brings the heartfelt sense of loss to
bear on her raw, funny, and heartbreaking debut
collection of poems. “As a first book which portends
many more to come, it ranks with Sharon Olds’ Satan
Says, Dorianne Laux’s Awake, and Richard Jones’ Country
of Air“—Jack Grapes. “Kim Calder doesn’t kid herself. Her
poems are full of sharp, swift observations that turn
around, at the last minute, to trip the poet up—and
that’s after she’s already caught us, her readers, in the act
of hoping she’ll go easy on us. No such luck. These are
sometimes funny, sometimes heartbreaking, and always
well-wrought. I’m eager for them to find their readers.
But look out—they already know what you’re
thinking”—Chris Nealon.
Arthur W. Campbell
Trial & Error: The Education of a Freedom
Lawyer, Volume Two: For the Prosecution
978-0-9824276-7-5, $16, paper, 127 pp.
POETIC MATRIX PRESS 2010

Poetry. In this, the second of his three-book series TRIAL
& ERROR: THE EDUCATION OF A FREEDOM LAWYER, Art
Campbell becomes a Special Assistant U.S. Attorney in
Washington, D.C. He tries dozens of cases with only ten
minutes preparation, confronts “testilying” witnesses,
and argues constitutional issues on behalf of the
government. His prosecutorial career culminates with his
accidental conviction of an innocent man. When he is
told by his superior to let the verdict stand, he disobeys.
With vivid description and uncommon candor Campbell
reveals prosecutorial strategies, flaws in our justice
system, and his own doubts whether, as a prosecutor, he
can still be a freedom lawyer.
Kevin Cantwell
One of Those Russian Novels
978-0-9823542-3-0, $10, paper, 72 pp.
WHAT BOOKS PRESS 2009

Poetry. “The phrase ‘Russian novel’ suggests thickness,
density, and richness. All those terms apply to Cantwell’s
poetry or, more precisely, to the life in the poems. These
are active pieces that plunge into the thick of things and
pulse with motion, regardless of whether the setting is
past or present. They show as they describe or recollect,
and they don’t recollect in any apparent tranquility or
with regret. ‘A late cousin speaks,’ walking and talking
the life of addiction—the needle, coffee, cannabis, the
white rock—that culminates in the recognition of
happiness, however sordid, however self-isolating. Old
friends reconnect at a convention’s hotel bar, last to be
seated and staying so far beyond closing that the
management gives them an unsubtle hint, ‘and yet we
linger.’ This is poetry teeming with light, darkness, color,
movement, heat, cold, sound, and silence. Reading it is
like watching a complicated, demanding movie or, in full
consciousness, life”—Ray Olson, Booklist.
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Emily Carr
Directions for Flying: 36 Fits: A Young Wife’s
Almanac: Right Side Lower Arms Raise Arms
Bend Knees Repeat on Left
978-0-9826299-0-1, $12, paper, 90 pp.
FURNITURE PRESS BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “‘Already the unlasting has started,’ Emily Carr
writes in her fragmented and achingly beautiful how-to
(warning/guideline/almanac) for young wives and
young poets. Attempting to salvage the ‘de-articulate,
mirror/ the lunatic bride,’ Carr quickly makes us aware
that her speaker’s grip on reality is made of borrowed
lace. The result is a series of ‘36 fits.’ Installed by month,
each perfectly spare poem talks back to the
contemporary canon—Frank Bidart, Nick Flynn, Larry
Levis, CD Wright, and about twenty-five others. Yet the
strongest poem in the book, ‘yolk (v.)’ happens to be the
only ‘fit’ not ‘after’ someone else. When we finally get
Carr’s unfiltered voice it is naked, long-lined and
stunning. Never have I seen a book so much about
influence and identity as DIRECTIONS FOR FLYING. The
female speaker, the young wife, fights to carve out her
own identity, struggling with love and domesticity, its
blessings and pitfalls. Among the chorus of poetic
voices, Emily Carr’s rises above—supreme, utterly
unique, and definitely lasting”—Sarah Messer.
Julie Carr
Sarah—Of Fragments and Lines
978-1-56689-251-3, $16, paper, 74 pp.
COFFEE HOUSE PRESS 2010

Poetry. A National Poetry Series winner, chosen by Eileen
Myles. In the wake of a mother’s battle with Alzheimer’s
and a child’s impending birth, Julie Carr gathers the
shards of both mourning and joy to give readers poems
that encompass it all: “Zebra and xylophone cyclone and
sorrow.” Here she says, “Since I lost her I stored her like
ore in my / form as if later I’d find her, restore her,” giving
voice to the longing that accompanies life’s most
profound losses and its most anticipated arrivals.
B. Catling
A Court of Miracles
978-1-901538-66-3, $29.95, paper, 268 pp.
ETRUSCAN BOOKS 2009

Poetry. A COURT OF MIRACLES reaches back to the
Albion Village Press editions edited by Iain Sinclair,
through to The Tulpa Index, Thyhand, and The Stumbling
Block Its Index. The final section of this cabinet contains
uncollected works including “The Pittancer.” Catling has
an international reputation as a performance artist,
sculptor, film maker, and poet.
Travis Cebula
Some Exits
978-0-9801650-3-6, $6.95, paper, 40 pp.
MONKEY PUZZLE PRESS 2009

Poetry. SOME EXITS takes the reader on a poetic road
trip, a journey whose rhythms shift dynamically between
movement and focus. These short, tightly made poems
speed the reader through an environment that is at once
natural and unnatural, gorgeous and degraded. More
than exits, these pieces are entrances.

Paul Celan
From Threshold to Threshold
978-1-934851-13-5, $14.95, paper, 134 pp.
MARICK PRESS 2010

Poetry. Bilingual Edition. Translated from the German by
David Young. Cover art by the author’s wife, Gisele CelanLestrange. “Celan’s English language readers, and readers
to come, will be deeply grateful for this new translation
of his second book. I admire David Young’s clear and
respectful introduction, generous to his colleagues in
Celan translation, and helpful in providing a broad
context for this poetry; and I admire, especially, his
faithfulness in spirit as he becomes a ‘water-diviner’ of
Celan’s work. Young is a subtle, trusting reader of the
ways this poet of poets took—as he had to—to create a
completely new poetry”—Jean Valentine. This collection
is the first of three by Celan that David Young is
undertaking to present in their entirety. He works at
present as an editor at Oberlin College Press.
Don Cellini
Translate into English
978-0-932412-91-1, $14.95, paper, 63 pp.
MAYAPPLE PRESS 2010

Poetry. Don Cellini’s new work, TRANSLATE INTO
ENGLISH, possesses an elegance and integrity rarely
found on bookshelves today. Cellini’s poems are
intelligent and clever while capturing subtle emotions.
Each poem in this collection is framed with grammatical
instructions from a turn of the century Spanish lesson
book. The fine execution of his poetic vignettes—each
work, each poem, every page is necessary to the whole.
And the whole is a unique and beautiful experience.
Norma Chapman
Perris, California
978-0-9631385-8-3, $9, paper, 64 pp.
PASSAGER BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “Norma Chapman’s PERRIS, CALIFORNIA is
pungent truth-telling, peopled by a call-girl cousin, ditzy
aunts, grandmothers, lovers, her mother and father (‘the
fifth husband of his second wife’), in a voice unique to
the time and this poet, the voice of a laconic rapier.
These poems, often arising from the Great Depression
and WWII, entertain, elucidate a life few readers will
recognize, but all will revel in”—Gregg McBride. “In her
uncompromising gaze at the realities of age and life and
death, Chapman’s poems reveal the immense vitality of
a lively mind and give no quarter to the solemn
pieties”—Jean Norhaus.
Jonathan Chaves
West Cliff Poems: The Poetry of Weng Chüan
978-0-9812744-6-1, $16.95, paper, 68 pp.
AHADADA BOOKS2010

Poetry. East Asia Studies. Translated from the Chinese
with an Introduction and Notes by Jonathan Chaves.
Foreword by Burton Watson. Illustrations from Lan Ying.
This is the first book in any language devoted to Weng
Chüan (d. after 1214), one of the most influential lateSung Dynasty poets, known for his intimate nature
poetry. “Chaves makes an outstanding contribution to
the books that present classical Chinese poetry in both
accurate and enjoyable English”—Choice. “Chaves breaks
new ground. A vast poetic corpus is opened up to the
general reader for the first time”—The Times Literary
Supplement.
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Michael Chitwood
Poor-Mouth Jubilee
978-1-932195-89-7, $16.95, paper, 72 pp.

John Coletti
Mum Halo
978-0-9843468-0-6, $15, paper, 104 pp.

TUPELO PRESS 2010

RUST BUCKLE BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Michael Chitwood’s seventh collection of poems
is tremendously varied in shape and pace, from terse,
reflexive aphorisms to rangy narratives. “No book about
happiness has made me half as happy as I was made by
POOR-MOUTH JUBILEE, Michael Chitwood’s sublime
book about sorrow. Chitwood gives sorrow all its due
respect—and no more, so the book is often laugh-out
funny in its wisdom. Don’t pray for the sick, Chitwood
instructs, ‘They have their own problems.’ And POORMOUTH JUBILEE pulses with the exhilaration of being
alive”—Andrew Hudgins.

Poetry. “I moved to New York City, was handed Physical
Kind and was in love in seven lines. I have been waiting
for this collection ever since. I like poets who let me get
in their heads. It’s about being with them more than
understanding every synapse that fires. Everything that
happens in a Coletti poem is treated with equal
emphasis, is experienced with equal weight. It’s not easy
to wake up with a shell sewn inside your ear but Coletti
takes the potential burden of hyper-perception and
cycles it out to us with ‘fighting charm’”—Stacy
Szymaszek.

Tom Clark
At the Fair
978-1-60964-044-6, $16, paper, 132 pp.

Jack Collom
Cold Instant
978-0-9826646-0-5, $16, paper, 86 pp.

BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2010

MONKEY PUZZLE PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Not nostalgia transports us here, but the sweet
pulse of ‘vanished ephemerae,’ love of the Voyage, the
illumination, and ‘throbbing rituals’ of a life lived always
inside poetry. Tom Clark’s prodigious archive of memory
trembles on the edge of a teetering universe, calls us
back toward the imagination of Reverdy, Vallejo,
Ungaretti as witness to the power and thrust and ethos
of language. ‘The universe is strange, the universe is
dangerous, the universe doesn’t answer the phone.‘
Indeed. But Clark does answer here for all us
dreamers”—Anne Waldman.

Poetry. “For only a very few of us, making poems is as
natural, as inborn, as breathing. Jack Collom is such a
poet. In COLD INSTANT, Collom once again grabs his
spirit lollipop, puts on his Captain Rainbow smile, and
brings us to ‘poetry’s perch upon the moment’s ledge.’
Collom has told us before that ecology is ‘everything’ and
his poetry never fails to partake of the ‘radiantly verdant
ramifications’ of that everything to which he bears
witness so keenly. These poems bring it all together—
’profusion, extravagance/ invisibility/ holiness’—proving
that ‘each tiny direction’s a universe.’ Collom capers with
the joy and earnestness of a kid within his wild poetic
traceries. His gift to us is to demonstrate that play is the
form of wisdom we most urgently need”—Elizabeth
Robinson.

Brian Clements
Jargon
978-1-935835-00-4, $14, paper, 132 pp.
QUALE PRESS 2010

Poetry. All too aware of language’s inability to reveal real
answers or to calm the cold and hard world we inhabit,
in JARGON Brian Clements nonetheless revels in the
places where we settle into “language’s sly do-overs,”
into meaning—communication, identity, the making of
art, religion and its replacements, each other—hoping
to emerge from the dark places of the universe (e quindi
uscimmo) to see again sunlight. The prose poems in
JARGON are haunted by the ghosts of form, rhetoric,
narrative, argument—the cultural forms that make the
world familiar yet tend to abandon us when we need
them most (such as in times of war, or in times of
economic collapse). Like its prequel, AND HOW TO END
IT (Quale Press, 2009), this book seems to rise ab nihilo in
search of a beginning and an end—a cause and a
purpose.
Kate Colby
Beauport
978-1-933959-11-5, $15, paper, 73 pp.
LITMUS PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Kate Colby’s BEAUPORT opens windows framing
history framing natural and unnatural settings (traffic,
waves, skylines, sky). The work presents a series of
displacements, smoke and mirror memory experiments,
stitching together with anachronism the physical and
the metaphysical. This is a fascinating book, composing
and collapsing (wing, telescope), foregrounding subject,
object and sightlines in between. With its architecture of
vignettes, lullabies, hymns and fragments, Colby’s
BEAUPORT constructs resistances, ever confronting its
considered grace and precision in ripples of savory
humors”—Norma Cole.
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Jean L. Connor
A Cartography of Peace
978-0-9631385-0-7, $13.95, paper, 96 pp.
PASSAGER BOOKS 2005

Poetry. “Only some art knows how to teach us how to
live, and in a way that we are willing, ardently willing, to
be taught. Jean Connor’s A CARTOGRAPHY OF PEACE is
that kind of book. By turns ‘wildly admiring’ or ‘sitting
beneath the tutelage of the dark,’ these poems take hold
of me and sit me down in an attention to both language
and the natural world that is riveting and wrought,
silence-filled and sublime. ‘Time to read/ something old/
deeper than August,’ says the speaker in one poem. Yes.
Indeed. Right here. This whole book”—Robin Behn.
Jean L. Connor
A Hinge of Joy
978-0-9631385-3-8, $9, paper, 53 pp.
PASSAGER BOOKS 2009

Poetry. A HINGE OF JOY is Jean Connor’s second
collection of poems, published in her 90th year. “Jean
Connor’s pure and modest singing reminds me why I
came to poetry in the first place”—David Huddle.
CAConrad
The Book of Frank
978-1-933517-49-0, $16, paper, 176 pp.
WAVE BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Winner of the 2009 Gil Ott Book Award, this
expanded edition of THE BOOK OF FRANK features
additional “Frank” poems and an essay by Eileen Myles.
Praised by poet Anne Waldman as a “voyeuresque
surreal portrait,” THE BOOK OF FRANK is also, in the
words of poet-critic Alan Gilbert, a “candid portrayal of
human cruelty and its resultant fantasies of escape.”
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Nicole Cooley
Milk Dress
978-1-882295-83-8, $15.95, paper, 80 pp.

Marisa Crawford
The Haunted House
978-0-9786172-5-7, $14, paper, 82 pp.

ALICE JAMES BOOKS 2010

SWITCHBACK BOOKS 2010

Poetry. In this cool, manifold chronicle of motherhood,
Nicole Cooley tackles the experience of creation,
occupying a new vernacular of love within danger. Her
poems—animate self-reflections of both merged bodies
and violent separation—confront the turbulence of fear
and safety. “MILK DRESS is a meticulous chronicle of
devotion and terror, love and responsibility. To watch a
poet with a poet’s skill address what is that which
without which we would have nothing is exhilarating
and what we have poetry for”—Dara Wier.

Poetry. Marisa Crawford’s first collection of poetry evokes
The Breakfast Club’s angst with deliberate control and
fresh upheaval. Centering on coming-of-age themes,
Crawford is brutally honest yet careful in her
representations and confessional moments—she
invokes a preteen voice, capturing in detail female
subjects, such as one who wears “cotton flowers on her
undershirt,” and describing “men who leave handprints
all over your blankets.” There is a maddening and
desirous investment in the characters littered
throughout: Ivy, Deidre, Virginia, Stephanie, Megan. Each
girl is a catalyst for another brilliantly crafted poem; each
poem is a catalyst for swizzle-stick nostalgia and a close
re-examination of girlhood. The winner of the 2008
Gatewood Prize, Crawford reminds us that although we
may make it out of our childhoods alive, we never quite
shake our own personal geographies.

Clark Coolidge
This Time We Are Both
978-1-933254-62-3, $15, paper, 96 pp.
UGLY DUCKLING PRESSE 2010

Poetry. Written in 1991, this previously unpublished work
dates back to the publication of such seminal books as
The Crystal Text, AT EGYPT, and ODES OF ROBA. Based on
his trips to St. Petersburg, THIS TIME WE ARE BOTH uses a
dense stream-of-conscious style that employs a
fragmentary, often reverse syntax that is a hallmark of
Coolidge’s poetics. Phrases and images leaps between
lines to evoke a heady mix of anxiety and paranoia that
document and respond to the collapse of the Soviet
Union and a city on the verge of starvation and
deterioration. Publication of this title made possible in
part by the National Endowment for the Arts.
Martin Corless-Smith
English Fragments: A Brief History of the Soul
978-1-934200-38-4, $17, paper, 120 pp.
FENCE BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Moving freely through poetry’s pictorial
fragmentariness and literal fragments of prose, with a
streaming, equanimous, nondiscriminatory referentiality,
Corless-Smith proposes and confers with entities in “the
janus-faced doorway” of antiquity and contemporaneity;
inference and exposition; soul and body—the
“experience and the coming-into-history of that
experience.” ENGLISH FRAGMENTS is the final volume in
a trilogy of “alternate selves and alternate literary
histories.”

Michael Cross
Haecceities
978-0-9827926-4-3, $16.95, paper, 92 pp.
CUNEIFORM PRESS 2010

Poetry. “In HAECCEITIES, Michael Cross has made an
interim language, his invention a relation between the
words—as if this unknown relation or ‘noumenon’ is ‘a
hide enthinned’ of futuristic Elizabethan single words
each at once tactile, optical, aural simultaneously traces
and events of reinterpreted future-present spurred in
‘the many hundred wing-lit hives’”—Leslie Scalapino.
Crystal Curry
Our Chrome Arms of Gymnasium
978-0-9777698-5-8, $14.95, paper, 96 pp.
SLOPE EDITIONS 2010

Poetry. Written through a dark time, Curry’s poems in
OUR CHROME ARMS OF GYMNASIUM navigate, as she
says, “sexual communication and logic and the
breakdown that occurs when people are perceiving
different realities and trying to make sex, love and
relationships work.” She approaches this cavernous
struggle with, in her words, “glee and mania” and
breathes a fresh breath into formal meter.

Michael Earl Craig
Thin Kimono
978-1-933517-46-9, $14, paper, 96 pp.

James Cushing
Pinocchio’s Revolution
978-0-9715519-8-5, $15, paper, 87 pp.

WAVE BOOKS 2010

CAHUENGA PRESS 2010

Poetry. Michael Earl Craig’s third full-length collection of
expertly crystalline yet wholly unexpected renderings of
everyday existence. A masterwork of lucid dreaming,
THIN KIMONO continues Craig’s singular breed of
brilliant and generously uncanny poems, reflecting,
while utterly slanting, the idiosyncrasies of daily
existence in the oft-incomprehensible world. “I like being
in the world of Craig’s poems. Anything can happen, and
probably will, and it will affect me in small or large ways
that I couldn’t have imagined. The precision of their
imagery keeps me reeling with delight”—James Tate.

Poetry. “To read PINOCCHIO’S REVOLUTION is to be afloat
in a sea of signs and wonders. Cushing infuses his
shifting, surreal vision with undercurrents of deep
feeling”—Amy Gerstler. “The singer arrives ‘with two
hands and one guitar,’ an encyclopedia of topics, and ‘a
poem, sure and rank and flashing.’ With the quick adroit
use of imagination, transformation, and language, these
poems become romantic, soulful, abrupt, philosophic
and just plain wise—all happening on an elevated level.
But the elevator turns onto a pathway into a land of new
rules and combinations, ‘seeing everything for the first
time.’ This history of language endures”—Joanne Kyger.
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Stephen Damon
& on the Eighth Day: On Retreat in the Redwoods
978-0-9772212-0-2, $8, paper, 52 pp.

Antony Di Nardo
Alien, Correspondent
978-1-894078-79-5, $19, paper, 96 pp.

BROWSER BOOKS PUBLISHING 2005

BRICK BOOKS 2010

Poetry. & ON THE EIGHTH DAY is a series of poems
writted during an intensive spiritual retreat. “Late at
night while listening to the sounds outside my cabin, I
would record simple observations of the countryside,
such as the light through the redwoods, the sparkling
morning dew, & the loudvoiced caws of a raven who
seemed never to be far away. The results are a series of
watercolor landscapes.”

Poetry. This arresting first collection is, in part, a
delicately balanced look at Beirut from the perspective
of a Westerner who lives and works in that remarkable
city. Whether writing about the Middle East or about
domestic life, Di Nardo refuses to romanticize; he doesn’t
moralize about the causes of perennial conflicts. He is
that rare thing: a clear-eyed witness. “Time and space are
lenses Di Nardo overlays to bring Beirut into historic and
personal focus.... Evidence of violence abounds here, as
does love, and Di Nardo epitomizes, like Cavafy, the
empathy required to be its perfect correspondent”—
John Barton.

John Daniel
Missing the Boat
978-1-901538-62-5, $13.95, paper, 72 pp.
ETRUSCAN BOOKS 2007

Poetry. Although John Daniel’s work was featured in the
seminal 23 British Modern Poets (Swallow Press, USA,
1971), no substantial reckoning of his poetry has been
forthcoming. MISSING THE BOAT presents poetry that
has held many a listening audience and creased them up
with recurrent laughter. It celebrates the orality of his
poetry, phantasmagoric wit that is the domain of this
flaneur of the commonplace.
Jim Daniels, Jane McCafferty and Charlee Brodsky
From Milltown to Malltown
978-1-934851-16-6, $16.95, paper, 86 pp.
MARICK PRESS 2010

Poetry. Photography. “In FROM MILLTOWN TO
MALLTOWN, poets Jim Daniels and Jane McCafferty
team up with photographer Charlee Brodsky to create
work of exponential force in much the same way their
subjects: the steel mill era ghosts of Homestead,
Pennsylvania, confront the gleaming demons of its mallified present. The result is a provocative and haunting
portrait of working class America in decline and the scars
we bear in the name of progress. Disturbing, elegiac,
and at times, wickedly wry, the chemistry between
Brodsky’s bleak, beautifully spare photos and the poets’
renegade imaginations jolts us in the way art must”
—Dorianne Laux.
Nick Demske
Nick Demske
978-1-934200-39-1, $16, paper, 88 pp.
FENCE BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Love poems to the “bad,” composed in the idiom
of cliché, conceptualized as self-portraits, alive in the
historically awesome, presently bankrupt form of the
sonnet, these debut poems obsess, as do all dead white
men, over big, common social constructs like race,
gender, and sexuality. Demske employs himself with yet
is repulsed by categorization: Fake and Real. He
desensitizes your obscenity-mometer.
Marosa di Giorgio
The History of Violets
978-1-933254-70-8, $15, paper, 88 pp.
UGLY DUCKLING PRESSE 2010

Poetry. Latino/Latino Studies. Bilingual Edition.
Translated from the Spanish by Jeannine Marie Pita. THE
HISTORY OF VIOLETS is a collection of poems by Marosa
di Giorgio, one of the most prominent Uruguayan poets
of the twentieth century. Her unusual style, which
attempts to recapture the magic of childhood while
creating a new world populated by gods, angels,
monsters, and the sublime presence of nature, has
attracted much critical attention in Latin America. While
some critics have categorized her as a surrealist, she
herself denied membership in any literary movement or
school.
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Jason Dickson
Glenn Piano by Gladys Priddis
978-1-897388-53-2, $18, paper, 72 pp.
BOOK THUG 2010

Poetry. Cross-Genre. Fiction. GLENN PIANO BY GLADYS
PRIDDIS is the biography of a 19th Century Canadian
woman whose doctor is, unknown to her, a criminal
practitioner of surgery. Their relationship, told through
prose narration and poetry, exposes both her deep love
and his deadly deceit. Intended to be a vindication of
him as a physician, her story instead reveals that he is a
quack, an impostor, and a murderer, and ultimately
reveals a love that is horrific. The story of a woman
seduced into the world of Canadian medicine at a time
when only half of the practicing doctors were licensed,
GLENN PIANO BY GLADYS PRIDDIS reveals her own
history, the history of her city, the fatal trappings of her
heart and mind, and the history of the strange man
she was in love with and to whom she was devoted until
her death.
Timothy Donnelly
The Cloud Corporation
978-1-933517-47-6, $16, paper, 144 pp.
WAVE BOOKS 2010

Poetry. The long-awaited second collection by Columbia
University professor and poetry editor of Boston Review,
Timothy Donnelly’s THE CLOUD CORPORATION is an
absolute tour de force, fully investing itself in the
possibilities of language and intelligence—by way of a
traditional and abiding faith in poetry—to illuminate the
ceaseless advances of personal, political, and social
contingency. “The poems of Timothy Donnelly astonish
by their inventive intelligence.... We learn that selfknowledge can be adequate to knowledge of the world,
in all its violence and complexity”—Allen Grossman.
Suzanne Doppelt
The Field Is Lethal
978-1-933996-20-2, $14.95, paper, 80 pp.
COUNTERPATH PRESS 2010

Poetry. Translated from the French by Cole Swensen. The
supernatural, ventriloquism, table-turning, magic
carpets, ghosts, THE FIELD IS LETHAL is immersed in a
late nineteeth-century spiritualism. Borrowing freely
from folklore and anecdote, Doppelt mixes oblique
references, catching us in the sound and play of
language as much as of ideas. Well-known as a
photographer, Doppelt juxtaposes her text with delicate,
eerie images. As Avital Ronell writes in her Postface for
the book, we appreciate here “her manner, her
astonishing modalities, the precision of her cuts.”
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David Dowker
Machine Language
978-1-897388-51-8, $18, paper, 96 pp.

Laurie Duggan
The Epigrams of Martial
978-0-9824100-7-3, $12, paper, 88 pp.

BOOK THUG 2010

PRESSED WAFER 2010

Poetry. MACHINE LANGUAGE delves the delic, from the
pataphysical conjunction of antique paper tape code, a
fragment of Sappho and the Gorgon (apparatus) to the
writing through (over under sideways around) various
texts and subtexts of the postmodern North American
rhizome, coding the flows of Black Mountain poetics and
so-called “language poetries,” elliptical traces of neosurrealist tendencies with reconnaissance syntax and
pliant iambics, love’s number crunched for the age of
surveillance.

Poetry. Laurie Duggan’s THE EPIGRAMS OF MARTIAL is a
new and revised edition of the book published by Scripsi
in 1989. Peter Craven describes Duggan’s MARTIAL as
“sensuous, streamlined, and throughly unsavoury” and
Hugh Kenner called the translations “remarkable.” Poet
August Kleinzahler contributed an afterword to this
edition.

Norman Dubie
The Volcano
978-1-55659-326-0, $16, paper, 96 pp.

TUPELO PRESS 2010

COPPER CANYON PRESS 2010

Poetry. Boston Review called Norman Dubie’s poems
“extraordinary,” and the evocative poems of THE
VOLCANO certainly are: lyrically intense, hallucinatory,
worldly, and precise. In a five-word poem, “A New Moon,”
he laments, “I will not see it.” But there is much he does
see: DNA ladders, Sasquatch, Pontius Pilot’s mealy figs,
and “a calliope of turtles / bobbing in the North Atlantic.”
Penelope Duckworth
A Common Glory
978-0-9828501-1-4, $16, paper, 86 pp.
BROWSER BOOKS PUBLISHING 2010

Poetry. Penelope Duckworth’s first full collection of
poetry, A COMMON GLORY, travels the outer landscape
of the natural world exploring her roots in the farmland
of southern Ohio; family place as she moved west and
traveled abroad; and sacred space as she explored her
spiritual heritage through study and priesthood in the
Episcopal Church. Her poems also chronicle the inner
landscape of grief for the deaths of her sister and father;
of women’s lives as she probes the stories of women in
scripture, as well as touching her own occasions for joy,
outrage, forgiveness, and gratitude. Working both in
traditional forms and free verse, this accessible collection
is a strong companion to her other writings.
Claudia Jensen Dudley
Waters of the Afternoon
978-0-9828501-0-7, $20, paper, 76 pp.

Rebecca Dunham
The Flight Cage
978-1-932195-87-3, $16.95, paper, 72 pp.
Poetry. Using the metaphor of a “flight cage,” where
birds are held captive, as physical manifestation of the
space from which her speakers address us, Dunham
reinvigorates the persona poem. Instead of “performing”
historical figures such as Wollstonecraft, Dorothy
Wordsworth, Anna Akhmatova, and Charlotte Perkins
Gilman, she invites them to inhabit her, flickering in and
out of sight, refusing an easy artifice. “In her second
collection of poetry, Rebecca Dunham, with stunning
formal innovation, parses the blessings and afflictions of
womanhood, of motherhood. These poems, brilliant on
their surfaces, dark and grave in their depths, will startle
the reader with their radiance, and haunt—ghost-ridden
as they are—with their otherworldly gravity”—Eric
Pankey.
Tim Earley
The Spooking of Mavens
978-0-9786440-5-5, $12.95, paper, 85 pp.
CRACKED SLAB BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “What would you get if you crossed French
postmodern theory with an Appalachian Southern
stock(car)? Tim Earley and this book, a book of poetry as
dense as kudzu, the prolific half-mad fully strange quite
funny alphabetic riffing alive in & enlivening a truly New
South. A rich crazy book propelled equally by the
engines of love and anger, a restless intelligence
honking & screaming & improvising a new hymn of
place, rich in the nutrients of an omnivorous vocabulary,
pointing the way to stagger, dance, and run through
‘another embittered paradise,’ asking ‘is there a self in
the belly of the beast?’”—Hank Lazer.

BROWSER BOOKS PUBLISHING 2010

Poetry. Book + CD. WATERS IN THE AFTERNOON is a
poetic and musical journey into the heart of a great
question. Both intimate and epic in scope, it echoes
Eliot’s Four Quartets, Tagore’s Gitanjali, and Rilke’s Duino
Elegies. But WATERS IN THE AFTERNOON stands unto
itself. Three powerful stories unfold in narrative poetry
and prose, concluding with eight “Canticles” (set to
music on an accompanying CD, sung by Lori Hedrick
Helfand) of lyric intensity. The seemingly unanswerable
question of maya, or Illusion, resounds through them all.
As in chiaroscuro painting, WATERS IN THE AFTERNOON
uses shadow and light to create a third dimension. Its
haunting rhythms, its riveting narratives evoke the
ineffable in the silence beneath words. It calls us to face
without fear both the mystery inherent in our personal
journeys and the Mysterium Tremendum that is beyond
telling.

Sarah Eaton
Tough Skin
978-1-935402-61-9, $16, paper, 93 pp.
BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “TOUGH SKIN is an invention of glittering
grotesqueries. Part librarian, part Georges Bataille, part
crazy old lady, these poems-stories-whatever-they-are
will haunt you like a drunken uncle waiting for you in the
bushes. They will stick to your brain like shadow. Dark,
disgusting, gorgeous, hilarious: There is nothing like this
book. Sarah Eaton is from the future”—Kathryn Regina.
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Eboni
Grits
978-0-9841513-0-1, $15, paper, 54 pp.

Keith Ekiss
Pima Road Notebook
978-1-930974-93-7, $15, paper, 73 pp.

PENMANSHIP BOOKS 2009

NEW ISSUES POETRY & PROSE 2010

Poetry. African American Studies. “GRITS uses bold
imagery and precise narratives to highlight overlooked
moments in daily life: a sobbing passenger on an
airplane, two women celebrating Valentine’s Day dressed
in black, and relates those small moments to the themes
of love, madness and the nebulous emotional space that
exists between the two. Eboni’s first book takes reader to
places ranging from Nigeria to the West Village. These
poems reflect the work of a woman who has lived many
lives in many different places and isn’t afraid to indict
and challenge the status quo. Eboni demonstrates
comfort in her own voice and strong command over
persona. Poems in voices of Cicily Tyson, Mary Woodson,
Eunice Waymon accentuate the musical quality of the
language throughout the book. In particular, these
women all are connected to music and violence by their
own hands or others. The poems in this book truly reflect
the title; they are small grains that contribute to a very
fulfilling and satisfying read”—Ekoko Omadeke.

Poetry. “PIMA ROAD NOTEBOOK, Keith Ekiss’s remarkable
first collection, contrasts the finite imagination of the
American dream with the enduring serenity and mystery
of the Sonoran Desert, where the ridiculous—fairways
and greens—compete with the sublime—saguaros and
palo verdes. No one has written poems with such a
dispassionate and calm eye about the Cadillac desert as
Ekiss. Free of sentiment and dream trance, Ekiss is a fair
witness to one of America’s most sundered lands”
—Michael Collier.

Rebekah Lael Edwards
then’s elsewhere
978-1-4507-2992-5, $18, paper, 74 pp.

Stephen Ellis
Opulence
978-0-9647342-2-7, $14, paper, 64 pp.
THEENK BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “Like Olson on steroids! In this ‘pre-toxic frenzy of
Dionysian inhalation,’ Ellis breaks out of the chains of
limiting categories, where all knowledge and experience
is free to roam where it will—’knowledge thus a
scattering of language.’ Ellis’s poetry leaves postmodern
surface way behind, bringing us a poetry of unlimited
height and depth; unlimited dimensionality”—Eric
Selland.

REDWOOD COAST PRESS 2010

Poetry. “It is rare to encounter a work that is at once a
whisper and a declaration. Rebekah Edwards’s debut
collection of poems does just that. I read the book from
beginning to end in a single sitting. Something in the
language told me that I needed to read it again from the
end to beginning. I realize now that I wanted to return to
that line found in the very first poem, a line that speaks
to the difficult truth of the poet’s work, ‘to wait it out.’
THEN’S ELSEWHERE is a book that finds its beauty in
silence, restraint and the act of waiting”—Truong Tran.
W. D. Ehrhart
The Bodies Beneath the Table
978-0-9822495-7-4, $18, paper, 83 pp.
ADASTRA PRESS 2010

Poetry. Forty-one poems ranging from the effects of
fireworks on a war veteran to resurrecting the memory
of an old love and finally burying it. Each of these poems
is informed by Mr. Ehrhart’s Vietnam War combat
experience, whether listening to the president saying
violence is not the answer while he is ordering missiles
launched (“Kosovo”), or remembering that 9/11 changed
the world similarly as did Sputnik where patriotism is
called for or is called into question (“Manning the
Walls”), or refusing to talk about escapist love (“All About
Love”). Ehrhart’s voice is sure, his rhythms contemporary,
his themes relevant and moving.
Kate Eichhorn
Fieldnotes, a Forensic
978-1-897388-66-2, $18, paper, 75 pp.
BOOK THUG 2010

Poetry. FIELDNOTES, A FORENSIC charts one forensic
anthropologist’s series of descents in the first decade of
the new millennium—a decade when forensic
discourses and experts became ubiquitous in popular
culture and on the daily news. But the edgy, passionate
and erudite writer of these fieldnotes is no Temperance
Brennan or Kathy Reichs. Part parody of popular
discourses on the forensic anthropologist, part exegesis
of the fieldnote genre, and part response to the natural
and human catastrophes that unfolded during the
writing of this book, Eichhorn’s second collection
continues to explore the poetics and affective
dimensions of knowledge making at the edges of poetry
and fiction.
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Charles Entrekin
Listening: New & Selected Work
978-0-9827343-5-3, $16, paper, 140 pp.
POETIC MATRIX PRESS 2010

Poetry. Charles is a writer who has, through his poetry
and prose, told the story of his time and his life. He
knows the craft of writing and with the sureness of that
craft he has looked deeply, past the mundane, at the
unfolding of the life that makes us all. “In my poems and
stories I hold to the idea that beneath every human
experience there lies a discrepant reality, and there is
something to be gained by bringing that discrepant
reality up into the light”—Charles Entrekin.
Kjell Espmark
Lend Me Your Voice
978-1-934851-22-7, $14.95, paper, 140 pp.
MARICK PRESS 2010

Poetry. Translated from the Swedish by Robin Fulton.
LEND ME YOUR VOICE (original Swedish title: Vintergata)
is “the best collection of poetry published so far by a
Swedish poet in the 21st century” according to the
Swedish newspaper Svenska Dagbladet. The book has
already appeared in Spanish, German, Italian, Romanian,
Croatian, and Chinese. This is its first translation into
English.
Jorge Etcheverry
Chilean Poets: A New Anthology
978-1-934851-24-1, $16.95, paper, 250 pp.
MARICK PRESS 2010

Poetry. Latino/Latina Studies. Translated from the
Spanish. Editor Jorge Etcheverry is a Chilean writer, critic
and translator living in Ottawa, Canada.
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Steven Farmer
glowball
978-0-9647342-7-2, $14, paper, 96 pp.

Robert Fitterman
Sprawl
978-0-9815962-2-8, $16.5, paper, 81 pp.

THEENK BOOKS 2010

MAKE NOW PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Hey there ‘data clump’! Yeah, you with that
‘digital plant’ on your desk, get down from your ‘general
behavior (box),’ ‘lifelong debt’ is ‘bio triggering’!
Comparison shopping operates at the neuronal level;
synaptic plasticity in language spores ‘eternally logged
in.’ Back away from your ‘colluder tool’! Corporeal logos
or corporate logo, we know ourselves in ‘metered waves,’
‘bank cabbage,’ computational biology. Not to get poetic
but the ‘CSI beach’ pounds just beyond this ‘military
hedge’; Target is retail experience and war, ‘deployment
occurs at scented intervals.’ In GLOWBALL, Steve Farmer
infiltrates the ‘technical staff of Accepted Sanctuaries of
Respite & Commonality’ and is deftly ‘handling drafts of
the design.’ He reminds us that login itself is a ‘content
affirmation exercise,’ that we are ‘liquid data’
experiencing ‘ijoy’‘in beta.’ ‘You have (taken) my dream
face.’ Save your ‘fictive depth’ for someone who hasn’t
read this book. Then grab your ‘inner media’ (and all of
Farmer’s books) and head for the hills”—Yedda Morrison.

Poetry. “The customer is always right and let the latest
installment of Fitterman’s polyphonic, sprawling
METROPOLIS be the proof of the pudding. We’ve come
full circle. No longer the passive, voiceless victims of
draconian capitalist forces, consumer culture allows us to
exercise the subjectivity we’ve been granted via
interpolation (see Barbara Kruger’s I shop therefore I am)
by talking back to the machine. Disaffected consumers
of the world, unite!™ Why vote with our feet when we
can churn out chatter in the comfort of our homes?
Anybody listening? Fitterman certainly is. Consume this
book; satisfaction guaranteed”— Mónica de la Torre

Norman Finkelstein
Columns: Track Volume Two
978-1-881471-82-0, $10, paper, 110 pp.
SPUYTEN DUYVIL 2002

Poetry. “Finkelstein’s TRACK undertakes a voyage beset
by recombinatory duress. An excursus through realms
where ‘the letters/arrive to be destroyed,’ this wickedly
wise poem keeps on arriving long after it’s done—a
lingering track or trade of mind in mind, trouble in mind.
It is a beautiful, beguiling book of unrest”—Nathaniel
Mackey.
Jon Paul Fiorentino
Indexical Elegies
978-1-55245-234-9, $14.95, paper, 80 pp.
COACH HOUSE BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Jon Paul Fiorentino’s new collection is a whipsmart poetic investigation of anxiety in all its many
manifestations. Anxiety caused by geography, anxieties
of influence and looming worries about loss inform the
poems as they weave narrative threads that highlight
both the treachery of language and its necessity in
shaping human experience.
Lisa Fishman
FLOWER CART
978-1-934103-21-0, $17.5, paper, 88 pp.
AHSAHTA PRESS 2011

Poetry. Taking its title from a sign outside the BART
station in Oakland, California, FLOWER CART finds,
makes, documents, pieces together, and steps out of the
way of language at ground level. Being alive in acts of
reading is writing in Fishman‘s fourth book, where the
materiality of words, weather, plantlife, handwriting, and
decay are engrafted in a hybrid ecology that is archival
and lyric. The book’s archival impulse lies in its attention
to stray bodies of speech and text that Fishman does not
alter but presents as interfused with her own sensibility
(materially lyric), her location (rural Midwest), and the
forms and rhythms of being here at this time that is
more than one time.

Ryan Flaherty
Novas
978-0-9795325-1-1, $12, paper, 23 pp.
BATEAU PRESS 2008

Poetry. Winner of the 2nd annual Boom Chapbook
Contest. If a deteriorating star spoke its story, NOVAS
might be its swan song. A swift saga of falling apart, a
table follows you with place settings of snow. An
unsettling welt appears and reappears. Strange things
happen in Buenos Aires and Buffalo. A giant cardboard
osprey comes to help you. And a pin finds a home on a
satellite. Story and truth battle for space in this charged,
fissured sequence. Hand-stitched, letterpress cover.
Phillip Foss
The Valley of Cranes
978-0-935162-44-8, $15, paper, 77 pp.
SINGING HORSE PRESS 2010

Poetry. His seventh full-length volume of poetry, Phillip
Foss’s THE VALLEY OF CRANES excavates a wordscape—
at once archaic and prophetic, imagined and lived—
originating in the poet’s homeground of New Mexico’s
Chaco Canyon. Following on his two previous books
from Singing Horse Press—THE IDEATION (2004) and
IMPERFECT POVERTY (2006)—Foss’s new suite of poems
takes us “where the chatter / of thought becomes
chromatic / becomes visual dissonance.” These poems
are a synaesthetic feast for eye, ear, and mind. “A
meditational tone steeped in quirk and particularity
marks THE VALLEY OF CRANES. Anything could be
something else in this book that abounds in
unpredictable declaration. Sensuous and astringent
both, Phillip Foss’s poems offer pause, gleam, glint,
edification—repeated yield of angular prospect and
purchase”—Nathaniel Mackey.
Rebecca Foust
All That Gorgeous Pitiless Song
978-1-886976-24-5, $15.95, paper, 80 pp.
MANY MOUNTAINS MOVING 2010

Poetry. “Foust brings to life an immense range of
experience and feeling. This poet’s emotional
intelligence correlates, too, with her formal skill, that
unique talent for phrase and rhythm with which she
makes a whole world palpable. A superb poet and a
tremendous book”—Peter Campion.
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Rebecca Foust and Lorna Stevens
God, Seed: Poetry & Art About the Natural World
978-1-893670-47-1, $20, paper, 85 pp.

Geoffrey Gatza
Secrets of My Prison House
978-1-60964-000-2, $16, paper, 100 pp.

TEBOT BACH 2010

BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Art by Lorna Stevens. “Rebecca Foust knows what
goes on in ‘the cricket-sung, grass-sweet dark,’ and she
isn’t afraid to sing it. If there are moments of anxiety,
intimations of mortality—if, as she writes, ‘ours is the
curse of the blighted touch’—they cannot, in the end,
overwhelm the exuberant, muscular joy that emanates
both from Foust’s poems, and from Lorna Stevens’
charming and evocative illustrations. Together, the
words and pictures of God, Seed make a beguiling duet,
a fine romance, a garden of earthly and, at times,
unearthly delights”—Troy Jollimore. “A lovely, singing
book, in both the art work and the language—intricate
beauties informed by informed passion”—William
Kittredge.

Poetry. “Geoffrey Gatza’s poems go straight to the point.
From one to another the plane is consistent, the tone
both literate and congenial; the feeling, one of an
assessment of options while moving through choice to
definition, a definition-in-progress of how to be,
allowing large time outs for horseplay, an inventory of
asides that end up occupying large chunks of mind. The
book as ethos—you can live with it—you wish—why
not?”—Bill Berkson.

Matthew Gavin Frank
Warranty in Zulu
978-0-9819876-3-7, $16.95, paper, 79 pp.
BARROW STREET PRESS 2010

Poetry. “‘Euphoria is / the obligation of nightmare’ he
writes in WARRANTY IN ZULU. And then Matthew Gavin
Frank shows us way after way that we might understand
euphoria. Way after way in which we might understand
the subtlety of nightmare. This collection is full of yesses.
Full of joy. Full of deliciousness and full of disgust. This
collection triples the garlic in every recipe, and eats,
probably, a double portion of everything. I thank him for
that. For the language that is rich like the food is rich. For
the language that is loved, like hunger is loved.
Ravishment, nourishment—but always, yes, taking in.
Always accepting and always, through the body, some
wild and complicated sustenance”—Sarah Vap.
Bart Galle
Everything Is True at Once
978-0-9631385-7-6, $9, paper, 69 pp.
PASSAGER BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Art. Bart Galle’s collection of poems and
paintings, written after losing his son to a drug overdose
and then his father six months later, chronicles a man’s
journey through grief. “The unadorned voice here is as
real as a sun-soaked stone in hand—eternal, life-giving,
transitory. These are stunningly moving poems”—Ed
Bok Lee.
Rámon García
Other Countries
978-0-9823542-6-1, $14, paper, 86 pp.
WHAT BOOKS PRESS 2010

Poetry. Latino/Latina Studies. LGBT Studies. “There are
infinite varieties/of saying no to geography.” The
Prodigal Son is the Other in the gray landscape of
suburbia, the dystopian glamour of Los Angeles, the
parched glitter of Palm Springs, the shadows of Paris, the
traffic and noise of Accra—landscapes of dispossession
and estrangement where the borders of memory and
longing are permeable.
David Lee Garrison
Sweeping the Cemetery
978-0-9772212-8-8, $14, paper, 71 pp.

Michael Gessner
Beast Book
978-1-60964-002-6, $16, paper, 102 pp.
BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “These poems are lively and smart and
musical”—Robert Pinsky. “The poet embraces a ‘beasthandler’ family, servants to animals, and gamely joins in
the ancient trade. Gessner shepherds in a menagerie of
mythical beasts, mentors and poets. Beast Book emerges
as Leviathan, great-mouthed and green-lipped, in
mythographic regions where ‘heart eats heart,’ our own
included”—Amy King.
Alan Gilbert
Late in the Antenna Fields
978-0-9822798-3-0, $16, paper, 120 pp.
FUTUREPOEM BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Alan Gilbert’s much anticipated debut threads
desire and loss, image and consumption, memory and
hope through a dystopian landscape of war, ecological
disaster, and the ruins of empire. As in Dante, love is the
guiding principle for a personal and social practice, even
if paradise is just as likely to bury it all under a mountain
of wreckage. “Alan Gilbert’s powerful first collection
reads like a verbal superconductor collider, wherein the
intractable litter of our times careens though dark space,
indifferent to our need to pause or reflect; an additive
slippage disintegrates the status quo”—Ann Lauterbach.
“These poems are like no others...they seethe and roil
and bite and play on through the cold lens of a
microscope in the scathing and witty lineage of William
S. Burroughs.... An enormous achievement”—Anne
Waldman.
Merrill Gilfillan
The Bark of the Dog
978-0-9819520-5-5, $14.95, paper, 88 pp.
FLOOD EDITIONS 2010

Poetry. In THE BARK OF THE DOG, Merrill Gilfillan
summons lyric equivalents to landscapes and day
shapes, drawing on off-hand song, bird’s-eye bearings,
and the vortical power of place names. Like Basho’s
haiku, Gilfillan’s poems are anchored in time as well as
space: an hour of the day, inflected by thunder or a pear;
a month of the year, marked by the trees-in-wind or
birds “moving through the mesh of the dangerous
starlight.” Whether in casual epistles or country blues, we
find ourselves immersed in the phenomenal world,
propelled by the twin forces of curiosity and affinity:
“When you get to Owl River / picture these poems /
flying over the hills.”

BROWSER BOOKS PUBLISHING 2007

Poetry. Both Garison Keilor and Ted Kooser have used
selections of these accessible and humorous poems for
their radio and internet shows.
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Allen Ginsberg
Kaddish and Other Poems: 50th Anniversary
Edition
978-0-87286-511-2, $9.95, paper, 128 pp.
CITY LIGHTS PUBLISHERS 2010

Poetry. LGBT Studies. Allen Ginsberg’s “Kaddish,” a long
poem written about the madness and death of his
mother, Naomi, is widely considered to be one his major
works. This special fiftieth-anniversary edition of
KADDISH AND OTHER POEMS features an illuminating
afterword by the noted Ginsberg biographer Bill
Morgan, along with previously unpublished family
photographs, Naomi’s paintings, and documents and
letters relating to the composition of the poem.
Lorri Neilsen Glenn
Lost Gospels
978-1-894078-77-1, $19, paper, 112 pp.
BRICK BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Neilsen Glenn’s new collection confronts the
deaths of dear friends and family members, returns to
her prairie childhood and youth, and engages hard, hard
questions of mortality, and of existence in a world
fraught with suffering and violence (both global and
domestic). Central is the poetic sequence “A Song for
Simone”—a conversation between the poet and French
mystical philosopher Simone Weil. Here is poetry
reaching out to embrace a manner of being in the world
that at once moves beyond the world and engages it
fully. LOST GOSPELS confirms Neilsen Glenn as a poet of
maturity, depth and power.

Mark Goldstein
Tracelanguage
978-1-897388-55-6, $19.95, paper, 112 pp.
BOOK THUG 2010

Poetry. TRACELANGUAGE is a serial poem made up of six
cycles all of which correspond with Paul Celan’s 1967
book of poetry, Atemwende. Here, his work is reinscribed via a transmutation of word material found or
developed from within the original text. These poems
are elegiac in nature. A language of landscape figures
prominently in the work, one where the “trace” of
TRACELANGUAGE gauges Celan’s music amid the rubble
of its German, post Shoah.
D. M. Gordon
Fourth World
978-0-9822495-4-3, $16, paper, 29 pp.
ADASTRA PRESS 2010

Poetry. These eighteen poems explore and describe the
world of nature on the fringe of human life, whether zoo
animals released in war time, insects invading the home,
or a fanciful raven. Limited to 270 copies of hand-set
Centaur type with Kennerley Italic for display, letterpress
printed on recycled and acid-free Classic Linen 80 lb. text
with Ponderosa Pine end sheet and Wassau Royal Fiber
Thyme 80 lb. wraparound cover, all recycled and acidfree, bound in a single, hand-sewn signature.
Noah Eli Gordon
The Source
978-0-9822798-4-7, $16, paper, 128 pp.
FUTUREPOEM BOOKS 2011

Tony Gloeggler
The Last Lie
978-1-935520-15-3, $16.95, paper, 140 pp.
NYQ BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Using deceptively simple lines that raise
common life events to art, Tony Gloeggler fills his new
collection, THE LAST LIE, with people who don’t fit in
easily, naturally. It’s a book about the quiet ones, the
ones you don’t notice, the ones who never raise their
hands to volunteer, shoot up a classroom or do a victory
lap after making the game winning play. They don’t
blame their parents for anything, and they never learned
how to walk across a crowded room to talk to a pretty
woman or how to ever ask anyone for help. It’s how they
go through the days trying to find places and people, no
sorry, just one person, that can help them feel at home
with themselves. It’s all about loss, love, loneliness, lust,
the power of memory and what’s wished for and missed.
THE LAST LIE is about your life. Exactly. Only different.
Worse. Better.
Beckian Fritz Goldberg
Reliquary Fever: New and Selected Poems
978-1-930974-94-4, $18, paper, 215 pp.
NEW ISSUES POETRY & PROSE 2010

Poetry. RELIQUARY FEVER: NEW AND SELECTED POEMS
gathers the work of Beckian Fritz Goldberg, one of her
generation’s premiere voices and its fiercest proponent
of a free imagination. From the beginning of her career
and in all of her six acclaimed volumes, Goldberg’s
poetry has rendered labels—narrative, meditative, lyric,
experimental—irrelevant. It is quickened instead by the
body as it experiences itself in an open environment: uncodified, stranded by longing and love and grief,
defiantly caring in the midst of our violent cultural
moment, at once creaturely and divine, precisely
sensory, and somehow pluralized by every harrowing
turn. With artfully conversational intensity her new
poems extend her vision of an earthly cosmos that
resurrects itself daily.

Poetry. Part theoretical treatise on the ethics of
origination, part assemblage-art investigation of the
dissemination of public knowledge, THE SOURCE is a
book-length conceptual essay, a polemic in defense of
constrained bibliomancy and ambient research as
authentic means to illuminate truth in all its messy
vectors. “Gordon has convincingly shown us that writing
still has the potential to be personal, meaningful and
spiritual without our ever having written a word of it”—
Kenny Goldsmith. “Stretches a permeable skin around
ruptured repositories of human thought-structures while
sustaining itself, and us, on a nutritive broth of glorious
language plunder...Kabbalist numerology, and
exquisitely attuned appropriations”—Kim Rosenfield.
Anne Gorrick
I-Formation, Book 1
978-1-84861-118-4, $15, paper, 90 pp.
SHEARSMAN BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “In this book, Anne Gorrick writes poems of heft
and delicacy. Each is constructed as a musical thinking
through of an idea, as she builds a poem through deft
and fluid repetition and musical ways of speaking. Even
though these poems exist here only on the page, her
voice, unique and personal, is present in each, and it
guides us through her surreal landscapes of concrete
abstraction with gentle tenacity and a rich and vivid
vocabulary. Everything exists, in her poems, as a
thought, as a vision, as a sound through space, and all at
once. What a poem must do to justify its existence is to
surprise us with its necessary inevitability, which is what
these poems do piece by piece, one by one, and
together”—Geof Huth.
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Garry Gottfriedson
Skin Like Mine
978-1-55380-101-6, $15.95, paper, 100 pp.

Elizabeth Greene
Moving
978-1-926708-10-2, $18.95, paper, 123 pp.

RONSDALE PRESS 2010

INANNA PUBLICATIONS 2010

Poetry. Native American Studies. SKIN LIKE MINE
presents a suite of poems that peel away the skin of
contemporary first nations society to reveal an inside
view of individual experience. Today’s youth,
Gottfriedson says, are “afraid of themselves.” He finds
that both individuals and bands end in “tangles,” that
they write “nonsense words in the sand” or exploit
images painted on rocks, those “the postmodern Indian
calls / visual poetic expression.” As the collection
continues, however, his love for the land emerges. He
draws attention to the rape of the natural environment
through clear-cut logging. He speaks of the damage
caused by the pine beetle, of “forests being / eaten from
the inside out.” And here it is that Gottfriedson
introduces the mysterious Horsechild, who is to prepare
the drying racks for the returning salmon “so that
beneath your skin / the mountains will be forever
abundant”: a prayer for us to protect the migrating
salmon with their multi-year cycles, to protect the bears
and eagles that feast upon them, so as to assure that the
transformations will continue, that there will be
abundance for both humans and the earth itself.

Poetry. MOVING is a life journey about the search for
home: imaginative, spiritual, emotional and actual.
Underlying the poems are two lost homes—the poet’s
childhood home which she moved from when she was
seven—and her mother’s—a home shattered by her
own mother’s illness and her little brother’s death at
seven. “Elizabeth Greene’s poems embark on a true
voyage in her latest collection, MOVING. She visits the
altars of the past and warms their old stones with an
inheritance of questions. And like a true voyage,
these poems make the return trip home, crossing
over thresholds, on this far side of fear, with both the
rush of an initiate and the pace of a seasoned poet”
—Sue Goyette.

Grace Marie Grafton
Other Clues
978-0-9819534-3-4, $15, paper, 88 pp.

Renée Gregorio
Drenched
978-1-929495-13-9, $15, paper, 91 pp.
FISH DRUM, INC. 2010

Poetry. Latino/Latina Studies. DRENCHED is New
Mexican Poet Renee Gregorio’s fifth collection of poetry.
“Renee Gregorio knows and sees where she is—in her
body, her place, herself. She finds courage in navigating
the dark of deep waters. It’s wisdom when she writes, ‘no
pressure to be other than what I am’”—Joanne Kyger.
Drawings by Julie Wagner. Cover art by Abbie Winson.

RAW ART PRESS 2010

Poetry. Prose poems...or short shorts? Grafton’s writing is
a hybrid style distinguished by sensate labyrinthine
takes on life that are powered by reversals that drop the
bottom out and fragment combinations that contain
complete scenarios. These prose poem short shorts are
language-driven, glints of narrative delivering irony both
witty and dark.
Allan Graubard
Roma Amor
978-1-933132-80-8, $20, paper, 44 pp.
SPUYTEN DUYVIL 2010

Poetry. “Always in Allan Graubard’s work there is the
dreamer dreaming that he is dreamed by the dreamer,
eyes wide open, seeing, yes, but also stripping through
the layers that make up our existence, here and now,
dark and luminous, dreamt and waking. Graubard’s gaze
is piercing, it cuts through to the core, as the beings and
things, both historical and experienced, that constitute
his cosmology acquire movement, rhythm, sound and
light, in anticipation of le grandjeu: Through these pages,
at once lucid and enigmatic, Graubard ensures that his is
a performance in which we are engaged participants
and dazzled spectators”—Beatriz Hausner.
Arielle Greenberg and Rachel Zucker
Home/Birth: A Poemic
978-0-9779351-7-8, $11, paper, 120 pp.

Bill Griffiths
A Tour Of The Fairground
978-1-901538-64-9, $18.95, paper, 108 pp.
ETRUSCAN BOOKS 2007

Poetry. This collection brings together many of the finest
of Bill Griffiths’ longer poems, including two quite new
sequences, “A Tour of the Fairground” and “The Violinist.”
Topics range from urban incarceration to rural Hungary.
The width of focus is deliberate: as Griffiths puts it,
“There is no such thing as English poetry, only poetry in
English.”
Rachel Eliza Griffiths
Miracle Arrhythmia
978-0-9846212-0-0, $14.95, paper, 92 pp.
AQUARIUS PRESS/WILLOW BOOKS 2010

Poetry. African American Studies. “For some years now, I
have believed that Rachel Eliza Griffiths would be known
as one of the most exquisite, powerful, and
heartbreaking poets of her generation. Gracious and
precise in its craft, unusually expansive in its emotional
range, her new collection, MIRACLE ARRHYTHMIA, is a
simply stunning volume of poems. Rachel Eliza Griffiths
writes a poetry of perfected clarity and profound
courage. She is a poet we will be looking to—for the
consolation and wisdom of her work—for many more
years to come”—David St. John.

1913 PRESS 2010

Poetry. Literary Nonfiction. Cross-Genre. Women’s
Studies. A lyric essay and total collaboration of
extraordinary and shocking beauty, this hybrid text
troubles the waters of genre, gender, motherhood, and
the politics and poetics of birthing. An exacting and
honest conversation between two of our most
interesting writers and our most dedicated activists.
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Mariela Griffor
Heartland
978-91-85931-11-8, $14.95, paper, 68 pp.

Derrick Harriell
Cotton
978-0-9718214-1-5, $14.95, paper, 80 pp.

ARS INTERPRES 2010

AQUARIUS PRESS/WILLOW BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Latino/Latino Studies. “The word ‘cosmopolitan’
has unfortunately come to connote a kind of haughty
(perhaps affected) sophistication, so some other
adjective is needed to convey the unusual combination
of worldliness and immediacy that pulses in Ms. Griffor’s
poems. While she is capable of acknowledging and
dramatizing ghastly geopolitical realities with stark
veracity, she always—yes, always—approaches the
momentous historical complexities she is uniquely
situated to describe with a tenderness most people
(including most poets) can only summon for their home
life. Indeed, Mariela Griffor is entirely at home in the
world at large, and in her poems she chronicles an
unbroken continuum from her closest familial and
companionable relationships to the hazards of true
citizenship in our gigantic globalized society. Griffor is
dedicated, intellectually penetrating, and endlessly
curious”—Jim Schley.

Poetry. African American Studies. “In his remarkable
debut collection, COTTON, Derrick Harriell has created a
mural in poems. The characters that inhabit this vivid
tableau step into an active third dimension and allow us
to witness the vicissitudes of their daily struggles,
triumphs large and small, private desires. The
community here is anchored by a specific Midwestern,
African-American family which, in spite of both external
and internal challenges, maintains its unity, however
precarious at times. Death, passion, humor, mother wit,
history, place, these are the colors that Harriell mixes and
applies with such artistry that readers may not be so
sure if they are watching a particular world or if that
world is watching them. Harriell is among America’s
most exciting new voices in poetry”—Maurice Kilwein
Guevara.

Nicolás Guillén
The Great Zoo/El Gran Zoo
978-1-902294-15-5, $13.95, paper, 96 pp.
MANGO PUBLISHING 2004

Poetry. Bilingual Edition. Translated from the Spanish by
Roberto Márquez. In this collection, Guillén’s vision of life
as a widespread and diverse menagerie remains as
potent today as when it was first published. Guillén’s
poetry draws on chilling realities and the absurd to
fashion a zoo of natural and humanmade wonders
alongside a wealth of social and political issues.
Nicolás Guillén
My Last Name/El Apellido
978-1-902294-16-2, $21.95, paper, 398 pp.
MANGO PUBLISHING 2004

Poetry. Bilingual Edition. Translated from the Spanish by
Roberto Márquez. This bilingual anthology marks the
late poet Nicolás Guillén’s centenary and presents some
of his finest work taken from all periods of his creative
life. These poems are marked by Guillén’s strong sense of
national identity and experience, as well as a recognition
of our common humanity.
Robert Hamblin
Crossroads: Poems of a Mississippi Childhood
978-1-56809-134-1, $15.95, paper, 124 pp.

Jim Harrison
In Search of Small Gods
978-1-55659-319-2, $16, paper, 104 pp.
COPPER CANYON PRESS 2010

Poetry. Now in paperback, Jim Harrison’s best-selling
poetry book IN SEARCH OF SMALL GODS is where birds
and humans converse, autobiographies are fluid, and
unknown gods flutter just out of sight. In terrains real
and imagined—from remote canyons and anonymous
thickets in the American West to secret basements in
World War II Europe—Harrison calls upon readers to live
fully in a world where “Death steals everything except
our stories.” “Funny and tender beneath a wry and gruff
seen-it-all veneer, Harrison contemplates death, discerns
divinity in every stone and leaf, and nobility in ordinary
lives, and laughs at our attempts to separate ourselves
from the rest of nature”—Booklist.
Shadab Zeest Hashmi
Baker of Tarifa
978-0-9827343-4-6, $15, paper, 66 pp.
POETIC MATRIX PRESS 2010

Poetry. Middle Eastern Studies. “Al Andalus—a unique
cultural convergence in human time where myth hovers
the way moths are drawn to lampshine, and in her
luminous, spare language, Shadab Zeest Hashmi catches
its essence: attar of memory, the perfume of peace,
sweet rising dough of dailiness; at the end, smoke rising,
the reek of war, useless keys, exile, sorrow distilled and
deepened by the presence—in these deeply felt, lovely
poems—of what feels newly lost”—Eleanor Wilner.

TIME BEING BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Bob Hamblin doesn’t miss much of importance,
whether he actually remembers it or makes it up, like
any poet, to fill the gaps that memory can’t reach. These
strong, evocative poems will reach those gaps in our
memories, too, make us whole by removing the screens
which often keep us from remembering what we saw,
from seeing what we remember. These poems are cleareyed and moving.
Suheir Hammad
Born Palestinian, Born Black & The Gaza Suite
978-0-9760142-2-5, $15.95, paper, 96 pp.
UPSET PRESS 2010

Poetry. The new edition is augmented with a new
author’s preface, and new poems, under the heading
THE GAZA SUITE, as well as a new publisher’s note by
Zohra Saed, an introduction by Marco Villalobos, and an
afterword by Kazim Ali. “The true manifest destiny of
Suheir Hammad is to raise her searing vigorous voice, a
brave flag over the dispossessed to sing stories of
indelible origin and linkage to remind struggling
humankind, whatever color or cultural root: We will hold
on, we will never be gone. What’s more, we will shine the
light on one another!”—Naomi Shihab Nye.

Arlo Haskell
Joker
978-0-9843312-1-5, $12, paper, 44 pp.
SAND PAPER PRESS 2009

Poetry. JOKER presents a world comfortably isolated
from the sensibilities of American life. Set in Key West,
Haskell’s poems address end-of-the-road promise and
frustration marked by dazzling sea and sky, pervasive
alcoholism, and an uneasy social hierarchy of tourists,
real-estate speculators, and service-industry workers. By
turns candid and deceitful, maudlin and maddeningly
reticent, Haskell’s masked narratives are full of wry
insight into the technological and political upheavals of
“this lucky accidental country.”
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Lola Haskins
Still, the Mountain
978-0-615-36742-2, $14, paper, 67 pp.

Dereks Henderson & Pollard
Inconsequentia
978-1-935402-41-1, $16, paper, 100 pp.

PAPER KITE PRESS 2010

BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Some of the poems in this book were written a
long time ago and though nearly all of them have been
published, they didn’t fit into earlier manuscripts. They’re
together now because the mountain has made them
want to know each other.

Poetry. INCONSEQUENTIA, a collaborative assemblage
consisting of two poetic sequences, pushes slyly,
playfully, and alluringly against the boundaries of
writerly authority in order to arrive at a poetics of
engaged and engaging dislocation. “The horizon of
these poems is a lifeline, truly. Here I find rescue
everywhere and every way I turn. Henderson and Pollard
have fronted catastrophe with loving eyes. Small
wonder, then, that they find miracles”—Donald Revell.

Christian Hawkey
Ventrakl
978-1-933254-64-7, $17, paper, 152 pp.
UGLY DUCKLING PRESSE 2010

Poetry. Christian Hawkey’s VENTRAKL folds poetry, prose,
biography, translation practices, and photographic
imagery into a ground-breaking collaboration with the
19th / early 20th century Austrian Expressionist poet
Georg Trakl. What evolves is a candid and deeply felt
portrait of two authors—one at the beginning of the
20th century, the other at the beginning of the 21st
century, one living and one dead—wrestling with
fundamental concerns: how we read texts and images,
how we are influenced and authored by other writers,
and how the practice of translation—including
mistranslation—is a way to ornament and enrich the
space between literature and life.
Steve Healey
10 Mississippi
978-1-56689-252-0, $16, paper, 108 pp.
COFFEE HOUSE PRESS 2010

Poetry. Fluid, lively, and referential, 10 MISSISSIPPI
samples language from many cultural tributaries,
performing sequels of celebrated twentieth-century
poems, darkly riffing on advertising slogans, tongue
twisters, formulaic news reports, and everyone’s favorite
twenty-six-letter sentence, “The quick brown fox jumps
over the lazy dog.” Like the proverbial river that is never
the same twice, Healey’s poems channel the constant
transformation of the modern world and embrace the
human drama in all its absurd variety.
Lorraine Healy
The Habit of Buenos Aires
978-1-893670-51-8, $15, paper, 71 pp.
TEBOT BACH 2010

Poetry. “Her painful evocations of Argentina during the
dirty war (she grew up in Buenos Aires), her re-creations
of Irish history (where her maternal ancestors lived and
died), her tender poems of love and family, her acute eye
for detail and her mind for clarity, her powerful,
sensuous and humane imagination, her language full of
surprises, make Lorraine Healy one of the finest
emerging poets I know. Yes, the personal is the
political—and the political is the personal. When I read
THE HABIT OF BUENOS AIRES I feel this deep in my
bones, and with deep gratitude”—Alicia Ostriker
Get in the car, Helen
The Aftermath, etc.
978-0-9826646-2-9, $15, paper, 104 pp.
MONKEY PUZZLE PRESS 2010

Poetry. THE AFTERMATH, ETC. is a rare look at the broken
man in his natural environment: a wasteland of pizza,
shark flicks, porn, and beer. His only escape is through
the pen, and if it were not so, the fine art of handmade
explosives.
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Brian Henry
Lessness
978-1-934103-20-3, $17.50, paper, 112 pp.
AHSAHTA PRESS 2011

Poetry. In LESSNESS everything is in ruins—machines,
landscapes, buildings, bodies, histories, language. In
terse elegies and effaced text, LESSNESS forces us to
question the body, and through it the stability of the
knowable. All builds toward a lengthy, strangely gentle
“wreckage,” where the surrender to inevitable
infestations does not negate small triumphs.
David Herrle
Abyssinia, Jill Rush
978-1-56809-135-8, $15.95, paper, 120 pp.
TIME BEING BOOKS 2010

Poetry. ABYSSINIA, JILL RUSH is packed with a dizzying
array of pop culture and literary references that send the
reader falling down the rabbit hole into a world that is
both familiar and darkly opposite. Sometimes sharp,
sometimes ragged, sometimes a whisper—these poems
breath with life.
Michael Hettich
Like Happiness
978-1-934695-20-3, $17, paper, 64 pp.
ANHINGA PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Michael Hettich’s poems are like grace, like gifts,
like the natural world made Technicolor, like Technicolor
making the natural world. He is a master of the simile,
and in LIKE HAPPINESS, he harnesses a specific and
collective memory, the power of myth and allusion, like
no one else. His poems give his readers a deep
happiness, an earned happiness, a happiness decided
upon with clarity and wisdom”—Denise Duhamel.
Geof Hewitt
The Perfect Heart: Selected & New Poems
978-0-932412-92-8, $16.95, paper, 103 pp.
MAYAPPLE PRESS 2010

Poetry. THE PERFECT HEART documents 45 years’ worth
of extraordinary work by a poet who is a true heir to
Frost and Carruth—their tonalities and breadth of
concern and vision, and their grounding in rural
Vermont. Geof Hewitt’s range and craft, the variety of his
short and long poems, are admirable, as is the constancy
of his spirit. He is open to a multitude of leadings, never
with restricted agendas, and fearlessly takes the reader
along as a trusted friend and confidante. This book could
aptly be called “Love Tokens,” for that’s what most of the
poems are. This is a collection to celebrate with each
reading.
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Lindsay Hill
The Empty Quarter
978-0-935162-45-5, $15, paper, 74 pp.

Holly Iglesias
Angles of Approach
978-1-935210-17-7, $16, paper, 96 pp.

SINGING HORSE PRESS 2010

WHITE PINE PRESS 2010

Poetry. Poetry. “In THE EMPTY QUARTER, his fifth fulllength book of poetry, Lindsay Hill creates an existential
drama of loss and recovery, isolation and agora,
reminiscent of Kobo Abe’s powerful novel The Woman in
the Dunes. The considerable beauty of the work is
achieved not through rhetorical striving but by quietly
establishing the precision of the case: ‘She has never /
stood so close / to anything / as she is / to that / which
the sand / takes.’ The tone and rhythm of the work are
perfect, as sand, woman, and city drift into each
other”—Paul Hoover.

Poetry. “It’s unusual to call a book of poetry a ‘page
turner,’ but this collection, with the knocking and jostling
of words that mark the peculiar rhythm and appeal of
the prose poem, is just that. Iglesias has an uncanny
ability to capture whole sweeps of history in a few lines,
while her eye and ear for the quotidian result in the
characters pulling us from one remarkable incident to
another as if they had physically taken us by the elbow,
whispering urgently”—Marie Harris.

H. L. Hix
First Fire, Then Birds: Obsessionals 1985-2010
978-0-9819687-4-2, $24.95, cloth, 240 pp.
ETRUSCAN PRESS 2010

Poetry. H. L. Hix’s poetry collections have not been
merely collections. Each creates a whole greater than the
sum of its parts: each poem contributes to a sequence,
each sequence talks to another. For readers already
acquainted with Hix’s ambitions, the subtitle
“Obsessionals” (instead of “Selected Poems”) will need
no explanation: from collections that don’t just collect,
what sense would it make for a selection just to select?
“H. L. Hix is that rare poet who is equal parts historian,
journalist, archivist, and singer”—Susan M. Schultz.
Marc Elihu Hofstadter
Rising at 5 AM
978-0-9819534-0-3, $14, paper, 104 pp.
RAW ART PRESS 2010

Poetry. “This book is a life intersecting with many lives.
Poems that read like narratives traverse years of
suffering, learning and delight. They open doors of
Provincetown, summer camp, prep school, the mental
ward, Russian novels. With unerring rhythm and in
countless ways Marc Hofstadter sings his passion to the
reader’s heart”—Neal Oxenhandler.
Andrew Hughes
Now Lays the Sunshine By
978-1-897388-58-7, $18, paper, 84 pp.
BOOK THUG 2010

Poetry. In NOW LAYS THE SUNSHINE BY, Andrew Hughes
detunes the lyres, cranks the gain on the harmonium
and pitches the amps to wail. Consider something Lyn
Hyjinian once said: “The starry angular varieties of
recurrent word and changed idea in constellation
gather...” and in these dented lyrics you will witness the
celebration of an electric objectivity of imaginative
expression.
Hydrolith Editorial Collective
Hydrolith: Surrealist Research & Investigations
978-0-578-05039-3, $16, paper, 240 pp.
OYSTER MOON PRESS 2010

Poetry. Fiction. Literary Nonfiction. Art. Music. This book
brings together in one volume some of the most
exciting recent work from the international surrealist
movement. With over 80 contributors from 17 countries
around the world, the book contains drawings,
paintings, games, comics, photographs, poetry, prose,
theoretical and political writings on a huge variety of
subjects, including special in-depth investigations of
music, space and myth. The book is a must-read for
anyone interested in the surrealist movement today.

David Jaffin
A World Mapped-Out
978-1-84861-140-5, $20, paper, 360 pp.
SHEARSMAN BOOKS 2010

Poetry. A WORLD MAPPED-OUT is the second collection
this year by the indefatigable expatriate American poet
David Jaffin. “Jaffin’s poetry is as ‘modernist’ as abstract
painting while still poetry in the traditional sense, whose
purpose is the verbalization of basic human experience
and whose form derives from a serious exploration of
language...it is remarkable what depth of experience
Jaffin manages to relate through his severely limited
vocabulary and imagery”—Victor Teras.
Matt Jasper
Moth Moon
978-1-935402-54-1, $16, paper, 81 pp.
BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2009

Poetry. “The Roman poet Petronius once avowed that,
considered rightly, there is shipwreck everywhere. In
MOTH MOON, Matt Jasper goes farther still, proving time
and again that shipwreck is a treasure unto itself, a
perfect emerald before and after all mishap. Here, vision
is rewarded with new eyes, and I am grateful for the
news”—Donald Revell. “You should appreciate his work
so he doesn’t feel sad or kill people or start a new
country and cause genocide”—Tao Lin. “I like Jasper’s
poems. The short poem ‘Flight,’ for example, is a little
miracle in the way that it allows me to see through the
words into a wordless and darkly ecstatic experience”—
Franz Wright.
Blas Jiménez
Caribbean African upon Awakening/Caribe
Africano en Despertar
978-1-902294-33-9, $22, paper, 192 pp.
MANGO PUBLISHING 2010

Poetry. African American Studies. Latino/Latina Studies.
Bilingual Edition. Translated from the Spanish by Antonio
D. Tillis. This volume offers an introductory biographical
sketch of Jiménez, a critical assessment of the Spanish
version of the text, Caribe Africano en despertar, and an
English translation of the poetic work. Within the work,
Jiménez’s multiple poetic voices interrogate the cultural
politics of the Caribbean region, placing special interest
on his homeland, the Dominican Republic. In so doing,
Jiménez’s poetry brings to the surface contemporary
questioning of the continual negation of the history of
Africa within the region, due to Spanish, Dutch, British,
and French colonial rule and subsequent post-colonial
legacies. Key themes of the poetry relate to cultural
identity, loss of heritage, post-colonial displacement,
poverty, and ultimately reclamation of Africa and the
rich African heritages replete within Caribbean nations.
Here is a poetic work that speaks to the multifaceted
socio-historical, political, and cultural circumstances that
unite Africa-descendants within the Caribbean region,
even as it distinguishes rich cultural heritages unique to
particular island nations.
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Eve Joseph
The Secret Signature of Things
978-1-894078-81-8, $19, paper, 96 pp.

Kirsten Kaschock
a beautiful name for a girl
978-1-934103-17-3, $17.50, paper, 104 pp.

BRICK BOOKS 2010

AHSAHTA PRESS 2011

Poetry. Much of this poised and luminous book is rooted
in an idea of epiphany, an aesthetics of everyday
incarnation; not the sudden and profound manifestation
of essence or meaning, but the smaller steps taken
toward it. The moments in which, as Joyce writes, “the
soul of the commonest object...seems to us radiant.” If
epiphanies are for theologians, perhaps the little steps
towards them are for poets like Eve Joseph, and for all of
us who attempt to see beyond the names we give things
to the names they give themselves.

Poetry. Human identity testing itself: are the speakers of
these poems mother, teacher, creative artist—or are
they merely bones to be sorted and juggled? The
ramifications of identity (“we’d know... the translation /
into mother to be exaltation. Murder, also”) leap up
sharply in the book’s central poem, “Snuff Ballet,” in
which one speaker, a dancer, is tested by inquisitors who
may be a board from whom she seeks a grant. But
perhaps these voices, which quickly become intimate
and judgmental (“When was the last time you had
sex?”), are merely criticism internalized, part of the “onewoman show.”

Peter Kantor
Unknown Places
978-1-929355-64-8, $14, paper, 88 pp.
PLEASURE BOAT STUDIO 2010

Poetry. Translated from the Hungarian by Michael
Blumenthal. Kantor shares with his fellow Central and
Eastern European poets the destiny of being,
unavoidably, a “political” poet of sorts. “The past,” as he
admits in his long, historically-infused poem, “Ancestors,”
“hangs from me.” And yet his politics...pervasively an
“antipolitics,” a politics that stands back and observes—
with a cold, knowing, and bemused eye—the vagaries
and quotidian comi-tragedies of private life as it
attempts to cope with and navigate the conundrums of
public events and ideologies.
Jennifer Karmin
Aaaaaaaaaaalice
978-0-9790888-3-4, $16, paper, 112 pp.
FLIM FORUM PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Alice and anime, Asia and uncertainty, we do so
want our sounds to make sense, our textual travels to
have a guide, even if that guide is the white rabbit that
will hide. Aaaaaaaaaaalice is the sound and sight of the
disappearing rabbit, the one with a hat, the one who
pops up with regular unpredictability whenever we go
somewhere not here, and while words will swivel around
us like our very own heads, making the unfamiliar
familiar and the familiar unfamiliar, making no sense but
nonsense and non-sense sense, like in this very text,
what’s moreover curious, as Karmin rightly notes, is that
‘yesterday a man was walking’”—Vanessa Place.

Thanks to the
Friends of SPD!
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Carroll C. Kearley
The Armenian Watchmaker
978-1-893670-48-8, $15, paper, 92 pp.
TEBOT BACH 2010

Poetry. “In this collection of deeply felt poems—finetuned and beautifully rendered—Carroll Kearley
constructs watches of great intricacy and accuracy
whose hands point to the temper of the tragic times we
call the twentieth century.... At the beginning of THE
ARMENIAN WATCHMAKER the poet promises to set no
more fires. He spends the rest of the book setting fires.
His fires leave no ashes, only insight and illumination.
With the discordant sounds of the century in the
background, images enter our consciousness and exit
like fragments of a dream just as they coalesce into a
nightmare that gives way itself to the recurring
appearances of noble-spirited survivors who will
continue to inhabit the reader’s mind.... This archeology
of ‘blackened souls’ plows new fields and yields treasures
of the ever ascending human spirit”—Demetrios
Liappas, Director of Modern Greek Studies, Loyola
Marymount University.
Larry Kearney
everything goes but the poem + Calliope
978-0-9639321-5-0, $12.99, paper, 91 pp.
LISTENING CHAMBER 2010

Poetry. “[A]nd what does it say? words / and words and
celluloid / gone crisper take / the world in your hands
the world / holds your hands take / the powder
dispersed / and feel so warm and huddled down / in bed
where dreams come differently / from nothing / but
sequence scared / and scared get phantom rickshaw /
come to pick you up / for the darktown strutters say / my
feet have heavy shoes and now / the line of the train is
called / shuttery kodak...” The first substantial collection
available from Larry Kearney in two decades, since
Streaming (O Books/Trike, 1988), this book collects two
new works. One exceptional long long poem—
”everything goes but the poem”—stretches over some
60 pages, the extended lyric. It’s joined by one shorter
long poem, “Calliope,” some of the parts of which are
pictures, some of the words of which are others’ words.
All together, they make a curious music: “catch your
breath and put it in the mayonaisse jar, with the cricket.”
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Karla Kelsey
Iteration Nets
978-1-934103-15-9, $17.5, paper, 120 pp.
AHSAHTA PRESS 2010

Poetry. Karla Kelsey begins with the sonnet—fourteen
lines (usually!) that she’s appropriated from a variety of
sources, homophonically echoed, and playfully
assembled. She then explodes each sonnet into a
voluptuous prose poem, later erasing that into a sinuous,
open lyric line. The aim of the book is not to execute a
plan or fulfill a form, but to generate new modes of
inhabiting a poem. The result is a work of lyrical
constraint and romantic conceptualism.
Karen Kevorkian
Lizard Dream
978-0-9823542-5-4, $10, paper, 92 pp.
WHAT BOOKS PRESS 2009

Poetry. “Kevorkian finds the extraordinary in patterns of
everyday life. Whether moving through an arid
landscape of desert flora, exploring the waving of
inflatable tube men, or registering the incessant barking
of dogs, her poems discover ‘something hidden // in all
this’—a wellspring of meaning and wonder. Intimate,
loving, and spare, LIZARD DREAM casts the familiar in a
brilliant luster”—Joshua Kryah.
Carol Lynne Knight
Quantum Entanglement
978-0-940821-09-5, $17, paper, 110 pp.

Ursula Krechel
Voices from the Bitter Core
978-0-924047-66-4, $20, paper, 313 pp.
978-0-924047-65-7, $40, cloth, 313 pp.
HOST PUBLICATIONS 2010

Poetry. Bilingual Edition. Translated from the German by
Amy Kepple Strawser. In this first-ever bilingual edition
of VOICES FROM THE BITTER CORE (Stimmen aus dem
harten Kern) acclaimed German poet Ursula Krechel
traces the devastating repercussions of violence and
warfare, from the battles of Ancient Greece to the
trenches of World War I and the invasions of our current
century. Krechel employs a collage technique that
blends ancient and modern in an inventive and astute
way, mixing quotes taken from military instruction
manuals and codes of conduct with the imagined
perspectives of historical figures such as Byron and
Philoctetes and the anonymous voices of soldiers and
civilians. The arbitrariness of violence is juxtaposed with
the strikingly rigorous form, with each of the twelve
chapters consisting of twelve 12-line poems. Behind this
multiplicity of speakers and techniques, the reader hears
a lyrical and monumental voice that distils the essence
of war. VOICES FROM THE BITTER CORE is a profound and
lasting memorial to the wages of human brutality.
Stuart Krimko
The Sweetness of Herbert
978-0-9843312-0-8, $12, paper, 76 pp.
SAND PAPER PRESS 2009

Poetry. “QUANTUM ENTANGLEMENT uses metaphors for
physics to create a landscape that begins every day by
driving to work with meditations on motion, including
the space and time of her own erotic history. She is
sinuous and adept with ‘the smoke of memory,’ as she
‘sleepwalk(s) into the sixth dimension’ and wonders
‘what traces our thoughts leave behind.’ Her poems offer
a landscape that is her own personal Last Picture Show,
with boys in the backseats of cars, lovers meeting in
motels, and meditations on the mistakes of an early
marriage, as well as a compassion for the young teenage
men she knew—those who went to war and lost so
much. More substantial than nostalgia, they become
repairs and atonements, revealing the reasons for her
intrigue with and sensuous descriptions of
entanglement”—Diane Wakoski.

Poetry. The English poet George Herbert (1593-1633)
developed simple, auric figures and parables that chart
the trajectories of hope and despair. In THE SWEETNESS
OF HERBERT, his second book of poetry from Sand Paper
Press, Stuart Krimko uses a wide range of formal
techniques in an attempt to test the efficacy of Herbert’s
existential coping methods. The boredom of daily life,
the almost-certain entropic effects of the passage of
time, and the surprising enthusiasm that is somehow
born of these conditions all come under review. No
formal rock is left unturned, as Krimko uses and abuses
rhyme, enjambment, syntax, and varied diction like
grimy wooden playthings. References to Judy Blume,
Rogaine, spring break, William Blake, Gabriel, the
Commodore 64, and the poet’s own name are made,
exemplifying Krimko’s belief that, “Even when the world
is menacing, it sings.”

Dean Kostos
Last Supper of the Senses
978-1-933132-06-8, $10, paper, 96 pp.

Mark Laliberte
Brickbrickbrick
978-1-897388-57-0, $18, paper, 128 pp.

SPUYTEN DUYVIL 2005

BOOK THUG 2010

Poetry. LGBT Studies. “The poetry of sensation arises at
the intersection of world, nerve ending, and language.
Dean Kostos is a carnivalesque wizard on all three fronts,
a type that Huizinga called ‘homo ludens,’ man at play.
The delight he takes in sonic invention, puns, and
traditional verseforms draws us into the game with
him—a game whose ingenuity shouldn’t blind us to the
fact that he is also a poet of uncommon pathos”—Alfred
Corn.

Poetry. BRICKBRICKBRICK is background reading brought
to the forefront. With this new collection, poet Mark
Laliberte presents a series of visual meditations on the
subject of “poetics.” Like much of his recent output, this
project hovers around-—but never quite steps into—
the cultural zone that pure, popular comics inhabit. The
hybrid “texts” presented in this volume (slowly
developed from 2001-08), appropriate and invade the
hand-made illustrative markings of different illustrators
or cartoonists, as they draw bricks—usually in the
backgrounds of city scenes. Each drawn source is pulled
forward and stripped of all signs of their original
narrative intent. In a process that is metaphorically
connected to the careful manipulation of written words
on a page, each work is digitally constructed—brick-bybrick—into new and distinct walls that the reader will
likely enjoy hitting up against.

APALACHEE PRESS 2010

Richard Krech
At the End of Time: The Incomplete Works of
Richard Krech, Volume II
978-1-934513-27-9, $20, paper, 194 pp.
SUNNYOUTSIDE 2010

Poetry. Richard Krech’s first book was published by d. a.
levy in 1967, and from there his early writing career took
off, culminating in the anthology The Incompleat Works
of Richard Krech. Taking a twenty-five-year break from
writing during which he went to law school and
established a criminal defense practice, Krech began
publishing again in 2001 and has since had ten more
books published.
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Mark Lamoureux
Spectre
978-0-9825731-1-2, $15, paper, 110 pp.

Mary Leader
Beyond the Fire
978-1-84861-122-1, $15, paper, 88 pp.

BLACK RADISH BOOKS 2010

SHEARSMAN BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “Lamoureux’s disturbing and often distinctly
American landscapes explore the interface between
fantasy and fatalism, magic and machine. In the tradition
of Duncan and Spicer, he is a metaphysical poet for our
times, when even ‘the cheerleader’s dreams are sinister’
and ‘what was once all Wagner is now/ all Duran Duran.’
What a pleasure to sift through baroque layers of
ornament and debris with a poet of such keen and
precise intelligence—one who in dark times ‘carries a
dark lamp’”—Elaine Equi. “Populated with broke down
carnival contraptions, abandoned amusement park
rides, darkly oozing shell casings, and haunted noggins,
the strangeland of SPECTRE is glazed with icy artifice in
the form of twisted architectures, mutant effigies, and
the creep of strange glaciers inside warped snow-dome
brains.... This collection offers up a chilling calendar of
sorts, each box a curio slot of new days ‘like the old days,
only creepier, less goddamn real’”—Juliet Cook.

Poetry. The work in Mary Leader’s third collection,
BEYOND THE FIRE, does not conform to any one
habitation, nor aesthetic persuasion, nor name. On the
contrary, just about every poem invents its own territory
and its own terms. Some poems are straightforward
narratives, while others repeat spells and castings. Many
are figural; some are classical; some even aspire to
anonymity. The book is designed to range the globe and
fathom the centuries, albeit, in the end, the poet’s
settlement is but a momentary locality. Yet, if the beings
who dwell in this book did have an infinitive, it would be
“to survive.”

Maryrose Larkin
The Name of This Intersection Is Frost
978-1-84861-117-7, $15, paper, 80 pp.
SHEARSMAN BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “Like all magnificent poets, Maryrose Larkin
sheds new light on commonly overlooked particulars: a
dictionary, weather reports, ‘the tongue flowering.’
Between ‘theories and waking life’ she reveals a vantage
beyond duality, where all words contain their opposites
and the division between inner and outer is fluid.
Larkin’s page is an everchanging surface or layered ‘lung
sky scalloped.’ In her work the found is made intimate,
and this stirring, exacting book seems to breathe along
with the reader”—Laynie Browne.

BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “I remember a ship // Dammit, I meant all along /
I should take that other child // presently care is a hat //
a father looking out the window // time’s just a driveway,
/ the parrot said, staring into / the thudding fog // and
the future is a salesman / with his name tag flying in a
void”—”Fit under here.”
Taigen Dan Leighton
Songs for the True Dharma Eye: Verse Comments
on Dogen’s Shobogenzo
978-0-9772212-7-1, $14, paper, 103 pp.
BROWSER BOOKS PUBLISHING 2007

Poetry. “Embodies in the poems of Jeanne Larsen’s WHY
WE MAKE GARDENS are plantings profuse and varied,
actual and metaphoric—alive with ‘the passions of
making / the passion of being / unmade.’ Gardens, in her
sure hands, are vibrantly real—‘dust-purple / asters, the
monkshood’s last / campanile / orange suns of
bittersweet’—and illustrative of our human condition.
Each poem is acute, oblique, precise and complex; hers is
an art to wonder at, to savor, to praise”—Carol Moldaw.

Poetry. Zen Buddhism. “A premier translator of two of
Dogen’s major works, Eihei Shingi and Eihei Koroku, has
now turned his sights to an analysis of Dogen in East
Asian theoretical contexts with illuminating results. This
very thoughtful, informative, and highly original study
makes a significant contribution to both Dogen and
Lotus Sutra studies by showing how Dogen’s Zen is
rooted in Mahayana worldview, and also how the Lotus
Sutra was a key resource for Japanese Zen. Leighton
does an outstanding job of juxtaposing the seminal
Lotus Sutra with the main writings of Dogen, along with
other prominent thinkers in Zen and Chinese and
Japanese Buddhism. He also sheds important light on
contemporary applications and interpretations of
Buddhist theory”—Steven Heine, author of Dogen and
the Koan Tradition.

Evan Lavender-Smith
From Old Notebooks
978-1-935402-85-5, $16, paper, 178 pp.

Tom Leonard
Outside the Narrative
978-1-901538-68-7, $22.95, paper, 216 pp.

BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2010

ETRUSCAN BOOKS 2009

Poetry. Cross-Genre. FROM OLD NOTEBOOKS is a
memoir, a novel, a poem, an essay—a self-styled
“memoivel”—which exemplifies how love of language
and literature enriches our lives, and explores, often with
great humor, the many pitfalls confronting a young
writer and father on his journey to maturity. Each entry
in FROM OLD NOTEBOOKS is literally that—an idea
written in a writer’s draftbook. Within this
unconventional format, Lavender-Smith is able to tell us
the story of his life while ruminating on subjects ranging
from fatherhood to philosophy, art, football, music,
politics, TV, teaching, fear of death, and everything
in between. In the process, Lavender-Smith lays bare
the day-to-day trials and tribulations of an artist
confronted by the pressures of culture, family, writing,
and, simply, being.

Poetry. OUTSIDE THE NARRATIVE contains what Tom
Leonard wishes to retain in print of the poetry in his two
main collections Intimate Voices (Poetry 1965-83) and
access to the silence (Poems 1984-2004); also poems from
Being a Human Being (2006) and new and unpublished
work including an elegaic sequence for his mother, a
prose memoir of his father, a poem-suite “on the page”
and a tri-part envoi to the collection.

Jeanne Larsen
Why We Make Gardens (& Other Poems)
978-0-932412-95-9, $14.95, paper, 67 pp.
MAYAPPLE PRESS 2010
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David Dodd Lee
Sky Booths in the Breath Somewhere: The
Ashbery Erasure Poems
978-1-935402-87-9, $16, paper, 100 pp.
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Juliana Leslie
More Radiant Signal
978-0-9815227-4-6, $14, paper, 104 pp.

Lisa Lewis
Vivisect
978-1-930974-92-0, $15, paper, 79 pp.

LETTER MACHINE EDITIONS 2010

NEW ISSUES POETRY & PROSE 2010

Poetry. A chair by Charles and Ray Eames. A painting by
Paul Klee. A sentence by Virginia Woolf. Juliana Leslie’s
debut collection MORE RADIANT SIGNAL broadcasts its
elegant, probing lyricism here, among the panoply of
those who worked to house extended thought in
moments of compressed articulation. With haunting,
painterly logic, Leslie’s poems offer a world where the
equivocal beauty of algebra and the aerodynamics of
paper planes meet “a windowpane in love/ with a bright
whirligig” to show that “[t]he boundary of the sky is a
touchstone for enunciation.” Is there such a thing as an
impossible object? And if not, how is it that after reading
MORE RADIANT SIGNAL it sits there perfectly in the
center of the room.

Poetry. “The remarkable dynamism of this book comes
partly from the struggle it enacts between the
confessional and postmodern modes. As the title
VIVISECT suggests, Lewis often seems to slice right into
the living body, exposing the heart itself still beating
with its dark secrets. But if language is the scalpel,
it is also the flesh, offering at times a tough or slippery
resistance, and revealing, when penetrated, more
language that leads in multiple and unexpected
directions, yet, like the mind, keeps circling back
irresistibly to the troubling subjects it most wants
to avoid. The result is rich, powerful, and complex
poetry that gathers more weight with each reading”
—Jeffrey Harrison.

Karin Lessing
Collected Poems
978-1-84861-131-3, $22, paper, 224 pp.

M. L. Liebler, Editor
Working Words: Punching the Clock and Kicking
Out the Jams
978-1-56689-248-3, $22, paper, 470 pp.

SHEARSMAN BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Karin Lessing—born in Germany, raised in the
USA, resident for decades in France—is one of those
poets who exist outisde the tides of literary fashion, and
indeed beyond the ken of most readers, although she
has a devoted band of supporters, among whom
Shearsman Books must be counted. Her last two
collections were published by Shearsman (IN THE
AVIARY OF VOICES and THE WINTER DREAM JOURNALS),
and this survey of her entire writing career, which brings
together all of her books plus a number of uncollected
texts is vital to reaching an understanding of her work.
Harriet Levin
Girl in Cap and Gown
978-1-59539-029-5, $12.95, paper, 61 pp.

COFFEE HOUSE PRESS 2010

Poetry. Fiction. Literary Nonfiction. Edited with an
introduction by M. L. Liebler. Foreword by Ben Hamper.
From the White Stripes’“The Big Three Killed My Baby” to
Eminem’s “Lose Yourself”; from the folk anthems of Bob
Dylan and Woody Guthrie to the poems of Walt Whitman
and Amiri Baraka; from the stories of Willa Cather and
Bret Lott to the rabble-rousing work of Michael Moore—
this transcendent volume touches upon all aspects of
working-class life. A collection about living while barely
making one, about layoffs and picket lines, about
farmers, butchers, miners, waitresses, assembly-line
workers, and the “Groundskeeper Busted Reading in the
Custodial Water Closet,” this is literature by the people
and for the people.

MAMMOTH BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “Harriet Levin [is] a shining poet in her
generation.... The dynamics of her language and her
vigorous voice distinguish all her poems. Levin’s fearless
willingness to tackle any subject combines with her
subtle intelligence to produce a rare reading experience,
the moving, psychologically sophisticated and intriguing
work of a poet with both guts and craft”—Molly
Peacock.
erica lewis
camera obscura
978-1-935402-93-0, $25, paper, 105 pp.
BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Original artwork by Mark Stephen Finein. “erica
lewis uses the shifts and variables of perception as both
an aesthetic and as a starting point for an exploration of
the nature of individual responsibility in this world.
CAMERA OBSCURA is a meditative philosophical poem.
And yet at the same time it is also interestingly a very
personal poem, one about the intimacy between artist
and writer-viewer. And more than anything, it is
beautiful, moving, richly complicating”—Juliana Spahr.

Micah Ling
Sweetgrass
978-1-934513-25-5, $13, paper, 58 pp.
SUNNYOUTSIDE 2010

Poetry. This collection, consisting almost entirely of
prose poems, is a compilation of moments and scenery
in rural Montana, teetering with the urgency and tension
that define the natural order of things for cowboy and
ranch life. Through Ling’s observations and storytelling,
you will become submersed into this existence, getting
lost in these mountains and knowing these people.
Robert Hill Long
The Kilim Dreaming
978-0-9793745-6-2, $16, paper, 104 pp.
BEAR STAR PRESS 2010

Poetry. Comprising three sonnet sequences and one very
long indefinite sentence (“...of Exile in Florence,
Massachusetts”), THE KILIM DREAMING showcases
Robert Hill Long’s gift as a storyteller. “The Spear Lily”
introduces readers to two prostitutes—male and
female—whose date in a botanical garden becomes the
catalyst for them to reimagine their futures. “The Book of
Joel,” dedicated to the poet’s former neighbor, who died
unexpectedly, presents his portrait in nineteen sonnets,
one for each of his nineteen years. The title poem, a true
thriller, takes us into Turkey and the twined lives of
Ahmet, a rug merchant specializing in kilims, and a
weaver desperate to escape the confines of her culture
and history. The book’s rollicking closer describes with
varying degrees of truthiness the poet’s own former life
in a Massachusetts village settled by Italian immigrants.
Talking crow poets, Dr. Bronner’s soap, local history, and
a popular diner contribute to the poem’s antic mood.
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Ehab Lotayef
To Love a Palestinian Woman
978-1-894770-55-2, $17.95, paper, 80 pp.

Travis Macdonald
N7ostradamus
978-1-60964-009-5, $16, paper, 163 pp.

TSAR PUBLICATIONS 2010

BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Inspired by the rich poetic tradition of the
author’s native Arab culture, TO LOVE A PALESTINIAN
WOMAN includes works written over eight years. Richly
evocative and often passionate, these poems can be
described as personal and romantic, as well as public
and political. While the condition in Palestine is a
dominant theme, so is love. Conciliatory in tone or
passionately confrontational, these poems stem from a
deep humanity that cannot fail to engage the reader.

Poetry. “To ‘adapt.’ To deflect ‘entities.’ To ‘autocue.’ Travis
Macdonald’s book of predictions possesses a playful and
dark momentum. Questions of ‘trembling’ and
‘submerged’ experience mix with a joy in production
that takes a body where it does not, at first, want to go:
towards a ‘sense.’ Or: ‘bonus.’ Or: ‘blaze.’ But whose body is
burning up? And what do you see where the fire ‘ebbs’?
This is a book written from a spirited and volatile
unconscious. Read it when it’s raining, or at night, or
with your eyes completely closed”—Bhanu Kapil.

Laura Glen Louis
Some, like elephants
978-0-9795285-4-5, $15, paper, 48 pp.
EL LEÓN LITERARY ARTS 2010

Poetry. She was the golden girl and twenty. A year later
she was dead, and by her own hand. The young woman’s
father called Louis with the news, he, a college
boyfriend. The next day she could not get out of bed,
could not get dressed. Over the next months a
tetraptych emerged. She came skittering across the road
like a water bird.... The sun behind her the paler star. Like
being thrown off axis by a quake, Louis was derailed. She
set aside her novel and turned to poetry. A daughter
must tell her mother she will die; a man at the height of
his creative powers is killed in a freak accident; an
American icon is painted in a chiaroscuro as
uncompromising as a Rembrandt. The title poem steps
back to explore the many ways in which we grieve, while
Louis’s meditation on her own mortality gives apt and
inevitable conclusion. Candid, annealed with precision,
these poems haunt and invite revisitation.
Roberta Lowing
Ruin
978-1-921479-43-4, $18, paper, 120 pp.
INTERACTIVE PUBLICATIONS 2010

Poetry. RUIN is one of the first poetry collections in the
world to explore the epic tragedy of the Iraq War
(2003—20??). Using four distinctive voices, and
constructed almost as a thriller, Roberta Lowing’s 55
poems re-create the devastating invasion and years of
betrayal and heartbreak—and moments of hope and
illumination—endured by Iraqi civilians and American
soldiers. RUIN pays tribute to the Twentieth Century’s
greatest humanist poets and resonates with the
influences of Neruda, Levertov, Celan and more. This
work is of our time for our time, a collection which
expresses the anxieties and aspirations of all those who
resist the dark forces shaking our world.
Karen Mac Cormack
Tale Light: New & Selected Poems 1984-2009
978-1-897388-54-9, $22.5, paper, 196 pp.
BOOK THUG 2010

Poetry. This volume brings together selections from
Karen Mac Cormack’s poetry publications 1984-2009:
Nothing by Mouth, Straw Cupid, Quill Driver, QUIRKS &
QUILLETS, Marine Snow, THE TONGUE MOVES TALK, AT
ISSUE, and VANITY RELEASE. Also included are previously
uncollected poems and a selection of new work. Some
of the earlier poems appear in revised form.

Dora Malech
Say So
978-1-880834-92-3, $15.95, paper, 88 pp.
CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY POETRY CENTER 2010

Poetry. The poems in SAY SO are at once rigorously
formal and wildly experimental. Human utterance—be
it prayer or plea or pun or turn of phrase or epithet—is
one of SAY SO’s primary pistons; poetic tradition—
rhyme, meter, form, rhetoric—is another; the beauty
and betrayals of the body, or bodies—echoed in the
beauty and betrayal of language itself—is a third.
Together, these forces provide the pressure that makes
SAY SO move and brings these poems to life.
Nicolas Mansito III
3rd & 7th
978-1-935402-51-0, $16, paper, 62 pp.
BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2009

Poetry. Latino/Latina Studies. “Reading Nicolas Mansito’s
first book I am reminded that the Latin verb ‘to read,’
legere, means to choose, to select, and that reading, and
in fact all writing, is an act of bricolage. There is a
sweetness in these poems, a lightness in them, a gravity,
a webbing of synaptic leaps at times so subtle and
unforgettable, that these poems confound their aleatoric
composition, and one forgets Mansito is in fact writing
under severe constraints. This book of poems reminds
that every free act, of both making and being, arises
from a bondage to what simply /is/. And from there we
fiddle and tinker our way to wisdoms. A book you’ll be
grateful to own”—Gabriel Gudding.
Djelloul Marbrook
Brushstrokes and Glances
978-0-9828100-1-9, $16.95, paper, 86 pp.
DEERBROOK EDITIONS 2010

Poetry. Art. “Through precise and knowledgeable poetry
about visual art, Djelloul Marbrook has made a book
almost as good as visiting a museum. In fact, the poems
here about museums, galleries, and studios are as
penetrating as the ones about the art. Marbrook has
lived in a world inhabited by paintings (both his mother
and his aunt were noted painters) and these poems
testify to years of careful seeing. BRUSHSTROKES AND
GLANCES is an intimate book, rich with sly humor, sharp
detail, and deep engagement. I will see my own favorite
works of art with new attention for having read these
beautiful poems”—Maggie Anderson.
Morton Marcus
The Dark Figure in the Doorway: Last Poems
978-1-935210-16-0, $17, paper, 130 pp.
WHITE PINE PRESS 2010

Poetry. Introduction by Peter Johnson. Morton Marcus
concludes his lifelong reflections on human folly, cruelty,
greed, our obligations to the past, and his belief in the
power of the imagination and the spiritual redemption
of art. Marcus writes about the world in a variety of
attitudes and tones of voice in these, the final poems
composed during the last years of his life.
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m. g. martin
One for None
978-0-9828284-1-0, $12, paper, 75 pp.

Shane McCrae
Mule
978-1-880834-93-0, $15.95, paper, 72 pp.

INK. 2010

CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY POETRY CENTER 2010

Poetry. ONE FOR NONE is the debut book of poetry from
m.g. martin, the host of San Francisco Literary Death
Match. The collection is separated into two sections
(Spoken & Words) reflecting all his styles. martin tackled
the spoken word and wrestled it onto the page until his
rhythm and cadence sang with the poem. His written
section blends style and tradition; an understanding of
how the poem works and a diligence to completely
break the rules. The poems expand and contract on his
whim, are minimal and expansive at the same time. ONE
FOR NONE speaks from an old soul in the lingo of the
hippest poet in the city.

Poetry. African American Studies. MULE is actually a very
personal, very autobiographical book. In it, the author
addresses his at the time failing second marriage (which
he is no longer in), his son’s autism, his own racial
identity, and some of his beliefs about God. “Some books
come down like gods dying to transform us out of our
empty, shattered lives. MULE is such a book. Never
shying away from sudden confusions of pain and beauty,
Shane McCrae’s questions are not why so much pain?
why so much beauty? but, instead, how can they remake
us? McCrae’s is a living, breathing poetry made of
wisdom and wrenching song”—Katie Ford.

Joseph Massey
Exit North
978-1-897388-62-4, $10, paper, 31 pp.

Chris McCreary
Undone: A Fakebook
978-0-9826299-1-8, $12, paper, 100 pp.

BOOK THUG 2010

FURNITURE PRESS BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Through old news, the ocean’s drone, or a corner
shrub in bloom, one learns “How to untwine/noise, to
see” in Joseph Massey’s EXIT NORTH. Here, the strange
clarity of landscapes gives way to Massey’s unwavering
attention to sound—”a kind of metronome” that keeps
time in its place. Even when “There’s little/to say,” there’s
evidence of song to be found.

Poetry. “The poems in UNDONE are like echoes down a
canyon—reverberating, overlapping, vibrating, creating
a new kind of music—each word like a boat dislodged
from its mooring, ‘like pieces of things / from which to
weave / a dreaming.’ That words have sound values
which translate into meanings is the guiding principal
and McCreary plays each note at its own perfect speed.
Everything we didn’t know we needed to know is right
here”—Lewis Warsh.

Harry Mathews
The New Tourism
978-0-9843312-3-9, $15, paper, 5c6 pp.
SAND PAPER PRESS 2010

Poetry. In Harry Mathews’s first collection of poetry in
nearly 20 years, a legend of the American avant-garde
unveils compelling anomalies including the prose
sestina, didactic gastronomy, and a haiku sequence—
a diary of discrete (if not so discreet) late-night
improvisations on the familiar Japanese three-line form.
The central section collects poems of terse lyricism
devoted to the unpredictable deviations between
intention and desire—the landscape of the new tourism:
“Where is it I came from / And where is it I’m stranded? /
Part of the maps is black / And the rest’s in borrowed
language.”
Farid Matuk
This Isa Nice Neighborhood
978-0-9815227-5-3, $14, paper, 160 pp.
LETTER MACHINE EDITIONS 2010

Poetry. Can identity be pliant and penetrable? Can the
speech act be one of attention over intention, can play
and fluidity open onto an ethic? THIS ISA NICE
NEIGHBORHOOD, Farid Matuk’s first full-length
collection, says yes. Yes to the rejection of any opposition
between politics and aesthetics, between rhetoric and
poetics. Yes to vulnerability. Yes to a poetry willing to
enact the errors, uncertainties, and tangled complexities
of our political, sexual, and social lives. Testing both
narrative and lyric, Matuk finds desire at the root of each,
a root from which, these poems suggest, compassion
and permission grow intertwined.

Laura McCullough
Panic
978-1-882295-84-5, $15.95, paper, 80 pp.
ALICE JAMES BOOKS 2011

Poetry. Through portraits painted in a muted palette,
PANIC embraces the ratcheting music of grief. Laura
McCullough strives to uncover secrets beneath the
platitudinal. Her narrative lyrics juxtapose private and
public despair, portraying isolated stoicism against the
backdrop of rippling disorder. “Lovely and vigilant
poems lay bare those seen and unseen forces that
expose us again and again to our own mortality, to our
daily yearning for beauty and grace. Embracing the
narrative range of a novelist, Laura McCullough writes
with the razored scrutiny of the fine poet she is, making
PANIC a timely and important book you simply must
read”—Andre Dubus III.
Gardner McFall
The Pilot’s Daughter
978-1-56809-029-0, $14.95, paper, 81 pp.
TIME BEING BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Revised Edition. At the heart of this book are
sequences that portray some of the central themes of
our time: what the Vietnam War took away from us, what
the painful reexamination of our loss can give back, and
what surprising durability inheres in the sinews of our
origins, family, and beliefs. With a fine clarity and
precision of language, McFall’s thirty-nine poems look
back to her pilot-father’s death, across her native
Floridian landscape, and ahead to her child’s birth. At
once elegiac and celebratory, highly crafted and full of
feeling, they illustrate the restorative powers of art,
memory and the natural world.
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Steve McOrmond
The Good News About Armageddon
978-1-894078-83-2, $19, paper, 112 pp.

Michael Miller
College Town
978-1-893670-46-4, $15, paper, 60 pp.

BRICK BOOKS 2010

TEBOT BACH 2010

Poetry. Steve McOrmond’s unflinching take on
contemporary life, with its saturnine candour and ironic
focus, may remind readers of the anti-poetry of
Europeans like Zbigniew Herbert: intense, humanistic
and deeply sceptical of inflationary gestures or stagy
rhetoric. Shedding illusions, but equally refusing the
consolations of despair, McOrmond’s well-tempered
satire is carried home on its own crisp music. “A
metaphysical wit and a self-mocking humour leaven
this often dark account of the calamity that is our
contemporary way of living. In his own distinctive way,
Steve McOrmond...[weaves] in these technically
deft lyric pieces a kind of post-modernist jeremiad”
—Mary Dalton.

Poetry. “Poetry needs Michael Miller. Indeed, anyone
able to write a powerfully spare pair of lines like ‘He tells
himself, Nothing but a woman, / tells himself, We
scavenge together’ rewards the reader and honors the
craft. The power of Miller’s writing is in his imagery,
syntactical skills, and ability to capture the now of the
experiential terrain. And although the image, the bright,
focused instant, is never more than a line or two away,
such moments of sound and sense, for ear and eye—
’ocean breeze and the crash of the fountain’—are certain
to surprise and excite”—Lee Mallory.

Bruce McRae
The So-Called Sonnets
978-0-9792410-5-5, $14, paper, 84 pp.

SPUYTEN DUYVIL 2010

SILENCED PRESS 2010

Poetry. If you appreciate the writing of Charles Simic,
you’ll enjoy Bruce McRae’s THE SO-CALLED SONNETS. A
gun-slinging sage and humanistic sponge of vernacular
sensitivity, his poetry expresses a razor-sharp sadness
amid a wasteland of lost souls. Contemporary, and yet
unique, he appears to have lived several lifetimes with
high octane observation, giving new life to the sonnet
form. Another great book from the offices of Silenced
Press.

Toni Mirosevich
The Takeaway Bin
978-1-933132-81-5, $14, paper, 78 pp.
Poetry. LGBT Studies. Oblique Strategies is a card game
invented in 1975, by Brian Eno and Peter Schmidt. “Over
one hundred worthwhile dilemmas” are printed on a
pack of cards and offer a set of possibilities to apply
“when a dilemma occurs in a working situation.” THE
TAKEAWAY BIN borrows from that concept, presenting
poems that reply to various daily dilemmas, specific or
obscure.
H. D. Moe
Death Kick
978-0-9825066-4-6, $19.95, paper, 156 pp.
BEATITUDE PRESS 2010

James Meetze
Dayglo
978-1-934103-18-0, $17.50, paper, 88 pp.
AHSAHTA PRESS 2011

Poetry. Winner of the 2010 Sawtooth Poetry Prize,
judged by Terrance Hayes. Sand grains on a bikini
bottom, in the spare, gentle lyricism of these poems,
become stardust, and also moments in history. DAYGLO
never shies from the hurts of reality—a dead bird on a
car, an imagined mushroom cloud, a childhood home
visited much later and found destroyed—yet it is filled
with the light, from sun to “icky cinematic / light,” that
pervades the mythic landscape of California. Surfers’
locutions like “dude” and “no way” are colors of paint in a
mirage depicted and embodied.
Jack Mellender
Medical Phials
978-0-9818859-8-8, $12.95, paper, 51 pp.
BEATITUDE PRESS 2010

Poetry. MEDICAL PHIALS indeed contains a magic potion
of pure Hyperborean poetry. Distilled from a unique
mixture of ancient lore and modern discontent, with a
heavy dose of enlightened sensitivity thrown in, it is
certain to quick-reverse the flow of sand in the hourglass
of your perceptions.

Joseph Meredith
Inclinations of the Heart
978-1-56809-133-4, $15.95, paper, 98 pp.
TIME BEING BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “GAP gods and Yeats, Hera and Judy Collins,
nighthawks and wolves. Joe Meredith takes us through
the seasons and as he moves us through tales of
loneliness and love, images of sex and statues, we only
become more ‘word horny.’ Meredith’s work is accessible
while it is evocative, raw while it is lovely”—Kathleen
Volk Miller, Editor, Painted Bride Quarterly.
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Poety. “Indefatigable poet/philosophe, intrepid insistent
clarion, Moe’s work continues to unfold its histories &
mysteries in a unique and seriously playful voice. Buried
treasure”—David Meltzer.

Molly Bendall and Gail Wronsky
Bling & Fringe (The L.A. Poems)
978-0-9823542-1-6, $10, paper, 52 pp.
WHAT BOOKS PRESS 2009

Poetry. “In these intensely female, lively luscious songs
it’s Colette meets Beyonce meets Lil Mama meets Cixous
and in comes Kristeva meets Molly Bendall meets Gail
Wronsky, and therefore streams continual surprise—
eros kisses big bad boogie man theory and ‘word as
noose’ slang jumpstarts high-flown lingo and it’s all so
playful and yet deadly serious—how these poems issue
from one urgent, collective, Medusa-like mouth, one it’s
high time is heard”—Gillian Conoley.
Anna Moschovakis
You and Three Others Are Approaching a Lake
978-1-56689-250-6, $16, paper, 132 pp.
COFFEE HOUSE PRESS 2011

Poetry. In a world where we find “everything helping
itself / to everything else,” Anna Moschovakis
incorporates Craigslist ads, technobabble, twentiethcentury ethics texts, scientific research, autobiographical
detail, and historical anecdote to present an engaging
lyric analysis of the way we live now. “It’s your life,” she
tells the reader, “and we have come to celebrate it.”
“[Moschovakis’] poems illuminate, amuse, and provoke.
Plato would have loved them”—Ann Lauterbach.
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Don Moyer
The Old Witch Winks
978-0-9795651-7-5, $14.95, paper, 89 pp.

John Norton
Air Transmigra
978-0-9793390-6-6, $15, paper, 94 pp.

BEATITUDE PRESS 2007

ITHURIEL’S SPEAR 2010

Poetry. Don Moyer’s poetry is a surrealistic blend of the
mystical, the fantastical, and the all-too-real. Improbably,
it all works. These are poems that capture the
imagination, and stretch the reader’s perception of what
is possible—and what is not.

Poetry. Alan Bernheimer finds John Norton’s poetry
“clear as a New England winter day,” and Bev Dahlen
describes it as “witty and ironic.”

Giampiero Neri
Natural Theater: Selected Poems 1976-2009
978-0-9823849-5-4, $20, paper, 204 pp.
CHELSEA EDITIONS 2010

Poetry. Bilingual Edition. Translated from the Italian by
Ron Banerjee. Edited with an Introduction by Victoria
Surliuga. Steeled by war, informed by Darwin and
Hobbes and influenced by Rimbaud and Pound, Neri
holds that poetry should inform readers about harsh
reality and the perennial contest between good and evil,
not by expressing feelings, but by crafting precise and
truthful depictions. This is a book of short, icy capsules of
time in which man, plants and animals struggle for
survival.
Keith Newton and Eugene Lim, Editors
The Harp & Altar Anthology
978-0-9637536-4-9, $17, paper, 336 pp.
ELLIPSIS PRESS 2010

Poetry. Fiction. In its short tenure, the Brooklyn-based
online literary magazine Harp & Altar has defined itself
by publishing innovative, risk-taking literature,
establishing a home for serious readers attracted to its
groundbreaking writing and original design. The energy
and talent on display have been widely recognized—
and now the best of this online magazine has been
collected in THE HARP & ALTAR ANTHOLOGY, which
features a selection from the fantastic poetry and fiction
published in the first three years.
Travis Nichols
See Me Improving
978-1-55659-312-3, $15, paper, 80 pp.
COPPER CANYON PRESS 2010

Poetry. Travis Nichols is a young poet and novelist who
invites readers into a world of relationships gone
strange. In his poems, everyday human behaviors
become fraught with extraordinary significance. It’s a
delicate balance of orchestration and improvisation—
both dizzying and oddly comforting. The poems, thick
with vibrant language and semantic play, hint at a
Rimbaudian derangement of the senses while being
hyper-alert and completely alive.
Renee Norman
Martha in the Mirror
978-1-926708-11-9, $18.95, paper, 65 pp.
INANNA PUBLICATIONS 2010

Poetry. In this third collection of poetry, Renee Norman
inhabits Martha Quest like a spirit, and rewrites her
through poems that bring her into being. Martha is Doris
Lessing’s autobiographical protagonist from her Martha
Quest series of novels, and Norman “borrows” Martha
and encounters her in the mirror of writing. There she
reflects upon, interprets, and reimagines Martha, at
times addressing Lessing, too. But within—and in
between—the lines and stanzas, she also encounters
herself, as she is filtered through Martha’s reflection, the
Martha who is in us all. Theses poems are about love and
loss, birth and motherhood, longing and abandonment,
and the compassion and understanding women can
bring to one another.

B. N. Oakman
In Defence of Hawaiian Shirts
978-1-921479-41-0, $18, paper, 96 pp.
INTERACTIVE PUBLICATIONS 2010

Poetry. B. N. Oakman’s deceptively conversational tone
and wry humor complement writing that is elegant,
sometimes confronting, and which shuns obscurity in
favor of clarity. He elicits feeling through style, phrasing
and understatement rather than by imposing emotion.
You’ll be drawn into topics ranging from the socioeconomic to the personal—the ekphrastic to football—
the political to the historical.
Mike O’Connor
Immortality
978-1-929355-69-3, $16, paper, 112 pp.
PLEASURE BOAT STUDIO 2010

Poetry. The poems of Immortality fall into three sections:
“Immortality,” “Icarus,” and “American Spirit.” The title
poem—a long innovative work that first appeared in
Narrative Magazine—weaves together several stories
drawing on biography, history, and myth. The stories: a
poet who seeks lasting fame (Ezra Pound); a warrior who
seeks a place in history through conquest (Emperor
Julian); and a young girl who seeks Taoist immortality
(Mei-li). The primary narrative is recited by a poet of the
T’ang Dynasty, over tea with his former Zen master.
“Icarus” is an experimental poem that describes, in
fragments and surreal imagery, the poet’s experience of
disorientation in returning after several years to an Asian
city that was once his home, a city he discovered to be
undergoing tumultuous environmental and
infrastructural change. And “American Spirit,” the last
section of the book, is a series of poems focusing on the
poet’s friends and local landscapes.
Paul Oppenheimer
In Times of Danger
978-1-933132-79-2, $15, paper, 98 pp.
SPUYTEN DUYVIL 2010

Poetry. Paul Oppenheimer’s fourth collection of poems
presents a love story told almost entirely in brisk, often
racy modern sonnets and set against a background of
the rural Hudson Valley and New York City—before,
during and after the catastrophe of 9/11. “I need a form
that I did not invent,” he writes, “tuned by ancient
anguish to impart/the strain of modern doubt: an
instrument/just right, just now, on which to test my
heart.” His test turns into a struggle that sweeps up
history, elusive love itself, preparations for war and the
war in Iraq in more than ninety eerily redemptive,
shocking and accomplished renderings of poetry’s
oldest and still most powerful form.
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Milta Ortiz, Editor
City of Stairways: A Poet’s Field Guide to San
Francisco
978-1-888048-10-0, $14.95, paper, 120 pp.
WRITERSCORPS BOOKS 2010

Poetry. California Interest. Travel. CITY OF STAIRWAYS: A
POET’S FIELD GUIDE TO SAN FRANCISCO is a unique
travel book about San Francisco edited by Milta Ortiz
and created by students in WritersCorps, an arts
education program for youth. WritersCorps places
professional writers in community settings to teach
creative writing to young people. CITY OF STAIRWAYS
doubles as literary anthology and travel guide. The
product of hours of field trips and in-class prompts in
which youth explored the connection between writing
and the larger urban landscape, the book gives an offroad, insider’s perspective on San Francisco. With original
artwork and photography, maps of seven San Francisco
neighborhoods, and suggested walking routes, it allows
long-time residents and visitors alike an intimate, offthe-beaten path look at local landmarks and secret spots.
Gordon Osing
Slaughtering the Buddha
978-1-933132-82-2, $15, paper, 90 pp.
SPUYTEN DUYVIL 2010

Poetry. Osing here draws on the Mississippi Delta blues
tradition as well as the tradition of his own schooling in
Chinese literature and American Poetics to advance his
understanding of the aging man of letters. Informal in
its appreciation of formulaic memories, the volume
comprises an elegaic tone while mounting the
vicissitudes and caprice of the still surrounding world.
Jena Osman
The Network
978-1-934200-40-7, $17, paper, 96 pp.
FENCE BOOKS 2010

Poetry. In her third book Jena Osman follows poet Cecilia
Vicuña’s procedural instruction to “enter words in order
to see.” THE NETWORK emerges at the intersection of
conceptual and documentary poetics, as Osman applies
an idiosyncratic methodology to etymological study, to
establish “derivations and kinships” of phenomena and
persons and peregrinations.
Shin Yu Pai
Adamantine
978-1-935210-18-4, $16, paper, 108 pp.
WHITE PINE PRESS 2010

Poetry. Asian American Studies. In ADAMANTINE, the
poet explores the strength of stone and spirit, disarming
hardness to explore the power of the human spirit to
transform itself through adversity. Drawn from global
news stories, the subjects of these poems range from
the tallest man in the world, an Olympic medalist, and a
burning monk to a family stranded in the Oregon
wilderness. An ongoing investigation of the poet’s
interest in the visual arts, a suite of poems contemplates
the work of Goya, Warhol, Rothko, Cornell, and Calder, as
well as master artists and craftsmen from the Eastern
traditions.

Gary Parrish
Drive-In Picture Show
No ISBN, $12, paper, 58 pp.
ERUDITE FANGS PRESS 2010

Poetry. “There are two things going on simultaneously
in Gary Parrish’s poems—a mix of awkwardness and
grace—the absentminded poet stepping on the toes of
the goddess, and then apologizing, while his music plays
on. The presentation of self is all periphery and sidelong
glance and teetering at the edge, and tension—but with
a bounce that keeps it all afloat. These poems are always
on the verge—and then (at some point) they explode,
like fireworks, in a shower of sparks. He’s been in some
odd places, seen things no one else I know has seen,
stepped back from and entered into experiences that
required more than a share of providence to survive.
His poems are just like him—shy and flirty without
being coy. He manages to give it all away every time”
—Lewis Warsh.
Pier Paolo Pasolini
In Danger: A Pasolini Anthology
978-0-87286-507-5, $16.95, paper, 250 pp.
CITY LIGHTS PUBLISHERS 2010

Poetry. Literary Nonfiction. LGBT Studies. Edited by Jack
Hirschman. Translated from the Italian by many hands.
Pier Paolo Pasolini (1922-1975) was a major cultural
figure in post-WW2 Italy, well known as a poet, novelist,
communist intellectual, and filmmaker. IN DANGER is the
first anthology in English devoted to his political and
literary essays, and includes a generous selection of his
poetry. Against the backdrop of post-war Italy, and
continuing through the mid-70s, Pasolini’s writings
provide a fascinating portrait of a Europe in which
fascists and communists violently clashed for power and
journalists ran great risks. The controversial and openly
gay Pasolini was murdered at fifty-three; IN DANGER
includes his final interview, conducted hours before his
death, as well as the cryptic litany “What Is This Coup?
I Know,” which many suspect motivated his murder.
Here also are Pasolini’s essays on cultural topics like
hippies and Zen Buddhism, literary discussions of writers
like Italo Calvino, Marianne Moore, and Costantine
Cavafy, and even a 1967 interview between Pasolini and
Ezra Pound concerning Pound’s relationship to the
contemporary Italian avant-garde. The poetry ranges
from early works written in the Friulan dialect through
his later lyric blasts against fascism.
Omar Perez
Did You Hear About the Fighting Cat?
978-1-84861-132-0, $17, paper, 146 pp.
SHEARSMAN BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Latino/Latina Studies. Bilingual Edition.
Translated from the Spanish by Kristin Dykstra. This book
takes up the experiment of connecting Buddhist
practices to an American landscape. In a 2008 interview
Perez states, “If Buddhism is to have a role in Cuban life it
must be in harmony with the basic ethical and natural
values of this land; it must give, so to say, its blood and
marrow to the soil.” Perez seems to have thrown even
“revolutionary” readers for a loop by pursuing that
harmony, synthesizing island poetics with Zen
Buddhism. What, asked his fellow writers, does Zen have
to do with Cuba and its cultural traditions?
Adam Perry
Fotographs of Bones
978-0-9801650-2-9, $9.953, paper, 71 pp.
MONKEY PUZZLE PRESS 2009

Poetry. “Adam Perry, musician as well as poet, doesn’t
exactly compose lyrics but what the notes of the music
would say if they could speak. He has taken a seat at our
ceremonies, ‘an empty chair in Count Basie’s
Orchestra’”—Charles Potts.
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Allan Peterson
Omnivore
978-0-9795325-2-8, $12, paper, 20 pp.

Julien Poirier
El Golpe Chileno
978-1-933254-60-9, $15, paper, 120 pp.

BATEAU PRESS 2009

UGLY DUCKLING PRESSE 2010

Poetry. Winner of the 3rd annual Boom Chapbook
Contest. OMNIVORE condenses the experience of a 21st
first century thinker. The poems skirt the language of
philosophy, biology, starfields, and nerves. Always
emotive at their root, Peterson’s poems evoke the
essence of the potent unknown. Surprises resound with
visual acuity, musical consonance, and leaps of intense
image that reverberate line by line to fashion a riveting
portrait of time. Hand-stitched, letterpress cover.

Poetry. EL GOLPE CHILENO is Julien Poirier’s first book,
not counting chapbooks and a newspaper novel. It runs
naked through letters and cartoons dated 1991-2009.
The title comes from a thief’s trick practiced in Barcelona
in the 1980s.

Andrew K. Peterson
Museum of Thrown Objects
978-1-935402-84-8, $18, paper, 171 pp.
BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “Imagine an ocean leaving its bed to hover above
itself, where it should not be, to form a ‘silhouette’ visible
against an ‘afternoon.’ The technology of displacement is
deployed, in Andrew Peterson’s brilliant book, to create:
not ‘delay‘ but ‘fusion.’ It makes sense, then, to build a
museum out of artifacts that would, in the wetness
beyond architecture, disappear by ‘low tide,’ but are
instead ‘kept.’ Locked away in a decaying archive, ‘the
thrown objects’ form perverse alliances when the lights
dim. Where the genitalia should be, for example, are
‘leafs and bugs.’ Intra-species, foaming, future-soaked,
and with a ‘metallic corsage’ delicately sewn to the wrist,
the figures in Peterson’s poems come to get you. And
they do. They get you and take you somewhere until: ‘we
are all here together in our new place’”—Bhanu Kapil.

Bern Porter
Found Poems
978-0-9822645-9-1, $19.95, paper, 400 pp.
NIGHTBOAT BOOKS 2010

Poetry. On the eve of Bern Porter’s Centennial, his classic
text, FOUND POEMS, comes roaring back into print in a
handsome new edition featuring two essays
contextualizing his remarkable life and work. As Dick
Higgins said, “Porter’s FOUND POEMS have the same
seminal position as Duchamp’s objets trouvées.” This
book collects Porter’s strongest “Founds,” his
combinations of mass-media images and text that he
used to reflect American culture as in a funny-house
mirror: twisted but true.
Anne Portugal
absolute bob
978-1-936194-02-5, $14, paper, 120 pp.
BURNING DECK 2010

Poetry. Factory Hollow’s first full-length book, CRASH
DOME is a book-length poem by Alex Phillips. “That from
the twenty-six letters of our alphabet this book could be
born is a miracle, a heartbreakingly glorious one that
demands it be read, and talked about, and marveled
over, and, like all true miracles, doesn’t give a damn if it
isn’t”—Mary Ruefle.

Poetry. Translated from the French by Jennifer Moxley.
bob, a brave little guy (joker, operator, sheer energy?)
bops in the manner of a video-game through the ways a
poem inhabits sense or nonsense, speeds or slows, slides
into forms or undoes them. bob occupies his virtual field
of action in perpetual motion, beats down doors,
explores corridors, removes walls, strikes sparks from
repetition, sets fire to “the same old,” pulls the levers of
creation. The book’s 24 chapters remind us of film’s 24
images per second—just as bob to French ears suggests
bobine, the reel that unrolls them. Also of the 24 hours in
the day of a man who must exhaust himself in command
performances that gradually asphyxiate even the
fabrication of verse.

Wanda Phipps
Field of Wanting
978-1-934289-60-0, $16, paper, 142 pp.

Charles W. Pratt
From the Box Marked Some Are Missing
978-0-9801672-8-3, $15, paper, 96 pp.

BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2008

HOBBLEBUSH BOOKS 2010

Poetry. African American Studies. “Wanda Phipps’s
poetry is so unexpected, it often startles me. In FIELD OF
WANTING, she uses devices I’ve seen before, but never
this way. Her voice is as unique as her approach to the
poems. And, as always, her honesty is refreshing and
uniquely personal. It is, simply, poetry you will find
nowhere else. Give it a chance and it will seduce you
with its clarity and originality. More a voice singing in
the rain than crying in the wilderness, even if the rain
is sometimes blood red”—Michael Lally.

Poetry. Hobblebush Books is very proud to begin its
Hobblebush Granite State Poetry Series with a book by
Charles Pratt. As X.J. Kennedy says, “For decades now,
Charles Pratt has been quietly placing his distinctive
poems in leading journals. Now at last the size of his
achievement is made visible.” FROM THE BOX MARKED
SOME ARE MISSING includes selected poems from three
of Pratt’s earlier books, along with a generous number
of poems that have not appeared in book form before.
The whole of Pratt’s long and distinguished writing
career is represented.

Alex Phillips
Crash Dome
978-0-9840698-5-9, $12, paper, 64 pp.
FACTORY HOLLOW PRESS 2010

Rob Plath
there’s a fist dunked in blood beating in
my chest
978-1-926860-02-2, $15.50, paper, 179 pp.

Jayne Pupek
The Livelihood of Crows
978-0-932412-94-2, $15.95, paper, 86 pp.

EPIC RITES PRESS 2010

MAYAPPLE PRESS 2010

Poetry. Plath’s first feature book release, A BELLYFUL OF
ANARCHY, was released in 2009 by Epic Rites Press. If A
BELLYFUL OF ANARCHY was Plath’s monster, then
THERE’S A FIST DUNKED IN BLOOD BEATING IN MY CHEST
is the monstrous bride of the creature. Eighty-two new
poems by Plath are presented in this volume, with an
additional six poems riding shotgun in the footer of
every page.

Poetry. Pupek’s bold narrative voice—which is laced
with dark humor—takes us on a journey through beauty
and brokenness. Pupek creates a world of sensuality
emanating from the banal and the quotidian—in
remarkable language and exceptional contemplation.
Many of these poems are shadowed by crows and other
opportunists, such as door-to-door proselytizers, and
the forces that might take our minds, or our lives. THE
LIVELIHOOD OF CROWS comes with passion and
empowerment—an astonishing, haunting book.
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John Pursley III
If You Have Ghosts
978-0-9786127-5-7, $14, paper, 70 pp.
ZONE 3 PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Graceful, tensile, and electric, IF YOU HAVE
GHOSTS is a haunting and haunted book. John Pursley
III’s prodigious gifts for metaphor, imagery, and an
elliptical narrative reminiscent of Larry Levis are amply
displayed in this guide through liquid time. We
encounter a fire that ‘sounded like my mother snapping
sheets / Onto the bed as they came out of the dryer,’
Chet Baker’s ‘androgynous melody’ that is ‘like the falsefront store / that never closes, & fools no one,’ a lollipop
dropped by a child in an airport that explodes ‘in a
confusion of ruby shards.’ Empathetically felt, played
out in a deeply nuanced syntax, these poems both
reveal and complicate our troubled, troubling world”
—Beth Ann Fennelly.
Meredith Quartermain
Recipes from the Red Planet
978-1-897388-65-5, $18, paper, 127 pp.
BOOK THUG 2010

Poetry. “RECIPES FROM THE RED PLANET cooks books for
deep space dining, rolls out the dough of language and
shapes it into buttery crescents that are supernaturally
textured and interactive with daily life. Meredith
Quartermain’s solar system blows asteroid dust through
the patriarchy and oven roasts the alphabet to a lovely
golden crisp. Whipped by interplanetary winds we meet
the immortals of the ancient world inverted and
propelled into negative space. Their ground delineates
our figures, neatly attired in dresses we’ve sewn
ourselves from Simplicity patterns. Here are the recipes
that will free Rapunzel from her tower. Here are all the
blue radishes you can eat”—Larissa Lai.
Anna Rabinowitz
Present Tense
978-1-890650-45-2, $14.95, paper, 96 pp.
OMNIDAWN 2010

Poetry. PRESENT TENSE is a tour de force, a book-length
poetic project that is anatomy, history, testimony,
eulogy, and divining rod of our constantly evolving
present. In four acts, Rabinowitz dramatizes not only our
various socio-religious-political ecosystems but also the
myriad echoes of those systems that resound in our
psyches and permeate our thoughts. Through dialogue,
reportage, Biblical reference, interview, famous speech,
infamous cultural and historical events and more,
Rabinowitz offers readers an arresting account of who
and what we are as humans—in all of our darkness and
our brilliance. This poetry—with its invigorating breadth
and shocking immediacy—compels its readers’ full
engagement with the page, an interaction that incites us
to examine our own position and potential in the evershifting kaleidoscope of the actual, as we experience it
moment by moment.
Michael Rattee
Falling Off the Bicycle Forever
978-0-9822495-5-0, $16, paper, 64 pp.
ADASTRA PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Like Kafka, Ignatow, cummings, and painters like
Chagall, Rattee knows that life is not devoid of whimsy.
Chasing after a bus can seem like a karmic sentence, and
a dream can be more real than the daily grind. This book
is an important addition to our nation’s poetry of
concern for all life”—David Ray. “Michael Rattee has
blossomed into a remarkably good poet, sure-footed
and dazzling. He is one of the leading poets of the family
and domesticity in America today, and it’s startling how
he gets it right in poem after poem. He reminds us again
and again of how poetry can illuminate our lives with
the suddenness of a flashbulb, and the picture is not
always pretty”—Richard Shelton.
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Francis Raven
Architectonic Conjectures: Poems about the Built
Environment
978-0-9792410-4-8, $16, paper, 144 pp.
SILENCED PRESS 2010

Poetry. A philosophy of architecture conveyed through
poetics. Organizing Principle: We begin our lives
unconsciously in fully formed homes, abstract the
architectural structure from the built environment, and
finally move out into the ethical world of the city.

Joan Retallack
Procedural Elegies/Western Civ Cont’d/
978-1-931824-39-2, $14.95, paper, 118 pp.
ROOF BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “At the beginning of her astounding new book,
Joan Retallack posts a warning from Immanuel Kant
‘against arguing directly from the logical possibility of
concepts to the real possibility of things.’ It seems to me
that Retallack has succeeded brilliantly by flouting Kant’s
injunction. ‘The real possibility of things’ shimmers and
sings on every page of PROCEDURAL ELEGIES, creating a
living entity through means that remain as mysterious as
they are vital”—John Ashbery.
Brad Richard
Motion Studies
978-0-915380-78-7, $15, paper, 90 pp.
THE WORD WORKS 2011

Poetry. LGBT Studies. Winner of the 2010 Washington
Prize. Investigating past and present in poems of
memory and loss, MOTION STUDIES takes us from
daguerreotypes of the 19th century and the work of
painter Thomas Eakins to post-Katrina New Orleans.
Scholarly and yeasty, forceful and kind, MOTION STUDIES
reunites the broken and the silenced with the living and
hopeful.
James Richardson
By the Numbers
978-1-55659-320-8, $16, paper, 120 pp.
COPPER CANYON PRESS 2010

Poetry. For James Richardson, poetry is serious and
speculative play for both intellect and imagination. BY
THE NUMBERS is striking for its range of line and
movement, for its microlyrics, crypto-quatrains, “tensecond essays,” and the twist and snap of aphorisms.
Drawing from myriad fables—Ovidian, Shakespearean,
georgic, and scientific—Richardson makes familiar
scenes strange enough to provoke new and startling
insights.
Sarah Riggs
60 Textos
978-1-933254-82-1, $14, paper, 64 pp.
UGLY DUCKLING PRESSE 2010

Poetry. A companion volume to Riggs’s books 28
Telegrams, 43 Post-Its and 38 Instant Messages, 60
TEXTOS continues the poet’s investigation into the ways
affect and technology co-exist. “Texto” is French for “text
message,” and these stark, uncanny, often funny poems
fleetingly and memorably transform the cell-phone
screen into a book.
Arthur Rimbaud
A Season in Hell
978-0-9820292-6-8, $20, paper, 99 pp.
THE GREEN LANTERN PRESS 2010

Poetry. Bilingual Edition. Translated from the French by
Nick Sarno. A new translation of the groundbreaking
work of French Symbolism, this collection features color
plates by the artist Gerald Bacasa. Printed in an edition
of 500 with silkscreen covers by Nadine Nakanishi of
Sonnenzimmer, all proceeds will be donated to St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital.
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Kit Robinson
Determination
978-0-9827926-3-6, $15.95, paper, 98 pp.

Catherine Sasanov
Had Slaves
978-0-9665754-8-4, $18, paper, 112 pp.

CUNEIFORM PRESS 2010

FIREWHEEL EDITIONS 2010

Poetry. Of DETERMINATION, poet Ted Greenwald has
written: “For anyone wonders what’s it doing out, don’t
stick a head out the window, open, stick a nose into,
DETERMINATION, is an end result where language’s
weather swings ear in and ear out in Kit Robinson’s daily
great expectations works’ beauty elegant in its math,
and after, as ever.”

Poetry. HAD SLAVES by Catherine Sasanov is winner of
the inaugural Sentence Book Award, which goes
annually to a manuscript consisting entirely or
substantially of prose poems or other hard-to-define
work situated in the grey areas between poetry and
other genres—work that promotes the mission of
SENTENCE: A JOURNAL OF PROSE POETICS to extend the
conception of what the prose poem is or can be. Written
out of Sasanov’s discovery of slaveholding among her
Missouri ancestors, and the fragmented evidence left
behind of the eleven men, women, and children held in
their bondage, HAD SLAVES pieces together lives
endured from slavery to Jim Crow across a landscape
lost beneath big box stores, subdivisions, and tourist
sites. Avoiding Gone with the Wind stereotype, Sasanov
takes her readers to slavery’s less expected locale: where
big house means log cabin and plantation is a small
grain farm with tarantulas mating in the corn. An
unflinching look at a stumbled-upon past set in motion
after finding the words, HAD SLAVES.

John Roche
Road Ghosts
978-0-9647342-9-6, $14, paper, 47 pp.
THEENK BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “An unexpected treasure, ROAD GHOSTS is an onthe-ground poetic document of radicalized students
coming of age in the late 60s & early 70s. Its clarity of
external & internal detail is often startling. Its detached
camera eye lucidly documents the process of portent,
pretense & Utopian fervor associated with that brief
opening in U.S. dissident cultures & the generational
clashes inspired by idealism, psychedelics, & quest fever.
It’s a profound personal essay on being & becoming“
—David Meltzer.
Camille Roy
Sherwood Forest
978-0-9822798-5-4, $16, paper, 128 pp.
FUTUREPOEM BOOKS 2011

Poetry. LGBT Studies. The forest is a place of refuge and
story, created by characters who enter and enlarge it
beyond the fantasy of any one person. Authority is
diminished and recuperated. Personalities perform
themselves via vivid and anarchic gestures. A condition
of dereliction becomes the arena where bodies rustle
with erotic pulse. “My hope was that this book would be
entered as its own social space. Like a gay bar of the
fifties, entry would signal that you have taken
membership in a stigmatized community, with the risk
that entails. Can readership entail risk? Readership as a
secret society.”

Norman Schaefer
The Sunny Top of California
978-1-888809-58-9, $14, paper, 120 pp.
LA ALAMEDA PRESS 2010

“The poems in THE SUNNY TOP OF CALIFORNIA are
virtually all from the long, high, almost invisible from
outside, California Sierra Nevada. Many of them show
the influence of classical Chinese poetry and a bit of Han
Shan, the ‘Cold Mountain’ poet. Even so they all have
Schaefer’s own stamp. They are physical, muscular, gritty,
and full of fresh air. I know of nobody else who catches
the feel of the high country rocks, trails, and winds, with
the immediacy that Norman does. Some are at night,
cold, and hungry, but they are always quietly joyful”—
Gary Snyder.
Bob Scher
As if the Sky Were Open: Selected Poems
978-0-9772212-9-5, $15, paper, 132 pp.
BROWSER BOOKS PUBLISHING 2009

Mary Ruefle
Selected Poems
978-1-933517-45-2, $24, cloth, 168 pp.
WAVE BOOKS 2010

Poetry. A career-defining retrospective by a muchbeloved contemporary master, SELECTED POEMS
gathers together the finest work from her distinguished
and inimitable poetic career, showcasing the arc of her
development as one of the most brilliant, expert and
hilarious practitioners of the art. Anyone who wishes for
poetry to be both richly challenging and thoroughly
entertaining, need look no further than this monolithic
retrospective.
Becky Dennison Sakellariou
Earth Listening
978-0-9801672-9-0, $15, paper, 72 pp.
HOBBLEBUSH BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Book + CD. The second volume of Hobblebush’s
Granite State Poetry Series brings together Greece and
New England landscapes. Sydney Lea says, “The older I
get as a poet, reader of poetry and human being, the
more I crave a grown-up stance in literature; by that
measure...I’m in the right company.” The poems in EARTH
LISTENING reflect the complex tapestries of the two very
different worlds that she inhabits. The book comes with
a CD of the author reading select poems.

Poetry. AS IF THE SKY WERE OPEN is a delightful
collection of new and selected poems. Chapter Headings
include: The Reality of Words, Love of Many Kinds,
Emptiness, and Higher Matters. “Like the door in one of
the poems, they open simultaneously inward and
outward on the immediacy and momentousness of
living and loving, changing and dying, sight and
insight”—Albert Gelpi.
Bob Scher
Lightning: The Nature of Leadership
978-1-930337-09-1, $19.95, paper, 142 pp.
BROWSER BOOKS PUBLISHING 2003

Poetry. Literary Nonfiction. Photographs by Jane English.
The distilled wisdom of over a dozen years of corporate
consulting and a twenty-year meditation practice,
LIGHTNING: THE NATURE OF LEADERSHIP combines
powerful words with evocative nature photography to
reminds us of the larger context in which we live our
professional lives. Scher shows us how our actions in our
work lives are intimately connected with the larger
world we live in, and how natural laws apply to such
seemingly mundane activities as meetings, phone calls,
and the daily decisions each of us are called to make. The
book is a gift to keep nearby for inspiration and
guidance, and as a constant reminder of the bigger
picture.
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Bob Scher
There’s a Hole in Your Sky: Limericks You Can
Tell to Anyone
978-0-9772212-4-0, $12, cloth, 131 pp.
BROWSER BOOKS PUBLISHING 2006

Poetry. Drawings by Peter Szasz. As many have noted,
limericks seem to be programmed in our genes. And
interestingly, nonbawdy or “clean” limericks, or as Bob
Scher calls them, limes, predate the bawdy ones.
Shakespeare, Robert Herrick, and W.S. Gilbert all
employed perfect or nearperfect limes in their works.
However, a lime capable of standing on its own requires
a twist or a neat turn in the last line, which is true of
none of the above. Nor was it necessary since in these
cases the verses are all part of longer works, some
consisting entirely of limes. These are limes in form, but
not in essence.
Jared Schickling
Zero’s Blooming Excursion
978-1-60964-001-9, $16, paper, 126 pp.
BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “This is a book I had to struggle my way through.
Often I wondered, what is going on here? Slowly it
dawned on me: Jared Schickling has devised a poetics
that operates like an ecology. It is, among other qualities,
indifferent to whether I understand it or not—and the
poems are no more concerned with what you or I think
of them than rocks, moss, lichen, yucca plants, or clouds
care whether you admire their shapes or scrape your
knee on their sharp edges. I respect that. It’s tough,
bracing, and worth the effort. It may take years to catch
up to where these poems are taking us”—Andrew
Schelling.
Erik JM Schneider
One Last Ditch
978-1-891190-32-2, $13.5, paper, 141 pp.
ATELOS 2010

Poetry. LGBT Studies. Erik JM Schneider says that he was
professionally trained to draw connections between
things which have absolutely nothing in common. In
ONE LAST DITCH, he makes this education concrete,
mixing prose with lyricism while entwining cultural
critique and autobiography, gender studies and stories
about his cats. The dialect of ONE LAST DITCH is that of a
multi-regional locality mixed with the perversely precise
rhythms of a lifetime scholar. Schneider lopes through
today’s sketches of the day before, pasting together
often harrowing scenes in alcohol, drugs, men’s rooms,
sex, and despair. Underneath it all a body pulses and
trembles, a body especially complicated by a transition
between genders, but also a body that will achieve
glimpses of peace and communion at unexpected
moments.
Jason Schneiderman
Striking Surface
978-0-912592-70-1, $15.95, paper, 72 pp.
ASHLAND POETRY PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Jason Schneiderman has a fabulous, distillate
gift for seeing to the heart of inherited paradigms: the
Greeks on violence and the gods; the Christian Middle
Ages on violence and conquest; the all-tootranshistorical, multicultural Everywhere on violence
toward children. Hence the ravishing paradox of
Schneiderman’s poems, which find their freshest
purchase in twice-told tales: the myths of Hyacinth and
Echo, the myth of the progressive totalitarian state, the
skepticism of the Rabbis, the nostalgia of the skeptical
philosophers. STRIKING SURFACE (six of them on the
hand alone, says the latest Interrogation Manual) is both
beautifully conceived and beautifully written: witty,
trenchant, tender, acerbic, and always, immutably,
wise”—Linda Gregerson.
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Penelope Scambly Schott
Crow Mercies
978-0-934971-11-9, $14.95, paper, 86 pp.
CALYX BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Crows are loud and insistent. They are smart and
relentless. They are not easily tricked. Instead, they play
tricks. The mercy they practice is a measured mercy. They
are not mean but they are clear-sighted. They see a long
distance backwards and forwards. They are dark but
shining. Likewise, the poems in CROW MERCIES survey
large territories, sometimes with an overview,
sometimes close-at-claw. Winner of the first Sarah Lantz
Memorial Poetry Prize (from CALYX Books), poet
Penelope Scambly Schott draws on myriad experiences
to bring herself and the reader into a deeper and farreaching connection to the world.
Adam Seelig
Every Day in the Morning (Slow)
978-1-55420-051-1, $16, paper, 151 pp.
NEW STAR BOOKS 2010

Poetry. EVERY DAY IN THE MORNING (SLOW) is a work
that looks and reads like no other. Sam, a composer,
reflects on his floundering career, life with his lover and
tensions with his father. Some thoughts, like facial hair
and breakfast, are mundane; others, like love, money
and war, are often overwhelming. At turns laughable
and vain, at others, tender and considered, Sam’s
feelings and ideas turn continuously. The result is an
oddly lyrical stream of consciousness that’s as
conversational as its appearance is unconventional.
Lasana M. Sekou
Nativity/Nativite/Natividad
978-0-913441-97-8, $20, paper, 200 pp.
HOUSE OF NEHESI PUBLISHERS 2010

Poetry. African American Studies. Trilingual Edition in
English, French, and Spanish. Translated into French by
Alex Richards. Translated into Spanish by María Teresa
Ortega. “The poet ploughs, seminates and gleans in the
social landscape in a journey of collective self-discovery,
the work assumes an epic quality”—Howard A. Fergus.

Lasana M. Sekou
Pelican Heart/Corazon de pelicano
978-0-913441-93-0, $20, paper, 420 pp.
HOUSE OF NEHESI PUBLISHERS 2010

Poetry. Bilingual Edition. Translated from the Spanish by
María Teresa Ortega. Selection with Introduction and
Notes by Emilio Jorge Rodriguez. “Defiance, movement,
and renewal are three words that come to mind when
reading PELICAN HEART. While the poems themselves
defy an easy classification, the collection proposes a new
way to ‘travel’ and ‘read’ the Caribbean world and
beyond”—Ivette Romero-Cesareo.
Sean Sexton
Blood Writing
978-1-934695-19-7, $17, paper, 138 pp.
ANHINGA PRESS 2010

Poetry. “There’s a lot of blood, both human and animal,
in Sean Sexton’s stirring first book of poetry. His poems,
which include several rare and passionate longer poems,
evoke the violence and beauty of life on a Florida cattle
farm with clear-eyed eloquence, and their gritty details
make Robert Frost seem like a New England gentleman
farmer. ‘If you would love, learn / the power of life’
Sexton writes, and BLOOD WRITING is a mature and
Whitmanesque embrace of a fully realized world”
—Peter Meinke.
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Jackie Sheeler
Earthquake Came to Harlem
978-1-935520-34-4, $14.95, paper, 120 pp.

Megan Snyder-Camp
The Forest of Sure Things
978-1-932195-88-0, $16.95, paper, 72 pp.

NYQ BOOKS 2010

TUPELO PRESS 2010

Poetry. Nuanced yet aggressive, EARTHQUAKE TO
HARLEM is a tour de force of NYC poetry. From Harlem to
Bensonhurst, from a budget hairdresser to the junkie
under the corner scaffold, Sheeler (a lifelong New Yorker)
allows the people and places she knows so well to
engage with the larger universe. In this collection, God
is both a prostitute and a suicide bomber; Star Trek a
lifeline to sanity amidst the chaos of family dysfunction;
police are variously family, foe and rescuers. Using
language as musical as it is precise, Sheeler’s poems
animate an unexpected world—one you might not
want to step into, but can’t tear your eyes away from
once you do.

Poetry. Winner of the Tupelo Press/Crazyhorse Award for
an Outstanding First Book selected by Carol Ann Davis.
THE FOREST OF SURE THINGS is a layered sequence of
poems set in a remote, historic village at the tip of a
peninsula on the Northwest Coast, near where Lewis and
Clark encountered the Pacific. A pair of newlywed
drifters has arrived and settled there, starting the town’s
first new family in a hundred years. When their second
child is stillborn, the bereft family unravels and un-roots
themselves. Megan Snyder-Camp’s poems reveal—like
the shoreline exposed by a neap tide—an emotional
landscape pressed upon and buckling under the
complications of grief and the difficulties of language.

Jeremy Sigler
Crackpot Poet
978-1-934029-10-7, $20, cloth, 125 pp.

Maria Luisa Spaziani
Painted Fire: A Selection of Poems 1954-2006
978-0-9725271-8-7, $20, paper, 196 pp.

BLACK SQUARE EDITIONS/BROOKLYN RAIL 2010

CHELSEA EDITIONS 2009

Poetry. “These poems are kindred with Aram Saroyan’s in
their restraint; Ernst Jandl’s in their permutational
acrobatics; and Robert Creeley’s in their microtonal
registers of subjectivity. Sigler’s mantra might be that
slapstick speaks louder than words, his poems imploding
with what they imply”— Mónica de la Torre.

Poetry. Bilingual Edition. Translated from the Italian by
Lynne Lawner. Spaziani seizes on the objects of everyday
life and slyly transforms them. She has learned Montale’s
art of the difficult and the obscure, as well as Mallarmé ‘s
techniques of control: a restricted vocabulary, short
lines, compact forms, recurrent events, mysteries
carefully wrapped and then partially unwrapped, but
never fully exposed. The emotions as well remain under
control, yet at times convey a chilling exaltation.

Cedar Sigo
Stranger in Town
978-0-87286-536-5, $13.95, paper, 100 pp.
CITY LIGHTS PUBLISHERS 2010

Poetry. LGBT Studies. STRANGER IN TOWN is the muchanticipated second collection by San Francisco poet
Cedar Sigo. Reflecting queer identity while eschewing
clichéd aesthetics, STRANGER exudes an urban
mysticism redolent of the SF Renaissance—particularly
John Wieners—as it collages the fragmented experience
of contemporary culture. Among its highlights are the
sublime long poem, “Music for Torching,” written in
collaboration with Nathan Berlinguette and Will Yackulic,
the translation of “Villon,” the biographical “Notes on
Joan Crawford,” and prose meditations on poetry like
“The Sun” and “The Emerald Tablet.”
Susan Slaviero
Cyborgia
978-0-932412-90-4, $14.95, paper, 72 pp.
MAYAPPLE PRESS 2010

Poetry. Science Fiction. Melding the language of sci-fi
and sensuality, CYBORGIA, Susan Slaviero’s redolent,
ambitious debut, wallows delightfully in its rhythm and
vocabulary, yet remains sharp and meticulous. A lyric
guide to cyborg feminism—complete with
robosexuality and teledildonics—Slaviero traverses
traditional female tropes, including fairy-tale heroines,
mermaids, and brides. Full of lucent wit, imagination,
intelligence and a scathing playfulness.
Abraham Smith
Hank
978-0-9799755-8-5, $16, paper, 132 pp.
ACTION BOOKS 2010

Poetry. “In an era of overpolished workshop poems and
vague, bloodless experiment, Abraham Smith’s HANK
risks a caterwauling quagmire both lyric and epic in
scope, replete with 18 kinds of loneliness. A folk paean
to Hank Williams, Sr., its excess is astonishing, its
unpunctuated burble is propulsive, funny, unforgiving,
and raw. HANK is an ‘elegy for gravel’ along the lost
highway we’ve been hunting for. It belongs only to the
future of American poetry”—Joshua Marie Wilkinson.

Jane Sprague, Editor
Imaginary Syllabi
978-0-9843099-1-7, $20, paper, 130 pp.
978-0-9843099-2-4, $35, cloth, 130 pp.
PALM PRESS 2010

Poetry. Cross-Genre. Literary Nonfiction. IMAGINARY
SYLLABI is a book-length project of contributions by
multiple authors that collects writings which investigate,
uncover, examine, complicate, question, spoof, spark,
incite, meditate, mediate, mix, sample, nettle, navigate,
question, provoke, and otherwise (essentially) challenge
pedagogical strategies pursuant to the work of teaching
writing and other disciplines. This collection of works
dream up, concoct and explore utopian, fabulist, fantasy
syllabi for potential imagined or real classroom
endeavors: Educational projects undertaken and
employed (deployed) in and outside of official as well as
mongrel “schools” (official spaces that might harbor ((or
cultivate)) the mongrel & vice versa). Contributors
include Miranda Mellis, CAConrad, Stockyard Institute’s
Pedagogical Factory, Paul Hoover, Kristin Prevallet, Dana
Teen Lomax, and others.
Marilyn Stablein
Splitting Hard Ground
978-1-888809-56-5, $12, paper, 88 pp.
LA ALAMEDA PRESS 2010

Poetry. “With this collection of poems, Stablein has
arrived at the place on her long journey through the
dust of Asia, Africa, and the Americas where the earth
suddenly firms up, the body crashes, and a hard ground
must be split. In her previous writing she guided us to
the burning ghats, to observe the offerings of others.
Now this poet of power and compassion moves us
to that holy ground again. Carrying the spirit of her
son on her back, she makes an offering for us all”
—Pierre Delattre.
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Jayne Lyn Stahl
Riding with Destiny
978-1-935520-26-9, $14.95, paper, 112 pp.

Nathalie Stephens
We Press Ourselves Plainly
978-0-9844598-0-3, $14.95, paper, 88 pp.

NYQ BOOKS 2010

NIGHTBOAT BOOKS 2010

Poetry. RIDING WITH DESTINY, Jayne Lyn Stahl’s first
published collection, is a high voltage volume of poetry
that flirts with the boundaries between sacred and
profane, self and other, the erotic and transcendent in
ways that are fresh, and continually surprise. Her vibrant
imagery combines with streetwise wit, and is merciless
in its unwavering penetration of social hypocrisy. Stahl
combines a rich sense of history with the legacy of
surrealism. Her work has attracted the attention of poets
like Paul Blackburn and Allen Ginsberg, as well as J.M.
Coetzee who praised her “poised, wry humor.” RIDING
WITH DESTINY combines both Whitman’s affirmation of a
larger self, one that is all-embracing with poetry that
takes us to the edge, not merely to taste danger, but to
dance the dance of life.

Poetry. “WE PRESS OURSELVES PLAINLY is a particularly
affecting development in an already virtuosic, Ovidian
body of work because it renews and makes newly visible
crucial continuities: between Continental and North
American Postmodernism, the Nouveau Roman and New
Narrative, WWII and Operation Enduring Freedom. From
out of agile and Celinian ellipses, Nathalie Stephens
creates an asynchronous, transnational ‘discordance...in
time,’ a hugely amplified recent past whose familiarity
haunts us not as nostalgia but as trauma. Among
‘immaculate and catastrophic’ ruins and lacunae, having
forgotten ‘the sentence for behaving,’ the narrator
embarks upon an ‘adverse and objectionable’ litany of a
history whose abjections yield a kind of nihilistic
courage: ‘Hope is for martyrs.’ Given that now ‘even the
fictions are fictions,’ Nathalie Stephens puts
‘holes...where there were none’ as a way of underscoring
that there’s nothing inevitable about gender or genre or
violence, just as ‘What is inevitable is not the war but the
language that determines the war.’ As grim as Beckett, as
moral as Genet, as seductive as Duras—yet this book
moves me like no other”—Brian Teare.

Jonathan Stalling
Grotto Heaven
978-0-925904-92-8, $17, paper, 75 pp.
CHAX PRESS 2010

Poetry. “In this book, Jonathan Stalling extends to us his
hospitality. Enter this grotto, this book of poems a haven
& lodge for light & dark, made by Jonathan Stalling with
an ethics of respect & reverence. Pen opens to
penumbra, shadowing each word. This book constitutes
an attentive reaching, reading, a leaning into language,
so that learning an other language rhymes with listening
to & learning the emerging language-scape of one’s own
child. In Stalling’s book we are lodged here, in poems, in
a place allowing passage back & forth from the mystery
of ‘I’ and ‘we’ to the mysterious housings of words in our
language and in others. Words, characters, &
embodiments make up the constellations, the figured
stars within a larger darkness. I recommend to you
GROTTO HEAVEN as a fine place to take up lodging”—
Hank Lazer.
Melissa Stein
Rough Honey
978-0-9776395-9-5, $14, paper, 96 pp.
978-0-9776395-5-7, $23, cloth, 96 pp.
COPPER CANYON PRESS/AMERICAN POETRY REVIEW 2010

Poetry. Selected by Mark Doty from over one thousand
manuscripts for the APR/Honickman First Book Prize,
Melissa Stein’s debut ROUGH HONEY is a startling,
sensuous collection that examines the deep sources of
art. These poems speak of fragility and power, the
contradictions of pleasure, and the bruises we bear. With
remarkable range, they carry us from a whitewater
rafting calamity to the “torrents of wheat” on a family
farm; from a peepshow’s “manageable storm of
boredom and sex” to a passionate fall from grace in an
orchard. By turns buoyant and forlorn, ROUGH HONEY’s
characters both long for and abandon the hope of true
connection, of home.
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Pamela Stewart
The Ghost Farm
978-1-929355-66-2, $13, paper, 44 pp.
PLEASURE BOAT STUDIO 2010

Poetry. These are poems about living close to nature on
a remote farm, accompanied by large animals, Tibetan
Buddhists, and a spouse. The book focuses on
relationships—spiritual as well as physical, with nature
as well as with other humans. “It‘s wonderful to have
new poems by Jody Stewart, deeply internal and
intensely lyrical, while at the same time stitched with the
thread of myth, storytelling and country lore. These are
sensuous, wise, and consoling poems”—Tony Hoagland.
Myrna Stone
The Casanova Chronicles
978-0-9819687-3-5, $17.95, paper, 72 pp.
ETRUSCAN PRESS 2010

Poetry. In this book of voices, speakers resurrected from
the deeper past and the dead chafe against the
circumstances of love, sex, loss, and longing. “In this wild,
sexy, exuberantly off-the-wall collection, parrots,
puppets, and the great Casanova take turns forcefeeding Viagra to the stuffy old sonnet. But it’s Myrna
Stone’s Rabelaisian gift for language that really steals the
show. My head’s still spinning”—George Bilgere.
Myrna Stone
How Else to Love the World
978-0-9772212-2-6, $14, paper, 78 pp.
BROWSER BOOKS PUBLISHING 2007

Poetry. “Myrna Stone, in HOW ELSE TO LOVE THE WORLD,
seems to ask what can redeem ‘the addle and dross the
hours devise’ (her fine phrase from the title poem). One
answer the book provides is ‘this carnal life,’ whether
manifested in human touch or on painted canvas
(‘stroke of flesh and brush’). The scenes depicted may be
tawdry or elegant, voluptuous or corrupt, but Stone’s
writing is always crisp with precision and civility. Her
forms are as diverse as the painters she calls up, from
Bruegel to John Singer Sargent. Reading Stone, I think of
John Donne. Like him, she delights in wit and desire and
the sweet coupling of word and word”—Elton Glaser.
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Ruth Stone
What Love Comes To: New & Selected Poems
978-1-55659-327-7, $25, paper, 360 pp.

Joan Swift
Snow on a Crocus: Formalities of a Neonaticide
978-1-930454-27-9, $12.95, paper, 28 pp.

COPPER CANYON PRESS 2010

SWAN SCYTHE PRESS 2010

Poetry. Finalist for the 2009 Pulitzer Prize, this
retrospective of Ruth Stone’s poetry combines the best
work from twelve previous volumes with an abundance
of new poems. This comprehensive selection includes
early formal lyrics, fierce political poems, and
meditations on her husband’s suicide and her own
blindness. As Sharon Olds says in her foreword, “A Ruth
Stone poem feels alive in the hands—ardent,
independent, restless.” WHAT LOVE COMES TO is a
necessary collection from an American original.

Poetry. In poetry that is formal in traditional and
contemporary ways, Swift closely examines a case of
neonaticide—the killing of an infant, usually by its
mother, soon after birth. This social problem, though not
common, may be on the rise in the U.S., according to
medical and crime reports. Swift’s poetry approaches her
subject with deep sympathy and empathy, but does not
gloss over chilling details, forging a tension between the
“real” event and her highly-crafted poetic imaging.

Jason Stumpf
A Cloud of Witnesses
978-1-935835-01-1, $13, paper, 63 pp.
QUALE PRESS 2010

Poetry. A CLOUD OF WITNESSES is a verse-novel that is
not in verse and isn’t a novel. In this collection, the
reader fumbles through the murk of life in search of
sense and of the other. The reader will misplace objects
and learn trivia about venomous snakes, as well as come
upon love and write their family histories in Morse code.
Each poem is a chapter born of misremembered plots
and of an affinity for the many texts it echoes. This book
takes place in aftermath. Imagination and memory
intertwine. A vow of love is a confrontation of death
where “To love someone you must dream about them
dying.” A CLOUD OF WITNESSES is for those who live and
travel in books—for those who dwell in Victorian
landscapes, those who have written letters by hand,
watchers of old films, those who get lost but continue,
those who get lost on purpose. It’s enough to warm a
cold, postmodern heart.
Chad Sweeney
Parable of Hide and Seek
978-1-882295-82-1, $15.95, paper, 96 pp.
ALICE JAMES BOOKS 2010

Poetry. In this surreal exposé of the human condition,
Chad Sweeney transforms intangible space into a poetic
playground. Poems unveil secret worlds, ecstatically
reinventing archetypes for the American landscape. This
book charismatically delights in the ordinary, grounding
readers in urgency balanced by wonder. “Chad
Sweeney’s poems are matryoshka dolls of imagination:
strangeness inside longing inside charm. Relentlessly
figurative, they read as dreamscapes and translations: if
the human soul has peripheral vision, these poems are
what it sees. And gentleness, gentleness abounds here
and makes the point of fancy to unite, to bring one thing
beside another and build a home of their touch”—Bob
Hicok.
Cole Swensen
Greensward
978-1-933254-65-4, $14, paper, 64 pp.
UGLY DUCKLING PRESSE 2010

Poetry. Art. GREENSWARD looks at the interaction
between animals, humans, and gardens. Often playful, it
explores the question of whether animals other than
humans have an aesthetic sense, posits that they do, and
suggests that they develop it through watching humans
garden. The short sections of poetry and prose,
sometimes plainspoken, sometimes poised precariously
on the line between sense and non-sense, are dovetailed
into engravings of 18th century gardens by the artist
John Roque. Graphic artist Shari DeGraw and poet Cole
Swensen collaborated on excerpting elements from the
garden maps and playing with scale and patterning to
create a conversation between the visual and verbal
elements.

Vladimir Swirynsky
Church of the Backyard Fire
978-1-933964-37-9, $15, paper, 104 pp.
BOTTOM DOG PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Vladimir Swirynsky skillfully captures in 104
hard-lived pages the spirit of what Ferlinghetti called the
moment when the people of the world ‘attained the title
of suffering humanity.’ This is a book of modern day
wisdom, a compendium of psalms for a secular world
sorely in need of the sacred. Swirynsky serves as our
Virgil, our guide, our chronicler, whose verses examine
the nine circles of anguish, passion, and joy with a
fervent heart, a sense of mischief, and a disquieting
realization that the worst has not passed but is waiting
for us just out of eyesight”—Frank Varela.
Nina Talbot and Esther Cohen
Painting Brooklyn Stories
978-1-929355-71-6, $20, paper, 60 pp.
PLEASURE BOAT STUDIO 2010

Poetry. Art. This art and poetry book was created to
accompany the art exhibit of Nina Talbot’s at the
Brooklyn Historical Society (open until February 27,
2011). Talbot has painted portraits of several Brooklyn
individuals, and these portraits are accompanied by “biopoems” written by Esther Cohen and based on the
subjects’ lives.
Brian Teare
Pleasure
978-1-934103-16-6, $17.50, paper, 88 pp.
AHSAHTA PRESS 2010

Poetry. LGBT Studies. Like Tennyson’s In Memoriam,
Teare’s book sees within a personal loss evidence of an
epochal shift at work, a shift at once historical, political,
and cosmological. Asserting the lover’s body as a lost
Eden, revisiting again and again the narrative of “the
fall”—its iconic imagery as well as Gnostic
reinterpretations—the book also records the eventual
end of mourning and a return to the ecology not of
myth but of the literal weather and landscape of
California. The book is haunted throughout by the task
of “writing the disaster” of AIDS; its lyrics link emergency
to inquiry in an attempt to make a memorial “in
language sufficient/to pain : not in itself the world : the
thought of it.”
Susan Terris
the Homelessness of Self
978-0-9725384-1-1, $16, paper, 96 pp.
ARCTOS PRESS 2011

Poetry. “‘Sometimes safety is unbearable,’ declares one of
these sharp, and sharpened poems—it’s a theme that
informs the whole collection, as its many voices, all
equally sure, equally exacting and precise, take stock of
the real situation of the women Terris sees around her. In
her intimate social examination, Terris also does
something entirely new with the confessional poem,
opening it to previously unexplored territory with her
vivid, idiosyncratic language and hauntingly honest
imagery”.—Cole Swensen.
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Ward Tietz
Hg-The Liquid
978-0-9779351-6-1, $20, paper, 110 pp.

Allison Titus
Instructions from the Narwhal
978-0-9795325-0-4, $12, paper, 25 pp.

1913 PRESS 2010

BATEAU PRESS 2007

Poetry. Art. Book + CD. Part word-sculpture, part audiovisual disjunction, part illuminated manuscript, HG-THE
LIQUID is a foray into the limits of the page, the edges of
letter forms, and the physical relationship between the
letter “P” and physique. Produced in beautiful full-color
plates, the text also contains an audio CD of the writer
“reading” the work.

Poetry. Winner of the 1st annual Boom Chapbook
Contest, INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE NARWHAL is a
collection of poems that populate empty parking lots
and seaside pawn shops and depart from a port at
Deadhorse, Alaska. The title is taken from the
centerpiece poem, which composes Part I and is spoken
by a narwhal who gives cryptic advice to those requiring
guidance on eulogies, arctic travel, and extracting
minerals from ghosts, for example. Part II is composed of
quieter meditations on an absence fixed as longing, a
red thread knotted at the wrist. Hand-stitched,
letterpress cover.

Daniel Tiffany
The Dandelion Clock
978-0-9789929-9-6, $16, paper, 64 pp.
TINFISH PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Daniel Tiffany’s ‘pocket rhapsodies’ are
gorgeously spring-loaded, micro-tuned, and aching with
time, time lost, syllabic time, dreamtime, time the
conqueror. THE DANDELION CLOCK is a burning fuse and
a wonderful book”—Peter Gizzi.
Madeline Tiger
The Atheist’s Prayer
978-1-933675-50-3, $15, paper, 77 pp.
DOS MADRES PRESS 2010

Poetry. “In THE ATHEIST’S PRAYER Madeline Tiger never
forgets, even in the most intimate moments, that ‘truth
is...like the old inveterate river that holds clouds.’ Tiger
encompasses, with a tender embrace, a life made whole;
her ministrations do not deny it sorrows, and she is glad
to celebrate its hard-won triumphs. I don’t know when I
have ever been allowed to contemplate the intricacies of
the personal so unflinchingly and to understand that,
beyond the window, there is a vast untempered world, a
glorious one. It is the caring in these quietly intelligent
poems which makes living in this world possible”—Burt
Kimmelman.
Eva Tihanyi
In the Key of Red
978-1-926708-16-4, $18.95, paper, 84 pp.

Tomas Tranströmer
The Sorrow Gondola
978-1-933382-44-9, $11.95, paper, 72 pp.
GREEN INTEGER 2010

Poetry. Bilingual Edition. Translated from the Swedish by
Michael McGriff and Mikaela Grassl. THE SORROW
GONDOLA is the first collection of poetry Tranströmer
completed after the debilitating stroke he suffered in
1990. Since its publication, it has sold over 30,000 copies
in Sweden alone. This is its first single-volume English
edition.
Autumn Turley
Ashes
978-0-9815845-1-5, $24.95, paper, 84 pp.
DAILEY SWAN PUBLISHING 2009

Poetry. “Autumn Turley’s poet surges with energy and
passion and anger. The relentless imagery keeps the
passion from being polemical, and her unflinching selfexamination keeps the anger from being preachy.
The poems energy will tempt you to race non-stop to
their conclusion, but resist the temptation: if you can’t
read them slowly, read them again...and again”
—Michael Frisbie.

INANNA PUBLICATIONS 2010

Poetry. Passion. This is the word at the heart of IN THE
KEY OF RED, Eva Tihanyi’s sixth poetry collection. Tihanyi
writes of love not only from the personal perspectives of
daughter, mother, friend and lover, but also of a human
being celebrating the world. Sometimes tender,
sometimes searing, the one thing all of these poems do
is sing.
Steve Tills
Rugh Stuff
978-0-9647342-4-1, $11, paper, 79 pp.

Barbara Louise Ungar
Charlotte Brontë, You Ruined My Life
978-0-915380-79-4, $15, paper, 90 pp.
THE WORD WORKS 2011

Poetry. Jewish Studies. Ungar’s diabolical book is both
devilishly funny and devastatingly open about love, sex,
marriage, and divorce. Selected for the Hilary Tham
Capital Collection by Judge Denise Duhamel, who says,
“Formally inventive, punch-in-the-guts honest, these
poems are for romantics, cynics, and every kind of reader
in between.”

THEENK BOOKS 2009

Poetry. “Working his way through the rough stuff of
word/sound magic—front nine, back nine, nineteenth
hole and dance floor—Tills has talleyed ‘almost all
sublime numbers’ in this book of life on the greens, the
poem that Ben, Arnold, Jack, and Tiger never knew
they’d been missing—’Ah, just tap on it, Mate’”—
Stephen Ratcliffe.
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Anja Utler
engulf—enkindle
978-1-936194-03-2, $14, paper, 96 pp.
BURNING DECK 2010

Poetry. Translated from the German by Kurt Beals. Anja
Utler’s poems touch the ground where feeling and
thinking begin to take form and burst from the body,
burst into language. Their interweaving pulls us into an
almost still undifferentiated, preconscious world where
the human body and the surrounding landscape are
fused. Stretching syntax and semantics, Utler’s poems
trace speech to its roots in lungs, throat, tongue, and let
it emerge as sound and song.
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Jean Valentine
Break the Glass
978-1-55659-321-5, $22, cloth, 96 pp.

Stacey Waite
the lake has no saint
978-1-932195-81-1, $9.953, paper, 40 pp.

COPPER CANYON PRESS 2010

TUPELO PRESS 2010

Poetry. In her eleventh collection, National Book Awardwinning poet Jean Valentine characteristically weds a
moral imperative to imaginative and linguistic leaps and
bounds. Whether writing elegies, meditations on aging,
or an extended homage to ancient remains, Valentine
searches out ideas and explores the unexplainable. As
Adrienne Rich has said of Valentine’s work, “This is a
poetry of the highest order, because it lets us into spaces
and meanings we couldn’t approach in any other way.”

Poetry. LGBT Studies. Winner of Tupelo Press’s
Snowbound Chapbook Award selected by Dana Levin.
Stacey Waite’s THE LAKE HAS NO SAINT is a study in
grief—a work of poetic archaeology that traces the
artifacts of the past into the relationships of the present.
Embedded in a powerfully modulated sequence
addressing a “you” who shifts in location and identity,
many of these poems feel like forms of request,
imploring. The speaker’s androgynous self-awareness—
and wary attention to the gendered assumptions elicited
by bodies—disclose in each poem a recognizable but
disorienting (and pressurized) situation. THE LAKE HAS
NO SAINT will unsettle a reader’s sense of the certainty
and stability of gender, as grammar and phrasing are
also disrupted and blurred, often requiring us to read
closely to hear where one sentence ends as another
begins. Yet despite its formal and thematic iconoclasm,
this is a book that clearly elucidates a story both heartrending and ultimately—in its vatic honesty—
triumphant.

Burlee Vang
The Dead I Know: Incantation for Rebirth
978-1-930454-28-6, $12.95, paper, 48 pp.
SWAN SCYTHE PRESS 2010

Poetry. Asian American Studies. Southeast Asia Studies.
The second book published by a Hmong poet by Swan
Scythe Press, THE DEAD I KNOW: INCANTATION FOR
REBIRTH is winner of the Swan Scythe Press Chapbook
Contest 2010. Burlee Vang’s poetry is a powerful
testament to the human spirit in a time of harshness—in
times of war and struggle. “That’s what the reader is in
for, in this undertow of a book. Burlee Vang is part of
everything and everybody he writes about, from
growling stomachs to the tiger’s roar. This is a persuasive
debut”—Sandra McPherson.
Sarah Vap
Faulkner’s Rosary
978-0-9818591-6-3, $14, paper, 80 pp.
SATURNALIA BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Sarah Vap, award-winning author of DUMMY FIRE
and American Spikenard, dazzles again with this third
collection. Vap celebrates the mysteries of pregnancy
with wonder, fear, sorrow, and joy. Like counting the
beads on a rosary, she takes us along a trail of connected
couplets, building a concrete yet mythic exploration of
the body as it prepares to bring another body into the
world. Alice Notley writes, “This is a poetry of light, edge,
and coherence, and it is beautiful.” And Cynthia Hogue
adds, “I am in awe of the rare beauty of these poems.”

Diane Wakoski
The Diamond Dog
978-1-934695-15-9, $15, paper, 95 pp.
ANHINGA PRESS 2010

Poetry. THE DIAMOND DOG, Diane Wakoski’s nineteenth
collection, calls into being a world where the scientific
and the mytho-poetic interact and combine. Here, in her
first collection of entirely new work since Argonaut Rose
(Black Sparrow Press, 1998), planets move in the
perturbed ellipses of warped, Einsteinian space. Yet too,
in the realm of the Diamond Dog, stars still turn in their
Ptolemaic spheres. Here, the air can be Linden green,
Lorca green, and the stem of a carnation can be the line
on an astronomer’s spectrograph, the signature of
oxygen in some distant star.
Nicole Walker
This Noisy Egg
978-0-9819876-1-3, $16.95, paper, 76 pp.
BARROW STREET PRESS 2010

Arthur Vogelsang
Expedition: New and Selected Poems
978-0-912592-71-8, $22.95, paper, 200 pp.
ASHLAND POETRY PRESS 2011

Poetry. “We have in Vogelsang a poet furious with history
but attempting a mad escape. It’s a swollen poetry,
maximal at the least and packed with his rare rage.
Sexual, sizzling really, and full of indestructible stories of
fragility. Local as Pop art, it has international shadows—
demotic, properly tilted, and glowing. The stories are
ardent; the double binds are musical. The museums in
his poetry are perturbed or disturbed spaces, and the
language of surveillance and trembling is upon us: the
poetics of a panicked or manic Kafka”—David Shapiro.

Poetry. “Born of an acute ear that tracks, and invents,
alternative logics, Walker’s poems never end up where
they begin, but instead have the courage to strike out on
their own, refusing tidy forms. Her vision similarly
overflows, offering us the marvelously unlikely—’I will
swear I saw a hummingbird sip out of a rabbit’s
mouth’—that stops just short of the dismissibly surreal.
Instead, THIS NOISY EGG makes us consider a new world
constructed by an intrepid ‘I’ armed with her own brand
of sassy humor”—Cole Swenson.
Jim Warner
Social Studies
978-0-9798470-8-0, $14, paper, 87 pp.
PAPER KITE PRESS 2010

Poetry. “When words begin to mumble...they speak
secret truths. SOCIAL STUDIES is not about interior space
but anterior space; near front and center yet buried
under the surface. A place where Tom Waits and
Solomon Burke are soul brothers, but where even those
conjoined never connect. But there is a commanding
grace here, a voice as loud as a trumpet, but as resonant
as an insistent whisper”—Marlon James.
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Ellen Doré Watson
Dogged Hearts
978-1-932195-85-9, $16.95, paper, 92 pp.

Peter Weltner
News from the World at My Birth: A History
978-0-9791944-4-3, $15, paper, 90 pp.

TUPELO PRESS 2010

STANDING STONE BOOKS 2010

Poetry. In her fifth collection of poems, Ellen Dore
Watson lends her supple voice to a multiplicity of
characters, each with his or her own particular dilemma,
distraction, or disarray: Junie biking home to find a new
mom, Edur wondering whether he’s anyone’s father, a
pregnant teen starving herself to lose the fetus, or the
widower Lew buoyed by a vision of his wife after her
death. With a novelist’s finesse and a poet’s details,
Watson creates lives that resonate with poignancy and
urgency. “These intensely lyrical, very physical poems
batter their way forward, embodiments of the struggle
to keep emotionally alive; DOGGED HEARTS reminds us
why the arts are called the humanities: because they
remind us how to be human”—Tony Hoagland.

Poetry. Set in the World War II era, Weltner’s series of
narrative poems evoke a time and people whose stories,
charged with erotic intensity and pain, speak to how the
passions and struggles of past generations still haunt us
today.

Mark Weiss
As Landscape
978-0-925904-76-8, $16, paper, 120 pp.
CHAX PRESS 2010

Poetry. “I never set out to write a poem. I will jot things
down in my notebook, sometimes ideational, sometimes
not, sometimes picked up from the environment, or
misheard, or from a dream, and occasionally a phrase
will have a rhythmic urgency that compels me to jot
something further, and then I’m lost in process and have
no idea where I or the poem is going. This is a liminal
state fraught with both joy and terror, and it is
processual. The process may extend over a few or many
lines and take a few moments or days and months. It
lasts until one emerges at the other end, back into the
everyday, arrival signaled by the loss of urgency”
—from the author’s Afterword.
Judy Wells
I Dream of Circus Characters:
A Berkeley Chronicle
978-0-9825066-8-4, $14.95, paper, 87 pp.
BEATITUDE PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Here is Berkeley in all its glory. Wells paints a
colorful, energetic, often witty portrait of a great city in
which details of her personal life mix with those of other
people, of streets, shops, crows, squirrels. There is a
freshness to this poetry that is enormously appealing,
and Wells writes with assurance and verve”
—Marc Hofstadter
Lawrence Welsh
Skull Highway: Poems
978-1-888809-51-0, $12, paper, 68 pp.
LA ALAMEDA PRESS 2010

Poetry. The poems of Lawrence Welsh seem cut down to
their driest song out of debris found along an arroyo
used as a border crossing. These are minimalist sketches
with long resonance. Each word shifts back and forth
between an archetype and prophecy, then into the
essential thing itself. You have to chew on them and put
some of your own spit in the mix. This is the “southwest”
as experienced by hitchhiking mystics or simply a person
walking away from a civilization caught up in its own
demise. Nobody escapes without a few wounds. We all
have scars and they make the body more interesting.
Sometimes a howl floats in the wind. Sometimes it is the
roar of laughter. When you get to the spot where these
poems live, you might find Charles Bukowski and Lorine
Niedecker roasting a jackrabbit over a campfire while
sipping cold springwater. Everyone stares at the universe
looking for meteorites—on SKULL HIGHWAY you count
any and every speck of dust as a blessing.
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Sarah Wetzel
Bathsheba Transatlantic
978-1-934695-21-0, $17, paper, 110 pp.
ANHINGA PRESS 2010

Poetry. Jewish Studies. Winner of the 2009 Philip Levine
Prize for Poetry. “BATHSHEBA TRANSATLANTIC is a
fascinating testimony from someone who’s lived in
modern Israel, the real physical dangers of that life, and,
throughout, the awareness of an historical inheritance of
travail and faith. The poems are written sparely, but with
intensely compassionate emotions—for Israelis and
Palestinians both—and the bitter skill of reflection. A
compelling journey through a maze of mortal dangers, a
global controversy brought down to the level of a daily
life conducted in almost constant spiritual suffering, with
the Minotaur of anguished moral conflict at the center. A
necessary book for our time”—Garrett Hongo.
Lesley Wheeler
Heterotopia
978-0-9819876-2-0, $16.95, paper, 74 pp.
BARROW STREET PRESS 2010

Poetry. Winner of the Barrow Street Press Poetry Prize
selected by David Wojahn. For philosopher Michel
Foucault, “heterotopia” designates a real or imagined
space of escape, transformation, or revelation. In Lesley
Wheeler’s prizewinning second collection, the
heterotopia is Liverpool, England, during the middle of
the twentieth century—a time and place defined by the
Blitz and the privations that followed. Her imaginary
Liverpool, however, has a complicated relationship to
the real city and to her own life in the United States: it
makes visible what was gained and lost in the transition
from poverty to prosperity, from oral culture to print
overload.
Bruce Williams
The Mojave Road and Other Journeys
978-1-893670-50-1, $15, paper, 67 pp.
TEBOT BACH 2010

Poetry. “Bruce Williams’s THE MOJAVE ROAD AND OTHER
JOURNEYS is simply one of the most breathtaking and
heartbreaking collections of poetry I’ve read in many
years. These poems constitute a sequence of elegies and
a folio of meditations upon illness, death and
transcendence, and also upon the nature of late,
redeeming love. As in Theodore Roethke’s
psychologically dense, timeless, and powerful poem,
‘Journey to the Interior,’ Bruce Williams spiritual selfconfrontation charts a dangerous, often precarious
landscape of intimate loss and the consequent potential
for the wreckage of the self”—David St. John.
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David Wolach
Occultations
978-0-9825731-2-9, $15, paper, 168 pp.
BLACK RADISH BOOKS 2010

Poetry. Joan Retallack writes that OCCULTATIONS enacts
the “courage of paradoxical evocation.” For David Buuck,
such evocation helps us consider that “the body-in-crisis
is not some theoretical abstraction but a lived condition,
subject not only to the ‘surveillance-industrial complex’
but also to the limitations of language’s ability to fully
articulate ‘what work this dying is.’” In (un)mapping its
state of accelerated becoming, this (collective) body asks
whether it can, through radical re-narration of its
(re)constitution by neo-liberal capitalism and militarism,
allegorize the wider catastrophic affects these logicsystems have on an ecosystem. “Is it possible,” asks Laura
Elrick, “to construct the parameters through which the
practiced lie of control might be relinquished, through
which, at the same time, the fault-lines out of whose
collisions our lives are rent might be sense-d?” As place,
the occulted recursively struggles to perform exploratory
surgery on normative valuations of its capacities, on what
is taken to be possible and what is not.
Michele Wolf
Immersion
978-0-915380-80-0, $15, paper, 90 pp.
THE WORD WORKS 2011

Poetry. Asian American Studies. Selected by Judge
Denise Duhamel for the Hilary Tham Capital Collection.
In IMMERSION, Wolf juxtaposes the intimate and the
global in poems about adoption, identity, commitment,
resilience, and the fate of our sumptuous, violent world.

Lissa Wolsak
Squeezed Light: Collected Poems 1994-2005
978-1-58177-116-9, $21.95, paper, 288 pp.
STATION HILL PRESS @ BARRYTOWN 2010

Poetry. SQUEEZED LIGHT includes all of Wolsak’s
previously published poetry to date, her essay in poetics
“An Heuristic Prolusion,” an interview with the author,
and an introductory essay by George Quasha with
Charles Stein. Lissa Wolsak, a poet who seemingly
emerged fully-formed in the mid-1990s, now offers
access to the realized body of her work in this collection.
Neither easily classified nor directly traceable to a
particular school or lineage, she stands instead within
her own continuously evolving context—one as free of
convention and fashion as it is independent of thought
outside the work itself. “The mirror would do well to
reflect further,” demands Jean Cocteau’s Orphic radio
voice, and Wolsak’s poetry answers to this strange
admonition: For the self-reflective moment in her work
takes us far beyond familiar literary practices of selfattention and recursive discourse. Again and again this
work reaches a genuinely mysterious interpenetration of
vivid awareness, renewed language, and human care.

Thanks to the
Friends of SPD!

Michael Woods
World News Story
978-1-897388-52-5, $20, paper, 160 pp.
BOOK THUG 2010

Poetry. The writing in this collection experiments with
the stories of conflicts, border disputes, elections,
revolutions and other matters of world politics and
affairs as told by contemporary media. By retelling a
year’s worth of events, the book contains a familiar
narrative, and if you are old enough to read it, you will
have lived through the events it details. For some the
events will be immediate and personal, while for others
they will be distant occurrences that happened
elsewhere, but for all they will be read anew.
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C. D. Wright
One with Others: [a little book of her days]
978-1-55659-324-6, $20, cloth, 160 pp.

Yu Jian
Flash Cards
978-0-9815521-5-6, $15, paper, 151 pp.

COPPER CANYON PRESS 2010

ZEPHYR PRESS 2010

Poetry. Investigative journalism is the poet’s realm when
C.D. Wright returns to her native Arkansas and examines
an explosive incident from the Civil Rights movement.
Wright interweaves oral histories, hymns, lists,
newspaper accounts, and personal memories-especially
those of her incandescent mentor, Mrs. Vititow—with
the voices of witnesses, neighbors, police, activists, and
black students who were rounded up and detained in an
empty public swimming pool. This history leaps howling
off the page.

Poetry. East Asia Studies. Bilingual Edition. Translated
from the Chinese by Wang Ping and Ron Padgett. FLASH
CARDS is a primer of modern Chinese life, constructing a
complex philosophical vision from swatches of daily
events and observations. As Yu Jian has written about his
own work: “It is possible to see eternity—to see
everything—in a teacup or a sweet wrapper. Everything
in the world is poetry.”

Gail Wronsky
So Quick Bright Things
978-0-9845782-0-7, $15.50, paper, 165 pp.
WHAT BOOKS PRESS 2010

Poetry. Latino/Latina Studies. Bilingual Edition.
Translated into Spanish by Alicia Partnoy. Characters
from A Midsummer Night’s Dream float into and out of
contemporary landscapes contemplating love, art,
language, and otherness in mischievous and serious
ways. Here “quick bright things” “come to confusion” but
often to tenderness and understanding. Alicia Partnoy’s
inspired translations uncover surprising surreal beauty
and cross-cultural insight.
John Yau
Exhibits
978-0-9815227-6-0, $10, paper, 22 pp.
LETTER MACHINE EDITIONS 2010

Poetry. With cover art by Squeak Carnwath. John Yau is
the author of more than 50 books of poetry, criticism,
and fiction. He lives in New York City. “[EXHIBITS] packs a
playful and intellectual wallop far, far beyond its slim,
chapbook length”—Michael Leong.

Jessica Young
Only as a Body
978-0-9795325-3-5, $12, paper, 27 pp.
BATEAU PRESS 2010

Poetry. Winner of the 2010 Boom chapbook contest.
With a virtuosity of voice—think big, risky, lush—and a
narrative structure that creates a kind of novella in
poems, ONLY AS A BODY moves through a sense of the
familiar and inevitable with enchanting clarity. The
setting is domestic, though the turbulence and psyche
underlying these poems creates an arc that is
consistently illuminating.
Mike Young
We Are All Good if They Try Hard Enough
978-0-9820813-7-2, $12, paper, 92 pp.
PUBLISHING GENIUS PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Mike Young’s poetry is an absolute stunner.
WE ARE ALL GOOD IF THEY TRY HARD ENOUGH streams
one intricate, scenery chewing, note perfect, balletic,
swervy, mind blowing composition after another. These
may be nothing but great poems, but I can’t think of a
paragraph anywhere that can match them for style or
cover their emotional distance”—Dennis Cooper.
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Matthew Zapruder
Come on All You Ghosts
978-1-55659-322-2, $16, paper, 96 pp.
COPPER CANYON PRESS 2010

Poetry. Matthew Zapruder’s third book mixes humor and
invention with love and loss, as when the breath of a
lover is compared to “a field of titanium gravestones /
growing warmer in the sun.” The title poem is an elegy
for the heroes and mentors in the poet’s life—from
David Foster Wallace to the poet’s father. Zapruder’s
poems are direct and surprising, and throughout the
book he wrestles with the desire to do well, to make art,
and to face the vast events of the day.
Marilyn Zuckerman
In the Ninth Decade
978-1-890193-46-1, $15, paper, 87 pp.
RED DRAGONFLY PRESS 2010

Poetry. “Marilyn Zuckerman is a public poet, a true
citizen poet, which is a radical thing to be these days.
This does not mean that she eschews the private. But
even in her work’s most intimate moments—the
moments in which she struggles, for example, in the trap
of an aging body—the voice is still that of a resilient,
big-hearted woman in a traumatic and beautiful
world”—John Andersen.
Steven Zultanski
Pad
978-0-9815962-3-5, $16.50, paper, 165 pp.
MAKE NOW PRESS 2010

Poetry. PAD is a catalog of the author’s attempt to lift
each and every item in his apartment with his dick.
Nothing is spared his strength—from the furniture to
the walls, from the coins in the coin jar to the cards in
the card decks. It is a parody of masculinity, a cheap joke,
and a precise spatial mapping of an intimate space using
the imprecise coordinates of a physical body. The poem
serves as a voyeuristic window into the private life of
one man via his private property. The exhibitionism is
twofold: upon reading this book you will know how
strong his dick is (sort of) and exactly which
commodities from the proceedings of his daily life,
though the drama of those proceedings remains absent.
The dick, in its new omnipresence, is de-eroticized.
Nothing could be less sexy than a dick that doesn’t go
away, that is never hidden, and that turns up in every
place you look, even the garbage can. On the other
hand, the banal contents of his apartment are suddenly
re-animated by their brief encounters.
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Fiction and Drama

Listed alphabetically by author.
See also Poetry, Prose, and Cross-Genre Writing (p.9),
Literary Nonfiction (p.63), and Magazine sections (p.79)

Ammiel Alcalay
Islanders
978-0-87286-506-8, $11.95, paper, 96 pp.

Mario Benedetti
The Rest Is Jungle and Other Stories
978-0-924047-71-8, $15, paper, 295 pp.

CITY LIGHTS PUBLISHERS 2010

HOST PUBLICATIONS 2010

Fiction. Enigmatic and multi-layered, ISLANDERS is about
finding one’s own hard-won truth. A young man’s
indelible memories of the struggle to find intimacy—
formative experiences like the ebb and flow of
friendships, love, and ordinary workaday life—are
viewed through a lens of nostalgic longing and hardeyed realism as he attempts to come to terms with the
past. Set during the cataclysm of the last years of the war
in Vietnam, in a landscape that shifts between the bleak
fishing towns of the Atlantic coast to the ruined cities of
the Northeast, ISLANDERS explores the classic theme of
identity’s intricate relationship to place.

Fiction. Latino/Latina Studies. Translated from the
Spanish by Harry Morales. In this exquisite new short
story collection, celebrated Latin American writer Mario
Benedetti affords us a beguiling glimpse of a world in
flux. Addressing subjects ranging from love and middleclass frustration in the city to the pain of exile, the stories
in THE REST IS JUNGLE transport the reader from the
cafes of Montevideo to the fault lines that divide nations
and people. Whether poking fun at the pretentions of
the contemporary literary scene, or offering a moving
portrait of multigenerational family life, Benedetti
discerns the irony, humor and heartbreak in every
situation. From the hilarious depiction of an office
worker battling with bureaucracy, to a domestic tragedy
recounted from the perspective of an eavesdropping
family pet, the stories in this playful and provocative
collection throw light on that curious realm where our
public and private lives intersect. THE REST IS JUNGLE is
a remarkable showcase for the work of a writer who
sought to speak of love, power and commitment as
directly and passionately as possible.

Eleanor Arnason
Mammoths of the Great Plains
978-1-60486-075-7, $12, paper, 128 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Fiction. When President Thomas Jefferson sent Lewis and
Clark to explore the West, he told them to look especially
for mammoths. Jefferson had seen bones and tusks of
the great beasts in Virginia, and he suspected—he
hoped!—that they might still roam the Great Plains. In
Eleanor Arnason’s imaginative alternate history, they do:
shaggy herds thunder over the grasslands, living
symbols of the oncoming struggle between the Native
peoples and the European invaders. And in an
unforgettable saga that soars from the badlands of the
Dakotas to the icy wastes of Siberia, from the Russian
Revolution to the AIM protests of the 1960s, Arnason
tells of a modern woman’s struggle to use the weapons
of DNA science to fulfill the ancient promises of her
Lakota heritage.
Rane Arroyo
Dancing at Funerals: Selected Plays
978-0-9812744-4-7, $16.95, paper, 165 pp.
AHADADA BOOKS 2010

Drama. LGBT Studies. Latino/Latina Studies. DANCING AT
FUNERALS: SELECTED PLAYS invites readers to a world of
violence, passion, and comedy. Rane creates characters
and plots that capture the hard work that is required to
understand tenderness.

Pam Benjamin
The Pigeon Chronicles or Bike Messenger
Assassins
978-0-9828284-0-3, $10, paper, 69 pp.
INK. 2010

Fiction. THE PIGEON CHRONICLES OR BIKE MESSENGER
ASSASSINS dives into the lives of four bike messengers
who kill corporate people for money. Realistically set in
the streets and bars of San Francisco, Benjamin’s episodic
journey reads like a television series with vivid images
and strikingly graphic dialogue. Each of the 18 episodes
follow an individual arc that fits into the larger plot lines
while keeping the story moving at pace with the
messengers, fast. Read how Retch, Bucket, Condor and
Carrier entangle themselves in love, betrayal, death and
well rum at 6 am.
Kate Bernheimer
Horse, Flower, Bird
978-1-56689-247-6, $14.95, paper, 208 pp.
COFFEE HOUSE PRESS 2010

Sybil Baker
Talismans
978-1-936196-03-6, $14.95, paper, 180 pp.
C&R PRESS 2010

Fiction. Elise understands her father—a Vietnam vet
who abandoned her when she was an infant—about as
much as she does her church organist mother and the
rest of their suburban Virginia town. When even that thin
thread of connection is suddenly severed, Elise is flung
across the world, to Southeast Asia. Tracing the steps her
father took through the war, Elise searches for a
connection—with his ghost, with other travelers, with
the foreign culture and environment she experiences. In
a series of linked short stories, TALISMANS follows Elise’s
journey to learn what she must hold onto, and what she
must leave behind.

Fiction. Illustrated by Rikki Ducornet. In Kate
Bernheimer’s familiar and spare—yet wondrous—world,
an exotic dancer builds her own cage, a wife tends a
secret basement menagerie, a fishmonger’s daughter
befriends a tulip bulb, and sisters explore cycles of love
and violence by reenacting scenes from Star Wars.
Enthralling, subtle, and poetic, this collection takes
readers back to the age-old pleasures of classic fairy
tales and makes them new. Their haunting lessons are an
evocative reminder that cracking open the door to the
imagination is no mere child’s play, that delight and
tragedy lurk in every corner, and that we all “have the
key to the library...only be careful what you read.”
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Kate Bernheimer, Editor
Songs for Fairy Tales
No ISBN, $10, CD

Ron Burch
Bliss Inc.
978-1-935402-74-9, $18, paper, 276 pp.

FAIRY TALE REVIEW PRESS 2010

BLAZEVOX BOOKS 2010

Music CD. SONGS FOR FAIRY TALES is a CD compilation
gathered for Fairy Tale Review by Kate Bernheimer.
Ranging from haunting lullabies to catchy pop songs,
the contributions reflect the diverse, gorgeous themes of
fairy tales and their appeal for an incredible range of
contemporary artists. A treat from Willy Vlautin, Kaitlyn
ni Donovan, Sunset Valley, Liz Brown, Megan Pickerel,
Little Sue, Little Canada, Kenneth and Melissa Buck,
Michael J. Lee, Authros, Hypnogaga, Alyson Greenfield,
The Figments, National Mattress Company and your
friends at Fairy Tale Review. Limited supply!

Fiction. “In a city that is a dream, or a frontier, or a
dystopia, Nel Lowry is our pilgrim whose progress is a
search for Bliss, which is a company and the promise of a
lifetime position in a place that might have appeared in
Kafka’s Amerika. Comic as Nathaniel West’s A Cool Million
and just as biting, in BLISS INC. Ron Burch has created a
world of frightening possibilities and burlesque intrigue,
a madhouse worthy of the best amusement parks. This
novel is a rich and complex achievement. Read it”—Toby
Olson. “Ron Burch knows that if Kafka were alive today,
he wouldn’t be stuck in a dead end job. He’d be stuck
looking for a dead end job. BLISS INC. is an absolutely
contemporary allegory of a rent-a-worker, take-whatyou-can world where getting started and being on the
way out happen pretty much simultaneously. Going
nowhere fast in a nameless city has rarely been this
entertaining or insightful”—Mark Wallace.

Tisa Bryant, Miranda Mellis and Kate Schatz, Editors
Encyclomedia
978-0-9773443-1-4, $25, cloth, 400 pp.
ENCYCLOMEDIA 2010

Fiction. Drama. Poetry. Art. Literary Nonfiction.
ENCYCLOPEDIA is a serial hardcover book project that
presents a wide variety of approaches to narrative. Part
reference book, part literary journal, each volume
appropriates the form of the encyclopedia—from
columns to cross-referencing—as a space for publishing
new, innovative literary and visual works. This volume
features over 209 entries by 193 talented folk, including
“Fair” by Ronaldo V. Wilson, “Gonzalez Torres, Felix” by
Amra Brooks, “Hir” by Eleni Stecopoulos, “Inference” by
Derek White, “Jumper” by Samiya Bashir, “Korea” by
Sueyuen Juliette Lee and much more! The full-color
Artist Portfolio includes Tammy Rae Carland, John
Caserta, Krista Franklin, Sam Lopes, and Amy
Trachtenburg.



Bobby Byrd and Johnny Byrd, Editors
Lone Star Noir
978-1-936070-64-0, $15.95, paper, 281 pp.
AKASHIC BOOKS 2010

Fiction. Launched with the summer ‘04 award-winning
best-seller BROOKLYN NOIR, Akashic Books continues its
groundbreaking series of original noir anthologies. Each
book is comprised of all-new stories, each one set in a
distinct neighborhood or location within the city of the
book. LONE STAR NOIR features brand-new stories by
James Crumley, Joe R. Lansdale, Claudia Smith, Ito Romo,
Luis Alberto Urrea, David Corbett, George Weir, Sarah
Cortez, Jesse Sublett, Dean James, Tim Tingle, Milton
Burton, Lisa Sandlin, Jessica Powers, and Bobby Byrd.

Charles Bukowski
Absence of the Hero: Uncollected Stories
and Essays, Vol. 2, 16-12
978-0-87286-531-0, $16.95, paper, 300 pp.

François Camoin
April, May, and So On
978-0-9823542-4-7, $15, paper, 142 pp.

CITY LIGHTS PUBLISHERS 2010

WHAT BOOKS PRESS 2009

Fiction. Literary Nonfiction. Edited by David Calonne.
Everyone’s favorite Dirty Old Man returns with a new
volume of uncollected work. Bukowski, one of the most
outrageous figures of 20th-century American literature,
was so prolific that many significant pieces never found
their way into his books. ABSENCE OF THE HERO contains
much of his earliest fiction, unseen in decades, as well as
a number of previously unpublished stories and essays.
The classic Bukowskian obsessions are here: sex, booze,
and gambling, along with trenchant analysis of what he
calls “Playing and Being the Poet.” Among the book’s
highlights are tales of his infamous public readings (“The
Big Dope Reading,” “I Just Write Poetry So I Can Go to
Bed with Girls”); a review of his own first book; hilarious
installments of his newspaper column, Notes of a Dirty
Old Man, including meditations on neo-Nazis and
driving in Los Angeles; and an uncharacteristic tale of
getting lost in the Utah woods (“Bukowski Takes a Trip”).
Yet the book also showcases the other Bukowski—an
astute if offbeat literary critic. From his own “Manifesto”
to his account of poetry in Los Angeles (“A Foreword to
These Poets”) to idiosyncratic evaluations of Allen
Ginsberg, Robert Creeley, LeRoi Jones, and Louis
Zukofsky, ABSENCE OF THE HERO reveals the intellectual
hidden beneath the gruff exterior.

Fiction. “I read the book as soon as I got back from Vegas.
Then I read it again. His four leading men were Jews
stumbling through late middle age, New Yorkers who
despise and love each other in about equal measure.
They were, as a group, stunned before their own
capacities for trouble—schmendricks who fail
ecstatically. Most remarkable were Camoin’s sentences,
which bristled with the supple dynamism of Bellow, the
jazzy patter of Elkin”—Steve Almond.
Robert Castle
A Sardine on Vacation
978-1-933132-16-7, $13, paper, 125 pp.
SPUYTEN DUYVIL 2006

Fiction. A SARDINE ON VACATION collects 53 short
essays, stories, dialogues, character sketches, and
miscellaneous musings. Inspired by Flann O’Brien’s Myles
columns in the Dublin Times, the Sardine scornfully
confronts and avoids the newspaper-reading Public who
cannot quite figure out what the Sardine represents.
Ultimately, the Sardine’s success leads one man to take it
up on himself to hunt down and unmask the Sardine. “A
SARDINE ON VACATION does for the newspaper-column
novel what Gutenberg did for the hand-copied Bible,
that is, it completely redeploys, redirects, and
redistributes the energies of a genre pegged so closely
to the myth of old-time objectivity. The William S.
Burroughs-inspired three-column format retrains the
novel reader’s eye—until the line between fauxjournalism and recursive postmodern narrative excurses
makes the Jason Blair and Stephen Glass scandals seem
like the work of rank amateurs. Open this tin, and take a
trip with the Sardine!”—Davis Schneiderman.
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B. Catling
Bobby Awl
978-1-901538-61-8, $18.95, cloth, 46 pp.

Garnett Kilberg Cohen
How We Move the Air
978-0-932412-93-5, $16.95, paper, 102 pp.

ETRUSCAN BOOKS 2007

MAYAPPLE PRESS 2010

Fiction. The Authentic Narrative of an Imaginary
Conversation Between the Death Mask of Bobby Awl and
B. Catling, Contemporary Author and Sculptor.

Fiction. HOW WE MOVE THE AIR tells the story of
musician Jake Doyle’s suicide and how, over time, it
affected those who knew him. In seven linked stories,
Garnett Kilberg Cohen explores the complex ways in
which people choose to remember—or not
remember—the past. “I have been an admirer of Garnett
Cohen’s fiction since reading her first beautifully crafted
collection, Lost Women, Banished Souls. In the time since
the publication of that book, Cohen’s stories have
deservedly won several prizes, and her always artful
writing has matured from deep insight into a kind of
wisdom that the short story form seems particularly
suited to. Her new collection of linked stories is her best
work to date”—Stuart Dybek.

Stuart Christie, Editor
Arena Two: Noir Fiction
978-1-60486-214-0, $14, paper, 160 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Fiction. Literary Nonfiction. Tapping into the rich seam of
anarchist and libertarian currents in noir fiction, this
collection of essays explores fictional atmospheres that
are dark and sinister—but not without hope. The
protagonists of these works are often profoundly flawed
but have something of the romantic optimist about
them—men and women driven to face moral challenges
and to do battle with the forces of evil or banality.
Among the authors discussed are Stig Dagerman, Andre
Helena, Leo Malet, George Navel, Jean-Marc Raynaud,
Leda Rafanelli, B. Traven, and Simone Weil. Also included
are an analysis by Agustin Guillamon of Miguel Mir’s
Entre El Roig I El Negre, Massimo Ortalli’s discussion of The
Regeneration of an Anarchist, and essays by Simon
Watson Taylor and Stephen Schwartz on the relationship
between surrealism and anarchism.
Noah Cicero
The Insurgent
978-0-9821945-3-9, $14, paper, 207 pp.
BLATT BOOKS 2010

Fiction. Vassily, the voice of Noah Cicero’s new novel, is a
different sort of insurgent. An insurgent battling
abjection, poverty, and depression in a 21st century
Middle America rapidly devolving into Third World
inscrutability. In his fifth work of fiction, the Rustbelt’s
voice of defiance puts forth his most anti-heroic
message to date, bringing us back to the “homeland” to
see that the real insurgency lies within ourselves.
Christophe Claro
Bunker Anatomy
978-1-934851-23-4, $16.95, paper, 110 pp.
MARICK PRESS 2010

Fiction. Translated from the French by Brian Evenson. Her
name is Medusa. Her hair is a nest of snakes and, of
course, her looks can kill. Her petrified ex-lovers are
stacking up in her garden. It can’t go on like this. So she
leaves, heading for Normandy, looking for a worthy prey.
He’s dubbed himself ghost-sniper and he knows where
to set his sights. He’s closed the door on his past, ready
to wipe the slate clean. Lying in a bunker, he is on the
lookout for his next victim. Reworking myths of Medusa
and of the Cyclops, BUNKER ANATOMY is about what
happens when two deadly gazes cross. On the
Normandy coast, a duel is about to take place, with the
reader in the line of fire.

Barbara Comyns
Who Was Changed and Who Was Dead
978-0-9844693-1-4, $16, paper, 216 pp.
DOROTHY, A PUBLISHING PROJECT 2010

Fiction. This is the story of the Willoweed family and the
English village in which they live. It begins mid-flood,
ducks swimming in the drawing-room windows,
“quacking their approval” as they sail around the room.
“What about my rose beds?” demands Grandmother
Willoweed. Her son shouts down her ear-trumpet that
the garden is submerged, dead animals everywhere, she
will be lucky to get a bunch. Then the miller drowns
himself...then the butcher slits his throat...and a series of
gruesome deaths plagues the villagers. The newspaper
asks, “Who will be smitten by this fatal madness next?”
Through it all, Comyns’ unique voice weaves a text as
wonderful as it is horrible, as beautiful as it is cruel.
Originally published in England in 1954, this “overlooked
small masterpiece” is a twisted, tragicomic gem.
Juana Culhane
The Celestial Monster
978-1-933132-64-8, $15, paper, 201 pp.
SPUYTEN DUYVIL 2009

Fiction. “A complex tapestry of short, brilliantly written
vignettes, THE CELESTIAL MONSTER, by Juana Culhane, is
the journey of one woman’s life recalled in flash points in
time. Never one to whitewash or revise her past, Joanna,
in old age, rummages unsentimentally through a
maelstrom of memories—some still raw and
disturbing—that begin with her childhood in Guatemala
then meander through the decades, chronicling, in rich,
vibrant detail, the unique events that shaped her
personal rites of passage. Growing up, growing old, life,
death and love all collide, often with wrenching
consequences, but in the end, these stories merge into a
quiet meditation of forgiveness and self-acceptance.
Original and unforgettable”—Judie Wolkoff.
Edwidge Danticat, Editor
Haiti Noir
978-1-936070-65-7, $15.95, paper, 300 pp.
AKASHIC BOOKS 2011

Fiction. Caribbean Studies. African American Studies.
Haiti has a tragic history and continues to be one of the
most destitute places on the planet, especially in the
aftermath of the earthquake. Here, however, Edwidge
Danticat reveals that even while the subject matter
remains dark, the caliber of Haitian writing is of the
highest order. Includes brand-new stories by: Edwidge
Danticat, Rodney Saint-Eloi, Madison Smartt Bell, Gary
Victor, M.J. Fièvre, Marvin Victor, Yanick Lahens, LouisPhilipe Dalembert, Kettly Mars, Marie Ketsia TheodorePharel, Evelyne Trouillot, Katia Ulysse, Ibi Aanu Zoboi,
Nadine Pinede, and others.
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Mary Lou Dickinson
Ile D’Or
978-1-926708-13-3, $22.95, paper, 257 pp.

Andrew Ervin
Extraordinary Renditions
978-1-56689-246-9, $14.95, paper, 192 pp.

INANNA PUBLICATIONS 2010

COFFEE HOUSE PRESS 2010

Fiction. Shortly after the first referendum on Quebec
separation, four people in their forties encounter each
other in ILE D’OR, the town where all of them grew up.
The novel is about gold and greed and renewal and
hope. About people who emerge from a frontier
existence into the society of the late twentieth century
with the need to discover how their contemporary lives
connect with their pasts: how growing up in a mining
town in northern Quebec in the 1930s through 1950s
shaped who they are today. They do this with the hope
that confronting the past may better equip them for
moving on with their stalled lives. Their pasts include
alcoholism, scandal, suicide, ethnic and linguistic
tensions as well as violence and divorce. Their need to be
reconciled with themselves can only be satisfied through
a reconciliation with the community in which they grew
up. One component of their shame relates to the
languages they and their parents spoke, or did not
speak, and how those languages were related to power
and class. This particular shame and how they deal with
the language issues now as adults runs as a leitmotif
throughout the manuscript.

Fiction. Set in Budapest—a city marked by its rich
cultural heritage, the scars of empire, the fresher wounds
of industry, and the collateral damage of globalism—
EXTRAORDINARY RENDITIONS is the sweeping story of
three equally tarnished expatriates. “Through the eyes of
three outsiders, EXTRAORDINARY RENDITIONS takes the
reader deep into the heart of Budapest, both its past and
present. The whole city is here, the banks of the Danube
brimming with history, intrigue, art, food, drink, and
most important of all, music. His characters may be
lost—even the one native is a foreigner—but Andrew
Ervin is a sharp-eyed, sure-handed guide”—Stewart
O’Nan.

Mariana Dietl
Argentinos: Stories
978-0-9812744-5-4, $15, paper, 165 pp.
AHADADA BOOKS 2010

Fiction. Latino/Latina Studies. A dazed adulteress, an
accordion missing keys, an encounter between strangers
that may (or may not) have taken place, a fallen man
rummaging through garbage, a young woman starting a
new life in Spain, another one contemplating ending
hers in Buenos Aires and a border dispute between
beggars are a few of the subjects of Argentinos: stories.
In the ten stories that make up ARGENTINOS: STORIES,
the characters speak for themselves through their
intimacy, their relationships and their unique challenges
and experiences. None of the protagonists are famous or
extraordinary; they are just people: lovers, strangers and
couples who aside from their particular conflicts and
notions share a need to survive and prevail in the
impulsive and erratic Argentina of the new millennium.
The Spanish version of this collection, Argentina: se me
hace cuento, was awarded Third Prize in the UC Irvine
Chicano/Latino Literary Award.
Duo Duo
Snow Plain
978-0-9815521-8-7, $17, paper, 110 pp.
ZEPHYR PRESS 2010

Fiction. Translated from the Chinese by John A. Crespi,
with contributions from Harriet Evans, Jiang Hong,
Gregory B. Lee, Larry McCaffery, and Danny Wang. Duo
Duo was recently named the 2010 laureate of the
$50,000 Neustadt International Prize for Literature, the
only international literary prize from the United States
for which poets, playwrights, and novelists are given
equal consideration. The Neustadt is widely considered
to be the most prestigious international prize after the
Nobel Prize for Literature and is often referred to as the
“American Nobel” because of its record of twenty-seven
laureates, candidates, or jurors who in the past thirtynine years have been awarded Nobels following their
involvement with the Neustadt. Duo Duo is the twentyfirst Neustadt laureate and the first Chinese author to
win the prize.
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John
The Ass’s Tale
978-1-57027-221-9, $15.95, paper, 208 pp.
AUTONOMEDIA 2010

Fiction. John Farris’s THE ASS’S TALE is a Rabelaisian story
of a dog’s search for his identity. Told in the existential
down-and-dirty vein of Ralph Ellison, Ishmael Reed and
Chester Himes, this book (in manuscript form) circulated
through New York City’s Lower East Side for years. John is
a longtime denizen of the neighborhood; he still lives
above the Bullet Space Gallery at 292 East Third Street.
“Hot dog! Dirty dog! If you ever wanted to know about
invisible sex, check this out!”—Steve Cannon, author of
Groove, Bang, and Jive Around and Director of Gathering
of Tribes Gallery.
Karen Finley
The Reality Shows
978-1-55861-671-4, $16.95, paper, 220 pp.
THE FEMINIST PRESS AT CUNY 2011

Drama. No other contemporary performing artist has
captured the psychological complexity of this decade’s
political and social milestones as Karen Finley has in the
past ten years. In her inimitable style, Finley has
embodied some of the most troubling figures to cast a
long shadow on the public imagination, and has
envisioned a kind of catharsis within each drama: Liza
Minnelli responds to the September 11 attacks; Terri
Schaivo explains why Americans love a woman in a
coma; Martha Stewart dumps George W. Bush during
their tryst on the eve of the Republican National
Convention; Silda Spitzer tells the former governor why
“I’m sorry” just isn’t enough; Jackie O cries, “Please stop
looking at me!” THE REALITY SHOWS is a revelation of a
decade, by one of our greatest interpreters of popular
and political culture.
K. Scott Forman, Kona Morris and Nancy Stohlman,
Editors
Fast Forward: The Mix Tape: A Collection of Flash
Fiction, Volume Three
978-0-9817852-2-6, $15, paper, 293 pp.
FAST FORWARD PRESS 2010

Fiction. “If you’d rather be rapt for a moment reading a
flash than strung out for pages in a novel, FAST
FORWARD is for you. It’s the best flash fiction around—a
book full of raptures”—Robert Shapard, editor of Flash
Fiction Forward and Sudden Fiction series. These stories
range from under 100 words to 1,000 words, each one a
self-contained emotional experience. In THE MIX TAPE,
the third in the series, masters of the genre—Linh Dinh
and Barbara Henning—are mingle with talented
newcomers—Bryan Jansing and Teresa Milbrodt. The
resulting book has all the pleasures of listening to a
good mix tape: flashes of poetry, deep solemn
undercurrents, and the laughable and the ludicrous. THE
MIX TAPE is pure musical pleasure without the tape-hiss.
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Feryal Ali Gauhar
No Space for Further Burials
978-1-936070-60-2, $15.95, paper, 209 pp.

Adam Golaski
Color Plates
978-0-9846166-0-2, $15.95, paper, 232 pp.

AKASHIC BOOKS 2010

ROSE METAL PRESS 2010

Fiction. South Asia Studies. Set in Afghanistan in late
2002, NO SPACE FOR FURTHER BURIALS is a chilling
indictment of the madness of war and our collective
complicity in the perpetuation of violence. The novel’s
narrator, a US Army medical technician in Afghanistan
helping to “liberate” the country from the Taliban, has
been captured by rebels and thrown into an asylum. The
other inmates are a besieged gathering of society’s
forgotten and unwanted refugees and derelicts, disabled
and different, resilient and maddened, struggling to
survive the lunacy raging outside the asylum compound.
The novel becomes a powerful evocation of the
country’s desolate history of plunder and war, waged by
insiders and outsiders, all fueled by ideology,
desperation, and greed.

Fiction. COLOR PLATES is a museum of stories, curated by
a sort-of Mary Cassatt. Four rooms of Mary’s museum are
open to the public, and they are named Édouard Manet,
Edgar Degas, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, and Mary
Cassatt. COLOR PLATES contains sixty-three little
stories—plates—spun from real paintings by these
painters. The stories range from sweet to weird, from
melancholy to funny. This isn’t just a short story
collection, and it isn’t a novel, but something else
entirely. The plates each stand alone, offering startling
visions and situations. Yet at the same time, COLOR
PLATES offers the depth of a novel, with recurring
characters, themes, and motifs. The museum says: My
name is Mary and Mary is my museum. Paintings are
brushstroke upon brushstroke. With a pencil I lift each
brushstroke and make lines. Line upon line, story upon
story, the small fictions in COLOR PLATES will engage
you, delight you, and challenge you to consider the
intersections between art and time.

Serge Gavronsky
The Sudden Death Of—
978-1-933132-65-5, $14, paper, 134 pp.
SPUYTEN DUYVIL 2009

Fiction. The author narrates the history and life of his
demise. Serge Gavronsky was born in Paris in 1932 and
fled Hitler in 1941. He received his BA, MA, and Ph.D in
European History from Columbia University and is now
professor and chair of the French department at Barnard
College.

Renee Gladman
Event Factory
978-0-9844693-0-7, $16, paper, 136 pp.
DOROTHY, A PUBLISHING PROJECT 2010

Fiction. A “linguist-traveler” arrives by plane to Ravicka, a
city of yellow air in which an undefined crisis is causing
the inhabitants to flee. Although fluent in the native
language, she quickly finds herself on the outside of
every experience. Things happen to her, events transpire,
but it is as if the city itself, the performance of life there,
eludes her. Setting out to uncover the source of the city’s
erosion, she is beset by this other crisis—an ontological
crisis—as she struggles to retain a sense of what is
happening. EVENT FACTORY is the first in a trilogy of
novels Renee Gladman is writing about the invented
city-state of Ravicka, a foreign “other” place fraught with
the crises of American urban experience, not least the
fundamental problem of how to move through the
world at all.
Rachel B. Glaser
Pee on Water
978-0-9820813-8-9, $13.95, paper, 143 pp.
PUBLISHING GENIUS PRESS 2010

Fiction. “Rachel Glaser has written a game-changer. I
have a couple of rules about things I allow myself to like.
Rachel breaks all of them and her stories leave me
hunting for my rule book. Where is my rule book? Damn
her. Bless her. Say what you will. PEE ON WATER is a new
way to breathe”—Giancarlo DiTrapano.

Belen Gopegui
The Scale of Maps
978-0-87286-510-5, $14.95, paper, 176 pp.
CITY LIGHTS PUBLISHERS 2011

Fiction. Translated from the Spanish by Mark Schafer.
Sergio Prim is a staid and solitary middle-aged man who
finds himself suddenly in love. A geographer by trade,
but with a broken radar when it comes to navigating
human relationships, he is thrown into a psychological
crisis by the romantic advances of Brezo Varela, a lively
young woman who shares his profession. Haunted by a
series of hallucinations in which he’s relentlessly pursued
by a cynical, vampire-like seductress whose promises of
pleasure fill him with horror, Prim attempts to seek
refuge by immersing himself in an obsessive
metaphysical quest: he determines that he must map
the way to a place in which love never results in
disillusionment. THE SCALE OF MAPS is the story of
Prim’s struggle to choose between living in the external
world that his lover inhabits or continuing to hide in the
“hollows” of his inner world; an intimate and mercilessly
revealing examination of a meager and fearful life
challenged by desire.
Michal Govrin
Hold on to the Sun
978-1-55861-673-8, $16.95, paper, 256 pp.
THE FEMINIST PRESS AT CUNY 2010

Fiction. Literary Nonfiction. Jewish Studies. Edited by
Judith G. Miller. In this portrait of the artist as a young
woman, Michal Govrin, one of Israel’s most important
contemporary writers, offers a kaleidoscope of stories
and essays. Populated by mysterious and real people,
each tale is in some way a search for meaning in a postHolocaust world. Reminiscent of W.G. Sebald, characters
irrationally and humanely find reason for hope in a
world that offers little. Essays describe Govrin’s visits to
Poland as a young adult, where her mother had survived
a death camp. Govrin journeys there after she learns that
her mother had not been alone. She lost her first
husband and eight-year old son, Govrin’s half brother,
and kept it a secret from her second family for many
years. In a multiplicity of voices, Govrin’s haunting
stories capture the depths of denial and the exuberance
of youth.
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Peter Grandbois
Nahoonkara
978-0-9819687-6-6, $16.95, paper, 200 pp.

Michael Harris
The Chieu Hoi Saloon
978-1-60486-112-9, $19.95, paper, 320 pp.

ETRUSCAN PRESS 2011

PM PRESS 2010

Fiction. Relying on the alchemy of images,
NAHOONKARA opens up an oneiric space of wonder,
one that exists both within the natural world and within
our own minds, a place outside preconceived notions of
reality and identity, a place where we are free to
reimagine ourselves. “So many, the risks he takes—and
lives to tell the tale—only to take them all over again in
prose that is vigorous, funny, and ultimately
exhilarating”—Dinah Lenney.

Fiction. It’s 1992 and three people’s lives are about to
collide against the flaming backdrop of the Rodney King
riots in Los Angeles. Vietnam vet Harry Hudson is a
journalist fleeing his past: the war, a failed marriage, and
a fear-ridden childhood. Rootless, he stutters, wrestles
with depression, and is aware he’s passed the point at
which victim becomes victimizer. He explores the city’s
lowest dives, the only places where he feels at home. He
meets Mama Thuy, a Vietnamese woman struggling to
run a Navy bar in a tough Long Beach neighborhood,
and Kelly Crenshaw, an African-American prostitute
whose husband is in prison. They give Harry insight that
maybe he can do something to change his fate in a
gripping story that is both a character study and thriller.

John Orne Green
Joe’s New Religion: Fictions & Fabulations
978-1-888809-57-2, $14, paper, 136 pp.
LA ALAMEDA PRESS 2010

Fiction. “The stories in John Green’s collection are wild,
unpredictable, frequently hysterically funny, and deeply
original.... These stories dance on the edge of allegory—
they hint at metaphors and multiple meanings, though
thanks to Green’s skill, they do so casually and without
fuss.... His metafictional approach allows Green to think,
through highly entertaining, deftly-written narratives,
about very serious matters.... Green is onto something
big here”—Askold Melnyczuk.
Katharine Haake
The Origin of Stars and Other Stories
978-0-9823542-2-3, $15, paper, 160 pp.
WHAT BOOKS PRESS 2009

Fiction. These stories, powerful eco-fables of downhome Americana, take place during the relentless
rollover from one millennium to the next in a world
remarkably like our own—and not. In one, for example,
a girl exquisitely tuned to the sorrows of history ends up
in a city blasted by light where she gets the chance to try
dreaming things over. In another, a boy born lacking the
ability to distinguish phonetic difference grows up to be
a famed musician. There’s a dapper, square-headed
astronomer who discovers the origin of stars, and a tinyfooted climber who scales the tallest mountains in the
world at the end of time. As mothers and children,
husbands and wives struggle to make sense of whatever
still remains, the one thing they share in common is their
determination not to miss a single beat. Or, as one
narrator remarks, “The next time we imagine the world,
let’s try to imagine it whole.”
Maura Hanrahan
Sheilagh’s Brush
978-1-926708-09-6, $22.95, paper, 162 pp.
INANNA PUBLICATIONS 2010

Fiction. On the cusp of the Depression, Sheilagh Driscoll
of isolated Rennie’s Bay nearly dies while giving birth
prematurely to baby Leah. Sheilagh is attended by a
traditional midwife, part Mi’kmaq, Mrs. Mary, as well as
by Leah Clarke, a nurse-midwife from England. Baby
Leah Mary survives but develops serious asthma, which
requires treatment throughout her childhood.
Traumatized by the birth, Sheilagh learns about age-old
ways of preventing pregnancy. The result is an
awakening that impacts on Sheila’s relationship with all
the women around her, especially her younger sister
Claire. Informed by the occasional newspapers and
magazines that make their way to Rennie’s Bay via seagoing schooners, Claire’s worldview contrasts sharply
with Sheilagh’s. In contrast to Sheilagh’s acceptance of
life in Rennie’s Bay, Claire reacts against it. Claire
stumbles into a sexual relationship but sees relations
with David—or any man—as a trap and tries to avoid
him. She is not entirely successful and finds herself
pregnant. Like her sister, she turns to Mrs. Mary for help.



William Heffernan
The Dead Detective
978-1-936070-61-9, $24.95, cloth, 320 pp.
AKASHIC BOOKS 2010

Fiction. Harry Doyle was murdered as a ten-year-old
child and brought back to life by two Tampa cops.
Twenty years later he has dedicated his life to putting
killers behind bars as a homicide detective who has the
unwanted ability to hear the postmortem whispers of
murder victims. Dubbed “The Dead Detective” by his
fellow cops, Doyle now faces his most difficult case—a
beautiful murder victim who was a notorious child
molester. It is a case that will shake Harry to his very
core.
Aaron Henne
You Already Know: A Playwright’s Guide to
Trusting Yourself; Practical Exercises to Open the
Channel
978-0-9814836-2-7, $15, paper, 138 pp.
WRIT LARGE PRESS 2009

Drama. Playwriting. Writing Reference. YOU ALREADY
KNOW ingeniously uses exercises to end-run the
enemies of creative freedom (intellectual over-analysis,
fear, self-doubt, a tendency to get stuck in familiar
patterns) and open the heart and mind of the playwright
to fresh, imaginative possibilities. In highly entertaining
fashion, Aaron Henne prods, charms and cajoles the
reader through roughly 80 writing exercises, helping
each of us find our play by asking the right questions of
ourselves and of the world.
Jack Hodgins
The Invention of the World
978-1-55380-099-6, $18.95, paper, 356 pp.
RONSDALE PRESS 2010

Fiction. In the beginning a bull-god begets Donal
Keneally, and a giant is born amongst neolithic standing
stones on an Irish hilltop. The legendary Keneally brings
an entire Irish village to Canada, founding a utopian
society, the Revelations Colony of Truth, amid the forests
of Vancouver Island. Almost a century later, the gorgeous
Maggie Kyle steps out of the bush, to reinvent herself in
the run-down former colony, only to find herself
surrounded by a group of misfits. The whole of
Vancouver Island and perhaps the entire country attend
a rural wedding whose extravagance propels everyday
life into the extraordinary epic world of modern myth.
This classic novel is magic realism at its best.
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Laird Hunt
The Paris Stories
978-1-934851-21-0, $16.95, paper, 125 pp.

Lynn Jeffress
The Dali Code & Other Paris Stories
978-0-9841304-2-9, $7.49, paper, 134 pp.

MARICK PRESS 2010

WILD OCEAN PRESS 2009

Fiction. Available again for the first time in a decade,
Laird Hunt’s stories, mock parables and false histories
posit a Paris pushed none-too-gently through its own
gilt-framed looking glass, turning both ends of the
telescope on the old men, barbers, ventriloquists, orange
sellers, battling lovers, ghosts and highly lucid dreamers
doing their best to inhabit it. Imagine a series of scenes,
shot by Agnes Varda and François Truffaut, in which
Gertrude Stein, Michel de Montaigne and Max Ernst skip,
stroll, swim and streak their way through the late 20th
century streets and waterways of the French capital.
Alternately elegiac, tender, humorous and dark, THE
PARIS STORIES will serve as a fresh introduction (or
reintroduction) to the work of a writer whom Paul Auster
has called “strange, original and utterly brilliant.”

Fiction. Lynn Jeffress’s collection of short stories in THE
DALI CODE & OTHER PARIS STORIES is not the usual view
of Paris. Salvador Dali, alive and mysterious in Paris,
controls the weather from his Montmartre museum; a
dwarf lover and his American consort star in a Paris
elder porn film; an American house husband, trapped in
Paris, escapes to a second life in his privately owned
virtual L.A. nightclub; Gertrude Stein’s Paris apartment
at 27 rue de Fleurus becomes the site of a modern day
haunting. Postcard Paris is invisible in these stories, but
each bizarre and often comic tale mirrors something
exquisitely surreal that is absolutely worth knowing.
Or not.

Panait Istrati
Kyra Kyralina
978-1-58498-075-9, $16.95, paper, 138 pp.
TALISMAN HOUSE 2010

Fiction. Translated from the Romanian by Christopher
Sawyer-Laucanno. KYRA KYRALINA, upon publication
early in the nineteen twenties, immediately established
its author as a leading writer in the Modernist pantheon.
The first volume in a series of volumes indebted to
Oriental modes of storytelling, such as found in The
Thousand and One Nights, KYRA KYRALINA is a book of
great charm and profound insight into the human
condition.
Mark Jacobs
Forty Wolves
978-1-58498-074-2, $19.95, paper, 255 pp.
TALISMAN HOUSE 2010

Fiction. In search of his birth mother, an American finds
himself in an isolated Aegean village where he is
suddenly and violently enmeshed in a web of lies and
deceptions he can neither understand nor control. Riots,
kidnapping, and murder link the fates of Americans and
Turks in a storm of menacing religious extremism. In
FORTY WOLVES, Mark Jacobs triumphs again as a master
storyteller of intrigue and international politics.
Marlon James
John Crow’s Devil
978-1-936070-10-7, $15.95, paper, 230 pp.
AKASHIC BOOKS 2010

Fiction. African American Studies. A finalist for both the
Commonwealth Writers’ Prize and the Los Angeles Times
Book Prize, this stunning debut novel tells the story of a
biblical struggle in a remote Jamaican village in 1957
with language as taut as classic works by Cormac
McCarthy and a richness reminiscent of early Toni
Morrison. “A powerful first novel.... Writing with
assurance and control, James uses his small-town drama
to suggest the larger anguish of a postcolonial society
struggling for its own identity”—The New York Times
Book Review, Editors’ Choice.

Derrick Jensen
Mischief in the Forest: A Yarn Yarn
978-1-60486-081-8, $14.95, cloth, 40 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Children’s Fiction. Ages 4-8. Illustrated by Stephanie
McMillan. Old Mrs. Johnson lives alone in the forest and
loves to knit sweaters and mittens for her grandchildren
in the city. One day, when returning from a visit to the
city, her solitude comes to an end when her mischievous
forest neighbors reveal themselves in a delightfully
colorful fashion—someone took her yarn. The colorful
mystery is solved when the birds, rabbits, snakes, trees,
and other dwellers of Mrs. Johnson’s neighborhood are
seen playing with the yarn. Suddenly the forest doesn’t
seem so lonely, and the visiting grandkids take great
delight getting to know its inhabitants. This picture book
is a lesson for both young and old to connect with one’s
surroundings and embrace the role of good neighbors
with the rest of the natural world, whether in the city or
in the forest.
Nate Jordon, Editor
Monkey Puzzle #
978-0-9801650-9-8, $10, paper, 62 pp.
MONKEY PUZZLE PRESS 2010

Fiction. Poetry. Art. Reading MONKEY PUZZLE is like
plunging into dark waters needleworked with piranhas,
and coming away raw and stripped and blowing and
laughing. It’s the literary journal equivalent to listening
to Jim Morrison scream or driving to Woody Creek Tavern
for the first time and spending the entire afternoon
getting loaded while sitting in Hunter Thompson’s old
chair. Reading MONKEY PUZZLE is like discovering a
honeyed mystery deep at the heart of your most
cherished bloodied escapade. Contributors include Jack
Collom, Get in the car, Helen, Brandon Arthur, Travis
Macdonald, Tim Z. Hernandez, Michael Cohen, Sarah
Cooke, Carolyn Zaikowski, Bryan Jansing, and Ralph
Bland.
James Kaelan
We’re Getting On
978-0-9820348-9-7, $18, LTD, 100 pp.
FLATMANCROOKED 2010

Fiction. Limited Edition. James Kaelan’s WE’RE GETTING
ON is the compelling story of a group of friends who set
off into the desert in search of life without modern
technology and the hum of industrial conveniences. The
reality they find is both moving and terrifying. WE’RE
GETTING ON first editions are 100% green, recycled, and
super-post-consumer. The interiors are 100% recycled
paper, the covers are made of seed paper that, upon
burial, germinate and grow into birch trees. This is the
first book ever printed that offsets its own carbon
footprint 10X over.
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Rakesh Khanna, Editor
The Blaft Anthology of Tamil Pulp Fiction:
Volume 2
978-93-80636-00-9, $24.95, paper, 520 pp.
BLAFT PUBLICATIONS 2010

Fiction. South Asia Studies. Selected and translated from
the Tamil by Pritham Chakravarthy. Edited by Rakesh
Khanna. The follow-up to 2008’s successful first
collection featuring stories by Indra Soundar Rajan,
Medhavi, Jeyaraj, Pushpa Thangadorai, Rajesh Kumar,
Indumathi, M.K.Narayanan, and Resakee. A young
woman’s fascination with blue films leads to a bizarre
murder! A bloodline of debauched maharajas falls prey
to an evil curse! A beautiful girl uses karate to retrieve a
stolen idol! Seven thrilling tales from seven Indian and
Singaporean masters of action, suspense, and horror!
Daniel King
Memento Mori
978-1-921479-42-7, $24, paper, 156 pp.
INTERACTIVE PUBLICATIONS 2010

Fiction. Daniel King’s short story collection cycles
through the shadowy landscapes of death, gnarled
relationships, the slippery side of human nature, even
the contemporary lure of cosmetic surgery pushed to a
surprising extreme. Philosophically pointed with a
surreal bite, the characters of these stories wrestle with
existence and each other as profound questions scatter
them. King’s stories have been widely published and
praised in Australia and overseas, and this compilation
was Highly Commended in the 2010 Interactive
Publications Picks Award for Best Fiction.
Juliet S. Kono
Anshu: Dark Sorrow
978-0-910043-83-0, $18, paper, 327 pp.
BAMBOO RIDGE PRESS 2010

Fiction. Asian American Studies. Based on historical
events, ANSHU is a tale of passion and human triumph in
the face of extraordinary adversity, spanning the cane
fields of Hawai’i and the devastation in Hiroshima. A
pregnant and unmarried Hilo teenager, Himiko Aoki,
finds her Hawai’i Japanese American identity clashing
with Japan’s cultural norms when she is sent to live with
relatives in Tokyo in 1941 and becomes trapped there
with the outbreak of war. When America drops the
atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Himiko finds herself
adapting in unexpected ways just to survive.
Dave Kress
Hush
978-1-59539-005-9, $19.95, paper, 534 pp.

Chelsea Martin
The Really Funny Thing About Apathy
978-1-934513-24-8, $13, paper, 68 pp.
SUNNYOUTSIDE 2010

Fiction. In THE REALLY FUNNY THING ABOUT APATHY,
Chelsea Martin’s charming but merciless prose employs
mathematical paradoxes and theories of infinity to
examine the inner workings of the bored and culturally
over-stimulated while they idly consider the meaning of
life. Overwhelmed and assaulted by their own inner
monologues, these characters stumble through a series
of external events, obsessing over the possible
connections and ultimately assigning deep meaning to
them.
Stephen-Paul Martin
Changing the Subject
978-0-9637536-5-6, $14, paper, 204 pp.
ELLIPSIS PRESS 2010

Fiction. Stephen-Paul Martin has been called “one of our
great deadpan humorists,” by Eric Basso and “North
America’s foremost master of the short story” by Vernon
Frazer. Marjorie Perloff has described his writing as
“wildly comic,” and Fanny Howe has called his stories
“magnificent and entertaining.” In CHANGING THE
SUBJECT Martin once again deforms traditional notions
of the story, giving us beautifully digressive revengefantasies, hysterical moral tales, and his singular,
uncanny brand of the shaggy dog yarn. Kirpal Gordon
writes, “What’s so transformative in CHANGING THE
SUBJECT is [the] range of knowledge—quantum
mechanics, semiotics, literary theory, psychology &
meditation practice—delivered in a voice unpretentious
yet outrageous, scary yet funny, reader-friendly yet
beyond category.”
Joseph Mattson
Empty the Sun w/ CD
978-0-9825056-2-5, $18, paper, 166 pp.
A BARNACLE BOOK 2010

Fiction. Book + CD. Music by Six Organs of Admittance.
“Here I was, doing ninety on the Santa Monica Freeway
with a quart of whiskey shoved into my crotch and my
dead neighbor in the trunk. It had come time to leave
Los Angeles....” Thus begins the pre-apocalyptic, crosscountry race with death to bury the murdered past in
Joseph Mattson’s urgent, beautifully reckless debut
novel of transgressive loss and hunted redemption,
culminating in a shotgun fight with God. Includes an
open-road, open-whiskey soundtrack by enigmatic and
stunning Drag City recording artist Six Organs of
Admittance.

MAMMOTH BOOKS 2010

Fiction. HUSH is a novel in which Good vs. Evil = Good +
Evil. It traces one character’s (Reanne’s) struggles for
personal redemption as well as her effort to overcome
both the limits of language—of which all religion is
made—to find a space in which the unsayable may,
blessedly, remain unsaid.
Gary Lutz
I Looked Alive
978-1-934029-07-7, $17, paper, 190 pp.
BLACK SQUARE EDITIONS/BROOKLYN RAIL 2010

Fiction. In his second collection of short fictions, the
fiercely original Gary Lutz details a fresh assembly of
gravely wayward fusspots, downhearted smart alecks,
tank-town boulevardiers, virtuosos of loneliness,
underloved lovelies of unstable, contestable gender.
Desperate for human contact, Lutz’s unforgettable
characters listen for noises coming through the walls as
well as collect the scraps of hair and skin their lovers
have left behind. Written in a tonic prose of singular
precision, the twenty-four gorgeously perverse,
intensely moving stories of I LOOKED ALIVE place Lutz at
the forefront of contemporary fiction’s depictors of
affection gone awry.

6

Jay Mead
A Little Farm Story
978-0-9815560-4-8, $10, paper, 31 pp.
HARBOR MOUNTAIN PRESS 2010

Children’s Literature. Sustainability. Art. The sun rises and
sets on a little farm. The farmer sleeps, bugs invade,
farmers fight back, but the people still feast. Storyteller
Jay Mead’s simple and provocative intergenerational
picture story follows the life of a farm, through the
seasons, with gorgeous bright color images throughout
and a brief text. In its afterword, A LITTLE FARM STORY
emphasizes sustainability on local farms and community
sustained agriculture. Mead travels with the story to
schools and farmers markets. A member of Wise Fool
Puppet Intervention, Jay Mead formerly worked with
Bread and Puppet Theater.
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Bo Tao Michaelis, Editor
Copenhagen Noir
978-1-936070-66-4, $15.95, paper, 280 pp.

No Collective
Concertos
978-1-933254-75-3, $12, paper, 56 pp.

AKASHIC BOOKS 2011

UGLY DUCKLING PRESSE 2010

Fiction. Joining Rome, Paris, Istanbul, London, and Dublin
as European hosts for the Akashic Noir series,
COPENHAGEN NOIR features brand-new stories from a
top-notch crew of Danish writers, with several Swedish
and Norwegian writers thrown into the mix. This volume
definitively reveals why Scandinavian crime fiction has
come to be so popular across the world. Includes brandnew stories by: Naja Marie Aidt, Jonas T. Bengtsson, Helle
Helle, Christian Dorph and Simon Pasternak, Susanne
Staun, Lene Kaaberbøl and Agnete Friis, Klaus Rifbjerg,
Gretelise Holm, Georg Ursin, Kristian Lundberg, Kristina
Stoltz, Seyit Öztürk, Benn Q. Holm, and Gunnar Staalesen.

Drama. Asian American Studies. A musical notation can
either describe an event that has already happened or
prescribe an event to be performed by the reader. No
Collective’s (You Nakai. et al.) CONCERTOS, the second
book in the Emergency Playscript Series, uses both
description and prescription to notate a musical
performance. The original CONCERTOS premiered in
2008 in Tokyo, performed by four musicians, a dog, a
bird, and several guests. The playscript evokes the
original piece while embedding the experience of
reading the playscript into any subsequent
performances of the piece.

Nicholas B. Morris
Tapeworm
978-0-9826646-3-6, $15.50, paper, 126 pp.

Carol Novack
Giraffes in Hiding: The Mythical Memoirs of Carol
Novack
978-1-933132-83-9, $32, paper, 250 pp.

MONKEY PUZZLE PRESS 2010

Fiction. These fourteen stories move from backwoods
Arkansas to concrete jungles, from churches to prison
cells, from delusions to truth. “In TAPEWORM, Morris has
his finger on the jackhammering pulse of the world
within the world where the culture does its fiercest
living. Luminous and livid, comfortingly familiar and
disturbingly strange...”—Laird Hunt.
Martin Nakell
Settlement
978-1-933132-10-5, $14, paper, 156 pp.
SPUYTEN DUYVIL 2008

Fiction. “Just when you think it’s all been done in the
novel, a novel of ideas can still reflect its own rich
traditions even as it mirrors them in ways that are
meaningful to our contemporary cultural field, where
neither people nor institutions can be explained by
naive looking”—Steve Tomasula, The Review of
Contemporary Fiction.

SPUYTEN DUYVIL 2010

Fiction. “Carol Novack’s GIRAFFES IN HIDING mirrors our
weltanschauung by using its own language against it or
by using its own language to pry open the circus hidden
within it. If we say the world is insane or we say the
world is a manic whirl, Novack embraces manic insanity
with a great hug of laughter. She flings images,
characters, ideas, and language around until they all,
finally losing—no, abandoning—their moorings, collide,
crash, ka-bang one into another creating nuclear
reactions of the non-sense that is even Emily Dickinson’s
‘divine sense,’ although Novack would certainly hurl
those two words (and that idea) against each other until
they radiated. To read this book is to bring the giraffes
out of hiding!”—Martin Nakell.
Elizabeth Nunez
Anna In-Between
978-1-936070-69-5, $15.95, paper, 315 pp.
AKASHIC BOOKS 2010

Arthur Nersesian
Mesopotamia
978-1-936070-08-4, $15.95, paper, 236 pp.
AKASHIC BOOKS 2010

Fiction. Arthur Nersesian’s latest novel is a satiric thriller
that takes an amusing view of America’s predilection for
the superficial over the relevant, and celebrity
excitement over real news. Things have not been going
well for journalist Sandy Bloomgarten. Her job went
down the drain and her marriage quickly followed. After
a lengthy bender, she awakens one morning to the stark
realization that she is flat broke. Nonetheless, she’s still a
crack reporter and when a tabloid offers her a freelance
assignment in Memphis—just a stone’s throw from her
childhood home in Mesopotamia, Tennessee—she takes
it.
Jim Nisbet
A Moment of Doubt
978-1-60486-307-9, $13.95, paper, 144 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Fiction. The streets of San Francisco ooze with danger,
sex, poets, and technology in this hard-boiled mystery,
creating a story that is in turn hilarious, thrilling, and
obscene. Set in the 1980s, this is the tale of an idealistic
and angst-ridden writer who struggles with day-to-day
responsibilities such as paying his rent on time.
Exploring ways to exploit technology, the writer flirts
with hacking, while dealing with a world of bars,
bordellos, and the AIDS virus. When the writer learns the
passwords to the inner workings of the publishing
industry’s digital realm, he finds himself facing dangers
from unexpected places.

Fiction. African American Studies. Anna, the novel’s main
character, who has a successful publishing career in the
United States, is the daughter of an upper-class
Caribbean family. While on vacation in the island home
of her birth she discovers that her mother, Beatrice, has
breast cancer. Beatrice categorically rejects all efforts to
persuade her to go to the United States for treatment,
even though it is, perhaps, her only chance of survival.
Anna and her father, who tries to remain respectful of his
wife’s wishes, must convince her to change her mind. “A
moving and insightful character study.... Highly
recommended”—Library Journal, starred review.
Robert Pagani
The Princess, The King and The Anarchist
978-1-933527-20-8, $14.95, paper, 154 pp.
HELEN MARX BOOKS 2010

Fiction. Translated from the French by Helen Marx.
Edited by Ruth Greenstein. Introduction by Caroline
Weber. THE PRINCESS, THE KING AND THE ANARCHIST
takes place on May 31, 1906, the wedding day of King
Alphonso XIII of Spain to British Princess Maria Eugenia
of Battenberg. As the royal procession snakes its way
slowly through Madrid, the cheering of the crowd and
the decorum and fanfare of the retinue masks the
sinister assassination plot awaiting the young couple
just before their gilded carriage enters the palace gates.
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FICTION AND DRAMA
Dorothy Ellen Palmer
When Fenelon Falls
978-1-55245-239-4, $19.95, paper, 300 pp.

Francis Raven
Inverted Curvatures
978-1-933132-15-0, $13, paper, 191 pp.

COACH HOUSE BOOKS 2010

SPUYTEN DUYVIL 2005

Fiction. With its soundtrack of sixties pop songs, swamp
creatures, motor boats and the rapid-fire punning of the
family’s Marchspeak, WHEN FENELON FALLS will take you
to a time and place that was never as idyllic as it seemed,
where not belonging turns the Summer of Love into a
summer of loss. “The meta-fictional aspect of the novel
provides a generous extra layer of storytelling that is
both funny and wise. The writing is strong and complex
and the subject matter, unique, important and
emotionally moving”—Lisa Moore.

Fiction. Jayson and Molly live together. Their relationship
is on the rocks, due in part to Jayson’s representation of
Molly in a novel he wrote and which made a lot of
money. She is going to break up with him. But before
she can Jayson goes off to write poems in a Thomas
Kinkade gallery where he is murdered. Who killed
Jayson? Who had motive and access? The premise
behind INVERTED CURVATURES is that detective novels
and romance novels work with opposing narrative
curvatures. In a detective novel, the body is found and
the intentions come last. In a romance the intention to
love comes first and the body of that love is the
conclusion to that story. INVERTED CURVATURES brings
these two narrative curves together in San Francisco
using a poet, a philosophical consultant, and a model.
Through these characters (and through a comparison of
the artworks of Thomas Kinkade and Mark Tansey), the
arc of American society is shown not from a
chronological perspective but from an analogical
perspective which ultimately questions the nature of
representation and identity.

William J. Palmer
The Wabash Trilogy
978-1-60235-164-6, $25, paper, 625 pp.
PARLOR PRESS 2010

Fiction. THE WABASH TRILOGY includes three new novels
by William J. Palmer: The Wabash Baseball Blues, The
Redneck Mafia, and Civic Theater. Each novel shows
Palmer at his most poignant and hilarious as he tracks
his characters through the tragicomedy of life in the
Midwest.

Gary Phillips
The Underbelly
978-1-60486-206-5, $14, paper, 144 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Fiction. African American Studies. Providing insight on
homelessness, political corruption, and the potential
effects of gentrification, this urban noir tells the tough
story of Magrady, a semi-homeless Vietnam veteran in
Los Angeles. As he searches for a friend who has gone
missing from Skid Row and who may be involved in a
dangerous scheme, Magrady must deal with take-noprisoners community organizers, an unflinching cop
from his past, frequent flashbacks of war, an elderly
sexpot, the drug culture, and the perils of chili cheese
fries at midnight. A rollicking interview with the author
wherein he discusses ghetto literature, politics, noir and
the proletariat, and the unknown future of books, is also
included.

Oliver Rohe
Vacant Lot
978-1-933996-21-9, $14.95, paper, 88 pp.
COUNTERPATH PRESS 2010

Fiction. Translated from the French by Laird Hunt. Set in
a city much like Beirut in the aftermath of bloody civil
war, a former mercenary relates his fate and that of
others of his kind after the peace. The world is rapidly
healing itself—people getting back to their lives, the city
being rebuilt. But he is unable to leave the site his
crimes. Rohe’s narrative is striking in its understatement:
much of the work’s power lies in what’s unsaid, what’s
hinted and inferred. Sentences run on and on or stop
short as if they’ve reached a dead end. Repetition is a
kind of entrenchment, a being stuck, perhaps in the
density of poetry.
Mark Anthony Rolo
What’s an Indian Woman to Do? and Other Plays
978-0-935626-64-3, $16, paper, 187 pp.
UCLA AMERICAN INDIAN STUDIES CENTER 2010

Drama. Native American Studies. “Mark Anthony Rolo’s
plays are a welcome addition to Native American
theater. Rolo romps his way through stereotypes and
romanticized notions of American Indians, while giving
Native actors a rare chance to chew the scenery. From
metatheatrical satire and farce to the poignant drama of
The Way Down Story, this anthology enriches and
extends the American Indian voice in drama”—Julie
Pearson-Little Thunder.

Thanks to the
Friends of SPD!



Carlin Romano, Editor
Philadelphia Noir
978-1-936070-63-3, $15.95, paper, 268 pp.
AKASHIC BOOKS 2010

Fiction. Launched with the summer ‘04 award-winning
best-seller BROOKLYN NOIR, Akashic Books continues its
groundbreaking series of original noir anthologies. Each
book is comprised of all-new stories, each one set in a
distinct neighborhood or location within the city of the
book. PHILADELPHIA NOIR features brand-new stories by
Meredith Anthony, Diane Ayres, Cordelia Frances Biddle,
Keith Gilman, Cary Holladay, Solomon Jones, Gerald
Kolpan, Aimee LaBrie, Halimah Marcus, Carlin Romano,
Asali Solomon, Laura Spagnoli, Duane Swierczynski,
Dennis Tafoya, and Jim Zervanos.
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Norberto Luis Romero
The Arrival of Autumn in Constantinople
978-1-892295-91-0, $12.95, paper, 296 pp.

Ari Martin Samsky
The Capricious Critic
978-0-9796177-6-8, $12.95, paper, 234 pp.

GREEN INTEGER 2010

OTIS BOOKS/SEISMICITY EDITIONS 2010

Fiction. Translated from the Spanish by H.E. Francis. You
will find in the pages of THE ARRIVAL OF AUTUMN IN
CONSTANTINOPLE a collection of characters you will not
soon forget: the professional mourner, who weeps for
those who die without family or friends to grieve for
them, the man from subterranean culture that hoards
jewels dropped from above while hiding from rats
below, the list could go on and on. Enter the world of
Norberto Luis Romero, a world as vivid and fantastic as
any imagined by Kafka, Borges, or Calvino.

Fiction. THE CAPRICIOUS CRITIC is a satirical look at our
society through the distorted lens of the absurd.
Chronicling the author’s forays into bizarre worlds,
Samsky is part cultural anthropologist, part reluctant
wayfarer. Originally under assignment for the web
museum Smyles & Fish, Samsky rates and reviews
fantastic places, products, and activities that reflect
upon current society. He spares no detail. With wit and
humor, Samsky leaves no exhortatory stone unturned,
from reviewing fountain pens to describing the various
subsets of Hell. Iris Smyles’s provocative afterword
concludes this collection of critical essays. THE
CAPRICIOUS CRITIC is the newest addition to the canon
of cult literature.

Chuck Rosenthal
Coyote O’Donohughe’s History of Texas
978-0-9823542-9-2, $18, paper, 324 pp.
WHAT BOOKS PRESS 2010

Fiction. Son of a Mexican Creole soldier and a Comanche
shaman, Coyote O’Donohughe learns shape-shifting
from his mother and turns the tide of history in the
Mexican Revolution, at the Alamo, the Battle of San
Jacinto, and the Comanche wars against Texas Rangers.
You don’t know how much the history books got wrong
and how funny all that stuff really was.
Michael Rumaker
A Day and a Night at the Baths
978-0-9828074-0-8, $18, paper, 146 pp.
TRITON BOOKS 2010

Fiction. LGBT Studies. Originally published by Grey Fox
Press in 1979, Triton Books, the new imprint of Spuyten
Duyvil, restores this classic novel to print with a new
introduction by the author. “Rumaker an original prose
creator of great shamed heroic sensitivity has taken up
his pen again to describe a hidden psychological &
physical reality. As an old sex fiend from the baths myself
I’m grateful & relieved to see thru his eyes and feel thru
his body”—Allen Ginsberg.
Thaddeus Rutkowski
Haywire
978-0-9842133-1-3, $18, paper, 248 pp.
STARCHERONE BOOKS 2010

Fiction. Asian American Studies. Thaddeus Rutkowski’s
deadpan, darkly funny third novel is comprised of 49
unsentimental stories narrated by the son of a PolishAmerican artist father and a Chinese-American mother.
A bildungsroman with unexpected twists, the narrative
spirals out from the insular life of a biracial teenager into
a surrealistic, giddy page-turner once the narrator’s
obsessive fetishism begins to develop, and the reader is
pulled along by the nose ring through a heady
combination of literary and voyeuristic appeal. Our
narrator eventually learns to get along with, even love,
the people around him, but the feeling doesn’t come
easily. John Barth has called Rutkowski’s work “tough
and funny and touching and harrowing,” and Alison
Lurie has said that “Rutkowski is one of the most
original writers in America today. Once you’ve read his
low-key, continually surprising fiction, the world will
look different to you—maybe just for an hour, maybe
forever.”

Leslie Scalapino
The Dihedrons Gazelle-Dihedrals Zoom
978-0-942996-72-2, $29, paper, 176 pp.
THE POST-APOLLO PRESS 2010

Fiction. Poetry. Cross-Genre. Leslie Scalapino’s new book
of prose, THE DIHEDRONS GAZELLE-DIHEDRALS ZOOM,
while a work that stands on its own, is book II as a pair
with book I, FLOATS HORSE-FLOATS OR HORSE-FLOWS
(Starcherone, 2010), described by Michael McClure as
follows: “This is a jewel book that has come out of the
spagyric hinterlands of purest imagination, where it has
lain for an immeasurable time alongside Burroughs’s
Cities of the Red Night, Hans Arp’s poetry, Monkey’s
Journey to the West, and Mark Twain’s Mysterious
Stranger—and it blows with the elegance of a horse—or
a wolf...Virginia Woolf!” Lydia Davis commented: “Leslie
Scalapino’s writing reveals how far language—and
therefore thought itself—can go beyond what we are
accustomed to, and the forms in which she writes
delightfully defy our expectations.”
Leslie Scalapino
Flow—Winged Crocodile & A Pair/Actions Are
Erased/Appear
978-0-925904-93-5, $16, paper, 117 pp.
CHAX PRESS 2010

Drama. “For myself and the cast, directing Leslie
Scalapino’s FLOW has been an extraordinary journey into
language and the language in breath, the rhythms of
effort to say as precisely as her savage delicacy of
thought, her forcing us all to assume nothing in
examining the fineness of our implication in each
other”—Fiona Templeton.
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Benjamin Bac Sierra
Barrio Bushido
978-0-9795285-5-2, $20, paper, 282 pp.

Zulema Renee Summerfield
Everything Faces All Ways at Once
978-1-889292-24-3, $12, paper, 104 pp.

EL LEÓN LITERARY ARTS 2011

FOURTEEN HILLS PRESS 2010

Fiction. Latino/Latina Studies. Set in the barrio of an
unnamed California city in the early 1990s, BARRIO
BUSHIDO narrates the story and fate of three adolescent
Latinos who join forces to rob organized crime
gangsters. Lobo (wolf) hunts, scheming for street
stardom, manipulating his homeboys for his
Machiavellian goals. Unlike Lobo, Toro (bull), an exMarine, does not plot; he charges full-force at the red
cape of life. Santo, the saint of the gang, venerates
homeboy, not Christian, ideals. A genuine cholo, he
never admits that paranoia and pressure take him to the
brink of madness.

Fiction. “EVERYTHING FACES ALL WAYS AT ONCE by
Zulema Renee Summerfield takes fiction apart with the
hammer of poetry, forcing her astonished readers to
‘defy all expectation,’ as she suggests in the title story.
‘One minute they’re sporting monocles...and the next
they’re drunk and rowdy and throwing patio furniture
off the roof...but in this and all things, they seek the
nature of truth.’ Summerfield ‘has a point and it’s fixed
like this...in space, but also it’s shifting...to pierce right
through your skeptical, unbelieving, tender human
heart.’ These shifts are seismic, always revelatory, and
truly amazing”—Terese Svoboda.

Sin Soracco
Low Bite
978-1-60486-226-3, $14.95, paper, 144 pp.

Robert Sutherland
Survivor’s Leave
978-1-55380-097-2, $10.95, paper, 176 pp.

PM PRESS 2010

RONSDALE PRESS 2010

Fiction. Sin Soracco’s prison novel about survival, dignity,
friendship and insubordination is an underground classic
reprinted at last. The view from inside a women’s prison
isn’t a pretty one, and Morgan, the narrator, knows that
as well as anyone. White, female, 26, convicted of night
time breaking and entering with force, she works in the
prison law library, giving legal counsel of more-ormostly-less usefulness to other convicts. More useful is
the hootch stash she keeps behind the law books. “Sin
Soracco is the original Black Lizard. LOW BITE will take a
chunk out of your leg if not your heart. Read it, it will
devour you”—Barry Gifford. “Tells a gripping story
concerning a group of women in a California prison:
their crimes, their relationships, their hopes and
dreams”—Publishers Weekly.

Young Adult Fiction. This young adult novel features two
Canadian sailors whose ship is torpedoed at sea during
WWII and whose shore leave takes them to a run-down
manor house in Cornwall. Their stay turns out to be more
exciting than the boys could have imagined, as they
soon discover that sinister forces have an interest in
what lies hidden below the house: the Nazis have
hatched an unprecedented scheme involving biological
warfare, and it seems the caves are the perfect place
from which to set the destruction in motion.

Christopher Stoddard
White, Christian
978-0-9828074-1-5, $18, paper, 208 pp.
TRITON BOOKS 2010

Fiction. Introduction by Bruce Benderson. The borderline
lifestyle of twenty-year-old Christian White is a carnival
of drugs and sex, accessorized by designer clothes and
frequent stealing or scamming. Underneath the
decadence are haunting memories of childhood abuse,
the death of a brother and a father’s criminal past.
Expecting to make a fresh start, Christian relocates from
San Francisco to New York, just as his friends are being
rounded up by the police; but life only spirals farther out
of control in the new setting. Instead of drugs, Christian’s
existence is beginning to center around sex. He has let
himself slip into prostitution, and he may have even
played a part in the murder of a successful architect,
although he can’t remember the evening entirely.
Nancy Stohlman
Searching for Suzi
978-0-9801650-6-7, $11.95, paper, 96 pp.
MONKEY PUZZLE PRESS 2009

Fiction. What happens when an ex-stripper in her midthirties, married with children, awakens one day
questioning what brought her to a current life of
complicated domesticity? Compelled to return to Omaha
after seventeen years, the narrator we only know as
Natalie begins a quest into her past, an adventure that
takes the reader from childhood beauty pageants to the
sex and glamour industries. Natalie’s search becomes an
intrepid journey through her own sexuality, a woman
not only claiming herself but also accepting her
contradictions. With inquisitive perception and agile use
of perspective, SEARCHING FOR SUZI is an investigation
into the tragic shadows of a past preferred to be
forgotten.

6

Paco Ignacio Taibo II
Calling All Heroes: A Manual for Taking Power
978-1-60486-205-8, $12, paper, 128 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Fiction. Latino/Latina Studies. Translated from the
Spanish by Gregory Nipper. The euphoric idealism of
grassroots reform and the tragic reality of revolutionary
failure are at the center of this speculative novel that
opens with a real historical event. On October 2, 1968, 10
days before the Summer Olympics in Mexico, the
Mexican government responds to a student
demonstration in Tlatelolco by firing into the crowd,
killing more than 200 students and civilians and
wounding hundreds more. The massacre of Tlatelolco
was erased from the official record as easily as
authorities washing the blood from the streets, and no
one was ever held accountable. “The real enchantment
of Mr. Taibo’s storytelling lies in the wild and melancholy
tangle of life he sees everywhere”—New York Times Book
Review.
Jeff Vande Zande and Josh Maday, Editors
On the Clock: Contemporary Short Stories
of Work
978-1-933964-38-6, $18, paper, 188 pp.
BOTTOM DOG PRESS 2010

Fiction. A collection of stories from our top writers which
confronts and reveals our working life today, ON THE
CLOCK’s authors include: Jim Daniels, Bonnie Jo
Campbell, Daniel Orozco, Kennebrew Surant, Rick Attig,
Lolita Hernandez, Michael Martone, Matthew Salesses,
Matt Bell, M. Kaat Toy, Sean Lovelace, Billie Louise Jones,
Lita Kurth, Anne Shewring, Dustin Hoffman, Tania
Hershman, Nick Kocz, Michael Zadoorian, Steve Himmer,
Pete Anderson, Pete Fromm. “Our focus is contemporary
writers writing about contemporary work. These stories
range from the end of the manufacturing era to our
current moment of transition from muscle-to-mind
economy, and even speculative fiction that looks toward
our possible future as a global human culture from
which every imaginable technology will be inextricable,
for better and for worse” —Josh Maday.
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Shawn Vandor
Fire at the End of the Rainbow
978-0-9843312-2-2, $12, paper, 107 pp.

Benjamin Whitmer
Pike
978-1-60486-089-4, $15.95, paper, 224 pp.

SAND PAPER PRESS 2009

PM PRESS 2010

Fiction. FIRE AT THE END OF THE RAINBOW is a candid
and discomfiting jaunt through Shawn Vandor’s real life.
Here are tales of revolving-door lust gone awry and
strange encounters in the homes of Hollywood and
Harvard stars. Through paeans to prostitutes,
recreational drug use, sphincter failure, and the joys of
buying jewelry at Tiffany & Co., Vandor shares a
humorous and humiliating look at the quotidian
misadventures of a single American man.

Fiction. Douglas Pike is no longer the murderous hustler
he was in his youth, but reforming hasn’t made him
much kinder. He’s just living out his life in his
Appalachian hometown, working odd jobs with his
partner, Rory, hemming in his demons the best he can.
And his best seems just good enough until his estranged
daughter overdoses, and he takes in his 12-year-old
granddaughter, Wendy. Just as the two are beginning to
forge a relationship, Derrick Kreiger, a dirty Cincinnati
cop, starts to take an unhealthy interest in the girl. Pike
and Rory head to Cincinnati to learn what they can
about Derrick and the death of Pike’s daughter, and the
three men circle, evenly matched predators in a human
wilderness of junkie squats, roadhouse bars, and
homeless Vietnam vet encampments.

Chuck Wachtel
/
978-1-934909-18-8, $18, paper, 162 pp.
HANGING LOOSE PRESS 2010

Fiction. “Part love song, part lamentation, Chuck
Wachtel’s 3/03 calls to mind the work of generous, lyrical
moralists from Walter Benjamin to Grace Paley. It’s a
beautiful, immensely serious, immensely tender portrait
of the way we live now”—Brian Morton.

Beryl Young
Follow the Elephant
978-1-55380-098-9, $10.95, paper, 248 pp.
RONSDALE PRESS 2010

Robert Walser
Answer to an Inquiry
978-1-933254-74-6, $20, cloth, 64 pp.
UGLY DUCKLING PRESSE 2010

Fiction. Art. Translated from the German by Paul North.
Illustrated by Friese Undine. The Swiss author Robert
Walser’s ANSWER TO AN INQUIRY is a short work written
in the form of a letter. Walser assumes the voice of a
great man of the theater responding to an aspiring
actor’s request for advice. The young actor is given very
simple, practical suggestions on how best to perform
absolute anguish. This new edition, featuring a new
translation accompanied by more than 40 drawings is a
collaboration between translator Paul North and artist
Friese Undine. ANSWER TO AN INQUIRY should serve as a
practical handbook for anyone wanting to convey deep
suffering.

Young Adult Fiction. What thirteen year old boy wants to
travel on a hopeless quest to India with his
grandmother? Not Ben Leeson, whose anger about his
father’s recent death has led him to escape into the
isolated world of computer games. India is the last place
Ben ever thought of visiting and his grandmother is the
last person he’d ever dreamed of travelling with, but the
ticket is already bought and Ben finds himself in India on
a search for Gran’s long lost pen pal, Shanti. As they
search for clues across the huge continent, Ben finds
himself strangely compelled to follow the magnificent
elephants and the elephant boy-god Ganesh. Ben
begins to see that real life can be more exciting than any
computer game and that the dark mysteries of India may
help him to come to terms with his father’s death.

M. O. Walsh
The Prospect of Magic
978-1-60489-049-5, $16.95, paper, 160 pp.
LIVINGSTON PRESS 2010

Fiction. Winner of the Tartt First Fiction Award. Welcome
to Fluker, Louisiana; a small Southern town known only
for its crickets. That is, until a travelling carnival arrives,
goes belly-up, and never leaves.
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LA ALAMEDA PRESS
THE SUNNY TOP OF CALIFORNIA
Norman Schaefer
paperback 120 pages ISBN 978-1-888809-58-9 $14.00
How fortunate that the Sierra Nevada has a poet of such great skill and
integrity as Norman Schaefer. In a poetic language both alive and precise he
transports us from the comfort of our easy chair to the highest peaks with
their thin cold air, rocks, wind, scree, sun, snow, and lakes. “You can’t hear too
much of wind in the pines,” he writes. Likewise you can’t hear too much of
the mountain poetry of Norman Schaefer.
>> Malcolm Margolin

JOE’S NEW RELIGION :: Fictions & Fabulations
John Orne Green
paperback 136 pages ISBN 978-1-888809-57-2 $14.00
Stories oddly & Kafkaesque, each a pleasure as the only fulfillment for the need
for pleasure. When the mundane becomes a monstrous carbuncle, then either
laugh it off or be lost in a sucking swamp. Sweet Mary, and thank goodness,
Green offers his little guidebook to the Crazy Woodpecker’s Temple.
>> Bonnie Jefferson

SPLITTING HARD GROUND
Marilyn Stablein
paperback 88 pages ISBN 978-1-888809-56-5 $12.00
Our eyes are directed in Stablein’s work to the unadorned details of a life,
a journey, the witnessing of flight—in all the ways a body could fall and fall
forever—with the simple clear expediency of language one finds in love.
>> Janine Pommy Vega

OTHER LA ALAMEDA PRESS AUTHORS

Miriam Sagan & John Brandi
Larry Goodell & Joseph Somoza
Carol Moldaw & Gary Mex Glazner
John Tritica & Joan Logghe
Mary Rising Higgins & JB Bryan
Renée Gregorio & Steve Sanfield
Nanao Sakaki & Lawrence Welsh
Anselm Hollo & Jaime de Angulo
Gene Frumkin & Joanne Kyger
Ivy Dempsey & Stefan Hyner
Andrew Schelling & Penny Harter
Shin Yu Pai & David Meltzer
James Koller & Anne Valley Fox
Anne Waldman & Art Goodtimes
Albert Flynn DeSilver & Lisa Gill
Kate Horsley & Pentti Saarikoski
Bill Pearlman & C.S. Merrill
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Genpei Akasegawa
Hyperart: Thomasson
978-1-885030-46-7, $19.95, paper, 352 pp.

Erik Anderson
The Poetics of Trespass
978-0-9796177-7-5, $12.95, paper, 104 pp.

KAYA PRESS 2010

OTIS BOOKS/SEISMICITY EDITIONS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Art. East Asia Studies. In the 1970s
Tokyo, artist Akasegawa Genpei and his friends began
noticing what they termed “hyperart,” aesthetic objects
created by removing a structure’s function, while
carefully maintaining the structure itself. They called
these objects “Thomassons,” after an American pinchhitter recruited by a Japanese baseball team, whose bat
never connected with a ball. In the 1980s, through
submissions from students and readers, Akasegawa
collected and printed photos of Thomassons in a column
in Super Photo Magazine. He wrote these columns with a
warm, goofy humor that seems intended to cast back
nihilism, irony, and other common responses to 20th
century urbanization. What emerged was a lighthearted,
yet profound, picture of how modernization was
changing Japan’s urban landscape, and the culture that
underpinned it. These columns, collected into a book,
became a cult hit among late-eighties Japanese youth.
What they saw in this assemblage of casual photos and
humorous descriptions was, as essayist Jordan Sand
puts it, “a way of regaining some sense of the human
imprint on the city in an era when that imprint was
being rapidly erased.”

Literary Nonfiction. Using his Denver apartment as a
central locale, Erik Anderson walked a path that traced
the letters Pastoral between February and March 2007.
Navigating the various curves and corners of the city
streets, Anderson charts the experiences of a writer in a
man-made environment. Explorative, adventurous, and
insightful, Anderson’s meditations serve as a compelling
social and aesthetic commentary.

Carol S. Altman
Childhood...Literary and Cinematic Inspiration
978-0-9817727-1-4, $24.95, paper, 336 pp.
CINELIT PUBLISHING 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Cinema Studies. Literary &
Cinematic Analysis. This book examines seven French
language films, produced between 1952-1991 by wellknown directors, which have enjoyed considerable
popular and critical success. During these years French
society was in a sense rediscovering itself through the
innocence and vulnerability of children. This study
highlights the narrative styles of the literary works and
their filmic adaptations by analyzing temporal schemes,
subjectivity of narration and focalization, child-heroes
defined by their entourages, rites of passage, the
meeting of childhood and myth, childhood as the source
of literary and cinematographic variations, and the
critical view of society and the human condition
presented by each filmmaker. This study is richly
illustrated with stills from the various films.
Darina Al-Joundi
The Day Nina Simone Stopped Singing
978-1-55861-683-7, $14.95, paper, 144 pp.
THE FEMINIST PRESS AT CUNY 2011

Literary Nonfiction. Memoir. Middle East Studies. Raised
on Baudelaire, A Clockwork Orange, and fine Bordeaux in
1970s Lebanon, Darina Al-Joundi was encouraged by her
unconventional father to defy all taboos. As the bombs
fell, she lived an adolescence of excess and
transgression, defying death in nightclubs. The more
oppressive the country became, the more drugs and
anonymous sex she had, fueling the resentment by day
of the same men who would spend the night with her.
As the war dies down, she begins to incur the
consequences of her lifestyle. On his deathbed, her
father’s last wish is for his favorite song, “Sinnerman,” by
Nina Simone, to be played at his funeral instead of the
traditional suras of the Koran. When she does just that,
the results are catastrophic.

Oxana D. Asher
My Diary and Dray-Khmara as a Poet
978-1-933132-75-4, $14, paper, 57 pp.
SPUYTEN DUYVIL 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Memoir. Poetry. Art. Recently, a trunk
of items from Ms. Asher’s voyage to America (1943) was
recovered from her house of many years in Brooklyn, NY.
Together with snippets of poems and diary entries, Ms.
Asher has begun to bring together a treasure chest of
long lost ephemera as well as enduring reminiscences. “A
surviving witness of these difficult years (Dray-Khmara
was eventually executed in a GULAG in Kolyma, Russia,
in 1939) Oxana Dray-Khmara Asher dedicated spirited
efforts to preserve the heritage and memory of her
father, which became the subject of her M.A. thesis at
Columbia University, and was then expanded, in French,
as her Ph.D. dissertation at the Sorbonne. The current
volume contains a concise but informative Englishlanguage overview of her father’s work which she has
written, accompanied by an introduction penned by
Padraic Colum, a major Irish poet with whom she
studied with at Columbia. The book also introduces
Oxana Asher as a creative spirit in her own right,
presenting a selection from her own poetic output that
had begun in her happy childhood home and has
continued through the many twists and turns of her
remarkable, rich life”—Vitaly Chernetsky.
Mary Azrael and Kendra Kopelke, Editors
Keeping Time: 1 Years of Journal Writing
978-0-9631385-4-5, $24, paper, 240 pp.
PASSAGER BOOKS 2009

Literary Nonfiction. Memoir. Art. These 37 journal entries
from 1867 to 2008 present—in words, photographs, and
paintings—the extraordinary lives of ordinary people: a
young married couple in a covered wagon train, an
immigrant on a ship to America in 1919, a backpacker on
a bus in Guatemala, a woman in Tel Aviv under missile
attack, a teenager in the 1970s, an adult daughter caring
for her elderly father, a stay-at-home dad with his new
daughter, a passenger on a grounded flight on
September 11, 2001, and many others. “Saucy, revealing,
tender, tough, pained, funny, determined and
surprisingly literary in the hardest of times, this
anthology presents 150 years of history seen through
the cracks of private lives”—Dudley Clendinen.
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LITERARY NONFICTION
Konrad Becker and Jim Fleming, Editors
Critical Strategies in Art and Media:
Perspectives on New Cultural Practices
978-1-57027-214-1, $12.95, paper, 182 pp.
AUTONOMEDIA 2010

Nonfiction. Art. Criticism and Theory. Beyond the
obsolete models of artist or author as genius and their
fetish objects, what collective and collaborative practices
are inventing new terrains and flows? As information
and communication technologies saturate our world,
how is art giving way to new forms of cultural symbolic
manipulation? What new kinds of “virtual” spaces are
opening up for cultural practice in electronic media? As
“old media” begin to collapse under the pressures of the
virtual, what new media can we find? How are didactic
illustration and channeled dissidence giving way to new
forms of surprise and intensity? What strategies elude
the creative industries’ seemingly infinite appetite for
things radical? Are there any strategies that can elude
being reduced to styles in the service of sales, or are
critical practices doomed to play cat and mouse with the
forces of consumerism? What could be insurrectional?
What liberatory?

Shannon Bell
Fast Feminism
978-1-57027-189-2, $15.95, paper, 198 pp.
AUTONOMEDIA 2010

Nonfiction. Political Science & Theory. Women’s Studies.
FAST FEMINISM is a new-old feminism grounded in
politics, performance and philosophy. It is in close
proximity to postfeminisms of the poststructuralist
variety—third-wave feminism, queer feminism,
cyberfeminism and feminism 3.0. While FAST FEMINISM
operates in proximity to other feminisms, its “natural”
home is in queer theory. Queer gets its meaning and its
politics from its oppositional relationship to hegemonic
norms. To queer something is to disrupt it, to put it
under scrutiny and to attempt to change it. FAST
FEMINISM takes the hypermasculine speed of Paul Virilio
and makes it feminist. FAST FEMINISM is the bastard
offspring and the happy accident of speed theory.
Franco Berardi, Marco Jacquemet, Gianfranco Vitali
Ethereal Shadows: Communications and Power
in Contemporary Italy
978-1-57027-188-5, $12.95, paper, 148 pp.
AUTONOMEDIA 2009

Rose Marie Beebe and Robert M. Senkewicz, Editors
Testimonios: Early California Through the Eyes
of Women, 11-1
978-1-59714-033-1, $22.95, paper, 288 pp.
HEYDAY 2006

Nonfiction. California Studies. Women’s Studies.
Latino/Latina Studies. Translated with introduction and
commentary by editors Rose Marie Beebe and Robert M.
Senkewicz, here are thirteen women’s firsthand accounts
from the time California was part of Spain and Mexico.
When in the early 1870s historian Hubert Howe Bancroft
sent interviewers out to gather oral histories from the
pre-statehood gentry of California, he didn’t count on
one thing: the women. When the men weren’t available,
the interviewers collected the stories of the women of
the household—almost as an afterthought. These were
eventually archived at the University of California,
although many were all but forgotten. TESTIMONIOS is
published in collaboration with the Bancroft Library,
University of California, Berkeley.
Bruce Begout
Common Place: the American Motel
978-0-9796177-8-2, $12.95, paper, 137 pp.
OTIS BOOKS/SEISMICITY EDITIONS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. American West. Urban Studies.
Translated from the French by Colin Keaveney. COMMON
PLACE is the second part of a triology begun with
Zeropolis, a broad archeological inquiry into the
meanings of our daily urban world. Begout’s essay
restores the poetry to that essential element of the
contemporary imagination that is the motel, at the same
time dissecting its myth. Far from a mere sample of the
“American way of life,” the motel reveals new forms of
urban life in which mobility, wandering, and poverty
play a dominant role. Standing at the intersection of
economy, architecture, and fiction, Begout’s writing
sheds light on the problematic character of ordinary
things, revealing the fundamental structures hidden
beneath their chaotic surface. Especially, what is laid
bare here is that this special form of architecture has
given birth to a “motel man” whose behavior prefigures
new modes of life.
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Nonfiction. Media Studies. European History. Translated
from Italian by Jessica Otey. Focusing on Italian
“videocracy,” ETHEREAL SHADOWS documents the
emergence of the first Italian media mogul, Silvio
Berlusconi, and his rises and falls from political power. It
also explores Italian media activism through three case
studies: a discussion of the first autonomous free radio
station, Radio Alice (broadcasting in Bologna between
1977 and 1979); a review of Italian Internet activism
focusing on the site Rekombinant.org (launched in
2000); and a chronicle of the emergence of OrfeoTV in
2002, the first illegal micro-TV station in Italy.
Ted Berrigan
Dear Sandy, Hello: Letters from
Ted to Sandy Berrigan
978-1-56689-249-0, $19.95, paper, 368 pp.
COFFEE HOUSE PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Literary History & Biography. Edited by Sandy
Berrigan and Ron Padgett. Introduction by Ron Padgett.
Preface by Sandy Berrigan. Ted and Sandy Berrigan’s
honeymoon ended when her father, a well-connected
doctor, forced Sandy into a mental hospital, had Ted run
out of town by the sheriff, and hired private detectives to
investigate his friends. These intimate, irresistible letters,
written over the course of their three-month separation,
read like a passionate, epistolary novel—full of longing,
intrigue, and gossip. They also offer serious advice for
developing readers and writers, bring the thriving
cultural scene in mid-twentieth-century New York to life,
and serve as a day-by-day chronicle of Ted Berrigan’s
developing voice. In addition to the letters, this
collection contains never-before-published
reproductions from A Book of Poetry for Sandy, featuring
Berrigan’s cutouts, drawings, photographs of fellow
poets and artists, and excerpts from poems that
eventually became The Sonnets.
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William C. Blizzard
When Miners March
978-1-60486-300-0, $21.95, paper, 408 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. United States Labor History. Edited by Wess
Harris. Over half a century ago, William C. Blizzard wrote
the definitive insider’s history of the Mine Wars and the
resulting trial for treason of his father, the fearless leader
of the Red Neck Army. Events dramatized in John Sayles
film Matewan, and fictionalized in Denise Giardina’s
stirring novel Storming Heaven, are here recounted as
they actually occurred. This is a people’s history,
complete with previously unpublished family photos
and documents. If it brawls a little, and brags a little, and
is angry more than a little, well, the people in this book
were that way. “An extraordinary account of a largely
ignored but important event in the history of our
nation”—Howard Zinn.
Louis Bourgeois
Hosanna: Affirmations and Blasphemies
978-1-879378-58-2, $15, paper, 131 pp.

Gordon Carr
The Angry Brigade: A History of Britain’s First
Urban Guerilla Group
978-1-60486-049-8, $24.95, paper, 288 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. British History. Political Science. Based on
extensive research, this book remains the essential study
of the Angry Brigade, a group of urban guerillas, who,
between 1970 and 1972, used guns and bombs on
embassies of repressive regimes, police stations and
army barracks, boutiques and factories, government
departments, and the homes of cabinet ministers as well
the attorney general and the commissioner of the
metropolitan police. An avalanche of police raids
followed, culminating in the “Stoke Newington 8”
conspiracy trial—the longest criminal trial in British legal
history—which is throughly discussed in this volume.
Updated with a comprehensive chronology of the “Angry
Decade” and new illustrations, this new edition also adds
introductions by Stuart Christie and John Barker, two of
the defendants, who discuss the political and social
context of the movement and its long-term significance.

XENOS BOOKS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. A collection of sarcasms,
disgruntlements and mordant reflections in the manner
of the great melancholics and misanthropes of the past.
Yet with an aim, which is to blast away all the received
wisdom, religious verities and humanistic ideals, and to
write with such honesty “that the reader drops dead on
the spot.” Louis Bourgeois prescribes a stern remedy
against the certainty that “everything flows”—embrace
the Abyss. “All knowledge,” he asserts, “is death
knowledge.” “What you’ve feared the most now
confronts you in black and white. Louis Bourgeois is the
Antichrist. His highly prophetic message, HOSANNA, will
shock you with all that’s true, and you won’t complain or
try to resist the pain.... You won’t be able to move an
inch”—Zachary C. Bush.
Al Burian
Burn Collector: Collected Stories from One
Through Nine
978-1-60486-220-1, $16, paper, 296 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. A compilation of the first nine issues
of the author’s sporadically published and widely
acclaimed personal zine, this volume reflects the do-ityourself attitude of the 1990s punk music scene and
includes humorous anecdotes, philosophical musings,
and nuanced descriptions of odd locales and curious
characters, all of which were taken mostly from outside
of the punk milieu. This new release of a cult classic
shows the far reaching influence of self-publishing with
contemporary popular indie culture and bridges the gap
between subculture and the world at large. —Jessica
Hopper.

Noam Chomsky
New World of Indigenous Resistance
978-0-87286-533-4, $18.95, paper, 300 pp.
CITY LIGHTS PUBLISHERS 2010

Nonfiction. Political Science. Native American Studies.
Edited by Lois Meyer and Benjamín Maldonado.
Indigenous societies today face difficult choices: can
they develop, modernize, and advance without
endangering their sacred traditions and communal
identity? Specifically, can their communities benefit from
national education while resisting the tendency of stateimposed programs to undermine their cultural
sovereignty, language, and traditions? To explore these
issues in depth, Meyer and Maldonado conducted a
series of dialogues with Noam Chomsky, and invited
numerous organizers and intellectuals from indigenous
communities of resistance to comment. In three indepth conversations, Chomsky offers poignant lessons
from his vast knowledge of world history, linguistics,
economics, anti-authoritarian philosophy and personal
experience, and traces numerous parallels with other
peoples who have resisted state power while attempting
to modernize, develop, survive, and sustain their unique
community identity and tradition. Following the
interviews are commentaries from more than a dozen
activists and intellectuals from the Americas, who speak
from their on-the-ground experiences and work with
indigenous communities in Mexico, Bolivia, Argentina,
Peru.
Stuart Christie and Albert Meltzer
The Floodgates of Anarchy
978-1-60486-105-1, $15.95, paper, 160 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Daniel Burton-Rose, Editor
Creating a Movement with Teeth: A
Documentary History of the George Jackson
Brigade
978-1-60486-223-2, $24.95, paper, 352 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Political Science. United States History.
Preface by Ward Churchill. This panoramic overview
chronicles the activities of the George Jackson Brigade, a
radical, 1970s, multiracial and sexually diverse
organization—veterans of prisoners’, women’s, gay, and
black liberation movements. The Brigade embraced bank
robberies and armed insurrection to wage war against
what they felt was an unjust government. Through a
wide array of surveillance reports, feature articles from
mainstream and alternative presses, and the
organization’s prolific, spontaneous communications
and substitutive political statements, this collection
reveals this body of propaganda and meditations on
praxis.

Nonfiction. Political Science. Anarchism. Back in print
and featuring a new foreword by the authors, this
polemic approaches the subject of anarchism in relation
to class struggle. It presents an argument against classbased society and hierarchy and advocates for a free and
equal society based on individual dignity and merit.
Drawing from the authors’ experiences as activists and
documenting the activities of other 20th-century
anarchists—including clandestine activities and social
change by any means—this fundamental text asserts
that government is the true enemy of the people and
that only through the dissolution of government can the
people put an end to exploitation and war, leading to a
fully free society.
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LITERARY NONFICTION
Norma Cole
To Be at Music: Essays & Talks
978-1-890650-44-5, $16.95, paper, 162 pp.
OMNIDAWN 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Poetics. Art. TO BE AT MUSIC is the
first collection of essays by Norma Cole, who is one of
our most respected poets writing in the innovative
tradition, as well as an esteemed translator and visual
artist. These 21 prose pieces reflect her inimitable ability
to make the critical essay an art form that engages both
the sensual and the cerebral, the aural and the visual,
the analytic and the intuitive nature of her readers. Many
of these are essays or talks written in response to
invitations to discuss the works of writers and artists
such as Hans Christian Andersen, Robin Blaser, Edmond
Jabès, Mina Loy, Lorine Niedecker, George Oppen,
Stanley Whitney, and Christa Wolf. Each offers Cole’s
unique appreciation of what it means to read, to interact
with a work of art, to write, or to translate, and to
perceive each activity as a way to attune oneself anew to
the world that is both within and beyond our expected
methods of understanding.
Peter Conners
White Hand Society: The Psychedelic Partnership
of Timothy Leary & Allen Ginsberg
978-0-87286-535-8, $16.95, paper, 200 pp.
CITY LIGHTS PUBLISHERS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Biography. United States History.
WHITE HAND SOCIETY weaves a fascinating and
entertaining tale of the life, times and friendship of these
two larger-than-life figures and the incredible impact
their relationship had on America. Peter Conners has
gathered hundreds of pages of letters, documents,
studies, FBI files, and other primary resources that shed
new light on their relationship, and a veritable who’s
who of artists and cultural figures appear along the way,
including Jack Kerouac, William Burroughs, Thelonious
Monk, Willem de Kooning, and Barney Rosset. The story
of the “psychedelic partnership” of two of the most
famous, charismatic and controversial members of
America’s counterculture brings together a multitude of
major figures from politics, the arts, and the intersection
of intellectual life and outlaw culture in a way that sheds
new light on the dawn of the 1960s.
William Corbett
Albert York
978-0-9824100-5-9, $17.50, paper, 94 pp.
PRESSED WAFER 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Art. Illustrated by 40 color plates.
Essay by William Corbett. ALBERT YORK is the first
monograph on the little known but intensely admired
American painter who died in 2009 at eighty-one. York
showed at Manhattan’s Davis & Langdale Gallery
beginning in 1963 and throughout his career. His shows
had good reviews; his work sold but word of his special
quality has just begun to spread into the wider world.
His subjects are as ordinary—cows, trees in a meadow,
flowers bunched in a tomato can—as his forms and
paint handling powerful. William Corbett has followed
York’s work for thirty-five years. He has published a book
on Philip Guston, edited the letters of James Schuyler,
and is a poet.
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scott crow
Black Flags and Windmills: Hope, Anarchy and
the Common Ground Collective
978-1-60486-077-1, $20, paper, 256 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Political Science. Tracing a life of radical
activism and the emergence of a grassroots organization
in the face of disaster, this chronicle describes scott
crow’s headlong rush into the political storm
surrounding the catastrophic failure of the levee in New
Orleans in 2005 and the subsequent failure of state and
local government agencies in the wake of Hurricane
Katrina. It recounts crow’s efforts with others in the
community to found Common Ground Collective, a
grassroots relief organization that built medical clinics,
set up food and water distribution, and created
community gardens when local government agencies,
FEMA, and the Red Cross were absent or ineffective. The
members also stood alongside the beleaguered
residents of New Orleans in resisting home demolitions,
white militias, police brutality, and FEMA incompetence.
Mariarosa Dalla Costa, Editor
Gynocide: Hysterectomy, Capitalist Patriarchy
and the Medical Abuse of Women
978-1-57027-176-2, $14.95, paper, 150 pp.
AUTONOMEDIA 2007

Nonfiction. Feminism. Women’s Health. Political Science.
Translated from the Italian by Danila Obici and Ralph D.
Church. The powerful essays (and accompanying
glossaries and testimonials) collected in GYNOCIDE
examine the historical, legal, ethical, psychological, and
medical aspects of deeply sexist practices in defining
and treating these issues of contemporary women’s
health. Contributors draw on the important theoretical
insights and perspectives developed in recent decades
by radical Italian feminism, revealing the complicity of
widespread assumptions about the structures and roles
of gender, the nuclear family, educational practices, and
the state.
Stephen Damon
Exile and Return: Passover Haggadah
978-0-9772212-6-4, $9.953, paper, 84 pp.
BROWSER BOOKS PUBLISHING 2008

Literary Nonfiction. Jewish Studies. In EXILE AND
RETURN, the author re-creates the ancient telling of the
Passover story based on his lifelong academic interest in
comparative religion and longtime experience with Zen.
“Listen to this tale that I first heard from my
grandmother, who heard it from hers who had heard it
from her grandmother and so on all the way back to as
far back as anyone can remember. I hope I get it right,
just the way I heard it, not adding and not subtracting,
just telling.”
Joseph Dietzgen
The Nature of Human Brain Work: An
Introduction to Dialectics
978-1-60486-036-8, $20, paper, 144 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Critical Theory & History. Politics. With an
Afterword, Notes and Bibliography by Larry Gambone.
This primer on dialectical materialism is the first and
best-known work of a pioneer of socialist philosophy.
Joseph Dietzgen, a tanner by trade, was self-taught and
developed his theory of dialectical materialism
independently of Karl Marx. In this book he argues that
thinking is a process involving two opposing aspects—
generalization and specialization—and all thought is
therefore a dialectical process. Knowledge is limited,
truth is relative, and the only absolute is existence itself.
This cornerstone of socialist philosophy lays the
foundation for a nondogmatic, flexible, nonsectarian yet
principled socialist politics.
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Chris Ealham
Anarchism and the City: Revolution and CounterRevolution in Barcelona, 1-1
978-1-84935-012-9, $20, paper, 284 pp.
AK PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Soutwestern European History. Political
Science. ANARCHISM AND THE CITY is a fascinating look
at four decades of tension preceding the Spanish Civil
War, and the actors in competition for control of social
and economic space in the expanding industrial city of
Barcelona—host to the largest anarchist movement in
Europe’s history. This history “from below” examines the
burgeoning public sphere of working-class life and its
relationship to the State, industrial bourgeoisie, and
professional classes. Unemployment, rent strikes, and
rising food prices are the backdrop to this laboratory of
emergent urbanism.
Cosmo F. Ferrara
Profiles of Italian Americans: Achieving the
Dream and Giving Back
978-1-59954-016-0, $16, paper, 173 pp.
BORDIGHERA PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Italian American Studies. The large majority
of the twenty million Italian Americans are law-abiding,
hard-working, and accomplished. Yet the image of Italian
Americans is often distorted by stereotypes portrayed in
popular media. PROFILES OF ITALIAN AMERICANS:
ACHIEVING THE DREAM AND GIVING BACK counters
those stereotypes with brief sketches of Italian
Americans who have achieved success and enriched the
lives of others. Included are the well known, such as
Fiorello LaGuardia, mayor of New York, and the less
known, such as Betty DellaCorte, founder of the first
shelter for victims of domestic violence. The collection
features A.P. Giannini, who sifted through the rubble
following the San Francisco earthquake of 1906 and
established the bank known today as Bank of America,
as well as Frances Xavier Cabrini, who founded
orphanages, schools, and hospitals for the poor
throughout the United States. These thirty-two profiles
illustrate a range of Italian American contributions in the
arts, business, education, law enforcement, media,
medicine, the military, philanthropy, public service,
research, science, and sports. This book celebrates with
unabashed pride the impressive legacy of Italian
American culture.
Paul Fitzgerald and Elizabeth Gould
Crossing Zero: The Afpak War at the Turning
Point of American Empire
978-0-87286-513-6, $14.95, paper, 180 pp.
CITY LIGHTS PUBLISHERS 2011

Nonfiction. Political Science. South Central Asia Studies.
The war in Afghanistan has become the most complex
foreign policy problem the United States has ever faced,
spreading into Pakistan and involving the conflicting
interests of Russia, India, China and Iran. Written as a
companion to Elizabeth Gould and Paul Fitzgerald’s
widely acclaimed book INVISIBLE HISTORY:
AFGHANISTAN’S UNTOLD STORY, CROSSING ZERO
focuses on the nuances of the Obama administration’s
evolving military and political strategy, the people
implementing it, and the long-term consequences for
the United States and the region.

Merrill Gilfillan
The Warbler Road
978-0-9819520-4-8, $15.95, paper, 192 pp.
FLOOD EDITIONS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Nature Writing. In these twenty-six
short essays, Merrill Gilfillan records his encounters with
Wood Warblers as they flit through North American
landscapes on their migratory paths. With precision,
appetite, and a touch of whimsy, he sketches the tiny
birds in their surroundings, perfecting the art of what he
elsewhere calls “alfresco writing.” Throughout, THE
WARBLER ROAD testifies to birding as a meditative, even
votive dedication and a fundamental mode of attention
to the world: “When I walk out with binoculars in May
and September, it is often the fly fisherman in Yeats’s
poem I have in mind as I move along the path. We are
both out to discover and authenticate the morning, to
break the glaze of habitude and mark, for an hour or so,
the weave and fine points of the season and its day-inplace.” As Peter Matthiessen writes, “A bird book for
poets, precisely and evocatively observed, beautifully
written. Would that such a eulogy existed for every
family of birds.”
Paul Goodman
Drawing The Line Once Again: Paul Goodman’s
Anarchist Writings
978-1-60486-057-3, $14.95, paper, 128 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Political Science. Anarchism. Painting a vivid
picture of 1960s counterculture ideas, this new collection
of the late Paul Goodman’s essential anarchist writings—
from utopian essays to practical proposals-reveals how
he inspired the dissident youth of the era and
profoundly influenced movement theory and practice.
Long out-of-print, these provocative, insightful, and
incisive pieces analyze citizenship and civil disobedience,
decentralization and the organized system—all while
still mindful of the long anarchist tradition and of the
Jeffersonian democracy that resonated strongly in
Goodman’s own political thought. A potent antidote to
U.S. global imperialism and domestic anomie, this
collection also includes a new introduction by
Goodman’s friend and literary executor, Taylor Stoehr,
who explains why these nine core texts will thoroughly
explicate anarchism for future generations.
Paul Goodman
New Reformation: Notes of a Neolithic
Conservative
978-1-60486-056-6, $20, paper, 226 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Political Science. Emphasizing
the importance of culture and the arts in society, this
reprint of a 1960s classic—the author’s last book of
social criticism—includes a new introduction that
situates the late Paul Goodman in his era and traces the
development of his characteristic insights. The probing
introduction speaks for a new generation of young
scholars as it discusses the initial impact and continuing
relevance of Goodman’s problematic love affair with
the radical youth of the 1960s. Timely and compelling,
Goodman’s narrative reassesses what he considered
a moral and spiritual upheaval comparable to the
Protestant Reformation—”the breakdown of belief,
and the emergence of new belief, in sciences and
professions, education, and civil legitimacy.” With new
analysis of 1960s activism, this survey shows that
Goodman’s prescient voice is as relevant today as it
was four decades ago.
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LITERARY NONFICTION
Paul Goodman
The Paul Goodman Reader
978-1-60486-058-0, $28.95, paper, 500 pp.

Andrej Grubacic
Don’t Mourn, Balkanize!: Essays After Yugoslavia
978-1-60486-302-4, $20, paper, 272 pp.

PM PRESS 2010

PM PRESS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Political Science. Edited by Taylor
Stoehr. A one-man think-tank for the New Left, Paul
Goodman wrote over thirty books, most of them before
his decade of fame as a social critic in the Sixties. A Paul
Goodman Reader that does him justice must be a
compendious volume, with excerpts not only from bestsellers like Growing Up Absurd, but also from his
landmark books on education, community planning,
anarchism, psychotherapy, language theory, and poetics.
Samples as well from The Empire City, a comic novel
reviewers compared to Don Quixote, prize-winning short
stories, and scores of poems that led America’s most
respected poetry reviewer, Hayden Carruth, to exclaim,
“Not one dull page. It’s almost unbelievable.”

Nonfiction. Southeastern European Studies. Political
Science. Foreword by Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz. Presenting
a radical leftist perspective on the recent history of the
Balkan region, this collection of essays, commentaries,
and interviews argues that the dismantling of Yugoslavia
is just another milestone in the long history of
colonialism, conquest, and interventionism. Written
between 2002 and 2010, this volume addresses
significant happenings such as the trial of Slobodan
Milosevic, the assassination of Prime Minister Djindjic,
the supervised “independence” of Kosovo, and the
occupation of Bosnia. In addition to this contemporary
look, this exploration reveals the politically progressive
traditions of the Balkan peoples as evidenced by their
anti-Ottoman, anticrusade, and antifascist actions in
addition to their embracing of socialism, feminism, and
new social experiments.

Johannes Grenzfurthner, Günther Friesinger, Daniel
Fabry and Thomas Ballhausen, Editors
Do Androids Sleep with Electric Sheep?: Critical
Perspectives on Sexuality and Pornography in
Science and Science Fiction
978-1-889307-23-7, $29.99, paper, 262 pp.

Vincent J. Guihan
New American Vegan
978-1-60486-079-5, $17.95, paper, 224 pp.

RE/SEARCH PUBLICATIONS 2009

PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Technology. Sexuality. As the official artists’
collective representing Vienna at the Sao Paulo Art
Biennial in 2002, the monochrom group—Johannes
Grenzfurthner, Günther Friesinger, and Daniel Fabry—
invented an artist called Georg Paul Thomann and
carried off the exhibition as a very elaborate prank. The
trio, aided by philosopher Thomas Ballhausen, brings
that same sense of the cutting-edge and the
carnivalesque to this collection exploring erotica, science
fiction, and technology. A bracing mix of literary forms,
the book shows why the fantasy genre is especially
suited to the investigation of the transgressive realms of
sexuality and pornography. Here questions of science,
research, and technologization are examined, along with
the complex surrounding urbanism, artificiality, and
control (or the loss of control). Provocative and
penetrating, DO ANDROIDS SLEEP WITH ELECTRIC
SHEEP? reveals a wealth of depictions of the future and
shows the many ways in which they also address the
present.

Nonfiction. Vegan Cookbook. Weaving together personal
stories with 120 appetizing recipes, this friendly
cookbook delivers authentically American and vegan
cuisine that has to be tasted to be believed. Midwesterninspired recipes range from very basic to the modestly
complicated, but always with an eye on creating
something beautiful and delicious in its simplicity. Clear
text provides step-by-step instructions and helps new
cooks find their feet in a vegan kitchen, with a whole
chapter devoted to terms, tools, and techniques. With an
eye towards improvisation, the cookbook provides a
detailed basic recipe that is good as-is, while providing
additional notes that explain how to take each recipe
further—to increase flavor, to add drama to the
presentation, or just to add extra flourish.
Ian Haight, Editor
Garden Chrysanthemums and First Mountain
Snow: Zen Questions and Answers from Korea
978-1-935210-19-1, $16, paper, 112 pp.
WHITE PINE PRESS 2010

Gronk
A Giant Claw
978-0-9823542-8-5, $14, paper, 104 pp.
WHAT BOOKS PRESS 2010

Art. Latino/Latina Studies. The B-movie THE GIANT CLAW
is Gronk’s Citizen Kane in this reprise of Mitch MacFee’s
and Mlle Mathematician’s meeting with, what else, a
giant claw. Drawing for Gronk is writing, or perhaps
writing is drawing, possibly a book of poetry, since its
language is images, each page organized with the
fragility of poems, laced with elegant verbal and visual
puns. 100 illustrations. Foreword by Gail Wronsky
translated into Spanish by Alicia Partnoy.

Nonfiction. Zen Studies. Southeast Asian Studies.
Translated from the Korean by Hongjin Park and
Chin’gak Eryn Reager. Korea’s Zen tradition has always
been vibrant and continues to thrive today. This book
gives voice to the “Zen Mind” of Korea’s contemporary
Zen Masters, articulated through koans and excerpts of
conversations in the form of brief questions and answers
with students and other teachers.
Beth A. Haller
Representing Disability in an Ableist World:
Essays on Mass Media
978-0-9721189-3-4, $24.95, paper, 230 pp.
THE ADVOCADO PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Disability Studies. Media Studies. Towson
University journalism professor Beth A. Haller’s 20 years
of research into disability and mass media inform this
one-of-a-kind collection on advertising, news,
entertainment television, film and Internet new media.
Ideal for disability studies students and researchers as
well as disability activists.
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LITERARY NONFICTION
Theodore Hamm and Williams Cole, Editors
Pieces of a Decade
978-1-934029-29-9, $20, cloth, 168 pp.
BLACK SQUARE EDITIONS/BROOKLYN RAIL 2010

Literary Nonfiction. “Now I’m not going to tell you
everything that’s in the collection, but I will say that it
offers: Howard Zinn’s prophetic critique of the war in Iraq
before it happened; Reverend Billy’s gospel alongside
that of hardened, unrepentant Marxists; and a wide
variety of Whitmanesque odes to Brooklyn’s past and
present, as well as to the borough’s future that never
shall be. Besides that, it’s the only time that Jane Jacobs
and Jason Flores-Williams have been bound between
the same two covers. And rest assured that Anders
Goldfarb’s photos capture our world. So if you have balls,
you’ll buy this book. And if you don’t have balls, you’re
still welcome to purchase it”—Theodore Hamm.
L. John Harris
Foodoodles: From the Museum of Culinary
History
978-0-9795285-6-9, $24.95, cloth, 147 pp.

Claudia Jurmain and William McCawley
O, My Ancestor: Recognition and Renewal
for the Gabrielino-Tongva People of the
Los Angeles Area
978-1-59714-115-4, $21.95, paper, 368 pp.
HEYDAY 2009

Nonfiction. Native American Studies. California Studies.
In O, MY ANCESTOR, members of the Los Angeles area’s
Gabrielino-Tongva community reflect on what it means
to be Gabrielino-Tongva today, when centuries of
domination by the Spanish and then Americans have left
little of the native culture intact. This book gives voice to
the Tongva community’s leaders, activists, educators,
and artists and is part of an ongoing reclamation of their
heritage. Essays by historian William McCawley
interspersed throughout the book introduce Tongva
history and traditional culture, providing context for the
issues the community now grapples with. Faced with the
challenge of reconstructing forgotten cultural practices
in one of the largest metropolises in the world, the
Tongva inspire fascinating questions of identity, culture,
sovereignty, and the impact of the past on life today.

EL LEÓN LITERARY ARTS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Art. Memoir. California History. The
first battles of the American food revolution were fought
in Berkeley, California, in the 1970s. In the trenches was
art student L. John Harris who worked at several of the
revolution’s founding institutions, including the Cheese
Board and Chez Panisse. Now Harris celebrates and
skewers American foodie culture with over 90
gastronomically-incorrect cartoons and
curatorial/memoirist commentaries from his musée
imaginaire, the Museum of Culinary History. Foreword
by Chef Jeremiah Tower.
Tom Ireland
The Man Who Gave His Wife Away
978-1-893003-14-9, $15, paper, 182 pp.
TRES CHICAS BOOKS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. “Human relationships are the tragic
necessity of human life,” wrote Willa Cather. She wasn’t
just kidding. The perpetual conflict between our need
for others and our need to be alone underlies each of
the first-person essays in this collection, which voice the
difficulties, satisfactions, and absurdities of finding one’s
way in the social wilderness. The author takes a
sentimental journey to New York, his hometown,
remembered from a safe distance; and visits faraway
places like Oaxaca, Mexico, where he talks about love
and fidelity with the ghost of his dead friend; and
northern Thailand, where he broods over his lack of a
girlfriend and encounters “the man” of the title. Back
home, love strikes with no less ferocity than it always
has. He and his girlfriend lie awake at night and talk
about the weightier implications of their love: whose
vacuum cleaner will they keep when they live together?

Steve Katz
Time’s Wallet
978-1-933996-22-6, $15.95, paper, 184 pp.
COUNTERPATH PRESS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Memoir. TIME’S WALLET is a memoir
written in discrete pieces, “memoirrhoids.” The 137 short
bits cover the variety and extent of a life from 1935 to
the present, from Manhattan by various routes to
Denver, Colorado. The work presents itself not as a
narrative arc, but as memory itself occurs, in brief stories
rising more or less at random in the mind. Each
remembered narrative is allowed to resolve itself
through its own form, and that variety creates a different
overall texture. Each of the “stories” is transparent in
itself, but they add up to a fertile opacity that is the
ineluctable vitality of a life, and the impenetrable
presence, the “here it is,” of art.
Basil King
Warp Spasm
978-1-881471-54-7, $14.95, paper, 112 pp.
SPUYTEN DUYVIL 2001

Literary Nonfiction. “This is an extremely individual book,
a book where the writer puts us through an experience
whereby we can see paintings differently, read a story
differently, seemingly from the writer’s/painter’s point of
view.... This is not a book to borrow, it must always be
available for re-reading. As time passes my perception
alters and so I must refer to WARP SPASM to help me put
a few words to my perceptions, or better still, to help me
watch the images change in my mind’s eye. Now that is
a joy”—Hubert Selby, Jr.

Derrick Jensen
Resistance Against Empire
978-1-60486-046-7, $20, paper, 300 pp.

Brad Klausen
From a Basement in Seattle: The Poster Art
of Brad Klausen
978-1-936070-67-1, $24.95, paper, 150 pp.

PM PRESS 2010

AKASHIC BOOKS 2010

Nonfiction. Political Science. United States History. A
scathing indictment of U.S. domestic and foreign policy,
this collection of interviews gathers incendiary insights
from ten of today’s most experienced and
knowledgeable activists. Whether it’s Ramsey Clark
describing the long history of military invasion, Alfred
McCoy detailing the relationship between CIA activities
and the increase in the global heroin trade, Stephen
Schwartz reporting the obscene costs of nuclear
armaments, or Katherine Albrecht tracing the horrors of
the modern surveillance state, this investigation of
global governance is sure to inform, engage, and incite
readers.

Nonfiction. Art. Music. Introduction by Eddie Vedder and
Jeff Ament. An extensive look into the creative process
through which artist Brad Klausen generates imagery for
rock posters for Pearl Jam, Built to Spill, Queens of the
Stone Age, and others. Included alongside the image of
each finished poster are sketches and detailed
commentary of the story behind the execution and
concept of the individual designs.
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LITERARY NONFICTION
Richard Kostelanetz
Skeptical Essays
978-1-57027-212-7, $15.95, paper, 240 pp.

Jana Leo
Rape New York
978-1-55861-681-3, $15.95, paper, 192 pp.

AUTONOMEDIA 2010

THE FEMINIST PRESS AT CUNY 2011

Literary Nonfiction. Cultural Studies. A heavyweight
confronting sanctified elephants, the impossibly prolific
anarchist and libertarian cultural critic targets, with
dead-on accuracy and quotable wit, Andy Warhol,
Harold Bloom, The New Yorker, Barack Obama, Dubya
and his sidekicks, Susan Sontag, The New York Times Book
Review, Marjorie Perloff, Charles Bernstein, the American
Academy of Arts and Letters, Victims of Literary Bullying,
Pushcart Prize anthologies, The Readers’ Catalog, the
New York Yankees, Idiot-Identifiers, Manuscript Filchers,
Literary Correspondence, Paul Muldoon, scores more,
often slash and burn.

Literary Nonfiction. Memoir. Social Justice. In the
gripping first pages of this true story, Jana Leo relives the
moment-by-moment experience of a home invasion and
rape in her own apartment in Harlem. After she reports
the crime, she waits. Between police disinterest and
squabbles from the health insurance company over
who’s going to pay for the rape kit, she realizes that the
violence of such an experience does not stop with the
crime. Increasingly concerned that the rapist will return
(to harm her or other women in the building), she seeks
help from her landlord, who refuses to address security
issues on the property. She comes to understand that it
is precisely these conditions of newly gentrified lowerincome areas which lead to vulnerable living spaces,
high turnover rates, and ultimately higher profits for
slumlords. In this most singular memoir, Leo weaves a
psychological journey into an analysis that becomes
equally personal: the fault lines of property
mismanagement, class vulnerabilities, and a deeply
flawed criminal justice system. In a stunning conclusion,
Leo has her day in court.

Gustav Landauer
Revolution and Other Writings: A Political
Reader
978-1-60486-054-2, $26.95, paper, 360 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Political Science. Anarchism. Edited and
Translated from the German by Gabriel Kuhn. The first
comprehensive collection of Gustav Landauer’s writings
in English, this valuable addition to the history of
anarchism in the early 20th century gathers more than
40 influential works by one of Germany’s most
prominent radical agitators. The readings presented here
cover Landauer’s entire political biography, from his
early anarchism of the 1890s and his philosophical
reflections at the turn of the century to the subsequent
establishment of the Socialist Bund and his tireless
agitation against the coming Great War. Additional
chapters on war and nationalism, the United States and
Mexico, and opinion pieces and personal letters reveal
the further scope of Landauer’s thinking with pieces on
corporate capital, education, language, and Judaism.
Andrea Langlois, Ron Sakolsky, and Marian van der
Zon, Editors
Islands of Resistance: Pirate Radio in Canada
978-1-55420-050-4, $21, paper, 256 pp.
NEW STAR BOOKS 2010

Nonfiction. Media Studies. Canada Studies. In the first
book published on the subject, ISLANDS OF RESISTANCE
gives you a view from the crow’s nest of the
phenomenon of pirate radio in Canada. Here is a
collection of seventeen activist manifestos, artistic
treatise of intent, historical essays on the development
of radio and its regulatory bodies, sociological
examination of pirate radio’s application in new social
movements, and personal anecdotes from behind the
eyepatch. Just as the new media ostenibly renders the
old obsolete, ISLANDS OF RESISTANCE unveils the
existence of a thriving clandestine counterculture. An
invaluable addition to an unscrutinized subject in
Canadian media studies, ISLANDS OF RESISTANCE
appeals to the anarchist, anti-authoritarian impulses in
all of us.



Alan Loney
The Books to Come
978-0-9827926-2-9, $39.95, cloth, 136 pp.
CUNEIFORM PRESS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Poetry History & Criticism.
Typography. Foreword by Jenni Quilter. Of Loney’s longanticipated collection of essays, Johanna Drucker has
written: “Few people have mused with such imagination
on the topic of the book as Alan Loney does in this
volume. His reflections distill a lifetime of practice and
reading, of knowing books and living with and around
them. His thoughts about libraries, writing, texts, the
codex, printed books, the artist’s book, fine press
traditions, and bibliography are at once philosophical
and poetical. Though writing in the tradition of
Mallarmé, Jabès and Blanchot, Loney’s sensibility is
contemporary and original, informed by his practice as
a printer and a profound engagement with books as
expressive objects and objects of contemplation.
I predict that this thoughtful, provocative, book will
become a crucial reading on the codex. Loney’s writing is
wonderfully suggestive, but clear, fresh, and precise. He
addresses issues much debated but rarely articulated so
well and with such a skillful ability to open up the field
for investigation and discussion.”
Clarence Lusane
The Black History of the White House
978-0-87286-532-7, $18.95, paper, 544 pp.
CITY LIGHTS PUBLISHERS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. African American Studies. United
States History. THE BLACK HISTORY OF THE WHITE
HOUSE presents the untold history, racial politics, and
shifting significance of the White House as experienced
by African Americans, from the generations of enslaved
people who helped to build it or were forced to work
there to its first black First Family, the Obamas.
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LITERARY NONFICTION
Josh MacPhee, Editor
Celebrate People’s History!: The Poster Book
of Resistance and Revolution
978-1-55861-677-6, $24.95, paper, 256 pp.
THE FEMINIST PRESS AT CUNY 2010

Art. Politics. Foreword by Rebecca Solnit. The best way to
learn history is to visualize it! Since 1998 Josh MacPhee
has commissioned and produced over one hundred
posters by over eighty artists that pay tribute to
revolution, racial justice, women’s rights, queer
liberation, labor struggles, and creative activism and
organizing. CELEBRATE PEOPLE’S HISTORY! presents
these essential moments—acts of resistance and great
events in an often hidden history of human and civil
rights struggles—as a visual tour through decades and
across continents, from the perspective of some of the
most interesting and socially engaged artists working
today. Includes Cristy Road, Swoon, Nicole Schulman,
Christopher Cardinale, Sabrina Jones, Eric Drooker,
Klutch, Carrie Moyer, Laura Whitehorn, Dan Berger,
Ricardo Levins Morales, Chris Stain, and more.
David McNally
Global Slump: The Economics and Politics
of Crisis and Resistance
978-1-60486-332-1, $15.95, paper, 176 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Political Science. Investigating the global
financial meltdown as the first systemic crisis of the
neoliberal stage of capitalism, this analysis argues that
—far from having ended—the crisis has ushered in a
period of worldwide economic and political turbulence.
In developing an account of the crisis as rooted in
fundamental features of capitalism, this study challenges
the view that capitalism’s source lies in financial
deregulation, and highlights the emergence of new
patterns of world inequality and new centers of
accumulation, particularly in East Asia, and the profound
economic instabilities these have produced. This original
account of the “financialization” of the world economy
during this period explores the intricate connections
between international financial markets and new forms
of debt and dispossession. Analyzing the massive
intervention of the world’s central banks to stave off
another Great Depression, this study shows that while
averting a complete meltdown, this intervention also
laid the basis for recurring crises for poor and working
class people: job loss, increased poverty and inequality,
and cuts in social programs.
Siue Moffat
Lickin’ the Beaters 2: Vegan Chocolate and
Candy
978-1-60486-009-2, $17.95, paper, 176 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Vegan Cookbook. Chocolate, candy, and
even ice creem—a vegan alternative to ice cream—are
featured in this fun vegan dessert cookbook. With quirky
illustrations, useful hints, and a handy “Quick Recipe”
indicator, vegan renditions of tantalizing delicacies, both
traditional and original, are included. Recipes include old
favorites, such as carmel corn, saltwater taffy, pralines,
cookies, cakes, and fudge, plus some brave, new glutenfree recipes, such as the Fabulous Flourless Chocolate
Torte and the Toll-Free Chocolate Chip cookies. These
decadent temptations allow treats for dairy-free or
wheat-free diets as well as for anyone who loves sweets.

Patricia A. Monture and Patricia D. Mcguire, Editors
First Voices: An Aboriginal Women’s Reader
978-0-9808822-9-2, $39.95, paper, 538 pp.
INANNA PUBLICATIONS 2009

Nonfiction. Native American Studies. Women’s Studies. A
collection of articles that examine many of the struggles
that Aboriginal women have faced, and continue to face,
in Canada, FIRST VOICES’ sections include: Profiles of
Aboriginal Women; Identity; Territory; Activism;
Confronting Colonialism; the Canadian Legal System;
and Indigenous Knowledges. Photographs and poetry
are also included. There are few books on Aboriginal
women in Canada; this anthology provides a valuable
addition to the literature and fills a critical gap in the
fields of Native Studies, Cultural Studies and Women’s
Studies.
Janell Moon
Salt and Paper: 6 Candles
978-0-9819534-2-7, $15, paper, 192 pp.
RAW ART PRESS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Memoir. SALT AND PAPER is a daily
reflection that is immediate and an accumulation of life
experience in poetry and prose fragments placing a
heartfelt, yet realistic light on difficult subjects as the
author speaks of aging: a friend’s slow demise with
Alzheimer’s; the lifelong effect of a brother’s mental
illness; the present, lived aging process; the interlacing
of four generations—and, the creative, writing life that
responds with compassion, humor, art.
Anthony J. Nocella II, Steven Best, and Peter McLaren,
Editors
Academic Repression: Reflections from the
Academic Industrial Complex
978-1-904859-98-7, $24.95, paper, 600 pp.
AK PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Education. Politics. Edited by Anthony J.
Nocella II, Steven Best, and Peter McLaren. Since 9/11,
the Bush administration has pressured universities to
hand over faculty, staff, and student work to be flagged
for potential threats. Numerous books have addressed
the question of academic freedom over the years; this
collection asks whether the concept of academic
freedom still exists at all in the American university
system. It addresses not only overt attacks on critical
thinking, but also—following trends unfolding for
decades—engages the broad socioeconomic
determinants of academic culture. This edited anthology
brings together prominent academics writing hardhitting essays on free speech, culture wars, and
academic freedom in a post-9/11 era.
Charles Olson
The Principle of Measure in Composition by
Field: Projective Verse II
978-0-925904-95-9, $15, paper, 56 pp.
CHAX PRESS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Poetics. Literary Criticism. Editor
Joshua Hoeynck has given the poetry world great service
by uncovering two key essays from the Charles Olson
Archive at the University of Connecticut, Storrs, that
together form PROJECTIVE VERSE II, an important
continuation of one of Olson’s most important poetic
works. Olson writes “that the conceptual, no matter how
‘mental,’ and as such the dipolar to perception, still a
powerful discrimination is basic, it is this, the actualities
have to be felt, while the pure potentials can be
dismissed. This the great distinction between an actual
entity (nothing is there except for feeling) and an eternal
object (idea). A poem is made up of both.” This essay
brings the philosophy of Alfred North Whitehead into
the central work of Olson’s thinking about poetics.
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LITERARY NONFICTION
Andrea Peacock
Wasting Libby: The True Story of How the WR
Grace Corporation Left a Montana Town to Die
(and Got Away with It)
978-1-84935-017-4, $15.95, paper, 270 pp.
AK PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Environmental Studies. Political Studies.
United States History. Introduction by actor and
environmentalist Jeff Bridges. WASTING LIBBY chronicles
decades of neglect by state and federal agencies, which
allowed the Grace Corporation to reap millions in profits
from the largest vermiculite mine in the world, while
knowingly exposing generations of Montana residents
to fatal levels of asbestos-contaminated dust. Libby’s
story, which culminates in the 2009 criminal trial of the
corporation’s executives, is ultimately the tale of the
families who fought Grace for justice, who refused to
sacrifice their dignity even as they lost their lives.
Stan Persky and Brian Fawcett
Robin Blaser
978-1-55420-052-8, $16, paper, 128 pp.
NEW STAR BOOKS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Poetry History & Criticism. Memoir.
Divided into two parts, ROBIN BLASER consists of two
essays by people who knew Blaser intimately, as a
lifelong friend, a mentor and intellectual influence. In
part one, award-winning author Stan Persky offers a
cohesive guide to reading Robin Blaser’s poetry and the
ways in which Blaser’s work was “an attempted rescue or
defense of poetry.” In part two, Brian Fawcett discusses
how Blaser inspired and guided him in his formative
years as a writer at the newly-opened Simon Fraser
University in Burnaby, British Columbia. From the
authors’ recollections, we are given a glimpse into the
personal and professional relationships that developed
between Persky, Fawcett, Robin Blaser, Jack Spicer, and
many of the other poets associated with the “San
Francisco renaissance” and the New American Poetry. At
once a memoir and a reader, ROBIN BLASER is also an
illustrated account of the remarkable life of the poet,
with dozens of previously unpublished photographs
included.
Queen of the Neighbourhood
Revolutionary Women: A Book of Stencils
978-1-60486-200-3, $12, paper, 128 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Art. Women’s Studies. Both a radical feminist
history and a street art resource, this handbook
combines short biographies with striking and usable
stencil images of 30 female activists, anarchists,
feminists, freedom fighters, and visionaries. From Harriet
Tubman, Emma Goldman, and Angela Davis to Vandana
Shiva, Sylvia Rivera, and Lucy Parsons, this collection
offers a subversive portrait celebrating the military
prowess and revolutionary drive of these women whose
violent resolve often shatters the archetype of woman as
nurturer. A sampling of quotes from key writings and
speeches gives voice to each woman’s ideologies,
philosophies, struggles, and quiet humanity while the
stencils offer further opportunities to commemorate
these women and their actions through the
reproduction of their likenesses.
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Sina Queyras
Unleashed
978-1-897388-45-7, $20, paper, 165 pp.
BOOK THUG 2009

Literary Nonfiction. Afterword by Vanessa Place.
05/09/04 “Now she is blogging. Now she is sitting on the
black couch listening to the sirens wail and the rain fall.
Now she is thinking of oysters. Now she is wondering
why this is worth sharing. Now she is thinking, how
decipher what is worth reading? Who is to say? Sifters.
She thinks we have become a nation of sifters.” So began
a three-year experiment in blogging. An experiment
begun for many reasons-a way for an expat to keep in
touch with fellow Canadian writers and artists, a way to
come to terms with the increasing relevance of the
internet in literary lives, and a way to figure out why,
after decades of gains, women writers are still grossly
underrepresented in critical dialogues. 11/27/05 “Where,
one might ask, are the women? I have my theories. Look
to the deletions, the hesitations, the reflective
responses...the women are still out there thinking, their
voices not quite up for the often bombastic and
instantaneous responses.” Taking up a public space and
voice does something to one’s brain. There is no getting
away from the space one creates “out there”—
unleashed.
Howard Richler
Strange Bedfellows: The Private Lives of Words
978-1-55380-100-9, $19.95, paper, 164 pp.
RONSDALE PRESS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. The bawdy English language has
never been overly concerned with purity, and this
promiscuous proclivity has contributed to many alluring
word histories. Richler combines his etymological talents
with those of the muck-raking journalist to expose the
louche baggage that many words have accumulated
throughout the centuries. Composed of short chapters
with each containing ten words from specific fields,
STRANGE BEDFELLOWS will surprise and delight the
reader.
Rahna Reiko Rizzuto
Hiroshima in the Morning
978-1-55861-667-7, $16.95, paper, 320 pp.
THE FEMINIST PRESS AT CUNY 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Memoir. Asian American Studies. In
June 2001, Rahna Reiko Rizzuto went to Hiroshima in
search of a deeper understanding of her war-torn
heritage. She planned to interview the few remaining
survivors of the atomic bomb, but her research starts off
badly. Interviews with the hibakusha feel rehearsed, and
the survivors reveal little beyond published accounts.
After the attacks in the United States on September 11,
the Hiroshima survivors’ carefully constructed memories
are shattered, causing them to relive their agonizing
experiences, and to open up to Rizzuto in astonishing
ways. Separated from family and country while the
world seems to fall apart, Rizzuto’s marriage begins to
crumble as she wrestles with her ambivalence about
being a wife and mother. Woven into the story of her
own awakening are the stories of Hiroshima in the
survivors’ own words. The parallel narratives explore the
role of memory in our lives, and show how memory is
not history but a story we tell ourselves to explain who
we are.
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LITERARY NONFICTION
Lisa Robertson
Occasional Work and Seven Walks from the
Office for Soft Architecture
978-1-55245-232-5, $17.95, paper, 230 pp.
COACH HOUSE BOOKS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Cross-Genre. This delectable book
collects the rococo prose of Lisa Robertson, the
ambulatory Office for Soft Architecture. There are
essays—many originally published as catalogue texts by
art galleries—on the syntax of the suburban home,
Vancouver fountains, Value Village, the joy of synthetics,
scaffolding and the persistence of the Himalayan
blackberry. There are also seven Walks, tours of
Vancouver sites—poetic dioramas, really, and more
material than cement could ever be. SOFT
ARCHITECTURE exists at the crossroads of poetry, theory,
urban geography and cultural criticism, some place
where the quotidian and the metaphysical marry and
invert. And it makes for one of the most intriguing books
you’ll ever read. Originally published by Clear Cut Press
in 2004, this revised edition features a foreword and new
material.
Chuck Rosenthal
Are We Not There Yet?: Travels in Nepal, North
India, and Bhutan
978-0-9823542-0-9, $15, paper, 182 pp.
WHAT BOOKS PRESS 2009

Literary Nonfiction. Travel Writing. South Asia Studies.
“Irreverent is a good word to describe this chronicle of a
four-month sojourn in North India and the Himalayas
undertaken by a group of California college students,
teacher and novelist Rosenthal, his poet wife, and their
daughter. But it merely hints at the many dimensions of
Rosenthal’s roguish and frank travelogue, what with its
thorny detail, skepticism, and chutzpah; complex
philosophical, political, and spiritual conundrums; acid
humor, mystical chaos, and cosmic surrealism. Rosenthal
vividly recounts time-warping complications, extreme
discomfort and illness, suffocating train rides, terrifying
maneuvers on crumbling mountain roads, the ferment
of immense markets, bloody border conflicts, terrorism,
spontaneous friendship, and glorious vistas. As he shares
his affecting adventures swimming in the Ganges and
visiting temples, monasteries, and a zoo without
animals, Rosenthal contemplates epic suffering and
transcendent beauty in a wry and transporting tale of
both earthly and metaphysical journeys”—Donna
Seaman, Booklist.
Leonilde Frieri Ruberto
Such Is Life: A Memoir
978-1-59954-004-7, $10, paper, 132 pp.
BORDIGHERA PRESS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Memoir. Bilingual Edition. Translated
from the Italian by Laura E. Ruberto. “An immigrant
woman’s moving account of what one gains, but also
what one loses, when emigrating to the U.S. from a
village in rural Campania. All those who have been
uprooted from their homes can identify with this
Southern Italian woman’s life story—marked by
acceptance of hardship and the poetic memory of the
village in which she was born and to which she could
not bear to return”—Paola Alessandra Sensi-Isolani,
Professor of Anthropology, St. Mary’s College of
California.

Jay Ryan
1 Posters/1 Squirrels: A Decade of Hot Dogs,
Large Mammals, and Independent Rock: The
Handcrafted Art of Jay Ryan
978-1-936070-68-8, $22.95, paper, 120 pp.
AKASHIC BOOKS 2010

Nonfiction. Art. Music. Essays by Steve Albini and Art
Chantry. Introduction by Greg Kot. An updated greatest
hits collection of Jay Ryan’s first decade of compelling
posters, framed by essays from luminaries in the music
and design worlds. “Not only a gorgeous catalog of the
artist’s many memorable posters, but a history of sorts of
the Chicago underground rock scene in the last 15
years”—Chicago Sun-Times.
Dino Sarma
Alternative Vegan: International Vegan Fare
Straight from the Produce Aisle
978-1-60486-078-8, $17.95, paper, 224 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Vegan Cookbook. Taking a fresh, bold, and
alternative approach to vegan cooking without the
substitutes, this cookbook showcases more than 100
fully vegan recipes, many of which have South Asian
influences. With a jazz-style approach to cooking, it also
discusses how to improvise cooking with simple
ingredients and how to stock a kitchen to prepare simple
and delicious vegan meals quickly. The recipes for
mouth-watering dishes include one-pot meals—such
as South-Indian Uppama and Chipotle Garlic Risotto—
along with Pakoras, Flautas, Bajji, and Kashmiri Biriyani,
Hummus Canapes, and No-Cheese Pizza. With new,
improved recipes this updated edition also shows
how to cook simply to let the flavor of fresh ingredients
shine through.
A. G. Schwarz, Tasos Sagris and Void Network, Editors
We Are an Image from the Future: The Greek
Revolt of December 2
978-1-84935-019-8, $17, paper, 392 pp.
AK PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Southeastern European History. Political
Science. On December 6, 2008, the city of Athens
exploded as people took to the streets to demonstrate
their rage over the murder of fifteen-year-old Alexis
Grigoropoulos, bringing business as usual to a
screeching, burning halt for three breathtaking weeks.
This is the first book to delve into the Greek December
and its aftermath, in the words of those who witnessed
and participated in it. Interviews and personal
reflections run alongside the communiques and texts
that circulated through the networks of revolt, shedding
much-needed light—and dispelling destructive
myths—on the real fabric of the Greek Left that made
December possible.
Tony Silva and Paul Kei Matsuda, Editors
Practicing Theory in Second Language Writing
978-1-60235-138-7, $32, paper, 330 pp.
PARLOR PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Writing Reference. Language Arts. English as
a Second Language. Theory has been used widely in the
field of second language writing. Second language
writing specialists—teachers, researchers, and
administrators—have yet to have an open and sustained
conversation about what theory is, how it works, and,
more important, how to practice theory. PRACTICING
THEORY IN SECOND LANGUAGE WRITING features
fourteen essays by distinguished scholars in second
language writing who explore various aspects of
theoretical work that goes on in the field.
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LITERARY NONFICTION
Oriana Small
Girlvert: A Porno Memoir
978-0-9825056-3-2, $18, paper, 256 pp.
A BARNACLE BOOK 2011

Literary Nonfiction. Memoir. Self-proclaimed “girlpervert” Oriana Small, AKA Ashley Blue, a veritable artist
at heart, weaves through the intricacies of a decade in
and out of the adult film industry, love, drugs, and her
own firebrand of what it means to live ecstatically. From
accolades to agony, GIRLVERT illuminates the surreality
of a life lived beyond all comprehension.
Curtis Smith
Witness
978-1-934513-28-6, $18, paper, 150 pp.
SUNNYOUTSIDE 2010

Literary Nonfiction. In this collection of eighteen essays,
Curtis Smith offers one man’s perspective on birth and
death, tattoos and Halloween, freshman psych and
children’s literature. Smith asks a lot of questions and, in
the process, discovers that answers aren’t always in
ample supply. Primarily writing about fatherhood and
the discoveries made alongside his son, Smith’s
crystalline prose frames moments that will both fill and
break your heart. WITNESS is not just a book but a
testament to the joys and beauty all around us begging
to be discovered.
Joanne Smith, Meghan Huppuch,
and Mandy Van Deven
Hey, Shorty!: A Guide to Combating Sexual
Harassment and Violence in Schools and on the
Streets
978-1-55861-669-1, $12.95, paper, 160 pp.
THE FEMINIST PRESS AT CUNY 2011

Nonfiction. Women’s Studies. Education. At every stage
of education, sexual harassment is common, and often
considered a rite of passage for young people. It’s not
unusual for a girl to hear “Hey, Shorty!” on a daily basis
as she walks down the hall or comes into the school
yard, followed by a sexual innuendo, insult, come-on, or
assault. But when teenagers are asked whether they
experience this in their own lives, most of them say it’s
not happening. Girls for Gender Equity, a nonprofit
organization based in New York City, has developed a
model for teens to teach one another about sexual
harassment. How do you define it? How does it affect
your self-esteem? What do you do in response? Why is it
so normalized in schools, and how can we as a society
begin to address these causes? Geared toward students,
parents, teachers, policy makers, and activists, this book
is an excellent model for building awareness and
creating change in any community.
Judith Suissa
Anarchism and Education: A Philosophical
Perspective
978-1-60486-114-3, $19.95, paper, 176 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Criticism & Theory. Education. Arguing that
the central role of educational practice in anarchist
theory and activism has been overlooked by many
theorists, this examination of contemporary educational
philosophy counters the assertion that anarchism
reflects a naive or overly optimistic view of human
nature. By articulating the philosophical underpinnings
of anarchist thought on issues of human nature,
freedom, authority, and social change, the case is made
that the anarchist tradition can be a rich source of
insights into perennial philosophical questions about
education. This theoretical exploration is then bolstered
with a historical account of anarchist education, focusing
on key defining features of anarchist schools, their
ideological underpinnings, and their pedagogical
approaches.



Wolfgang Sutzl and Geoff Cox, Editors
Creating Insecurity: Art and Culture in the Age
of Security
978-1-57027-205-9, $15.95, paper, 202 pp.
AUTONOMEDIA 2009

Nonfiction. Art. Criticism and Theory. Following the
words of Giorgio Agamben (from his 2001 article “On
Security and Terror”), security has become the basic
principle of international politics after 9/11, and the “sole
criterion of political legitimation.” But security—
reducing plural, spontaneous and surprising phenomena
to a level of calculability—also seems to operate against
a political legitimacy based on possibilities of dissent,
and stands in clear opposition to artistic creativity. Being
uncalculable by nature, art is often incompatible with
the demands of security and consequently viewed as a
“risk,” leading to the arrest of artists, and a neutralization
of innovative environments for the sake of security.
Keren Taylor, Editor
Beyond Words: The Creative Voices of WriteGirl
978-0-9741251-9-0, $19.95, paper, 356 pp.
WRITEGIRL PUBLICATIONS 2011

Literary Anthology. Young Adult. Fiction. Nonfiction.
Poetry. BEYOND WORDS is the ninth anthology from
WriteGirl, winner of the Governor and First Lady’s Medal
for Service as 2010-2011 California Nonprofit of the Year.
More than 150 teen girls and professional women writers
share their diverse perspectives and stories about family,
identity, friendship, love, music, loss and more in this
unique collection. From poignant poetry to breakup
lyrics to an essay on finding meaning within a shag
carpet, BEYOND WORDS unveils a broad range of
confident and fresh voices. The book concludes with a
full chapter of innovative writing activities and advice for
aspiring writers at any level.
Team Colors Collective, Editor
Uses of a Whirlwind: Movement, Movements,
and Contemporary Radical Currents in the
United States
978-1-84935-016-7, $19.95, paper, 420 pp.
AK PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Politcal Science. From housing struggles to
food politics, from poor people’s movements to radical
art projects, from the Right to the City Alliance to the US
Social Forum, USES OF A WHIRLWIND explores the
current composition of social movements in the United
States. With equal emphasis placed on movement
history and movement building, WHIRLWIND is a call to
action for a new decade of organizing. Contributors
include Robin DG Kelley, Grace Lee Boggs, Michael
Hardt, Chris Carlsson, Take Back the Land, Domestic
Workers United, the Starbucks Workers Union, Brian
Tokar, Dorothy Kidd, and Ashanti Alston.
Joy Tienzo
Cook, Eat, Thrive: Vegan Recipes from Everyday
to Exotic
978-1-60486-026-9, $17.95, paper, 224 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Vegan Cookbook. In COOK, EAT, THRIVE, Joy
Tienzo encourages you to savor the cooking process
while crafting distinctive meals from fresh, flavorful
ingredients. Enjoy comfortable favorites. Broaden your
culinary horizons with internationally-inspired dishes.
Share with friends and family, and create cuisine that
allows people, animals, and the environment to fully
thrive.
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LITERARY NONFICTION
Leon Trotsky
The Permanent Revolution & Results and
Prospects
978-0-932323-29-3, $18, paper, 336 pp.
RED LETTER PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Political Science. Social Theory & History.
Translated from the Russian by John G. Wright, Brian
Pearce, et al. Introduction by Luma Nichol. The theory of
permanent revolution is one of the defining principles of
Trotskyism. Yet Trotsky’s essential works on the question
have long been unavailable in book form to U.S. readers.
Now Red Letter Press has issued an attractive and
corrected new edition that will be appreciated by both
newcomers to socialist ideas and old hands. In the two
major works presented in this book, “Results and
Prospects” and “The Permanent Revolution,” Trotsky
showed that developing countries must achieve workers’
rule in order to defeat tyranny and foreign domination.
He explained that if socialism is to succeed it must
expand beyond national borders and transform every
aspect of political, economic and human relations.
Raoul Vaneigem
The Revolution of Everyday Life
978-1-60486-213-3, $20, paper, 304 pp.
PM PRESS 2011

Nonfiction. Philosophy. Criticism & Theory. Political
Science. Translated from the French by Donald
Nicholson-Smith. One of the most important exponents
of Situationist ideas presents an impassioned critique of
modern capitalism in this cornerstone of modern radical
thought. Originally published in early 1968, it both
kindled and colored the May 1968 upheavals in France,
which captured the attention of the world. Naming and
defining the alienating features of everyday life in
consumer society—survival rather than living in full,
the call to sacrifice, the cultivation of false needs, the
dictatorship of the commodity, subjection to social
roles, and the replacement of God by the economy—
the book argues that the countervailing impulses that
exist within deep alienation—creativity, spontaneity,
poetry—present an authentic alternative to nilhilistic
consumerism. This carefully edited new translation
marks the first North American publication of this
important work and includes a new preface by the
author.
Teun Voeten
Tunnel People
978-1-60486-070-2, $24.95, paper, 320 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Photography. Social Science. Following the
homeless Manhattanites who, in the mid-1990s, chose to
start a new life in the tunnel systems of the city, this
record tells the stories of a variety of tunnel dwellers
from the perspective of an award-winning, European
photojournalist who lived and worked with them for five
months. Photographs and personal accounts detail the
struggles and pleasures—including the government’s
eviction of the tunnel people and Amtrak’s offering
them alternative housing—of Vietnam veterans,
macrobiotic hippies, crack addicts, Cuban refugees,
convicted killers, computer programmers, philosophical
recluses, and criminal runaways. Humorous and
compassionate, it also describes what has happened to
these individuals thirteen years since they’ve left.

Brian Whitener, Editor
Genocide in the Neighborhood (ChainLinks)
978-1-930068-47-6, $16, paper, 170 pp.
CHAINLINKS 2010

Cultural Writing. Latino/Latina Studies. Translated from
the Spanish by Brian Whitener, Daniel Borzutzky, and
Fernando Fuentes. GENOCIDE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
(an English translation of Genocida en el Barrio: Mesa de
Escrache Popular by Colectivo Situaciones) documents
the autonomist practice of the “escrache,” a system of
public shaming that emerged in the late 1990s to
vindicate the lives of those disappeared under the
Argentinean dictatorship and to protest the amnesty
granted to perpetrators of the killing. The book is an
example of militant research, an investigative method
that Colectivo Situaciones has pioneered. Through a
series of hypotheses and two sets of interviews,
GENOCIDE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD documents the
theories, debates, successes, and failures of the
escraches, investigates the nature of rebellion, discusses
the value of historical and cultural memory to resistance,
and suggests decentralized ways to agitate for justice.
Think of it as a much needed model of political
resistance.
Cal Winslow
Labor’s Civil War in California: The NUHW
Heathcare Workers’ Rebellion
978-1-60486-327-7, $12, paper, 128 pp.
PM PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Labor Studies. A clear analysis of tactics and
politics, this thorough account examines the dispute
between the United Healthcare Workers (UHW) union in
California and its “parent” organization the Service
Employees International Union (SEIU)—one of the most
important labor conflicts in the United States today. It
explores how the UHW rank and file took umbrage with
the SEIU’s rejection of traditional labor values of union
democracy and class struggle and their tactics of
wheeling and dealing with top management and
politicians. The resulting rift and retaliation from SEIU
leadership culminated in the UHW membership being
forced to break out and form a brand new union, the
National Union of Healthcare Workers (NUHW). Timed to
coincide with elections in California, this detailed history
calls for a reexamination of the ideological and structural
underpinnings of today’s labor movement and illustrates
how a seemingly local conflict speaks to the rights of
laborers everywhere to control their own fates.
Tim Wise
Colorblind: Barack Obama, Post-Racial
Liberalism and the Retreat from Racial Equity
978-0-87286-508-2, $14.95, paper, 160 pp.
CITY LIGHTS PUBLISHERS 2010

Nonfiction. Political Science. African American Studies. In
this powerful follow-up to BETWEEN BARACK AND A
HARD PLACE, Tim Wise argues against “colorblindness”
and for a deeper color-consciousness in both public and
private practice. We can only begin to move toward
authentic social and economic equity through what Wise
calls “illuminated individualism”—acknowledging the
diverse identities that have shaped our perceptions, and
the role that race continues to play in the maintenance
of disparities between whites and people of color in the
United States today. This is the first book to discuss the
pitfalls of “colorblindness” in the Obama era.
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LITERARY NONFICTION
Pamela “Cupcakes” Wood
Charles Bukowski’s Scarlet
978-0-941543-58-3, $15.95, paper, 234 pp.
SUN DOG PRESS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Memoir. “It began as a whim”—an impulsive meeting
between the iconic Charles Bukowski and his famed muse, Pamela “Cupcakes”
Wood—that leads to a two-year relationship Wood chronicles in this memoir.
Her story is refreshingly blunt as she details their often ridiculous, yet
charming relationship. This is a Bukowski enthusiast’s dream—an immersion
into his life with the independent and spirited “Scarlet,” the woman he wrote
about in the book of the same name. She appears as “Tammie” in Bukowski’s
book Women. What was the powerful chemistry between Bukowski and the
woman whose identity intrigued so many? Written with engaging wit, this is
an insightful recollection of their life together. We see Buk as a gifted, flawed
man, yet we appreciate him for his deeply sensitive and compassionate
nature.
Franz Wright
Prose
978-1-934851-17-3, $10, paper, 24 pp.
MARICK PRESS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Marick Press is happy to be publisher of Franz Wright’s
very first book of prose, some of it narrative, some of it dramatic, some of it
highly lyrical, and much of it verging on the unclassifiable. This chapbook of
seven of his prose pieces presages the publication by Knopf of
Kindertotenwald, his collection of sixty-five prose pieces, in October of 2011.
Those familiar with Wright’s work will find many of the preoccupations and
obsessions of his lyric poems present in his prose, but presented in a looser,
more improvisatory and experimental form.

renee gladman

Raul Zibechi
Dispersing Power: Social Movements as Anti-State Forces
978-1-84935-011-2, $15.95, paper, 174 pp.
AK PRESS 2010

Nonfiction. Political Science. Latino/Latina Studies. Translated from the
Spanish by Ramor Ryan. This, Raul Zibechi’s first book translated into English,
is an historical analysis of social struggles in Bolivia and the forms of
community power instituted by that country’s indigenous Aymara.
DISPERSING POWER, like the movements it describes, explores new ways of
doing politics beyond the state, gracefully mapping the “how” of revolution,
offering valuable lessons to activists and new theoretical frameworks for
understanding how social movements can and do operate independently of
state-centered models for social change.
Howard Zinn
The Bomb
978-0-87286-509-9, $8.95, paper, 100 pp.
CITY LIGHTS PUBLISHERS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Political Science. East Asian Studies. Memoir. As an active
WWII bombardier returning from the end of the war in Europe and preparing
for combat in Japan, Howard Zinn read the headline “Atomic Bomb Dropped
on Japan” and was glad—the war would be over. “Like other Americans,”
writes Zinn, “I had no idea what was going on at the higher levels, and had no
idea what that ‘atomic bomb’ had done to men, women, children in
Hiroshima, any more than I ever really understood what the bombs I dropped
on European cities were doing to human flesh and blood.” During the war,
Zinn had taken part in the aerial bombing of Royan, France, and in 1966, he
went to Hiroshima, where he was invited to a “house of rest” where survivors
of the bombing gathered. In this short and powerful book, the backstory of
the making and use of the bomb, Zinn offers his deep personal reflections
and political analysis of these events, and the profound influence they had in
transforming him from an order-taking combat soldier to one of our greatest
anti-authoritarian, anti-war historians.

barbara comyns
Intro by Brian Evenson

Nick Zinner, Zachary Lipez, Stacy Wakefield
Please Take Me Off the Guest List
978-1-936070-62-6, $15.95, paper, 150 pp.
AKASHIC BOOKS 2010

Literary Nonfiction. Art. Music. In this outstanding collaboration, Nick Zinner’s
photographs evoke the world he travels with his band the Yeah Yeah Yeahs,
while Zachary Lipez’s essays recount his adventures as a bartender, drug
abuser, bookstore clerk, metal fan, miserable adolescent, and relentless skirt
chaser. The book is designed by Zinner’s and Lipez’s longtime collaborator,
book artist Stacy Wakefield.
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978-0-9808822-18-8
5.5 x 8.25" / Nov. 2010
264 pages / $22.95

ISBN

DOCTORED
a true story
by Sky Curtis

978-0-9782233-17-1
6 x 9" / Nov. 2010
364 pages / $29.95

ISBN

978-0-9782233-5-9
6 x 7.5" / Sept. 2010
98 pages / $18.95

ISBN

LIVING THE EDGES

OTHER TONGUES

IN THE KEY OF RED

A Disabled Women’s Reader

Mixed-Race Women Speak
Out

poems by Eva Tihanyi

edited by Diane Driedger

“A compelling and
inspiring memoir about
the horrors
of medical abuse.”

978-0-9782233-5-9
6 x 9" / Nov. 2010
308 pages / $24.95

ISBN

“Finally the voices, the
stories, of women with disabilities are being heard!”

Adebe DeRango-Adem and
Andrea Thompson, eds.
“Speaks boldy and
poignantly to who we are.”

“A moving and powerful
book of honest tenderness,
full of the clarity that flows
when hope has been
pierced by sorrow.”

Essential Readings for Feminists Everywhere

INANNA PUBLICATIONS

I

very much admire the diversity
and accomplishment of Nakell’s
writing project. He is certainly a
very engaging poet and his prose
seems to me a solid complement in every way to that same work.
Robert Creeley
What gives Mr. Nakell’s fiction its
power is its relentless will to penetrate
the mysteries of our lives while at the
same time never pretending to know
what it does not know. The universe
of the story, unlike those of the old
traditional well-made story, is suddenly
more complex than the reader had realized.
Eugene Garber

Settlement by Martin Nakell
ISBN 978-1-933132-10-5
$14.00 US | $17.95 CAN

Just when you think it’s all been done
in the novel, a novel of ideas can still
reflect its own rich traditions even as it
mirrors them in ways that are meaningful to our contemporary cultural field,
where neither people hnor institutions
can be explained by naïve looking.
STEVE TOMASULA

spuytenduyvil.net

www.yorku.ca/inanna
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Settlement by
Martin Nakell
…even when the book
is concerned with
domestic and working matters ... there
is a detached, almost
translator like tone to
the telling that never
spills into irony or
skepticism, although it
is poised to do so.
FANNY HOWE
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Magazines

Listed alphabetically by title.
See also Poetry, Prose, and Cross-Genre Writing (p.9),
Fiction and Drama (p.49), and Literary Nonfiction (p.63)

Andrew Schelling, Editor
Bombay Gin 6:2
978-0-9816129-6-6, $12, paper, 170 pp.

Elzbieta Szoka and Joe W. Bratcher, III, Editors
The Dirty Goat 22
No ISBN, $10, paper, 192 pp.

THE NAROPA PRESS 2010

HOST PUBLICATIONS 2010

Magazine. Poetry. Fiction. Literary Nonfiction. Art.
BOMBAY GIN is the literary journal of the Jack Kerouac
School of Disembodied Poetics at Naropa University, cofounded by Allen Ginsberg and Anne Waldman.
Emerging from the “outrider” lineage, which operates
outside the cultural mainstream, BOMBAY GIN publishes
poetry, prose, and hybrid texts as well as art,
translations, interviews, and book reviews. Each issue
includes a lecture transcribed from the Naropa Audio
Archives, comprised of six thousand hours of tapes
documenting classes, performances, workshops, and
lectures conducted at Naropa since 1974 by many of the
leading figures of the literary avant-garde. BOMBAY GIN
36:2 features cover art by Fran Herndon, a special
portfolio on Twenty Years of Eco-Lit at Naropa, and work
by Jack Collom, Bobbie Louise Hawkins, Bhanu Kapil,
Joanne Kyger, Hoa Nguyen, Elizabeth Robinson, Andrew
Schelling, Eleni Sikelianos, and Dominque Aurilla Vargas.

Magazine. Poetry. Fiction. Art. Spanning sixteen
countries and four continents, THE DIRTY GOAT 22 offers
the reader unique work from a broad array of cultures.
The issue opens with the dark and often twisted short
stories of Nicolai Houm, marking Norway’s first
appearance in THE DIRTY GOAT. Also making its debut is
Estonia, with the poetry of Juri Talvet, a recipient of
Estonia’s highest poetry honor, the Juhan Liiv Prize. What
Are You Thinking?, a full-length play by noted Mexican
dramatist Xavier Villaurrutia, provides a rare opportunity
to enjoy an English translation of this master dramatist’s
work. The controversial Iranian poet Iraj Mizra also
appears in this issue; several of Mizra’s poems are
featured, including “Criticizing the Veil,” a bold and
scathing commentary about women’s fashion policies in
the Middle East. Also appearing, in striking bilingual
format, is contemporary Indian poet Vijaya
Mukhopadhyay. Slovenian writer Miha Pintaric’s “How to
become a poet in five easy lessons and enjoy doing it”
offers a thought-provoking and often humorous take on
the singular process of creating verse. THE DIRTY GOAT
22 also features the astonishing mixed-media artwork of
New York-based artist, Sarah Walko. The issue closes with
“The Insect,” a short story by Brazilian Lucia Bettencourt,
which will make you see household pests in a
completely new way. With additional poetry and prose
from Argentina, Romania, Hungary, Turkey, Latvia and
the United States, THE DIRTY GOAT 22 is one of the most
diverse and compelling issues to date.

Bin Ramke, Editor
Denver Quarterly : 21
No ISBN, $10, paper, 120 pp.
DENVER QUARTERLY 2010

Magazine. Poetry. Fiction. Literary Nonfiction. In its fortyfourth year of continuous publication, the DENVER
QUARTERLY is a journal of contemporary poetry, fiction,
and thought. The summer issue, Volume 44, Number 4,
features work from Atom Ariola, Rae Armantrout, Meg
Barboza, Marvin Bell, Denise Bergman, Rachel Blau
DuPlessis, Suzanne Buffam, Christopher DeWeese, Claire
Donato, Timothy Donnelly, Alan Gilbert, Noah Eli Gordon
(interviews Dawn Luny Martin), Emily Gropp, Caia Hagel,
Christina Hutchins, Erica Kalnay, Richard Kostelanetz,
Joseph Lease, Natalie Lyalin, E.C. Messer, Camille
Rankine, Coralie Reed, Christopher Salerno, Zach Savich,
Christopher Shannon, Meg Shevenock, J. David Stevens,
David St. John, Jennifer Styperk, Bronwen Tate, Mike
White, Douglas “Woody” Woodsum, Grzegorz
Wroblewski (trans. by Piotr Gwiazda), with cover art by
Jenna Spevack.

Hugh Behm-Steinberg, Editor
Eleven Eleven: Vol. , 21
No ISBN, $10, paper, 252 pp.
ELEVEN ELEVEN 2010

Magazine. Poetry. Fiction. Drama. Art. The new issue of
ELEVEN ELEVEN features work by Preston Allen, Rae
Armantrout, Elizabeth Bachinsky, Diego Báez, Amelia
Beamer, Sean Bernard, Elizabeth Bernstein, Aurora
Brackett, Georges-Olivier Châteaureynaud, Ching-in
Chen, Amanda Chiado, Patrick Culliton, Barbara Cully,
Ariel Dorfman, Denise Duhamel, Bennett Fisher, Craig
Foltz, Sarah Fox, Molly Gaudry, Susanne Gardinier,
Samantha Giles, Gabe Gomez, Noah Eli Gordon, K.
Lorraine Graham, L. Robert Griffin, ali lanzetta, Clarence
Major, Natasha Marin, Catherine Meng, Toni Mirosevich, J
Morris, Erín Moure, Manuel Muñoz, Sachiko Murakami,
Maria Negroni, Bernard Noël, Alissa Nutting, Hilton
Obenzinger, Alexis Orgera, Danielle Pafunda, Melissa M.
Parks, Loren Rhoads, Elizabeth Robinson, Julie Wittes
Schlack, Fred Schmalz, Heidi Lynn Staples, Jordan
Stempleman, Bronwen Tate, Laura Ulewicz, Afaa M.
Weaver, Joshua Marie Wilkinson, Jordan Windholz, and
Sarah Fran Wisby.
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MAGAZINES
Wolfgang Carstens, Editor
The Epic Rites Journal Issue No. 1: Building a
Better Bomb
978-0-9811844-9-4, $15.50, paper, 146 pp.
EPIC RITES PRESS 2010

Magazine. Poetry. Fiction. Literary Nonfiction. The first
issue of THE EPIC RITES JOURNAL is absolute dynamite! It
features new poetry by Rob Plath, John Yamrus, Gerald
Locklin, Todd Moore, John Dorsey, Tony Moffeit, Jason
Hardung, Wolfgang Carstens, Ben Smith, Casey Quinn,
Jack Henry, Erek Smith, Mathias Nelson, Mike Meraz and
Zach King-Smith; new prose by William Taylor Jr, Zack
Wilson, Pablo Vision, Karl Koweski, Rob Plath, John
Yamrus, Todd Moore, Tony Moffeit and Mark Cobb. The
centerfold is a massive, no-holds barred forty page
interview with the late, great Todd Moore. Forget about
“small” press journals that are nothing more than poorly
edited, photocopied, crudely constructed pamphlets
held together by rusty staples, dental floss and bubble
gum. THE EPIC RITES JOURNAL is a 138-page, perfect
bound, professionally printed and assembled book! THE
EPIC RITES JOURNAL is dedicated to Todd Moore. These
sticks of dynamite are for you!
Kate Bernheimer, Editor
Fairy Tale Review, The Red Issue
No ISBN, $10, paper, 175 pp.
FAIRY TALE REVIEW PRESS 2010

Magazine. Poetry. Fiction. Literary Nonfiction. The sixth
issue of Fairy Tale Review, THE RED ISSUE is its first ever
themed issue, devoted entirely to “Little Red Riding
Hood.” Emerging writers and luminaries alike join
together here in celebration of one of the most beloved
characters in literary history. This special edition of the
annual journal is introduced by Managing Editor Alissa
Nutting and includes work by Sarah Blackman, Greg Bills,
Nick Bredie and Nora Lange, Jennifer Calkins, Lindsay
Coleman, Nik De Dominic, Molly Dowd, Rikki Ducornet,
Eve Gil, Ryan Habermeyer, Tina May Hall, Christopher
Hellwig, Noy Holland, Toshiya Kamei, W. Todd Kaneko,
Michael J. Lee, Laura Mullen, Christopher Nelson,
Danielle Pafunda, Marthe Reed, Rebecca Sharbaugh,
Maria Tatar, Lee Upton, Emily Vieyra, Kellie Wells, and
Matthew Zapruder.
Rebecca Wolff, Editor
Fence Vol. 1 No. 1 Summer 21
978-1-934200-41-4, $10, paper, 193 pp.
FENCE 2010

Magazine. Poetry. Fiction. Nonfiction. The new issue of
FENCE includes work by James Copeland, Evan
Lavender-Smith, James Wagner, Allyssa Wolf, Anna
Moschovakis, Heather Christle, Rodrigo Toscano, Anselm
Berrigan, Sandra Doller, Timothy Donnelly, Ben
Greenman, Rebekah Rutkoff, Angela Ashman, Debbie
Yee, Aurelie Sheehan, Elizabeth Fodaski, and Jennie Ray.
Christopher Hayter, Editor
Fourteen Hills Vol. 16 No. 2
978-1-889292-23-6, $9, paper, 147 pp.
FOURTEEN HILLS PRESS 2010

Magazine. Poetry. Fiction. Art. Issue 16.2 of FOURTEEN
HILLS features an interview with Alice LaPlante by Julia
Halprin Jackson, and contains poetry by Aimee Baker,
Emily Carr, Stephan Delbos, Brian Diamond, Alison
Doernberg, Francesc M. Franch, Jeannine Hall Gailey,
Chris Haven, Elizabeth Hazen, Johnny Horton, Josh
Kalscheur, Jenny Lynn Keller, Amy McNamara, Robert
Aquinas McNally, Leah Nielsen, Zara Raab, Michael
Schmeltzer, Emma Schoenberg, Teresa Sutton, Christine
Tierney, Joseph Voth, and W. Vandoren Wheeler; fiction
by Lauren Hamlin, Julie Lekstrom Himes, Robert Glick,
Alice LaPlante, John Maradik, Shanthi Sekaran, Catherine
Thomas, and Linda Woolford; and art by John Chabalko,
Alec Laughlin, and Monica Regan.



Hershon, Lourie, Pawlak and Schreiber, Editors
Hanging Loose 6
No ISBN, $9, paper, 120 pp.
HANGING LOOSE PRESS 2010

Magazine. Poetry. Art. Edited by Robert Hershon, Dick
Lourie, and Mark Pawlak. HANGING LOOSE 96 features
an art portfolio by Archie Rand and exciting new work
from Steven Schrader, Joan Larkin, Elena Alexander,
Colette Inez, Charles North, Tim Dlugos, Morton Marcus,
Tony Towle, Robert Terashima, Marc Cohen, Rick Smith,
Pablo Medina, Erinn Batykefer, Nancy Haiduck, Pansy
Maurer-Alvarez, Sarah White, Mac Barrett, Mather
Schneider, Bill Christophersen, Stephen Lewandowski,
Vita Jimenez, and many more.
E. Nilsen, J. E. Lee and T. Rutkowski, Editors
Many Mountains Moving Vol. X, No. 1
978-1-886976-25-2, $13.95, paper, 241 pp.
MANY MOUNTAINS MOVING 2010

Magazine. Poetry. Fiction. Literary Nonfiction. Featuring
poetry, fiction, nonfiction, philosophy, mixed genre work
and award winners from previous years’ poetry and flash
fiction contests, the new issue’s authors include Maureen
Alsop, Nin Andrews, Judy Bebelaar, Ahimsa Timoteo
Bodhran, Daniel Bourne, Brian Brodeur, Richard Carr,
Alex Cigale, Kiley Cogis, Kathleen Crisci, Dana Curtis,
Susan Deer Cloud, Tammy Delatorre, William
DeRaymond, Julia Fiedorczuk, Ann Fisher-Wirth, Rebecca
Foust, Julie Lein, James Grabill, Gabor G. Gyukics, Elijah
Imlay, Erik Ipsen, John Jeffire, Hwa Yol Jung, Celie
Katovitch, Ruth Moon Kempher, Sandra Kohler, Minter
Krotzer, Jenna Le, Karin Lin-Greenberg, Luljeta
Lleshanaku, J.P. Monacell, Ranjani Neriya, Maureen
O’Brien, Martin Ott, Marc Paltrineri, Ricardo Pau-Llosa,
Linda Pennisi, Donna Prinzmetal, Christa Setteducati, Hal
Sirowitz, D. L. Stein, Alison Stone, Luisa Villani, Mark
Wagenaar, Bryan Walpert, Margaret Walther, Joe Wilkins,
John Willson, Kathryn Winograd, and Sarah Zale.
Paul Hoover and Maxine Chernoff, Editors
New American Writing 2
No ISBN, $15, paper, 186 pp.
OINK! PRESS 2010

Magazine. Poetry. Literary Nonfiction. Featuring four
new poems by Pulitzer Prize winner, Rae Armantrout,
and beautiful cover art by Arthur Dove, this handsome
new issue includes translations of Aime Cesaire, Tomaz
Salamun, Bei Dao, Martin Adan, and an extensive
selection of Mandelstam’s Voronezh Notebooks (written
in exile), along with an essay by translators John High
and Matvei Yankelevich on controversy surrounding the
poet’s patriotic poems. Also featured are poems by five
young Greek poets, translated and introduced by Ed
Smallfield and Valerie Coulton. Strong new work by
Gillian Conoley, Rusty Morrison, Pierre Joris, Donald
Revell, Noah Eli Gordon, G.C. Waldrep, Elizabeth
Robinson, Bruce Beasley, erica lewis, Rob Schlegel,
Lindsay Hill, Alexandria Peary, Liz Waldner, Drew
Gardner, and others.
Sandra Doller, Editor
11 A Journal of Forms: Issue 
No ISBN, $13, paper, 250 pp.
1913 PRESS 2011

Magazine. Poetry. Fiction. Literary Nonfiction. Art. 1913 A
JOURNAL OF FORMS: ISSUE 5 contains new and exciting
work by Rosmarie Waldrop, Ric Royer, Lisa Fishman,
Roberto Tejada, Clarinda MacLow, K. Silem Mohammad,
Rae Armantrout, Fanny Howe, Jenny Boully, Brian
Teare...and more!
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MAGAZINES
Randall Horton, Patricia Biela and Qiana Towns,
Editors
Reverie: Midwest African American Literature
21 Annual
No ISBN, $17.95, paper, 150 pp.
AQUARIUS PRESS 2010

Magazine. Poetry. Literary Nonfiction. Fiction. African
American Studies. “[I]n REVERIE, writing to or of the
socio-cultural African American experience runs like an
undercurrent throughout the broad expanse of the
literature...creating a sense of unity and connection”—
NewPages. The 2010 Issue features 50 contributors,
presents a tribute to Allison Joseph and contains the
final poems of Carolyn Rodgers, founder of Third World
Press.
Ben Fama, Editor
Supermachine Issue One
No ISBN, $12, paper, 72 pp.
SUPERMACHINE 2010

Magazine. Poetry. Timeless, trendy, cocksure, and
spellbound by what lies just beyond the imaginable,
SUPERMACHINE launches a fresh, new way of doing a
literary journal. With its own particular wit and smarts,
SUPERMACHINE compiles a collection of work
representing the vanguard of possibility in American
poetry. Featuring Lindsey Boldt, Brandon Brown, Brent
Cunningham, Christian Hawkey, Will Hubbard, Paul
Killebrew, Noelle Kocot, Natalie Lyalin, Derek
McCormack, Lee Norton, Douglass Piccinnini, Genya
Turovskaya, Jeffrey Yang, and Matthew Zapruder.
Ben Fama, Editor
Supermachine Issue Two
No ISBN, $12, paper, 88 pp.
SUPERMACHINE 2010

Mara Einstein and Joe Rollins, Editors
Market: WSQ Fall/Winter 21
978-1-55861-679-0, $25, paper, 320 pp.
THE FEMINIST PRESS AT CUNY 2010

Magazine. Political Science. Women’s Studies. Economics.
Wall Street or Main Street; psychological or
physiological; traditional, viral or stealth—the market
reveals the behaviors and practices affecting what we
produce, what we buy, and to whom we sell. In a world
focused on economic upheavals, MARKET looks
specifically at how women have been positioned as both
producers and consumers: a college graduate sells her
virginity on eBay; human milk is commodified; sex is
trafficked along the US/Mexican border.
Blas Falconer and Amy Wright, Editors
Zone  Vol. 2 No. 1 Spring 21
No ISBN, $5, paper, 112 pp.
ZONE 3 PRESS 2010

Magazine. Poetry. Fiction. Nonfiction. Interviews. The
SPRING 2010 issue features exciting new poems by
George Looney, Tara Bray, and Peter Ramos, winners of
our annual poetry competition; interviews and prose by
Michael Martone and Ander Monson; new stories by
Patrick Dacey, Paul Genesis Durica, Margaret Holmes,
Valerie Vogrin, and Charles Israel, Jr.
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Magazine. Poetry. ISSUE TWO of the vanguard of
possibility in American poetry features work by
Macgregor Card, Chris Cheney, Lonely Christopher,
Corina Copp, Jon Cotner and Andy Fitch, Joanna Penn
Cooper, Brandon Downing, Anne Cecelia Holmes, Lauren
Ireland, Simone Kearney, Dorothea Lasky, Paul Legault,
Emily Pettit, Matvei Yankelevich, and Matthew Yeager.
Susan Schultz, Editor
Tinfish 2
978-0-9824203-3-1, $15, paper, 112 pp.
TINFISH PRESS 2010

Magazine. Poetry. Art. Cover Art by Tava Tedesco. Interior
Art and centerfold by Allison Uttley. Design by Chae Ho
Lee. TINFISH 20 will be our last issue for at least two
years; along with its editor, the journal will go on
sabbatical in 2011. Unlike our previous issues, whose
covers were made of recycled materials, #20 is perfect
bound and relatively thick. While TINFISH does not run
themed issues, #20 includes many poems on aging—on
being 25, 41, 60 and older—and also on dying. Also
included are an engaging mix of poems from Hawai’i,
Guam, Korea, China, and the west coast of North America.
Vincent Katz, Editor
Vanitas  : Film
No ISBN, $10, paper, 126 pp.
VANITAS 2010

Poetry. Film Studies. Art. VANITAS 5 takes on film, to see
what meanings attached to the word, what it is to have a
screen between things, boundary, lining, partition. A
poem made of movie titles, poems to movies, poem in
the mind of filmmaker, twining of image to one’s word,
cinemabilia. Featuring Rae Armantrout, John Ashbery,
Michael Basinski, Michael Brownstein, Tom Clark, Clayton
Eshleman, Nada Gordon, Richard Hell, Anselm Hollo,
Gerard Malanga, Eileen Myles, Jerome Sala, David
Shapiro, Tony Towle, Anne Waldman, and many more.
Featured artwork by filmmakers Volker Schlöndorff and
Hannes Schüpbach.
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THE POST-APOLLO

from

LESLIE

PRESS

The Dihedrons
Gazelle-Dihedrals
Zoom

SCALAPINO’S
MASTERPIECE

The Divine Comedy for our age, with,
if one could say, more humanity and
more derision.

Described by the author as referencing a
cyber Alice in Wonderland.
. . . composed by process of alexia, wordblindness: unknown words were chosen by
leafing through Webster’s Dictionary at
random; these generate characters and
events that cohere as a sci-fi novel in which
the characters are apparently divided from
their senses . . . ; by virtue of this dysaphic
quality they act to heal mind-body split
visibly demonstrated by the dihedrons and
the gazelle-dihedrals, humanlike creatures
— who inhabit the emerald dark . . .

—Etel Adnan
This is not a poem or a story but a
mystical vision.

—Fanny Howe
Scalapino’s jewel book that has
come out of the spagyric hinterlands
of purest imagination. . . . it zooms
with the elegance of a gazelle or a
wolf . . . Virginia Woolf.

—Michael McClure
CROSS GENRE PROSE/POETRY

176 PP

$29 978-0-942996-72-2

www.postapollopress.com

ROOF BOOKS

The Best in Poetics Since 1976

SCENTED RUSHES by Nada Gordon
Dear Reader: Scented Rushes will have you jumping into and up in bed with its hot-blooded
romp phrasings and honeyed ecstasies, the very stuff of philosophy and all that, all crowning
achievement, and “you couldn’t get drunker.” —Stacy Doris
104 pages 978-1-931824-40-8 $13.95
YES THING NO THING by Edwin Torres
“...the language of a slow landscape pulling you into its design, a psychophysical world
where you are, truly, in the pages...This is a book of the other place, the other language,
our language.”—Alice Notley
128 pages 978-1-931824-41-5 $14.95
PROCEDURAL ELEGIES / WESTERN CIV CONT’D / by Joan Retallack
Everything seems to happen at once in Western Civ, where synchronicity has turned into
prosody and Joan Retallack is keeping time according to a seat-of-the-pants principle of
radical swerves, sparkling overlays, aphoristic charms, and allegorical structures.
—Charles Bernstein
120 pgs. 978-1-931824-39-2 $14.95
DOCUMENT by Elizabeth Fodaski
This much-awaited new installment to Elizabeth Fodaski’s poetic
trajectory is truly a cause for celebration. Document demonstrates that
a micro-to-macro-and-back scaling of social meaning is still a horizon
worth exploring. If the buzz today is all about ‘re-purposing’—in
technology, art, urbanization, and politics, then this is re-purposing in
and of poetic thought.—Rodrigo Toscano
80 pgs. 978-1-931824-38-5 $13.95

2

More titles at
Roofbooks.com
For orders,
please go to
spdbooks.org
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Kelsey Street Press

NEW

Bhanu Kapil
HUMANIMAL,
a project for future children
POETRY/ NONFICTION, PAPERBACK, $17.95

When I developed the film in
“
New Delhi, the x-ray of a marine
skeleton was superimposed upon
her left arm. Her elbow as thick
as a knot. I said it was cartilage —
the body incubating a curved space,
an animal self. Instead of hands,
she had four streaks of light.
An imprimatur, she saw me and flinched.

POETRY, PAPERBACK, $17.95

It is well known that brevity is essential to any discussion of
“
the sky. Thus for the sake of brevity we will divide the sky into
its fractions: the Ptolemaic sky, the afternoon sky, the weatherless
sky, the seared sky of summer, the skewered sky of winter tree
tops, brother to the Titian sky, sister to the drawn-out sky, Father
of the perspectival sky, Mother to the smoke-stacked skyline of
London in 1870.
— Susan Gevirtz, Starry Messenger

”

“The sky, more depthless and wider than the sea, has been a field
of imagination, not of trespass, long before the Pleiades were painted
on the wall of the Chauvet cave 30,000 years ago. Only 150 years
ago Hölderlin could call it the “eyes blue school”and wander it
at will. Now it is a situation, not a field. Now, Susan Gevirtz says,
we are always inside it.” — Susan Thackrey

”

— Bhanu Kapil, Humanimal

Renee Gladman Newcomer Can’t Swim

Kapil’s “prose document” enacts a kind of body mapping/fieldwork
across personal and historical scar tissue that stretches notions of
the body in pain, of physio-social constraints (in class, architecture,
and linear time), and also of the human-hybrid potential.

Author Podcasts / Blog


Susan Gevirtz AERODROME ORION & Starry Messenger

www.kelseyst.com

PROSE, PAPERBACK, $16.95

In languages of elegy and splintered consciousness, the book
recreates life for the twenty-first century flâneur in urban
America, where, amid a confusion of aims and identities,
being attuned to different frequencies also means being lost.

510 - 845-2260
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Loud and muted, mineral and minor, the
light of Kaschock’s
mind is blue-black,
sub-lunary, somnambulist, never dull.
joyelle mcsweeney

Like the images of (sun)
light and water that recur throughout Dayglo,
James Meetze is a poet
of irrepressible latitude
and depth.
terrance hayes

Dance-like poems, complex and elegant architectures of gesture, a
New Babylon of corridors between Texan
birches and the strains
of Lou Reed’s guitar.
rachel levitsky
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Henry write[s] about
the thinghoodedness of
everyday life . . . but
without damping down
any of the emotional,
physical, and intellectual aspects of his
relationship with his
world. karla kelsey

It occurs to me that
Fishman’s writing feels
apocalyptic in its winnowing, its implacable
gestures, like a messenger flashing the equals
sign of disappearance
and revelation.
daniel tiffany
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2010 International Book Award in poetry.

Reviewed in the New York Journal of Books
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David Herrle, Abyssinia, Jill Rush / p. 24
Gardner McFall, The Pilot’s Daughter / p. 31
Joseph Meredith, Inclinations of the Heart / p. 32
TINFISH PRESS
Susan Schultz, Editor, Tinfish 20 / p. 81
Daniel Tiffany, The Dandelion Clock / p. 42

VANITAS
Vincent Katz, Editor, Vanitas 5 : Film / p. 81
WAVE BOOKS
CAConrad, The Book of Frank / p. 14
Michael Earl Craig, Thin Kimono / p. 15
Timothy Donnelly, The Cloud Corporation / p. 16
Mary Ruefle, Selected Poems / p. 37
WHAT BOOKS PRESS
Molly Bendall and Gail Wronsky, Bling & Fringe (The L.A.
Poems) / p. 32
Francois Camoin, April, May, and So On / p. 50
Kevin Cantwell, One of Those Russian Novels / p. 12
Ramon Garcia, Other Countries / p. 20
Gronk, A Giant Claw / p. 68
Katharine Haake, The Origin of Stars and Other Stories / p. 54
Karen Kevorkian, Lizard Dream / p. 27
Chuck Rosenthal, Are We Not There Yet?: Travels in Nepal,
North India, and Bhutan / p. 73
Chuck Rosenthal, Coyote O’Donohughe’s History of Texas /
p. 59
Gail Wronsky, So Quick Bright Things / p. 46
WHITE PINE PRESS
Kelli Russell Agodon, Letters from the Emily Dickinson Room /
p. 9
Ian Haight, Editor, Garden Chrysanthemums and First
Mountain Snow: Zen Questions and Answers from Korea /
p. 68
Holly Iglesias, Angles of Approach / p. 25
Morton Marcus, The Dark Figure in the Doorway: Last Poems /
p. 30
Shin Yu Pai, Adamantine / p. 34
WILD OCEAN PRESS
Frank Adams, Mother Speaks Her Name / p. 9
Devreaux Baker, Red Willow People / p. 9
Lynn Jeffress, The Dali Code & Other Paris Stories / p. 55
THE WORD WORKS
Brad Richard, Motion Studies / p. 36
Barbara Louise Ungar, Charlotte Bronte, You Ruined My Life /
p. 42
Michele Wolf, Immersion / p. 45

TRES CHICAS BOOKS
Tom Ireland, The Man Who Gave His Wife Away / p. 69
TRITON BOOKS
Michael Rumaker, A Day and a Night at the Baths / p. 59
Christopher Stoddard, White, Christian / p. 60

WRITEGIRL PUBLICATIONS
Keren Taylor, Editor, Beyond Words: The Creative Voices of
WriteGirl / p. 74

TSAR PUBLICATIONS
Ehab Lotayef, To Love a Palestinian Woman / p. 30

WRITERSCORPS BOOKS
Milta Ortiz, Editor, City of Stairways: A Poet’s Field Guide to San
Francisco / p. 34

TUPELO PRESS
Michael Chitwood, Poor-Mouth Jubilee / p. 14
Rebecca Dunham, The Flight Cage / p. 17
Megan Snyder-Camp, The Forest of Sure Things / p. 39
Stacey Waite, the lake has no saint / p. 43
Ellen Dore Watson, Dogged Hearts / p. 44

STANDING STONE BOOKS
Peter Weltner, News from the World at My Birth: A History /
p. 44

UCLA AMERICAN INDIAN STUDIES CENTER
Mark Anthony Rolo, What’s an Indian Woman to Do? and Other
Plays / p. 58

STARCHERONE BOOKS
Thaddeus Rutkowski, Haywire / p. 59

UGLY DUCKLING PRESSE
Demosthenes Agrafiotis, Chinese Notebook / p. 9
Clark Coolidge, This Time We Are Both / p. 15
Marosa di Giorgio, The History of Violets / p. 16
Christian Hawkey, Ventrakl / p. 24
No Collective, Concertos / p. 57
Julien Poirier, El Golpe Chileno / p. 35



UPSET PRESS
Suheir Hammad, Born Palestinian, Born Black & The Gaza Suite
/ p. 23

WRIT LARGE PRESS
Kim Calder, Who’s to Say What’s Home / p. 12
Aaron Henne, You Already Know: A Playwright’s Guide to
Trusting Yourself; Practical Exercises to Open the Channel /
p. 54

SPUYTEN DUYVIL
Oxana D Asher, My Diary and Dray-Khmara as a Poet / p. 63
Robert Castle, A Sardine on Vacation / p. 50
Juana Culhane, The Celestial Monster / p. 51
Norman Finkelstein, Columns: Track Volume Two / p. 19
Serge Gavronsky, The Sudden Death Of—- / p. 53
Allan Graubard, Roma Amor / p. 22
Basil King, Warp Spasm / p. 69
Dean Kostos, Last Supper of the Senses / p. 27
Toni Mirosevich, The Takeaway Bin / p. 32
Martin Nakell, Settlement / p. 57
Carol Novack, Giraffes in Hiding: The Mythical Memoirs of
Carol Novack / p. 57
Paul Oppenheimer, In Times of Danger / p. 33
Gordon Osing, Slaughtering the Buddha / p. 34
Francis Raven, Inverted Curvatures / p. 58

STATION HILL PRESS OF BARRYTOWN
Lissa Wolsak, Squeezed Light: Collected Poems 1994-2005 /
p. 45

Sarah Riggs, 60 Textos / p. 36
Cole Swensen, Greensward / p. 41
Robert Walser, Answer to an Inquiry / p. 61

XENOS BOOKS
Louis Bourgeois, Hosanna: Affirmations and Blasphemies /
p. 65
ZEPHYR PRESS
Duo Duo, Snow Plain / p. 52
Yu Jian, Flash Cards / p. 46
ZONE  PRESS
Blas Falconer and Amy Wright, Editors, Zone 3 Vol. 25 No. 1
Spring 2010 / p. 81
John Pursley III, If You Have Ghosts / p. 36
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Multicultural Index
AFRICAN AMERICAN TITLES
Jim Beschta, North from Yaounde / p. 10
D Blair, Moonwalking / p. 11
Antoinette Brim, Psalm of the Sunflower / p. 11
Mahogany L Browne, Swag / p. 12
Larnell Custis Butler, Improvise in the Amen Corner / p. 12
Edwidge Danticat, Editor, Haiti Noir / p. 51
Eboni, Grits / p. 18
Rachel Eliza Griffiths, Miracle Arrhythmia / p. 22
Derrick Harriell, Cotton / p. 23
Randall Horton, Patricia Biela & Qiana Towns, Editors, Reverie:
Midwest African American Literature 2010 Annual / p. 81
Marlon James, John Crow’s Devil / p. 55
Blas Jimenez, Caribbean African upon Awakening/Caribe
Africano en Despertar / p. 25
Clarence Lusane, The Black History of the White House / p. 70
Shane McCrae, Mule / p. 31
Elizabeth Nunez, Anna In-Between / p. 57
Gary Phillips, The Underbelly / p. 58
Wanda Phipps, Field of Wanting / p. 35
Lasana M Sekou, Nativity/Nativite/Natividad / p. 38
Lasana M Sekou, Pelican Heart/Corazon de pelicano / p. 38
Tim Wise, Colorblind: Barack Obama, Post-Racial Liberalism
and the Retreat from Racial Equity / p. 75
ASIAN AMERICAN TITLES
Jonathan Chaves, West Cliff Poems: The Poetry of Weng Chuan
/ p. 13
Duo Duo, Snow Plain / p. 52
Feryal Ali Gauhar, No Space for Further Burials / p. 53
Ian Haight, Editor, Garden Chrysanthemums and First
Mountain Snow: Zen Questions and Answers from Korea /
p. 68
Rakesh Khanna, Editor, The Blaft Anthology of Tamil Pulp
Fiction: Volume 2 / p. 56
Juliet S Kono, Anshu: Dark Sorrow / p. 56
Taigen Dan Leighton, Songs for the True Dharma Eye: Verse
Comments on Dogen’s Shobogenzo / p. 28
No Collective, Concertos / p. 57
Shin Yu Pai, Adamantine / p. 34
Rahna Reiko Rizzuto, Hiroshima in the Morning / p. 72
Chuck Rosenthal, Are We Not There Yet?: Travels in Nepal,
North India, and Bhutan / p. 73
Thaddeus Rutkowski, Haywire / p. 59
Dino Sarma, Alternative Vegan: International Vegan Fare
Straight from the Produce Aisle / p. 73
Burlee Vang, The Dead I Know: Incantation for Rebirth / p. 43
Michele Wolf, Immersion / p. 45
Yu Jian, Flash Cards / p. 46
JEWISH TITLES
Louis Daniel Brodsky, Rabbi Auschwitz: Poems of the Shoah /
p. 11
Stephen Damon, Exile and Return: Passover Haggadah / p. 66
Michal Govrin, Hold on to the Sun / p. 53
Barbara Louise Ungar, Charlotte Bronte, You Ruined My Life /
p. 42
Sarah Wetzel, Bathsheba Transatlantic / p. 44
LATINO/LATINA TITLES
Francisco X Alarcon, Ce Uno One: Poemas para el Nuevo
Sol/Poems for the New Sun / p. 9
Rane Arroyo, Dancing at Funerals: Selected Plays / p. 49
Maria Baranda, Ficticia / p. 10

Rose Marie Beebe and Robert M Senkewicz, Editors, Testimonios:
Early California Through the Eyes of Women, 1815-1848 /
p. 64
Mario Benedetti, The Rest Is Jungle and Other Stories / p. 49
Mariana Dietl, Argentinos: Stories / p. 52
Marosa di Giorgio, The History of Violets / p. 16
Jorge Etcheverry, Chilean Poets: A New Anthology / p. 18
Ramon Garcia, Other Countries / p. 20
Renee Gregorio, Drenched / p. 22
Mariela Griffor, Heartland / p. 23
Gronk, A Giant Claw / p. 68
Blas Jimenez, Caribbean African upon Awakening/Caribe
Africano en Despertar / p. 25
Nicolas Mansito III, 3rd & 7th / p. 30
Omar Perez, Did You Hear About the Fighting Cat? / p. 34
Benjamin Bac Sierra, Barrio Bushido / p. 60
Paco Ignacio Taibo II, Calling All Heroes: A Manual for Taking
Power / p. 60
Brian Whitener, Editor, Genocide in the Neighborhood
(ChainLinks) / p. 75
Gail Wronsky, So Quick Bright Things / p. 46
Raul Zibechi, Dispersing Power: Social Movements as
Anti-State Forces / p. 76
LGBT TITLES
Rane Arroyo, Dancing at Funerals: Selected Plays / p. 49
CAConrad, The Book of Frank / p. 14
Ramon Garcia, Other Countries / p. 20
Allen Ginsberg, Kaddish and Other Poems: 50th Anniversary
Edition / p. 21
Dean Kostos, Last Supper of the Senses / p. 27
Toni Mirosevich, The Takeaway Bin / p. 32
Pier Paolo Pasolini, In Danger: A Pasolini Anthology / p. 34
Brad Richard, Motion Studies / p. 36
Camille Roy, Sherwood Forest / p. 37
Michael Rumaker, A Day and a Night at the Baths / p. 59
Erik JM Schneider, One Last Ditch / p. 38
Cedar Sigo, Stranger in Town / p. 39
Christopher Stoddard, White, Christian / p. 60
Brian Teare, Pleasure / p. 41
Stacey Waite, the lake has no saint / p. 43
MIDDLE EASTERN TITLES
Darina Al-Joundi, The Day Nina Simone Stopped Singing /
p. 63
Antony Di Nardo, Alien, Correspondent / p. 16
Suheir Hammad, Born Palestinian, Born Black & The Gaza
Suite / p. 23
Shadab Zeest Hashmi, Baker of Tarifa / p. 23
Elzbieta Szoka and Joe W. Bratcher, III, Editors, The Dirty Goat
22 / p. 79
NATIVE AMERICAN TITLES
Devreaux Baker, Red Willow People / p. 9
Noam Chomsky, New World of Indigenous Resistance / p. 65
Garry Gottfriedson, Skin Like Mine / p. 22
Claudia Jurmain and William McCawley, O, My Ancestor:
Recognition and Renewal for the Gabrielino-Tongva People
of the Los Angeles Area / p. 69
Patricia A Monture and Patricia D Mcguire, Editors, First Voices:
An Aboriginal Women’s Reader / p. 71
Mark Anthony Rolo, What’s an Indian Woman to Do? and
Other Plays / p. 58

TRANSLATIONS
Demosthenes Agrafiotis, Chinese Notebook / p. 9
Maria Baranda, Ficticia / p. 10
Bruce Begout, Common Place: the American Motel / p. 64
Mario Benedetti, The Rest Is Jungle and Other Stories / p. 49
Marie Borel, Wolftrot / p. 11
Franco Buffoni, Wings: Selected Poems 2000-2005 / p. 12
Paul Celan, From Threshold to Threshold / p. 13
Jonathan Chaves, West Cliff Poems: The Poetry of Weng Chuan
/ p. 13
Christophe Claro, Bunker Anatomy / p. 51
Mariarosa Dalla Costa, Editor, Gynocide: Hysterectomy,
Capitalist Patriarchy and the Medical Abuse of Women /
p. 66
Marosa di Giorgio, The History of Violets / p. 16
Suzanne Doppelt, The Field Is Lethal / p. 16
Duo Duo, Snow Plain / p. 52
Kjell Espmark, Lend Me Your Voice / p. 18
Jorge Etcheverry, Chilean Poets: A New Anthology / p. 18
Franco Berardi, Marco Jacquemet, Gianfranco Vitali, Ethereal
Shadows: Communications and Power in Contemporary
Italy / p. 64
Belen Gopegui, The Scale of Maps / p. 53
Nicolas Guillen, The Great Zoo/El Gran Zoo / p. 23
Nicolas Guillen, My Last Name/El Apellido / p. 23
Ian Haight, Editor, Garden Chrysanthemums and First
Mountain Snow: Zen Questions and Answers from Korea /
p. 68
Rakesh Khanna, Editor, The Blaft Anthology of Tamil Pulp
Fiction: Volume 2 / p. 56
Panait Istrati, Kyra Kyralina / p. 55
Blas Jimenez, Caribbean African upon Awakening/Caribe
Africano en Despertar / p. 25
Peter Kantor, Unknown Places / p. 26
Ursula Krechel, Voices from the Bitter Core / p. 27
Gustav Landauer, Revolution and Other Writings: A Political
Reader / p. 70
Giampiero Neri, Natural Theater: Selected Poems 1976-2009 /
p. 33
Robert Pagani, The Princess, The King and The Anarchist / p. 57
Pier Paolo Pasolini, In Danger: A Pasolini Anthology / p. 34
Omar Perez, Did You Hear About the Fighting Cat? / p. 34
Anne Portugal, absolute bob / p. 35
Arthur Rimbaud, A Season in Hell / p. 36
Oliver Rohe, Vacant Lot / p. 58
Norberto Luis Romero, The Arrival of Autumn in Constantinople
/ p. 59
Leonilde Frieri Ruberto, Such Is Life: A Memoir / p. 73
Lasana M Sekou, Nativity/Nativite/Natividad / p. 38
Lasana M Sekou, Pelican Heart/Corazon de pelicano / p. 38
Paco Ignacio Taibo II, Calling All Heroes: A Manual for Taking
Power / p. 60
Tomas Transtromer, The Sorrow Gondola / p. 42
Leon Trotsky, The Permanent Revolution & Results and
Prospects / p. 75
Anja Utler, engulf—-enkindle / p. 42
Raoul Vaneigem, The Revolution of Everyday Life / p. 75
Robert Walser, Answer to an Inquiry / p. 61
Brian Whitener, Editor, Genocide in the Neighborhood
(ChainLinks) / p. 75
Yu Jian, Flash Cards / p. 46
Raul Zibechi, Dispersing Power: Social Movements as
Anti-State Forces / p. 76
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Friends of SPD
SPD is supported in part by
contributions from individuals
and by grants from the
following institutions.

R. Bryant Mason
Gillian McCain
Peter and Susan Straub
Peter Wiley & Ms. Valerie Barth

Government
& Institutional
Funders

PATRONS

James Irvine Foundation
Marin Community Foundation
National Endowment for
the Arts
Opaline Fund
The San Francisco Foundation
Walter & Elise Haas Fund

Institutional
Funding Through
Matching Gifts
Google
Microsoft
John Wiley and Sons

Individual Donors
The people and organizations
included here have made
contributions to SPD between
December1, 2009, and
December 1, 2010. These
giving levels may reprejsent
multiple gifts throughout the
time period. We are deeply
grateful for the generous
support of our individual
donors. Their contributions
help us provide critical
distribution services to the
field.
CORNERSTONE CLUB

E. Tracy Grinnell
Tom White
ISLE CLUB

Andrew Scott and Kimball
Scott
SHELF CLUB

Anonymous
Bill Berkson
Ruth Eisenberg
Colin Herd
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Paul Auster
Mei-mei Berssenbrugge
Bill Campbell
David Curry
Patricia Dienstfrey
Rebecca Foust
Susan Gevirtz
Catherine Hollis
Anselm Hollo
Katherine Lederer
Michael Mann
Lynne Manuel
Allen Mears
Michael Morgan
Patti Noel Deuter
Bob Perelman
R.G. Webb
Marilyn Yalom
AUTHOR’S CLUB

Linda Allen
John Ashbery
Paul Baker
Mary Jo Bang
Dennis Barone
Robert Bertholf
Mark Bishop
Janet B. Brandenburg
Janet & John Bruno
Clark Coolidge
Crosby & Kaneda
Andrew Deranger
Ulla Dydo
Peter Everwine
Alan Felsenthal
Sesshu Foster
Stephen Fredman
Gloria Frym
Sheryl Fullerton
Curtis W. Gardner
Matthew Goldberg
Jack Grapes
Lyn Hejinian
Eileen Hennessy
Kenneth Irby
Todd Jailer
X.J. Kennedy

Stephen Kessler
Faye Kicknosway
Joshua Kornreich
Beth Lamont
Stephen Ledbetter
Paul Lichter
Michael Lindgren
Herbert Lust
Nathaniel Mackey
Djelloul Marbrook
Kendra Marcus
Suzi Markham
Harry Mathews
Richard Meier
Frederick Moten
Jennifer Moxley
Jena Osman
Michael Palmer
James Petersen
Frances Phillips
Sarah Plotkin
Joan Retallack
Andrea & Kit Robinson
Brooks Roddan
Jo Ann Rothschild
Seth L. Schein
Stephen Schneider
Leah Schoolnik
Adena Siegel
Andre Spears
Annie Stenzel
Anna Stephenson
Karen Swann
Eileen Tabios
Sheila Thorne
Barbara Tomash
Paul Watsky
Craig Watson
Eliot Weinberger
Marjorie Welish
Donald Wellman
Susan Wheeler
Jane Whitley
ADVOCATES

Charles Altieri
Byron Anderson
Suzanne Antisdel
Scott B. Stokes
Teresa Beaudet
Claire Becker
Jennifer Benka

Stephen Bett
Patti Breitman
SummerBrenner
Jasper Brinton
Nash Candelaria
Nona Caspers
Alan Catlin
Chris Chen
Gabrielle Civil
Hilary Clark
Thomas Comitta
Chris Daniels
Lydia Davis
Meg Day
Jean Day
Rosemary Day
Carol Dorf
Rachel Blau DuPlessis
Kristin Dykstra
Richard Erdmann
Charles Fabrizio
Norman Fischer
Patricia Forsberg
Colby Gillette
Cathlin Goulding
Judy Halden-Sullivan
Joe Harrington
Steve Harris
Joan Hawkins
Michael Heller
Robert Hershon
Elizabeth Horner
Tim Hunt
Dale Jensen
Howard & Ann Katz
John King
Phyllis Koestenbaum
Jay Kreimer
Maxine Kumin
Lauren Levin
Richard Lewis
Angela Mankiewicz
Jeffrey Maso
Alison McCabe
Robert L. McLaughlin
Margaret Morrison
Joseph Noble
Charles North
Linda Norton
Hilton Obenzinger
Sharon Osmond
Christopher Peditto
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Paula Rabinowitz
Stephen Ratcliffe
Susan Reich
Elena Rivera
Pamela Robinson
Nick Robinson
Judy Roitman
Philip Sanders
Matthew
Sharpe
Evie Shockley
James Sitter
Liz Sizensky
Warren Slesinger
Erika Staiti
Jared Stanley
Maureen
Stanton
Hugh Steinberg
Brian Teare
Dennis Teichman

YES!

Hugh Thomas
Burn Thompson
Hung Tu
Patricia Wallace
Jacqueline Waters
Elka Weber
David Welper
Joan Wilentz
Elizabeth Williamson

SPD’s front lobby table at
our most recent Open
House is filled with
benefits to becoming a
Friend of SPD. Thanks to
donors and thanks again
to our Friends!

PHOTO: MARC LECARD

I want to invest in the future
of small press literature.

$1, Aisle Club
Your name on an aisle in SPD’s warehouse,
a free book from your aisle, and 30% discount
for 1 year

NAME

ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

$2, Cornerstone Club
Receive all benefits below plus
a signed book from a favorite SPD author

ZIP CODE

$ Shelf Club
Your name on a shelf plaque in SPD’s
display room, a free book from your shelf,
and 30% discount for 1 year
$2 Patron
30% discount for 1 year

PHONE/EMAIL

$1 Author’s Club
20% discount for 1 year

■ PLEASE CHARGE MY CREDIT CARD

$ Advocate
10% discount for 1 year
VISA/MASTERCARD/AMERICAN EXPRESS

EXP. DATE

■ Enclosed is my check payable to SPD for $

BECOME A FRIEND OF SPD!
Mail To: Small Press Distribution
1341 Seventh Street · Berkeley, CA 94710
Or go to www.spdbooks.org and click on ‘Friends of SPD’
to contribute securely online.

$ Student/Senior Advocate
10% discount for 1 year
All contributions to SPD are tax-deductible
to the fullest extent of the law.

All Friends of SPD receive catalogs
and announcements.
Contribute $100 or more and receive
invitations to special events.
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SPD Publishers
SPD PUBLISHERS
A+BEND PRESS
A'A ARTS
ACTION BOOKS
ADASTRA PRESS
ADVENTURES IN POETRY
THE ADVOCADO PRESS
AEQUITAS BOOKS
AGINCOURT PRESS
AHADADA BOOKS
AHSAHTA PRESS
AK PRESS
AKASHIC BOOKS
ALICE JAMES BOOKS
ALLARDYCE, BARNETT,
PUBLISHERS
AMPERSAND BOOKS
ANDROGYNE BOOKS
ANHINGA PRESS
ANTHOLOGY FILM ARCHIVES
APOGEE PRESS
APOSTROPHE BOOKS
AQUARIUS PRESS
ARCTOS PRESS
ARTE PúBLICO PRESS
ASHLAND POETRY PRESS
ASTROPHIL PRESS
ATELOS
ATLAS PRESS
AUNT LUTE BOOKS
AUSUBO PRESS
AUTONOMEDIA
AVEC BOOKS
AVENUE B
THE BACKWATERS PRESS
BAMBERGER BOOKS
BAMBOO RIDGE PRESS
A BARNACLE BOOK
BARROW STREET PRESS
BATEAU PRESS
BATTERY STREET PRESS
BAY PRESS
BAYEUX ARTS
BEAR STAR PRESS
BEATITUDE PRESS
BEDBUG PRESS
BELLADONNA BOOKS
BENCH PRESS
BENU PRESS
BEYOND BAROQUE PRESS
BIG ROOSTER PRESS
BIG SKY BOOKS
BILINGUAL REVIEW PRESS
BIRDS, LLC
THE BITTER OLEANDER PRESS
BKMK PRESS
BLACK OCEAN
BLACK RADISH BOOKS
BLACK SWAN SURREALIST
EDITIONS
BLACKBERRY BOOKS
BLACKWORDS PRESS
BLAFT PUBLICATIONS
BLATT BOOKS
BLAZEVOX BOOKS
BLUE BEGONIA PRESS
BOMBSHELTER PRESS
BOOK THUG
BOOTSTRAP PRODUCTIONS
BORDIGHERA PRESS
BOTTOM DOG PRESS
BRICK BOOKS
BRIGHT HILL PRESS
BRONX RIVER PRESS
THE BROOKLYN RAIL/BLACK
SQUARE EDITIONS
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BROWSER BOOKS
PUBLISHING
BUDDY'S KNIFE JAZZEDITION
BUREAU OF PUBLIC SECRETS
BURNING BOOKS
BURNING BUSH PUB
BURNING DECK
C&R PRESS
CADMUS EDITIONS
CAHUENGA PRESS
CALACA PRESS
CALAMARI PRESS
CALDER PUBLICATIONS
CANARIUM BOOKS
CARAVEL BOOKS
CDA PRESS
CHAINLINKS
CHARLES H. KERR PUBLISHING
COMPANY
CHAX PRESS
CHELSEA EDITIONS
CHIASMUS PRESS
CHICAGO NETWORK FOR
JUSTICE AND PEACE
CHICORY BLUE PRESS
CIDER PRESS REVIEW
CINCO PUNTOS PRESS
CINELIT PUBLISHING
CITY LIGHTS PUBLISHERS
CLEAR CUT PRESS
CLEVELAND STATE
UNIVERSITY POETRY
CENTER
COACH HOUSE BOOKS
COFFEE HOUSE PRESS
COMBO BOOKS
COOL GROVE PRESS
COPPER BEECH PRESS
COPPER CANYON PRESS
COUNTERPATH PRESS
CRACKED SLAB BOOKS
CREATION BOOKS
CREATIVE ARTS BOOK
COMPANY
CROSS-CULTURAL
COMMUNICATIONS
CROWN POINT PRESS
CUNEIFORM PRESS
CYPHER BOOKS
DAILEY SWAN PUBLISHING
THE DANCING TREE
DEERBROOK EDITIONS
DENVER QUARTERLY
DISPLACED PRESS
DOROTHY, A PUBLISHING
PROJECT
DOS MADRES PRESS
DPRESS
DUSIE PRESS
EAST BAY MUNICIPAL UTILITY
DISTRICT
EDGE BOOKS
EDICIONES LA CALAVERA
EL LEóN LITERARY ARTS
ELEPHANTEARS PRESS
ELEVEN ELEVEN
ELIXIR PRESS
ELLIPSIS PRESS
EMPTY BOWL PRESS
EPIC RITES PRESS
ESSAY PRESS
ETRUSCAN BOOKS
ETRUSCAN PRESS
EXQUISITE CORPSE/CHUM
BOOKS
FACTORY HOLLOW PRESS
FACTORY SCHOOL

FAIRY TALE REVIEW PRESS
FARFALLA PRESS
FAST FORWARD PRESS
FAUX PRESS
THE FEMINIST PRESS
FENCE MAGAZINE
FIFTH PLANET PRESS
53RD STATE PRESS
THE FIGURES
FIREWHEEL EDITIONS
FIRST INTENSITY PRESS
FISH DRUM, INC.
FIVE FINGERS PRESS
FIVE SEASONS PRESS
FLIM FORUM PRESS
FLOOD EDITIONS
FLY BY NIGHT PRESS
FORTHCOMING BOOKS
FOUR WAY BOOKS
FOURTEEN HILLS PRESS
FRANK/WYNKIN DE WORDE
FURNITURE PRESS BOOKS
FUTUREPOEM BOOKS
GALLERY 16 EDITIONS
GHOST ROAD PRESS
THE GIG
GNOMON PRESS
GORGEOUS NOTIONS PRESS
GRANARY BOOKS
GREEN INTEGER
THE GREEN LANTERN PRESS
GREENFIELD REVIEW PRESS
GREENHOUSE REVIEW PRESS
GREY FOX
GROUNDWATER PRESS
HAMBONE
HANGING LOOSE PRESS
HANUMAN BOOKS
HARBOR MOUNTAIN PRESS
HARD PRESS
HEDGEROW PRESS
HEYDAY BOOKS
HOBBLEBUSH BOOKS
HOST PUBLICATIONS
HOT WHISKEY PRESS
HOUSE OF NEHESI
PUBLISHERS
I.E. PRESS
IBEX/IRANBOOKS
IBIS EDITIONS
IF PUBLICATIONS
INANNA PUBLICATIONS
INFORMATION AS MATERIAL
INGIRUMIMUSNOCTEETCOMS
UMIMURIGNI
INK.
INKWORKS PRESS
INNERLIGHT PUBLISHING
INSERT PRESS
INSTANCE PRESS
INTERACTIVE PUBLICATIONS
INTERMEZZO PRESS
ITHURIEL'S SPEAR
JUNCTION PRESS
KALA PRESS
KAYA PRESS
KELSEY STREET PRESS
KENNING EDITIONS
KOJA PRESS
KOLOURMEIM PRESS
KRUPSKAYA
L PUBLICATIONS
LA ALAMEDA PRESS
LAGUNA WILDERNESS PRESS
LATIN AMERICAN LITERARY
REVIEW PRESS

LEAPING DOG PRESS
LEON WORKS
LEROY CHAPBOOK SERIES
LES FIGUES PRESS
LETTER MACHINE EDITIONS
LIBELLUM BOOKS
LIGHTFUL PRESS
LITMUS PRESS
LIVINGSTON PRESS
LOST ROADS PUBLISHERS
LOVELETTER EDITIONS
LOW FIDELITY PRESS
LUQUER STREET PROJECTS
LYRIC& PRESS
MAGIC HELICOPTER PRESS
MAKE NOW PRESS
MAMMOTH BOOKS
MANGO PUBLISHING
MANIFEST PRESS
MANY MOUNTAINS MOVING
MARCH/ABRAZO PRESS
MARICK PRESS
MARSH HAWK PRESS
MAYAPPLE PRESS
MEMBRANE PRESS
MENARD PRESS
MERCURY HOUSE
MERITAGE PRESS
MIAMI UNIVERSITY PRESS
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S
PRESS
MONKEY PUZZLE PRESS
MOVING PARTS PRESS
MUUMUU HOUSE
THE NAROPA PRESS
NARROW HOUSE
NATIONAL POETRY
FOUNDATION
NEO LITERATI PRESS
NEW AMERICAN WRITING
NEW CLARION PRESS
NEW ISSUES POETRY & PROSE
NEW STAR BOOKS
NIGHTBOAT BOOKS
1913 PRESS
96 TEARS PRESS
NOCTURNES EDITIONS
NOEMI PRESS
NYHIL
NYQ BOOKS
O BOOKS
OCTOPUS BOOKS
OFF BEAT PULP PRESS
OFF THE PARK PRESS
OMNI ARTS, LLC
OMNIDAWN
OPEN CITY
OTIS BOOKS
OTOLITHS
OWL PRESS
OYSTER MOON PRESS
OYSTER RIVER PRESS
PALM PRESS
PANTOGRAPH PRESS
PAPER KITE PRESS
PARADIGM PRESS
PARLOR PRESS
PASSAGER BOOKS
PAST TENTS PRESS
PATMOS PRESS
PATRICK LOVELACE EDITIONS
PAVEMENT SAW PRESS
PENMANSHIP BOOKS
PENNYWHISTLE PRESS
PERIPLUM EDITIONS/FIELD
BOOKS

PLEASURE BOAT STUDIO
PLEIADES PRESS
PLINTH BOOKS
PM PRESS
POCKET OPERA PRESS
POETIC MATRIX PRESS
POETS & WRITERS INC.
POLTROON PRESS
PORTAL PRESS
THE POST-APOLLO PRESS
PRE PRESS
PRESSED WAFER
PRINTED MATTER PRESS
PUBLISHING GENIUS PRESS
QUALE PRESS
QUERCUS REVIEW PRESS
R.L. CROW PUBLICATIONS
RAGER MEDIA
RAW ART PRESS
RE/SEARCH PUBLICATIONS
RED BONE PRESS
RED DRAGONFLY PRESS
RED DUST
RED LETTER PRESS
REDWOOD COAST PRESS
RESONANT BOOKS
RIBBONWEED PRESS
RIVERRUN PRESS
ROCKY LEDGE
ROGUE ART
RONSDALE PRESS
ROOF BOOKS
ROSE METAL PRESS
RUMOR BOOKS/LISTENING
CHAMBER
RUST BUCKLE BOOKS
SALT PUBLISHING
SAND PAPER PRESS
SAN FRANCISCO BAY PRESS
SATURNALIA BOOKS
SCARLET TANAGER BOOKS
SECOND STORY BOOKS
SEMAR PUBLISHERS
SEOUL SELECTION
SHARK BOOKS
SHEARSMAN BOOKS
SIDEBROW BOOKS
SILENCED PRESS
SILVERFISH REVIEW PRESS
SINGING HORSE PRESS
SIX GALLERY PRESS
SIXTEEN RIVERS PRESS
SKANKY POSSUM
SKIPPING STONES EDITIONS
SLAPERING HOL PRESS
SLOPE EDITIONS
SMALL DESK PRESS
SOLID OBJECTS
SOULTHEFT RECORDS, INC.
SPLIT SHIFT
SPOUT PRESS
SPUYTEN DUYVIL
STANDING STONE BOOKS
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
LIBRARIES
STARCHERONE BOOKS
STATION HILL PRESS OF
BARRYTOWN
STOCKPORT FLATS
STOP PRESS
STRAW GATE BOOKS
SUBITO PRESS
SUBPRESS
SUN DOG PRESS
SUNNYOUTSIDE
SUSPECT THOUGHTS PRESS

SWAN SCYTHE PRESS
SWANK BOOKS
SWITCHBACK BOOKS
TALISMAN HOUSE
TALKING LEAVES PRESS
TAM TAM BOOKS
THE TANGENT PRESS
TARGUM PRESS
TARPAULIN SKY PRESS
TAUREAN HORN PRESS
TEBOT BACH
TENDER BUTTONS
THEENK BOOKS
THIRD WOMAN PRESS
THIS PRESS
THREE CANDLES PRESS
TIBOR DE NAGY EDITIONS
TIME BEING BOOKS
TINFISH PRESS
TOMBOUCTOU BOOKS
TOP PEN PRESS
TOUGHER DISGUISES
TRASK HOUSE BOOKS
TRES CHICAS BOOKS
TRIP STREET PRESS
TSAR PUBLICATIONS
TUPELO PRESS
TURTLE POINT PRESS
TWISTED SPOON PRESS
TYRANT BOOKS
UCLA AMERICAN INDIAN
STUDIES CENTER
UCLA ASIAN AMERICAN
STUDIES CENTER
UCLA CHICANO STUDIES
RESEARCH CENTER
UGLY DUCKLING PRESSE
UMASS DARTMOUTH
UNITED ARTISTS BOOKS
UPPER WEST SIDE
PHILOSOPHERS
UPSET PRESS
VAGABOND PRESS
VALA BOOK PRESS
VANITAS
VEHICLE EDITIONS
VINTAGE ENTITY PRESS
VIZ. INTER-ARTS
VOLT
WASHINGTON WRITERS'
PUBLISHING HOUSE
WAVE BOOKS
WE PRESS
WEST END PRESS
WEST HOUSE BOOKS
WHAT BOOKS PRESS
WHIT PRESS
WHITE DEER BOOKS
WHITE PINE PRESS
WILD OCEAN PRESS
WOLF RIDGE PRESS
THE WORD WORKS
WRITEGIRL PUBLICATIONS
WRITING OUR WORLD PRESS
WRIT LARGE PRESS
XENOS BOOKS
XOXOX PRESS
ZASTERLE PRESS
ZEPHYR PRESS
ZONE 3 PRESS
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How to Use This Catalog
Trade Orders
EDI: Order via Pubnet, SAN 106-6617
EMAIL ORDERS: orders@spdbooks.org
FAX ORDERS: (510) 524-0852
OUTSIDE THE BAY AREA, CALL TOLL-FREE:

(800) 869-7553
BAY AREA ORDERS: (510) 524-1668
HOURS: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Pacific Time), Monday

through Friday.
Please specify purchase order numbers as needed,
full address, telephone, and shipping address
when different from billing.
TRADE DISCOUNT SCHEDULE:

Assorted 10 or more . . . . 40%
5-9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20%
2-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10%
1 copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . net

FOREIGN ACCOUNTS: Payment should be made

in U.S. funds via International Money Order,
check drawn in U.S. dollars, Visa, Mastercard or
American Express. Please allow six to eight weeks
for shipment via U.S. Postal Service. Rush orders
and new accounts, please inquire.
For questions about trade and library sales,
please contact SPD’s Operations Manager, at
(510) 524-1668, x308.

Individual Orders
Orders are accepted by mail, or by the following
methods:
SECURE ONLINE ORDERING at www.spdbooks.org
EMAIL ORDERS: orders@spdbooks.org
FAX ORDERS: (510) 524-0852
TOLL-FREE ORDERS (OUTSIDE BAY AREA):

TEXTBOOK STORES: Choose 20% returnable

(800) 869-7553

or 40% nonreturnable for textbook orders.
Maximum discount on all textbook orders is
40%. Maximum discount on orders for readings
or author appearances is 40%.

BAY AREA ORDERS: (510) 524-1668

PREPAID/STOP ORDERS: 1-4 copies 30% discount

+ $3.00 shipping; 5-10 copies 40% discount
+ $4.00 shipping (media mail). For UPS
Shipping add $2.
BACKORDERS: Unavailable titles are backordered
at bookseller’s request and shipped immediately
on receipt. Please indicate on purchase orders
whether backorders are desired, and if they are,
please include cancelation dates.
SHIPPING: Orders are shipped UPS ground,

at bookseller’s expense. For rush orders: Please
specify date needed and method of shipment.
UPS 3-Day Select, 2nd Day Air, and Overnight
are available, as are FedEx Ground Collect, UPS
Consignee, USPS Media Mail, and USPS Priority Mail.
Call or email for rates.
TERMS: Terms are net 30 days; please pay from

invoice which will follow the shipment by separate
mail. Libraries are offered an automatic extension
to net 60 days.
NEW ACCOUNTS: New trade customers should

Please note our current shipping rates. Shipping by
Media Mail to the US: $4.50 for 1 book,
plus $1 for each additional. Shipping by UPS or
Priority Mail to the US: $8 for first book, $1 for each
additional.
CURRENT TAX RATES: California residents add

or sticker-marked, books damaged in transit to
SPD, etc.). No credit will be issued for books
sold at a designated non-returnable discount.
Returns cannot be accepted for items from unpaid
invoices.
Items ineligible for credit will be returned at
customer’s expense. Credit is applied to future
purchases. NO REFUNDS ISSUED.
CREDITS MUST BE USED WITHIN ONE YEAR.
CLAIMS: In case of damage or order fulfillment

error, we accept immediate returns. Claims for
shorts or misshipments must be made within
45 days of the invoice date. Credit will be issued
or damaged items replaced immediately upon
notification.
For questions about returns, please
contact Zack Tuck at (510) 524-1668, ext. 300
(zack@spdbooks.org).

Shipments to Canada will be sent UPS Canada.
Please calculate $15 for first book, $2 for each
additional. For all other international shipments,
please add $19 for the first book, $6 for each
additional. Please contact orders@spdbooks.org for
an accurate shipping quote. International
shipments, except for Canada, will be sent via FedEx
International. Payment:
International Money Order, check in U.S. dollars, or
credit card (Visa, Mastercard, or American
Express).
ADDITIONAL POSTAGE MAY BE CHARGED FOR
HEAVIER ITEMS.

Returns Policy

California booksellers please include resale permit
number with first order.

within one year of paid purchase without prior
authorization. BOXES MUST BE SECURELY PACKED
AND LABELED “RETURNS,” and should include a
packing slip with customer’s claim number and
date of return for reference.

purchase order, at net 60 days. Call for discount
terms, and be sure to ask about SPD’s standing
order/approval plans, custom shaped to fit your
library’s needs.

NO CREDIT WILL BE ISSUED FOR TITLES NOT
PURCHASED FROM SPD, NOR FOR RETURNS IN
UNSALEABLE CONDITION (shopworn, stickered

minimum 8.25% sales tax; Santa Barbara, San Diego,
San Bernadino, and Sacramento counties add 8.75%;
Marin county add 9.0%.; San Mateo and Contra
Costa counties add 9.25%; San Francisco residents
add 9.50%; Alameda and Los Angeles counties add
9.75%.

prepay the first order or request a credit
application. Net-30 day terms are extended
thereafter.

LIBRARIES: Orders are shipped automatically with

and purchase dates will be credited at the
purchase price. All other returns will be credited
at 45% of the retail price.

FOR WHOLESALE ORDERS
OVERSTOCK RETURNS: Returns can be made

INVOICE INFORMATION IS REQUESTED. Customers

providing invoice numbers, purchase discounts
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Order Today!

QTY

AUTHOR

TITLE

ISBN

PRICE

This catalog represents new titles to SPD’s complete
standing inventory, and we make every effort to keep all
titles in stock. However, prices may change without notice
and occasionally a book may go out of stock or out of print
by the time the catalog comes out. See SPD’s website at
spdbooks.org for a full backlist of titles and presses.
If a title you order is out of stock, you will receive a credit
on your account at SPD.
Please pass this catalog on to a friend who might be
interested in ordering (think of it as recycling).
Also, please keep us updated with any change of address
(SPD pays for return of all catalogs sent to old addresses).
Thanks.

Gift Orders
When you send SPD titles as a gift, we’ll gladly ship them
directly to the recipient if you prefer. Send to ➧
Name ______________________________________

YES! I’ll help SPD with my tax-deductible contribution of $ ____________

Address _____________________________________

Subtotal ____________

City _________________ State _____ Zip __________

Less Member Discount ( __________ )

Country _____________________________________

California residents add 7.25% sales tax ____________
San Francisco residents add an additional 1.25% local tax. ____________
Alameda residents add 1.5% local tax. ____________
Contra Costa, Los Angeles, San Mateo, and Santa Clara residents add 1.0% local tax. ____________
___________

Ordered By
Name ______________________________________

Shipping (see below*) ____________

Address _____________________________________
City _________________ State _____ Zip __________
Country _____________________________________
Daytime phone ________________________________
Email _______________________________________

■ Check here if new address.

Total ____________
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO SPD.

Or charge to:

■ VISA

■ MasterCard

— — — — — — — —
Account Number
————————
Expiration Date

■ American Express

— — — —

— — — —

—————————————————————————————
Cardholder Name

PLEASE NOTE: We encourage a $10 minimum for credit card orders. Please call to check

availability. No cash refunds. Credit on account only.

Catalogs
If you have friends who’d like to receive the latest SPD
new titles list, give us their names and addresses and we’ll
forward a catalog directly to them.

SHIPPING RATES: For 1 item include $4.50: add $1.00 for each additional item. Generally

allow 10-15 days for delivery. Contact us for rates for accelerated shipping (UPS Next Day Air,
2nd-Day Air).* Due to heightened security, international shipping may take longer.
FOR CANADIAN AND OTHER FOREIGN SHIPMENTS: For all other international

Name ______________________________________
Address _____________________________________
City _________________ State _____ Zip __________
Country _____________________________________

shipments, please add $17.50 for the first 2 items. For more than 2 books, please contact
orders@spdbooks.org for an accurate shipping quote. These shipments will be sent via FedEx
International. Please pay by Visa/MasterCard, American Express or by International Money
Order or check in US dollars.*
*Additional postage will be charged for heavier items.
TO MAIL IN YOUR ORDER:

our address for all correspondence is
SPD/Small Press Distribution, Inc.
1341 Seventh Street
Berkeley, CA 94710-1409

SECURE ONLINE ORDERING:
E-MAIL:
FOR FAX ORDERS:
TO ORDER BY PHONE:
EDI ORDERS:

www.spdbooks.org
orders@spdbooks.org
510-524-0852
call 510-524-1668 9am-5pm (PST) Mon.-Fri.
Via Pubnet.org (SAN 106-6617)

Name ______________________________________
Address _____________________________________
City _________________ State _____ Zip __________
Country _____________________________________
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Change Service Requested

Hot New Titles at SPD!
BORN PALESTINIAN,
BORN BLACK &
THE GAZA SUITE

ANSWER TO
AN INQUIRY
Robert Walser
Page 61

Suheir Hammad
Page 23

EVENT FACTORY
Renee Gladman
Page 53

CE UNO ONE:
POEMAS PARA EL
NUEVO SOL/POEMS
FOR THE NEW SUN
Francisco X. Alarcón
Page 9

THE BLAFT
ANTHOLOGY OF
TAMIL PULP FICTION:
VOLUME 2
COLOR PLATES
Adam Golaski
Page 53

Rakesh Khanna, Editor
Page 56

